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VII. 

Introduction 

In order to understand Islamic legal theory it 

is important that we study it in the light of the practice 

which preceded its formation. By studying the relation 

between the later theory and the practice during the early 

period of. Islam we will be able to determine the influences 

on this. theory in its background and development. 

The present thesis is an attempt to answer a 

question about this relation between the legal theory and 

the-preceding practice in one branch of the legal theory. 

This branch is the Islamic legal theory of the administration 

of justice al-Qad53. The question posed in the thesis is 

this: Did the theory of the administration in the second 

and third centuries A. H. express the natural historical 

development of the Islamic practice of this institution 

from the time of its introduction until the end of the 

Umayyad period (when Islamic institutions began to be 

analysed and discussed) or, on the other hand did iuslim 

scholars construct the theory in opposition to the actual 

practice, thereby avoiding any influence from that practice, 

The approach: 

The question will obviously give rise to some 

further questions about the legal theory of P. Iuslirn scholars 

and its precise character in this branch of the la%. Q uesticny; 

about the practice of the Islamic administration of justice 
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during the early period of Islam, its growth and development 

will also arise, so I thought it better to divide the 

thesis into two parts. 

The first pert of this thesis deals with the 

theory of Muslim scholars by means of a descriptive study. 

This part has also been divided into ei ht small chapters, 

each of which deals with a particular aspect of this theory; 

the appointment of the judge and his dismissal; his qualific- 

ations and functions, the judge's conduct of the court, 

his status and his decisions; and the organization of the court, 

and its servants. 

The second part of this thesis contains an 

historica]. study of the development of the Islamic administ- 

ration! of justice from the Prophet's day until the end of 

the Umayyad period. This part consists of four chapters 

as follows: 

The first chapter is a study of the legal custom 

and judiciary system during the pre-Islamic period. This 

study of the Arabian tribal system will serve to give us 

the background to the Islamic administrotion of justice. 

The second chapter is concerned trrith the judiciary 

system of the Prophet. It looks at the change that had 

taken place in the nature of authority in the Arabian 

Society, and examines the Prophet's judicial authority and 

how it differed from the practice of the pre-Islamic period. 

The third chapter contains a study of the 
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judiciary system after the death of the Prophet i. e. 

during the early caliphate. It is a study of the caliph's 

authority in judicial matters and how he delegated his 

authority in this field to subordinate officials, and in 

consequence gave birth to the Islamic system of administ- 

ration of justice. 

The fourth chapter is a study of the ad. minist- 

ration of justice during the Umayyad period: how the 

Umayyods developed this institution, and how it acquired 

its essential features during this period and the role 

played by the judges. It-will also look at the judge, 

his appointment and position in the Umcyyad aninist- 

ration bnd how his function and the view of his oualific- 

ations! developed during the Umayyad period. 

The conclusion reached in this thesis is that 

the scholars started off in opposition to the existing 

practice, but their conclusions were the same in many 

I 

cases as the actual practice. : Thus the practice largely 

determined the theory. Sometimes the scholars looked at 

this practice with critical eyes, accepted parts of it 

and modified others, or even rejected parts as they for- 

mulated their theory in opposition to the Umayyad practice. 

This in itself did not free their theory from being the 

netur2l result of historical processes of development in 

the administration of justice. Without this historical 

development in the administration, the theory could not 

have. been formulated. 
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The Sources: 

As 
. 
far as the first part of the thesis is 

concerned the ori{; ina1 sources are the works which are 

entitled Adab or the judge's rule of conduct. 

These works contained the Muslim scholars' theory of the 

administration of justice. Most of these works are--not 

merely still in manuscript but have not even been edited. 

The most important of them and the earliest is Adab al-Qgdi 

of A4mad b. CUmar al-Khassäf(l) (d. 261 A. H. ) Gottheil 

said: "The earliest work on the subject seems to have been 

that of the Hanafite Abü Yüsuf YaCqüb b. Ibrähim who died 

in the year 182 A. H. " Gottheil gave Häji Khalifa as his 
40 

reference for this statement. Although Häji Khalifa 

mentioned that Abü Yüsuf had dictated a book on Adab al- 

Q9411 transcribed by Bishr al-Marisi, he did not say. that 

the work was still. in existence or that he had seen it,, 

but stressed that the well known book on this subject 

among the Hangfite scholars was al--Khassäf's work, 
(3) 

Ibn airNadim did not mention Adab al-Qadi as one of Abü 

. Yüsuf's books when he mentioned his works. ' Furthermore 

(1) a1-Khassäf, Ahmad b. "Umar (d.. 261 A. H. ) Adab al-Q di 
MS', Leiden, No. DR. 550. 

(2) Gottheil, R. J. H. The gädi, the history of this instit- 

ution, Art., R. E. E. S., Paris, 1908, vol. 1, p. 390. 
(3) Häjl Khalifa, Kashf al-7un5n, vol. 1, pp. 219-20. 
(4) Ibn al-Nadim, Muhammad b. Ishäq (d. 438 A. H. ) al-Fihrist, 

ed. and tram. by B. Dodge, Columbia University Press, 
New York and London, 10,70, vol. 1, pp. 502-03. 
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I am unable to find any reference to this work in any 

catalogue of Arabic books or manuscripts in the various 

libraries, except in Sez; in who mentions that a manuscript 

of this work exists in the National Library in Tunis under 

the No. 506. (') 
On reading this particular manuscript i 

have come to the conclusion that although it had been 

ascribed to Abü Yüsuf, it could not have been written by 

Abtz Yüsuf because the author of the manuscript quotes 

scholars as late as the seventh century A. H., such as al- 

Nawawi who died 676 A. H.; the author did not intend to ascribe 

the manuscript to anyone but himself. He quoted Abü Yüsuf 

as much as he quoted Abü Hanifa and Muhammad b. 81-Masan. 

If Abü'Yüsüf did compose a book on this subject, then 

certainly it has not survived; it is in any case doubtful 

whether he ever composed such a book. If he did., then 

al-Khassäf would not foil to mention such a book in his 

Adab al-Q di, nor would Ibn al-Nadim ignore such an important 

book in al-Fihrist. As we said earlier H ji halifa 

mentioned that al-Khassäf's book was the most imoort, -; nt 
book on this subject among the scholars, so if there was 

another book by Abü Yüsuf on the some subject, then it is 

certain that such a book would be much more important than 

that of al-Khassäf. 

In addition to a1-ihsssäf's manuscript there are 

quite a number of manuscripts referred to in this first* 

part of she thesis e dab al-QFd. i of al-Simn-ony (d. 4 S0 '. '-H. ) 

" (1) Sezin, Fuat, Geschichte Des Arabischen Schr ft tumý 
-- 

BrjncÄ. 1 PP. 1121 
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and that of al-Harawi (d. 488 A. H. ) and al--Tabari, Abü 

al-CAbbäs (4.533 A. H. ) and also on the some subject of 

Adab al-Qädi another manuscript by Ibn Abi al-Damm 

(4.642 A. H. ). The rest of the manuscripts are of a later 

period. al-M irardi's and al-Parrs 's books on al-AhkFm 

al-Sultäniyya are important sources in this field. Most 

of the works on figh in general treat the office of judge 

in a special chapter. These chapters have also been used 

in this part of the thesis. 

As regards the sources of the second part of 

this thesis, in addition to the early Arabic history books, 

there are some specialist books on the history of the 

Muslim judges like al-Kindi's. work Wulät Misr We 

Qu4ätuhä, (d. 350 A. H. ) and also Tärikh al-audit of 

Muhammad b. Khalaf b. Jiayyän known as Wakic who died 

(306"A. H. ). The Arabic books of literature like al-Aghäni 

of al-ISfahäni (d. 357 A. H. ) and al-'Iqd al-Farid of 

Ibn CAbd Rabbih (d. 327 A. H. ) provided us with some useful 

information about the early judges and the working of the 

administration of justice. In regard to the study of the 

Arabian tribal. system I have used the history of the 

Arabian tribes: TFrikh al-CArab Qabl al-Isl9m by al-Asmadi 

(d. 216 A. H. ) al-Mu$abbar and al-Munammag of Muhammad b. 

Habib al-Baghdädi (d. 245 A. HH. ) on the history of the 

Arabian tribes, and the pre-Islamic poems. In order to 

establish the authenticity or otherwise of a particular 

report of the practice in the pre-Islamic period I 
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compared it with the practice amon the Bedouin of , modern 

times wii. h. the help of the study of the modern Bedouin 

system like A. Kennett's work Bedouin Justice. As for 

the Prophet's period I depend largely on the Qur3-, n as 

a historical. document in finding out the Prophet's 

judiciary system and his authority as a supreme judge. 

In addition to the Arabic sources as the 

original sources of this thesis I have also consulted 

some European Orientalists' works which are available in 

the English language and relevant to the subject of the 

present thesis. For details consult the Bibliography. 

1 



1. 

Part :I 

Islamic theory of the administration-of justice 

This part is a study of the legal theory 

formulated by the early Muslim scholars during the 

construction period of Islamic law in the second and 

third centuries of Islam concerning the administration 

of justice. 

Chapter :I 

The appointment and dismissal of a judge. 

A. The appointment. 

According to the early 1Tuslim scholars' theory 

the Muslim community was in need of an institution which 

would enforce law and order in the community and settle 

disputes which might be expected to arise between persons. 
(1) 

According to their theory the Qurý'än points to -the necessity 

of , 
justice in administering this part of the temporal 

organization in the verse which says: 
( 2) "If you 

judge between the people do so with justice". 
. 

(1) Ihn 
, udawna, 'Abd A11Z2t b. Ähmad. (d. 620 '. H. ) 

a's. tu nib al-, Salafiyya r:. e s. Cairo, 1962 vol. 3, 

p. 607 quoting Almad b. Hanbal, 

(2) Qurý': ý*ý, Sara, I5,58. 

J 
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In'another verse the Qur; 63n says: "If any difference 

arises between you refer it to God and his messenger, 

if you really believe in God". 
f 

Muslim scholars understood from these verses 

that it was the duty of all Muslims to submit their 

disputes to Islamic law. 
(2) 

According to the early 

scholars it was the responsibility of the ', ̀uslin. community 

as a whole, and the duty of each fluslim individually, to 

secure justice for they would all share the blame for 

neglecting this duty. 
(3) 

But there had to be an 

authorised body who would act or. behalf of the comiunit;;, 

that is to say of the judicial and executive poorer 

which (according to the system of Islamic government) 

rested in the hands of the caliph as the head of the 

Muslim state. 
(4) 

This authorised body should appoint a 

(1) Qur'än, Süra, IV, 59. 

(2) a1-Tabari, Muhammad b. Jarlr (d. 310 A. H. ) 

Jämic al--Dayan. al Halab-I press, 

Cairo, 1954, vol, 5, PP. 144-46,150. 

(3) al Than af, Ahrnad b. Tmax (d. 261 A. H. ) 

Adab al-< di M. Leiden, No. Dn550. f, 105. 

(4) wardz ýAii b. iltllitan ad b. Habib (d. 450 A.?. ) 

aw--Ahk m a1-Su1t ni-rra, al-Hal'bi press, 

Cairo, 1960, pp. l5-16. 
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judge in every town or province in need of one. 

Muslim scholars regarded this appointment as a personal 

delegation from the caliph to the judge in the sense 

that by this appointment the caliph had transferred some 

of his responsibility to the appointed judge. By doing 

so tha caliph had given the judge an independent position 

in which he would not be affected in any way in his 

judgment by the caliph's point of view. 
(2) 

Some i.; uslim 

scholars thought that this institution was not only beneficial 

for the community but also had a religious significance for 

the judge himself because in administering justice he was 

in a way worshipping God and performing a religious duty. 
(3) 

The head of the Muslim state had to choose the 

best of the candidates and to make sure that the candidate 

chosen met the. requirements(4) for the fulfilment of 

(1) Ibn Qudäma, op. cit. *, vol. 3, p. 607 quoting 

Ahmad b. Hanbal. 
.. 

(2) aI äwardI, op. cit., p. 68. 

(3) a1-Ruhayb3nl, Mu tafq b. Sacd (d. 1243 A. H. ) 

1; atalib Lrli al -, ". uh-, --. Islamic Office 

publication, Damascus, 1961, vol. 6. 

p. 454 quoting the early Uriayyad judge 

a, Iasrüq b. al-Ajda'. cf. al-Khassäf, 

op. cit., f. 2. 

(4) These requirements will be discussed in the following 

chapter.. 
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this task. 
(1) 

According to the scholar: the caliph could 

ascertain the standard of the candidate either from 

his reputation or by subjecting him to a special 

cxamination. They cited two instances to support their 

argument: the Prophet had given Mucadn an oral 

examination before sending him to Yaman as a judge(2) 

and CI mar had relied on the reputation and intelligence 

of Shurayh when appointing him as a judge in al K: üfa. (3) 

The scholars did not mention any reward for the 

candidate who passed this examination. However, the 

insistence by the scholars on the caliph's satisfying 

himself of the ability of the candidate does not 

necessarily correspond to the actual practice because 

Ibn Abi al-Damm in the seventh century still. had to 

suggest that the caliph should ask the scholars to 

question the candidate about his knowledge in order to 

(1) al-Si. mnäni, c 1i b. Muhammad b. Ahead (d. 480 :.. ý;. ) 

AdaB G1 ^ädi 1, IS . Murad Mulla o+ 722. f. 17. Ibn 

cQudctna, OTA. cit., vol. 3, p. 607, 
quoting b. 

Hanbal. 

(2) a]. ;.; äwardi o cj t. ' : cit ! pp. 6-ö7. A (Im scuszion of the 

doubtful nature of this rep oxt will follow in the 

atu'Iy of trio judiciary system ä:. i the ProýýhL-i: ' s aex cd. 

See below, pp. 174"-75, 

{? } aAbbü ! 'a c- 14: uhýý : tl arn,,.. b. al-mHu: ic; -r {d.. A. Ii" i 

a1bE'ý7: 3c za -S ülý; ani; -. ý : 3: "a.; t` ýZ. l.. cý... ilbi i)x SfýýS fir 7a 

........,. 
n-4. --___.. -ý 
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allow him to practise the law. 
(1) 

The appointment had to be made official and legal. 

This would be done by the caliph or by the local governor. 

Theoretically only the caliph had the right to appoint 

judges because he alone held the judicial power. 
(2) 

But the scholars said that if the caliph chose to give 

this right to his provincial governors he could do so, 

and from this point of view the appointment of judges 

by local governors was valid. 
(3) 

This interpretation 

appears to have been a compromise between the ideal theory 

that judges could only be appointed by the caliph and 

the early practice, where the appointment of jud. gee lay in 

the hands of the local governor. 
(') 

According to the . Muslim scholars the ap_ointment 

(1) Ibn Abl al-Da ^:, Ibrahim b. KAbd All (d. 642 A. H. ) 

Adab al-4? 3di ": S. National Library, 

Paris, Arab No. 995. f-10- 

(2) 
a1--Maward1, O_ p. Oit., p. 15. 

(3) Ibid., P. 30. 

Ibn FarhTm, Ibrähinl b. cAl b. Muhammad (d. 799 . H. ) 

Tabsira4; al-Hu'kk-`m al-Shariftyya, press Cairo, 1681, 

vol. 1, pp. 15-16. 

(4) See the discussion of the appointment of judges during 

the Liinayyad period below pp. 223-25. 
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became valid when the candidate officially received it from 

the relevant authority. This might be an oral investiture or 

a written decree issued by the caliph or the provincial 

governor declaring his appointment. 
(1) 

According to the theory the appointment was 

subject to the candidate's acceptance or refusal. 

The majority of Muslim scholars agreed that the 

candidate was entitled to refuse it if he thought for 

one reason or another he could'not carry out this 

responsibility. 
(2) 

On the other hand some of the scholars 

argued that if there were no one else qualified then he 

should accept the office for the community's sake and 

carry out its responsibilities as best he could. 
(3' 

This leads us to the question why so many early 

Muslin scholars refused to accept the office of judge. 

We can distinguish two different reasons at two different 

periods in the history of Islam. First, there was the 

attitude of the scholars during the early period of Islam 

before the systematization of Islamic law in the second 

(1) al-Sirrnid, op. cit., f. 13. al--i äwardi, op. cit., 

p. 69. 

(2) al-Khassäf, op. cit., f. 2. al-Ruhaybani, op. cit., 

pp. 455-56. 

(3) al-Simnäni, op. cit., f. 17 quoting the opinion of 

Shaficl. 's, school. 
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century. al : hassäf presented two different points of view 

with regard to the acceptance of the office. One was against 

it and he quoted many traditions supporting this point 

of view, and the other was in favour with similarly support- 

ing traditions. 
(') 

From reading the two points of view 

it appears to me that during the early period of Islam 

under the Umayyad dynasty there were two different groups 

with two different attitudes towards the Umayyad authority 

and any association with it and its administration. 

One group consisted of some pious. scholars who did not 

recognise the authority of the Umayyads, and regarded 

the Umayyad caliph as a Zalim, or unjust ruler. 
(2) 

As they objected to the irreligious Umayyad caliphate(3) 

so they objected to any acceptance by the scholars of any 

official post, the administration of justice being no 

exception, as Goldziher observes: "It was considered 

(1) a1-hhass if, o cit., if. 1-2. 

(2) Goldziher, ignaz. Muslim Studies, translated from 

German by C. R. Barber and S. T. T. Stern, Geore Alien 

and Unwin Ltd., London, 1971, vol. 2, p. 48. 

(3) The reason why they regard the Umayyais as unjust 

rulers will be discussed in the second part of this 

thesis in the discussion of the attitude of this 

group torards the Umayyad authorty. See below 

pp. 226-. 3-4. 
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impermissible - and one bluntly refused - to enter 

government service and any office depending on it 

especially that of qýdi. Since the government was well 

aware that such refusal was based on an aversion on 

principle to the rules, 
t 1) 

a refusal of office was often 

cruelly punished or the acceptance of the office enforced. 

In order to escape such compulsion mir al-Shacbl (d. ca. 

103-10) dressed in coloured robes, engaged in Trivial 

games and mixed with the youths in the street with the 

intention of appearing to be unworthy of the office of 

judge. This Shacbi was an enemy of the government since 

he actively participated in the rising of al-Ashcath 

against al-; iajjaj. To accept the offl. ce of the judge 

under the wicked government was considered illicit by 

It is for the justification of this 
( 

such people" . 
2) 

attitude that. we find so many traditions circulated 

during this period ascribed either to the Prophet or his 

companions. These traditions contain ý, rin a; <-inst the 

acceptance of the office of judge, such as that which 

says: "He who accepts office as a Judge is like 

(i) (sic). 
(2) G-old^ihcr, op. cit. p. 0. Schacht has a different 

interpretation of the conduct of this g-^roup; his 

point of view which appears to be contradictory to the 

Point Of vier of Goldziher will be discussed in ou 

study of she appointment of judger during tho lU; na-! yad 

period. See below pp. 220-34. 
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a man slaughtered without a knife". 

On the other hand we find that the other group took 

an entirely opposite view of the U mayyad dynasty, 

supporting them as well as working for them. This group 

also had to justify their position. Indeed we find most 

of the sayings and the traditions quoted in favour of 

accepting the office of judge were either by or on the 

authority of scholars who themselves acted as judges 

during the Umayyad period; scholars like , Masrnq b. al-Ajdac 

(d. 63 A. H. ) the judge of al-Küfa who said: "To me, 

judging between the people with justice for one day is 

preferable to joining the holy war (jihad) for one year". 
(1) 

al-Hasan b. Yasär al-Basri (d. 110 A. H. ), the judge of 

al-Basra, is quoted as saying: "The reward for one day 

of administering justice is more than the reward for a 

life of prayer". 
(2) 

The traditions quoted in favour 

of accepting the office of judge were on the authority 

of permanent Umayyad judges like Abü Burda b. Abi 

Müsä (d. 104 A. H. ) 
(3) 

the judge of al K fa, and 

(1) Ibn Said, Muhammad (d. 230 A. H. ) al-Tabagät ed. by 

Sachau and others. E. J. Brill, Leiden, 

1909, vol.. 6, P. 55. 

(2) al-Khassäf, op. cit., f. 2. 

(3) See IbnSacd, *or. cit., vol. 6, p. 187 for the 
" 

biography of Abv. Burda. 
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ly-as b. MuGviya (d. 122 l.. ýi. j(1J the judge of al-Basra. 
(2) 

Secondly the reasons which prevented the scholars, 

during and after the systematization of Islamic law,, -from 

accepting the office of judge are of two different natures: 

first, the influence of traditions which were circulated 

during the early period against the acceptance of the 

office. These traditions, due to the development of trad- 

itions in general, acquired some authority during and after 

the construction period of Islamic law, and the majority 

of Muslim scholars genuinely believed that these traditions 

were from the Prophet. There is little wonder, therefore, 

that these traditions influenced attitudes towards this 

office. The second reason, which I believe to be the 

more important, is the fact that the Muslim scholars in 

their theory on the position of the office of judge 

gave the judge a very strong position and very wide 

authority which did not correspond to the actual practice. 

They wanted a judge to be able to administer justice accord- 

ing to their legal theory. But the harsh reality which they 

saw in practice was that political authority controlled 

the, -function-of judges to the degree that none of them 

could accept the office of judge and still believe 

(1) See Ibn Sa<d, o . cit., vol. 7, part 2, Pp. 4-5 LO. 

the biography of Iyäa. 

(2) a -Khass . f, o,. ext., If. 2-1. 
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that he could administer justice according to the theory 

of the scholars. The influence of the political authority 

on the administration of justice was discussed by Coulson 

in an article on the subject. He says: "There can be 

little doubt that this interference by the political 

authority in the course of justice, arising from the very 

nature of the function of gädi, was a strong and prevalent 

ground for the refusal of that office by the pious. The 

duty to judge with complete impartiality had been laid 

down in the C, ur'än itself, and the ideal finds expression 

in many contexts. But the relationship between judiciary 

and executive was usually such as to make the full app- 

lication of this basic principle impossible". 1 
, "hen 

one of Abü Han-if a' s students asked him why he di. di not 

accept the office of judge, his reply was: "If I were 

asked to swim across the sea, this would be easier for 

me than to accept the office". 
2) . '+hy did Abiz i anla 

see accepting the office as an impossible task? it appears 

that he saw the influence of the political authority and 

saw the judge without real authority in his hands. 

These two facts led him to believe that tr;;; in to 

(1) Coulson, N. J. Doctrine and rractice in Islamic lam 

Art. in B. S. O. A. S. 195c, vol. 1f',, p. 21v. 

(2) al-Tamartashi, Muhantnid b. CAI dA? la7h (d. 1004 AH 

r ciirýidat al-Iivkkani MS. Pet. no. G1F khlv. ardt 2: o. 4E02. 

Faxt 2, f. 91 0 ; t. uo t lnr; lsljü 1. -n - 
fa. 
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implement the Shari. ca in these circumstances was an 

impossible task and anyone who accepted the office of 

judge would merely implement what the political authority 

wanted. Coulson offers us another interpretation of 

the-reason why Muslim scholars did not accept the office 

of judge; he says: "The abhorrence of the office of 

gadi may now be seen in its true historical perspective. 

It appears as the natural attitude of those who were 

religious idealists rather than practical lawyers, of those 

who preferred to conceive of the Sharica as a code of 

moral duties rather than enforceable legal rules".. 

Although I agree with Coulson that this was one of the 

reasons for their refusal, at the same time I cannot 

accept that this was the principal reason for all of them 

because, as explained earlier, of the vast differences 

between their legal theory of the judge's position and 

the actual practice. I would agree with Coulson that they 

were religious idealists but not because they saw the 

Sharica as a code of moral duties. They were religious 

idealists because they did not accept the weak position 

of the judge but rather demanded the ideal position 

which they gave him in their legal theory. Abü Hanifa 

for example refused to accept the office of judge. He 

was an outstanding scholar and it would have been inconsistent 

of him to refuse the office of judge because he thought 

(1) Coulson, op. cit., p. 225. 
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that the Shari'a was not enforceable (as Coulson seems 

to suggest) while at the same time saying: "If the 

judge were to tell anyone that he had convicted a part- 

icular person of murder, and he ordered him to kill this 

x 
murderer, he could do so". 

(') 
But if Abü Hanifa was 

inconsistent in this matter, then surely this would not 

have escaped the attention of his opponents in this matter. 

Abü Iianifa's reason for not accepting, the office of judge 

was, as we explained earlier, his objection to the 

prevailing practice where the political authority controlled 

the function of the. judge. But it would be going too far 

if we were to accept Coulson's interpretation that Abü Hanifa 

did not want to enforce the legal rules of the Sharica 

because he saw it as a code of moral duties. In the legal 

theory of Muslim scholars which was formulated in the 

second and third centuries there was no clear distinction 

between the moral or the legal aspect of the law. They. 

were both enforceable. Some of the scholars may have had 

a personal reason for not accepting the office, such as 

that of Shäfici which was, according to Ibn Abi al -Damm, 

that he wanted to devote all his time to the study of 

the law. 
(2) 

As soon as a candidate aggreed to accept the 

(1) 26I--Simnan1l, op. cit., ff. 85-86 quoting Abü Hanifa. 

(2) Ibn Abi al Damm, OP-cit., f. 4. 
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office he took the decree issued by the relevant authority 

to the province in which he was to exercise his ju isdiction 

in order that the people concerned would recognise the 

authority entrusted to hiln. 
(1 

B. Dismissal. 

As we have seen earlier the head of the Muslim 

state was the source of power in the community, and the 

authority of a judge derived from him through the appoint- 

nent. 
(2) 

Against this background we find that the Muslin, 

scholars differed on the point of whether or not the caliph 

had the right to dismiss judges at will with or without 

giving reasons. rte can distinguish two different points 

of view. First, that of those who looked upon the appoint- 

ment as a sort of personal delegation. and saw the judge 

as acting on behalf of the caliph. They also saw the 

appointment in terms of a personal contract which could 

be ended at any time at the request of either party. In 

the view of such people, the caliph could dismiss a 

judge without having to supply reasons. " On the other 

hand they preferred, in the interest of the community, that 

the head of the Muslim state should not dismiss the judge without 

(1) al-3iäraxdr, o , oit. " P. 70. al- Ruh i inI, o , czt., P. 457. 

(2) See above pp. 2-3- 

(3) Ibn Haze, All b. Ahmad b. Sa<ld (d. 450 A"H. 

a1 Tuhal lä 
tia 

? Munirý.;, t2. p, , Cairo, 1932, vol. 9, 

I). 429-30. al-Simnýrni., 2a. ci.., ff. 40,42" 

' a3. F*äwartxi, oý cit. , p, 70. 
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good reason. But if he did so, the judge had to obey 

the order, for it was the right of the caliph to do this. 
(1) 

Secondly, on the other side we find some scholars 

who saw the appointment, not so much as a matter between 

the caliph or the governor and the judge, but in its 

wider sense. The appointment was not from the caliph 

as a person, but from his authority which derived its 

strength from the community. The judge by the appointment 

was acting in the interest of the community and as their 

delegate. Some scholars went so far as to say that the 

judge was acting by the will of God. 
(2) 

The caliph there- 

fore had no right to dismiss him without sufficient grounds 

such as, for instance, neglect of duty. 
(3) 

So much for summary dismissal. But if a 

judge had committed some offence, what then would his 

position be? Who decided on his dismissal? Was there any 

need for an investigation to determine his alleged violation 

of the law? What sort of breach was likely to lead to 

(1) Ibn Abi al--Daran, op. cit., f. 11. 

(2) Ibid., f. 11 quoting the opinion of Muhammad b. CAli 

al-Qaffä]. _. 
(d. 360 A. H. ) 

(3) al-Shirbini, Muhammad. (d. 977 A. H. ) Mughn al- hta 

al HalabI press Cairo, 1958, vol. 4, p. 380. 

al-Siren ni., op. cit., f. 45, quoting al-Sh. fi'i. 

al Fuhayb n1, op cit., p. 465. 
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to his dismissal? 

To try to answer these questions ;, re must consult 

the Muslim scholars, the majority of whom agreed that if 

a judge was Guilty of certain acts or had lost any of the 

necessary qualifications for his office then he had to be 

dismissed. 
(') 

But early Muslim scholars differed on the 

point of effecting his dismissal. Some of them considered 

that if a judge committed an act that violated the rules of 

his office or forfeited any qualification or capacity which 

would impair his ability to carry out his duties, this 

would be enough to invalidate his decisions without any 

need for-an order from the caliph. 
(2) 

But they did not 

clarify this by showing how they proposed to remove the 

judge and prevent him from exercising his jurisdiction, 

or how they could prove the allegations against him. 

Sonne early scholars asserted that even if a 

judge merited dismissal this did not necessarily mean that 

he was in fact dismissed. So long as there was no order 

from the central authority he remained a judge and his 

decisions still carried their authority. 
(3) 

(1) al-I: hass:. f, op. cit., ff. 25-26. a1-41 wardi, op. cit., 

p. 66. 

(2) al KhassRf, op. cit., f. 26 a1-Sinnäni, -C 
cit"' f. 40 

quoting the opinion of ShäficPs School. 

(3) al-Simnani, op. cit., f. 40, quoting the opinion of the 

Ha. nafi scholar Ahmad b. Muhammad al-(udüri (d. 422) . 

10 
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It appears that not all the scholars during the 

early development of. Islamic law envisaged any kind of 

investigation of a judge's conduct. It is only in the later 

period that we find scholars lfl e Ibn Farhiui (d. 799 A. H. ) 

who thought that it was the duty of the head of the Muslim 

state, the caliph, to ensure that the dispensing of justice 

was being done without violation by investigating the conduct 

of judges in their administration of justice, and also by 

asking responsible people about their judges and how they 

carried out their task, by looking into complaints made against 

judges and studying the relevant circumstances. If the outcome 

of this investigation should point to any breach of the law 

by any judge, then the punishment was to be severe, the judge 

being dismissed and prohibited from giving judgment for the 

rest of his life. 
{1) 

A judge had to be prevented from presiding over the 

judiciary if he committed any of the following acts: 

1- Breach-of-justice: 

The judge would have committed a breach of justice 

if he allowed himself to discriminate unfairly between the 

parties concerned and gave his decision in favour of one 

of them. 
(2) 

He would also have committed a breach of justice 

if he received a bribe from anyone for the purpose 

(1) Ibn rarh n, cn. cft,, pp. 61-63. 
s 

(2) rid., Fp. 63-64, 
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of violating the law and he should be expelled from his 

office as soon as he was found guilty. 

2- Incapacity: 

The judge would be unable to perform his duties 

if he had lost any of the necessary qualifications, absence 

of which would affect his sound judgment. His ability 

would be affected if he should become incurably ill, blind, 

deaf, dumb, or if his knowledge had fallen below an acceptable 

level. 
(2) 

This is why Abü Hanifa save as his opinion 

that no judge be allowed to practise for more than one 

year after which he should be dismissed and told to take F. 

further course in the law before he could be reinstated, in 

order to keep up his standard of knowledge in this important 

office. 
(3) 

In the actual practice there was no organised 

course in the law, but the Judge could keep up with 

development in the law by studying the works of the scholars. 

al-Jähiz (d. 255 A. H. ) describes how the person could become 
" 

a judge and says: "This he can only achieve if he studies the 

works of Abü : ianifa and the like and learns by heart the 

practical legal formulae, all this can be done in one or two 

years. In only a very short time such a person will be 

appointed as a judge over a town or even a whole 

(1) a1-. has ä, op, cit., f. 26 al TamartEsh3, op. cit., f. 160. 
.. 

(2) a1- imi ni, op. cit., f. 40 quoting Abü 'anlfa. 
% 

al Ruhaybani, ý p. cit., p. 468. 

(3) al-Tarnart. shi, op, cit., f. 161 quoting Abü Hianlia. 
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province", 
("f 

To surpmarise the differences in regard to the 

dismissal of a judge we may say that L"uslim scholars 

adopted two points of view on the question of his dismissal 

without reason by the caliph, one in favour and the other 

against. These two points of view appear to me to 

represent two different attitudes towards the caliph, for 

those who said that the caliph could dismiss a judge 

without giving reason were in effect putting the caliph 

above the law. At the same time those who thought that 

the caliph had no right to dismiss a judge without 

sufficient reason were regarding the caliph as subject to 

the law like anyone else. All the scholars agreed. that 

if a judge committed a breach of justice or if his ability 

was impaired by accident or ignorance, then he should 

be dismissed. 

(1) Goldziher, ur,. cit., pp 215-16, quoting a? -Jhiztg 

Kitab a1 -I, U-awRn. 
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Chapter: II 

The necessary qualifications for the office of judge. 

Muslim scholars have asked for certain conditions 

which a candidate for the office of judCe must meet before 

he could be approved to exercise his own judgment in law- 

suits. These conditions in detail concerned the following 

matters: 

Sex: 

Most Muslim scholars argued that the judge had to 

be a male. 
(1) 

As they were unable to give a convincing 

armament for their objection to a female's appointment they 

justified their point of view by saying that there was no 

report of the Prophet or any of his successors having 

appointed females to this office. 
(2) 

The other reason for 

their objection is, as they said, that women were dependent 

on men and accordingly they were not capable of carrying 

3) 
out this responsibility. However, Abu Hanifa thought 

that women could exercise jurisdiction where their test- 

imony was valid. 
(4) 

Women's testimony was valid only in 

the civil cases. 
(5) 

ShäficI, on the other hand, argued 

against Abu hanifa saying that if women were to be allowed 

(1ý al-Siren nI, oý, . cit., f. 5 quoting the opinions of 

Shäfici and l. izlik. 

(2) ajQvhayb= oo.. cit", p. 466. 

(3) al-Y, immdi, o . cit. ; p. 65. 

A) al-5icnnaru, "it. If. 5, quoti: ig biz ii. ünifa- 

r-) IWO, fe 48. 
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to judge civil cases they could not be prevented from judging 

the criminal ones. 
(') 

It is astonishinT that al-Tabari 

is reported as thinking that the female was qualified for 

the office of judge in the same way as the male. 
(2) 

A1triough al-Tabarl's reason for this view was not reported, 
. 

Ibn Hazm (d. 456 A. H. ) argued in favour of admitting the 

appointment of females without restriction saying that 

a Qur'ý'Knic verse commanded all the believers to judge 

between the people with justice; Ibn Hazm argued that 

this command was of a general character and applied to the 

female as well as to the male. 
(3) 

However, the majority 

of the scholars were opposed to that view on the grounds 

explained earlier. As their reasons did not satisfactorily 

answer the question of their objection to the appointment of 

women to the office of judge I can offer only two possible 

explanations. It may be because the cur'än stated that the 

testimony of two women was equal to the testimony of one man, 

so in order that her verdict be accepted:. as. a woman:. bhe had to 

be accompanied by another woman, and as Muslim scholars did 

not envisage any kind of collective judgment, they objected 

to the appointment of women. Or it may be the natural 

attitude of their traditional society as a whole which objected 

(1) al-Simnesli, op. cit., f. 5, quoting Shafici. 

(2) al -tSiardi, op. cit., p. 65. 

(3) Ibn Fiazm, op. cit., pp. 429-30. 
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to women being in such a leading role as to preside over 

a court of justi. ce. 

Intellectual euali£ications. 

In order to practise his Jurisdiction a judge 

should possess a certain degree of intelligence as he 

was required to use his discretion to solve some of the 

problems which arose in the course of his duty. 
(1) 

That 

did not mean he had to be above average intelligence but 

simply a person who could use his brain effectively when 

necessary. 

Freedom. 

According to Islamic theory a judge had to be a free 

man. A slave was not qualified for this kind of office on the 

grounds that as he had no authority over himself he should not 

have authority over others. As the scholars objected to his 

fitness to bear testimony, so they thought they should object 

to the validity of his judg; -ý7ent, 
{2) 

But Ibn Eazra had. no 

objection to the appointment of a slave to the office of jun6-e, 
(3'j 

using the same argument he used to justify the appointment 

of females to the office-, All the scholars e. eed 

(1} 1 ; ävraýdi, 07. cit., p. 64. 

(2) al-Faira', on--cit., p. 44. al-, has f, or. ci-t., ff. 101--02 
so 

. 

(3) Ibn Hazm, op. cit., PP. 429-30. 

(4) See above p. 21. 
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that al-maw1ä, a freed nian, could exercise jurisdiction 

provided that he met the other conditions of the Lppointment. 
(1) 

Relip, ion. 

In a population where the majority were 1,: uslims 

the judge had to be aI. uslim for he could judge according to 

Muslim law. 
(2) 

But this did not deny the legitimate right 

of a non-:. 'uslini minority in the population to sutrait their 

disputes to their own courts and judges according to their 

legal procedure. This was a right which Islamic law 

guaranteed them. 
(3) 

Ve find Abi Hanlia recognising the 

appointment of a non-Muslim judge to hear the cases of 

non 'uslir litigants. 
(4) 

; While the other scholars agreed with 

him in recognising this right they added that if there were a 

dispute which involved a Muslim with a non-Muslim litigants 

then the case should be decided by a Muslim judge in 

accordance with Islamic law. In the event of non Muslim 

litigants submitting their cases to a 1. 'uaslim judge he could 

either apply the Islamic law to them or refuse the hearing. 
(5) 

(1) al-Simnani, op. cit., f. 14. 

(2) al- . '. awaxdi, op. cit., p. 65. 

(3) al-ShafiCI, yuhar mad b. MA's (d. 204 A. H. ) al--Uunn 

Sharikat a1 libata press Cairo, 1961, vol. 7, p. 42, 

Qur'an, V, 42-54. 

(4) a1 « ax; li, op. cit.: p. 65, quoting AbU Haufifa. 

(5) aI-Shäf'ici, opcit., voI. 7, p. 42. 
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all agreed that nonMuslim subjects were not obliged to 

submit their cases either exclusively to their own judges 

or exclusively to Liuslim judges. They had freedom to choose 

between the two courses. 
(') 

Only Ibn Hazm went to the 
" 

extreme and said that non-Muslims in a Muslim state were 

subject to the Islamic law in the same way as any Muslim was. 
(2) 

Credibility. 

In order to qualify for the office of judge a 

candidate had to possess the necessary qualifications for 

an approved witness. As a judge would question the 

credibility of a witness, so the judge's owi credibility 

had to be beyond any doubt. 
(3) 

There was no clear definition 

of these oualifications, but we can trace some of them. 

According to al I awardi, a judge had to be a truthful, 

trustworthy, straight-forward person, a man of dignity. 

This again was not asking for something which was unattainable 

among people, but simply meant that when the state wanted 

to appoint a judge it had to take his character and 

his public and private reputation into account and 

(i) al--: "'v. dawwana al-Kubrä, edited by Sahnten (d. 240 A . H. ) a 

collection of Malik's opinions and the views of other early 

Malik scholars, al_SaCäda press Cairo, 1904, vol. 5, 

Pp. 268-69. 
(2) Ibn fiazm, op. cit., p. 420. 

(3) al--nl assä£, op. cit., f£. 101--02. 
00 
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accordingly to. consider whether he would be able to carry 

out his duties acceptably. 

Hearinv- and Vision. 

In order to be able to listen to the axgiL*�ents put 

forýard by the plaintiff and the defence, the scholars said. 

that a judge's hearing; should be adequate, and as he had to 

be able to distinguish between the plaintiff and the 

defendant, his sight should be reasonably good. Therefore, 

according to the scholars, neither the deaf nor the blind were 

acceptable to administer justice. 
(2) 

It is understandable 

that the deaf could not judge cases, but the blind could 

through hearing the argument of the two parties. This appears 

to have been the theory, but the practice has by no mean-, 

been the same, because at the present time in some parts of 

the Islamic world there are blind judges administering justice. 

Knowledge. 

The use of discretion was essential in deciding 

disputes and using one's own judgment. In order to ensure 

the soundness of his judgment a candidate for the office of 

judge had to have acquired the necessary lmowledge of 

Islamic law by studying the legal decisions in the Qur'ä. n 

as the first source. This according to the scholars would 

(1) al-I.: awardi, c2. cit., p. 66. 

(2) a1 Khassaf, op. cit., ff. 101-02, al-Simnan , op. cit., 

quoting the opinions of Abü Hianlia and ?: `uha: unad b. 

al--Haz an. 
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require him to study the underlying Islamic law and the 

application of this law in order that he could judge 

according to its regulations. The same applied to the 

traditions of the Prophet, the Sunna, as the second source 

I of the law, and the judge could find assistance in the 

Prophet's decisions to help him towards a solution to his 

problems. He therefore had to know the traditions containing 

these decisions. In retard to the Prophet's decisions he 

had to make the necessary examination to determine their 

authenticity, to accept the authentic and reject the false. 

He was also required to know the general consensus, the 

i'mac which formed the third source of the law. These were 

the bases for a judge's decisions. He was not to contradict 

then in any way. 
(1) 

In the points on which the Muslim scholars had 

differing opinions a judge had to be able to use his own 

judgment by using the fourth source of the law, which is 

al- in ̀ras, or Elnalogy. 
(2) 

The definition of i" ls is: the 

deduction of fresh legal prescriptions from the cur .n 

and the sunna by reasoning by analogy. 
(3) 

(1) a1-ShäfiCi, op. cit., vol. 6, p. 200, al-Khacsaf, 
.6 

op. cit., f. 1. a? . ludav. -a-mla, vol. 5, p. 1403. 

(2) a1-, Shäfiti, op. cit., vol. 6, p. 203. aI Khas f, 

op. cit., fe is 

.. 3) V+ensinck., A. J. i äs Art., E. I. vol. 2, p. 1051 
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The use of analogy was a controversial issue 

between the Muslim scholars. However, the majority of 

them finally agreed on the validity of its application. +7e 

find al- mä iardi and al-Farr? arguing that if ae ndidate 

for-the office of judge did not believe in the validity of 

analogy (as they agreed) he should not be permitted to 

occupy this office, unless he was able to use a different 

method which would give the same result. 
(') 

Ijtihad. 

The use of independent reasoning by a judge is 

what Muslim scholars called al-ijtih d. A judge, in order 

to be a mu tahid, had to possess the necessary lrowledge 

which we have discussed earlier. This would enable hin to 

make his own judgment. 

Muslim scholars were divided in their attitude 

to the question of a judge's ijtihZd. Some of them regarded 
(ijtihäd 

as a necessary condition of the appointment, 
2ý 

whilst others arTaed that insistence on i tihä. d meamt in 

practice that few people would qualify for this office. 
ýýý 

But these were two different points of view which 

ýi) a -113wardl, op. cit., p. 67, al-Farr-a-: 11, op. cit., '. 47" 

(2) al-: h3fiCi, o . cit., vol. 6, P. 203. 

(3) a1-HajjgwI, 1; äsä (1.968 '.. H. ) 1-Ionäc al-:.. isriyya 

press, Cai. xo, 1931, vol. t, p. 369. a? -üirtnäni, n. cit., 

rC 
tf . 
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represent two different stages in the development of 

Islamic law. 

The first was that of the early Muslim scholars at 

the time of the foundation of the four schools of lave. At 

this stage all the scholars (with the exception of AS 

Hanfa)() insisted that a judge should be a muitahid and 

any judge, who was not should not be appointed, as his 

decisions would not be recognized as valid. 
(2) 

This probably was a -reaction against the appoint- 

rent of people whom they would not regard as lawyers. And 

also, at the same time, judges were facing many difficult 

problems which needed to be solved, while the formation of 

the schools was as yet incomplete, and the need was therefore 

felt for the judge to be capable of exercising discretion 

with freedom and independence. 

The second point of view was at a later stage when 

the formation of the schools had taken place. The legal 

thou ht of these schools had spread all over the Muslim 

world and each school had its o, m judges who would judge 

(1) Abü Hanifa while still insisting on the 1mowled; e as 

a necessary condition for the candidate to this office, 

at the same time says if the judge would consult a 

scholar who has more knowled e than the judge and the 

latter given his opinions, then the judge could decide 

accordingly. See al Khassaf, a , _c1. 
t. y ff. 5-6. 

(2) 
al- irm-t-iniy OJ. cit.,, f-, 88, quotin; tli opinions of E fi i 

and. n: ü iammad Ü. al-IHasa21. al-! ha: i: 3 f, 22 
.. 
2 t. 

yis" 

144k 
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in any lawsuit according to the thought of the school. In 

this period while we find the Muslim theorists still insisting 

on a knowledge of Islamic law by a candidate for the office 

of judge, they added that in the light of'development of 

Isläniic law the i-jtihýd could be limited to each individual 

school where the judge could exercise his discretion within 

the various opinions of his school. 
(') 

They noted that it 

was impossible for a judge to gain a knowledge of all the 

vast legal works which had been written in each school in 

aria outside the existing schools. The order to be a mu; t 

theorists, in saying that a judge had to content himself 

with the works which applied to his own school, did not mean 

that they no longer considered knowledge of the C, ur> n, the 

traditions of the Prophet, the consensus of the Muslims, and 

the use of analogy necessary for a candidate to the office of 

judge, because the works of his own school were derived from 

these original sources. 
(2) 

This meant that on points which 

were subject to differences of opinion, his own judgment 

would be limited by the works of his own school, and thus 

they gave him the title II? ür 1l id. 3) 

Me difference between the two points of view 

(1) Ibn Abi al-Darms, op. cit., If. ö-8. 

(2) al-Haj jU , op. cit", Pp. 368--69. al-Ruhayb-a--ii, on. c:. t., 

p. 467. Ibn Abi al-Aaw ,o xý cit. 
_, 

ff. 6-8. 

(3) Ibid. ) f. 6. 
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it would appear, was that i; jtihäd in its origin did not 

recognize the authority of the four schools, but required 

a judge to rely upon his ovrn jud ent, based upon his 

independent inquiry into the law appropriate to the lawsuit 

presented before him, without taking into consideration the 

already established decisions in the schools. As an example 

of this theory al ` wardi, who insisted on i. tih i as a 

necessary condition for a judge, argued against the 

appointment of a special judge for every school, saying that 

a judge had to be a mujtahid and it did not matter which 

school he belonged to. 
(1) 

But in the later period, as we rsentioned above, the 

; works of scholars from each school had been ä owirig rapidly 

in number and a judge had to content himself with what he 

thought, for one reason or another, to be the best and not 

question whether he still required a knowledge of the Islamic 

law or not, for the simple reason that Islamic law had not 

been officially codified. Therefore, in order to practise 

this law whose sources were scattered over a wide variety 

of documents a judge had to learn it by collecting it from 

these legal sources. This knowledge is what d. uslir 

theorists in the early stages (d:. rectly) and in later s t. _ "es 

(indirectly') asked of a candidate for the office of judge, 

Taking these facts into consideration and from 

68. 
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the theoretical view point of the L11us7. im scholars, one would 

incline to disagree with the statement made by Demombynes. He 

stated: "The doctrine told ýý that the gä, dis of ancient tine 

had a perfect knowledge of the canon law, but that, later on, 

it was not possible to find a sufficient nuriber of men 

possessing an adequate knowledge of the fine points of detail 

which the four orthodox cults had decided in different "ays: ý. n 

so it came about that it was accepted that, after all, 

knowledge of the law by a gädi was a matter of secondary 
(importance". 2ý 

My main argument is that it was not because of 

the shortage of men (although there were not many of tha 

tahids described by early Lusiim scholars) that tho 

Muslim judge had been restricted in his discretion to his 

own school. Anyone who would administer justice had to 

possess some knowledge of the Sharica lair and a judge 

who was ignorant of this lax could not carry cut his 

duties. Knowledge of this law was necessary for later 

judges though not on the sw-ne scale as the early scholars r 

No one as fir as the theorists were concerned had said 

that the rnowledoe which the judge was required -. 0 

possess was of £econde y importance, re; ardless of Demo týýý:, e ' 

statement. Dernomib nes neither save any clear idea of tho 

origin of this opinion, nor did he mention any reference 

(1)(sic). 

a. fro (2) Der or1}:, mes, 1 G. ! ý° tý ý.. L!? , 
ý. 2t, t; t'. lt101'^ .n om lte 

14- Ilen & L7:: ti: in Ltd. London, 1956, b-J. P. j'acc, -re,; ar. 
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for further research. The only reasons which I can think of' 

are those which we have discussed 'above, the owth of Isi : ic 

law, the formation of the four schools, each school with its 

own extended works, and a judge having to limit his own 

judgment ijtih c1 to the school itself. It was a limitation of 

the judge's discretion rather than a wholesale abolition of 

ijti. hýd. 
(1) 

It is this question of limitation which puzzled 

Hurgxonje in his article on "The foundation of Islamic law" 

when he says: "It is true that in order to qualify for 

appointment as a gädi, for instance, they must to some decree 

be mujtahids, but to what degree still remains open to 

(2) 
question". 

I would define this limitation as the requirement 

that he did not judge any case in any way which might 

contradict the regulations which had been laid down in the 

Qur: O n and the traditions of the Prophet, or the agreement of 

the majority of Muslim scholars. And he would be able to use 

his own judgment on the points where Muslim scholars had 

different opinions, and choose between the views of the fcur 

schools where they differed, as early Muslim judges had done, a:, d 

(1) al-Euhaybäni, op. cit., p. 467. al-: iajjavri, op. cit., P. 369. 

(2) Hurgronje, C. S. The Foundation of Islamic Law Art. in 

selected works of C. Snouck iiur;. -ronje, in English and 

French ed. by G. H. Bousquet and J. Schacht. E. J. Brill, 

Leiden 1957% p 288. 
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between the different points of view in his own particular 

school, as judges did in the later period. `l) 

Hur ronje did not realise this limitation and 

did not distinguish between the iitihad of early Muslim 

scholars in general and the ijtihäcD, in each individual 

school in the later period. This led him to make this 

statement: "The works on fiQh treat of procedure in a 

special chapter. The gädi, who is supposed to decide every 

dispute submitted to him, ought to possess, according to 

the theory of the schools, impossibly high qualifications 

of a scholarly and moral kind. They accordingly represent 

the judges of the present day as utterly inadequate stopgaps". t, ' 

This statement is too sweeping when contrasted with 

our previous discussion of the necessary qualification, for a 

candidate for the office of judge c. s they were envisaged by 

the Muslim scholars. None of the conditions which they 

required from a candidate could he described as impossible or 

(i) ai-4: 1anqür, Ahraad b. 1'ýuha'jnad. al--Fav kih al- Ä üida 
s" 

Islamic Office publication Damascus, 1960, vol. 2. 

pp. 102-03. Ibn Abi al-Da., mm, on. ci_ t., ff . 7- 

(2) 1! ur ronje, in his Art. ? slara, in Sciected tivor'_s of 

Snouck F: urgr e p. i `J. 
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beyond human capacity. And it was possible according to 

Muslim scholars to alter these qualifications in tr. co=3e 

of development as they did in regard to i jtiý. ad. The 

development of jurisprudence and society limited the on inai 

wide scope of i 'tý ,! b d and confined it to within the frame-- 

work of a particular school. 

These cualifications that Muslim scholars 

stipulated were not a fixed or unchan¬; eahle dogma, for. we 

can see that in the later period the scholars said these 

conditions should be applied only as far as possible, and 

the best of the candidates chosen even if they did not 

meet all the reauirements. 
(1 

p. 467. Ibn Abi al-Damm, op. cit., f. E. 
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Chapter : III 

The Judge's Function. 

The function of a judge according to Iv. 
-slim scholars 

was. very much dependent on the nature of the appointment.. 

As we have seen in a previous chapter, the appointment could 

take many different forms which governed its fuziction. There 

was the appointment of a judge for a particular dispute or 

lawsuit with his function restricted to that particular case, 
(1) 

or he could be appointed to a special branch of the law, like 

supervising marriage contracts or settling disputes which 

arose from the transactions of commerce. 
(2) 

In this sort of 

appointment his duty was limited and defined. 
(3) 

But in most cases the appointment was of a general 

character, where the head of a Muslim state appointed a judge 

in a particular district or: town. In this type of appointment 

the judge had very wide duties which could not be specifically 

and permanently defined and it was left to the system of 

government to regulate and define the function of a judge 

according to its system and the distribution of government 

duties, 
(4) 

(1) al-'rOP-cit., p. 73. 

(2) Ibid., p. 73. 

(3) lb-id., PP- 72-73. al Fiajjäw , op. cit., p. 608. 

(4) Ibn Farhün, o . cit., p. 72. 
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But ,. ýuslia; jurists have an outline rý_" the 3uties. 

which a. judge would be likely to cvxry out if his appointment 

was of a, general nature. Even these outlined could not be 

vud; e taken strictly but were flexible. The duties of a 

consisted of the following: 

A. Settl. in distr___ Utes. 

The most important duty of a judge was to preside 

over the Shaxi<a Court and hear the complaints of i. tti..; nts� 

ani ýrese Everyone who had a case would come to the judge 

his case to him. It was the duty of the judge to secure the 

appearance of the de. f endant in co= t to answer the pldi: t. i `ý `r 

claim. If he refused to attend then the judge could issue 
, ̀-3. 

warrant which entitled him to use force to secure '., is 

appearance before the court, 
ýý 

A judge could end a dispute by reach? z, a 

compromise settlement acceptable to the p sties concerned 

providing that this settlement did not ccntravene the la:; 

in any way. 'ov, ever, if a jucl e could not reach an 

acceptable settlement then he would have to judge the matte-, 

in dispute according to the court procedure. 
?) 

(1) al-Kha.: äf, ocit., ff. 67-6?. a1-T'amartashi, 

(2) al-S2rakhsl, Muhammad h. Ah ad (d. 483 A. H. ) a1-'l, iab:, i, t 

al-Sac :; da, press Ca? ro, 1906, vol. 1ö, p. 61. 

1 Pear hizzýsii, All b. Abi. Bakr. Sri. 593 . ij 
1 Ia";. iýýý: r 

al--Fula press, Cairo, 1937., -Lr`ý; 3is Pe 76. s _. c 
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B. Guardianship. 

A judge had to take care of the your - who had been 

left without a guardian. If the judge found himself unable 

to look after their interests personally then lie had to 

appoint an agent to do so, responsible directly to the judge, 

who was required to ensure that this agent acted correctly 

in the interests of his charges. 
(1) 

A judge could take similar action in a case where 

he had to take over the responsibility of rurlinin she 

affairs of people who were legally regarded as incapable of 

doing so themselves and were not responsible for their 

actions, such as the mentally ill, and also those v. ho had 

become ba i1 uiat as a result of their oven miism, --unarement. 

In all these cases a ; judge should intervene to secure the 

interest of all parties involved, 
(2) 

C. Administering endovmients, 1 1-aw f 

It was a custom azaon ; soma 'Muslims before they 

died to give away some of -their property or money to 

the poor, or to some religious project like building a 

(1) al-{hassif. op. eit. � f. 169. 

(2) Ibid., f. 76. al ;. 1äv; ardi, of czt., p. 70. al-F: uilay %rw, 

op. cit., pp. 459,492-94. lbn 'riaz. m, on. cit., vol. "s 

pp. 27E-83. 
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mosque or maintaining religious places. These public or 

religious endowments were entrusted to honest agents, and 

those who made endowments had the right to appoint their 

own agents, thereafter relinSuishing any responsibility as 

to the administration of these endowments. It was for a 

judge as the representative of the ? ̀uslim source of authority, 

the caliph, to administer the appointment and dismissal of 

such agents. If a judge found that the agents appointed by 

the endowers were satisfactory and they disposed of the 

endowments in a way beneficial to the public, there , ras no 

need to change them. But if he found otherwise, then it as 

his duty to'dismiss the agent and to appoint a new one. He 

also had to exercise general supervision over public 

endowments so as to be able to give general direction in 

matters regarding the way in which these endowments should 

expand and be protected, as' well as discretion as to how the 

money should be spent. 
(') 

D. The execution of a bequest, 
., v asiyya. 

, 

It was also the duty of a jud ;e to see that 

the bequests of the deceased were implemented : accordinG to 

their wishes providing that these wishes did not contravene 

the Sharica iaw, especially the distribution of inherit- 

ance. He had to acquaint himself with the terms of the 

1) a si"wdl, op. Clt.., p. 70. a Margh: +. Twl, ??. Cit., pa 

3, p. 15. al-Shi. rbini, op. cit., p. 382. 

al Ruhayb 
, ni, op. cit., 493. ai=iajjavii, 00-21"t p. 365- 
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wasiyya. If the deceased person had specified names, he 

had to ensure that the inheritors received what had been 

given to them under the wasiyya. If, however, he had not 

left specific instructions as to the way in which he wanted 

his wasiyya distributed, then the judge had to use his own 

judgment and discretion in deciding the right : ray. 
(1 

If the deceased had appointed an executor, sari ý,, 

to execute the bequest oder the supervision of the judge, 

then the judge had only to give general supervision. If he 

had not appointed a wasiyy and the judge was not able to 

execute the bequest personally because of his duties, hor. 

he had to appoint a .: asiyy himself, directly responsible luo 

him and permitted to operate only within such terrnc of 
21 

reference as the judge defined. 

E. Givin v'oraen away in Marriage. 

Islamic family law stipulated that wogen should 

be represented at the Marri e contract by the next of kin, 

to be father or brother. According to Islamic ]. a;: this 

next of kin would give the woman's consent as well as his 

own consent to the marriage. But if a woman had n 

guardian, waliýn-; then the judge wa: required to be the 

woman's- guardian and act in her interest in choosing a 
3) 

suitable catictidate and giving her away in zarria e. 

(1) al-:. ä ward-i, i,. 70. 

(2) aI-TazL . xt- sli!, 22. ,1 ff. 240.41.. 

70. ý3"":? aýý=i: ̂  , ot,. Ci"t., p. = ý. 
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F. The execution of the hadd pLmishment. 

In Islamic law a breach of religious prohibitions 

or neglect of religious duties was regarded as a criminal 

act in the same way as a crime against the public, and each 

had a. Fixed penalty in the law. It gras the responsibility 

of the Muslim court which uhe judge presided over to bring 

an offender to justice. In the case of a crime committed 

z ainst a religious prohibition J. ike drinking wine or 

adultery, the offender should be put on trial. by the direot 

action of the court, without the need for prosecution from 

any other party. And if the a11ejed violation ui a re linioas 

re uiation had been proved and the judge passed 
the 

prescribed punishment in the law, then it was his resp: nsibi? it;; 

to ensure that the punisthent was executed. 

If a crime were corrnittcd against an individual 

like an attack by one person against another, in Islamic le. ̂ r 

there was no distinction between the civil pyoco ure seid the 

criminal. The party injured as a result of the crime had to 

prosecute the offender in the judge's court. The judge 

would not act on his o: m in this hatter and take the initiative 

as in cases of a rell6iGu ratuie. But if t. iare were no 

injured party to take action anti the cri me w ý"e co .i tted 

against the public as a whole, then it was the duty of the 

head of the Muslim state as the representative of the 

community to prev: cute the criminal. 
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The verdict in each of, these cases should be 

executed and supervised directly by the judge. 
(1) 

G. Acting in the community's interest. 

He was also entrusted with supervising road building 

A and-organizing the building of houses to make sure that nobody 

extended his house at the expense of the public roads. He 

had also to see that the roads were kept clear and clean and 

undertake similar tasks which in modern times come under the 

responsibility of a town council. In this respect his task 

was linked with the institution of hisba or the inspectorate 
. 

of the market place, whose task was to see that the Sharica 

law in transactions was implemented. 
(2) 

But it appears to me that the theory of Muslim 

scholars was not very clear about the responsibility of 

the judge and of the muhtasib in this field. For example, 

they said that the judge should be entrusted with this task, 

whilst on the other hand they regarded this task as one of the 

muhtasib's duties. This contradiction in the Muslim theory 

was quite evident from al ä1ward2's discussion of the jud`-; e's 

functions and the muhtasib's duties. 
(3) 

However, the whole 

(1) al-Ruhaybani, op. cit., p. 48. al-41 wardi, op. cit., p. 71. 

al -Iiar&hinauli, o . cit., part 3, P. 48. Ibn Ta. rhUn, 

o pcit. , p. 12. 

(2) a1- aZvwardi, cý. p. cit., p. 71. al-Hiaj jäwi, OP-cit., p. 366. 

al-ßuhaybani, op. cit., p. 459. 

(3) aI I: Säwa di, op. cit., pp. 71,258. 
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relation between the judge and the rauhtasib is in need of 

further exploration, especially when their differences and 

similarities are concerned. This is beyond the scope of the 

present study. 

H. The supervision of Court officials. 

A judge had to appoint some people to assist him 

in his task: police for maintaining order in court, c ler11: s tc 

prepare the documents issued by the judge, and at times, also, 

appoint confidential investigators to determine the Cad-la, 

credibility, of the witnesses in each case presented to the 

court so. that when the judge passed judgment he could do so 

with the utmost confidence in the credibility of the 

witnesses. A judge had also to appoint deputies to carry 

out his duties in his absence or illness. 
(1) 

As well. as the appointment of these officials 

a judge had the responsibility of -making svxe that these 

officials adhered to the regulations of the court and the 

Sharica law, and that they treated the litigants justly. 

He had to pay special attention to the confidential 

investi ators, to choosing them and keeping a cons ant watch 

on their eontict in order to avoid any riscarriaSe of 

justice, which Opt happen if these confidential in e t- 

igatcrs let their friendship or e . r2ity with the witness 

concerned interfere with their work. He h-., c1 to give therr. 

()A full di. s, =; c3ion of the court officials Vill follow 

in chapter eight of this past sf: -, e below jp. 94-99. 
11 ., 
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a eneral idea as to what extent a person should be regarded 

by the law as trustworthy or not. A judge had the power to 

appoint them and also had the power to dismiss them if he 

found that they .; are not, adhering to the reg is ti ons . 
(1 

I. "Revievrin i Cases. 

As a judge had the right to put people in prison on 

his own authority jr. various cases, so he would be required 

to keep a record of the people imprisoned showin& their names 

and sentences and the reason for their iraprisenL: ent. This 

would always he available- for the judge who would revieir their 

cases relplarly. If some-one had been imprisoned for debt; the 

judge would have to be satisfied that the prisoner ras oapable 

of paying the debt. That meant the judge would have to 

conduct an official inquiry into the pris=oner' , fincncial 

status. If he found that the p ri sor er was able i: o pay t11& 

debt required from hin but refused to do so, the judge 

should prolong his sentence in order to secure the payment 

of the debt, according to Abi1 Hang £a. 
{ 2} Other early scholars 

considered that he should sell some of his property and pay 

the creditor ; rith the proceeds. 
3} But if 

(1) a1-S, fiG i! Vol.. 6, T; ? C` 
1ý_" 

01^05s 
c:. ý 

ý. ". l{hci s: ic: "-1'7 hTl"1:,. t. 

ff. 91-92. al-- award., -p*cit", p. 1f 

al-Haj jäwi, cý-a"ri ;.! P. 366. al-S1. irb il, rýc, c ., ý" 403. 

(2) a2-Kliascäf, IT. 71-73 quoin -c ;: LCa. 

(3) al-iabari, Abu al-clibbýs lýim2. d (a. 533 A. H. ) : dab a! 

i M. ý'Lrzui all ilb. 65 1. ff, 12E-29 qu0tir? {"p'. ' o pin )n of 

71-71 3 

opinions of b. al-IT, 1 : nd . _b'. yl; ".;.... 
.; 
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found that a prisoner was financially unable to pay his 

debt then the judge should release him and the creditor 

became responsible for regaining the amount of the debt 

as soon as this was possible. 
') 

(1) al-Marghinäni, op. cit., part 3, pp. 76-77. al-Ruhaybäni, 

op. cit., PP. 424.85. 
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Chapter : IV 

A judge's conduct in the court. 

Muslim scholars set up a general pattern of 

behaviour which they required the judge to follow during 

his conduct of court procedure. These rules apLear to have 

been fo=lated to give the judge guidance regarding the 

things which he ought to' do, and the thins Ichich he should 

refrain from doing in order to achieve justice and equality 

between litigants. There follows an outline of these 

regulations. 

A. The treatment of liti, 7a. nts. 

The judge had to treat the two parties appearing 

before his court with equal fairness in every way. If he 

greeted one of the litigants by shaking hands with him or 

standing up to receive him, he should. do the sane to every 

one involved in the dispute. They had to be seated in the 

court in equal positions, the judge was not to talk to any 

of them in secret, individually, because this might appear 

to the other litigant to prejudice his. case. 
(1) 

He was also 

not to have one of the litigants as a guest in his house 

unless he invited the other party. He was not allowed to 

give one of the litigants any legal advice as to the ways 

and means he should adopt in his presentation of his claim 

in the case of the plaintiff, or his defence in the case 

(1) a1. --. Ch4afiri, op. cit., vol. 6, p. 214. 
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of the defendant. In short, he had to refrain from any 

act which might prejudice his impartiality in administering 

justice between the litigants. 
(1) 

He was also required to be lenient in his treat! ient 

of litigants during the procedure as any harsh treatment 

towards them might result in unnecessarily frightening some 

of the weak litigants and influencing their presentation of 

their cases. The presentation of a case was very important 

in Islamic procedure for if a litiea t failed to present his 

case sufficiently well, with the required evidence, he would 

lose his case. This explains . "hy a jud&e was req ired to be 

lenient in administering the court. 

However, if any litigant made it difficult for a 

judge to proceed, by frequent interruption without any 

acceptable reason, then the judge should warn hire for the 

first time. If this failed, and he went on with his 

interruption then the judge could punish him for contempt 

of court either by flogging or by a limited period of 

imprisonment. 
(2) 

(1) ;;, bd a1--<Aziz, 1-Umar (Ion I-laza) (d. 537 A. H. ) Sharlh de. b 

al--Q di Lil Kha. c f. i: S. B.:.. 1 o. or. 2407 . 
f. 39. 

al-Shirbini. op. cit., p. 400. al-RuEaybani, _o. cit., p. +7h. 

al-4 arghinäni, op. cit., part. 3, p. 76. 

(2) a1-HHajjaivi, OD-Cite, p. 377. al-vhäfi"i o "c t., "ol. b, 

p. 199. 
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B. Legal interpretation, (fatwä). 

Muslim scholars were very cautious about a jud e's 

giving a legal opinion (fatwa) to any person who sought it. 

Some of them recommended that he did. not do so as this mi ht 

distract him from his primary duty of practisin,; the law. 

Some of them did not mind his giving; his legal opinion, but 

the majority of the scholars agreed that he should not ive 

his own interpretation of the law where he suspected that the 

question being asked was in dispute between some people who 

were planning to prosecute and present their cases to the 

judge. The judge had to wait, in this case, until. he heard 

the facts of the claim and the counter. 
(1) 

C. A judge'sconcentration during the rrocedure. 

To ensure the complete concentration of a judge 

upon the evidence of litigants in court and his full control 

of himself and an open mind; to the facts presented before hißt 

in the claim and counter claim by the two parties in dispute, 

he was advised not to sit in the court if he felt anythinf; 

which might interfere with his concentration, like fatigue 

and weariness. He would have to exercise his mind in order 

to find a solution to the problem submitted to him, and if 

he were tired or worrying about somethin he would not be able 

to exercise his judgment. 

A judge was also prohibited from passing sentence 

(1) al-Tamaxtäshi, oft:, r. 1440 
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or giving a decision while he was in a state of anger. If 

he became angry from matters arising; in court, he had to 

stop the hearing until he regained his equilibrium and his 

state of mind became settled again. he could? then proceed 

with the hearing. This was to ensure that the decision to 

be made would not be affected. 
(l) 

D. His relationship with li"!; irants. 

The relation of a judge with his liti an t, s came 

into account when he passed sentence or made a decision. If 

one of the parties in dispute were an enemy of the judge er. 

the decision went against the particular litigant, then the 

judge's decision would be invalid because it aroused 

suspicion that his enmity to the litigant might have 

influenced his decision. On the other hand if the decision 

were made in favour of a litigant who was known to be an 

enemy of the judge, then the decision was valid as there 

would be no grounds for suspicion. 
) 

The case was the same where the judge made a 

decision in favour of relatives although he could give a 

decision against his relatives. 
(3) 

however, he could 

avoid this by delegating his authority to one of his 

(1) a1- häfic , op. cit., vol. 6, p. 199. C, bd al-<I1zic, 

op"ci. t., ff. 32-33. al Tamartashi, op. cit., f. 145. 

(2) al-1thassa , oa. c. it., f. 122. 

(3) al-? Ia ýa cri, P: '. uham ad b. ir? ad (d. 4(H ý) aa --Q�-cis= 

MS. Yens. Ga: 
. 

No. 359,2.123. 
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deputies to judge between the parties, where an enemy or 

relative was involved. Nevertheless, if a judge himself 

were involved in a dispute then he should not jute this 

dispute, but submit it to another judge, to ensure 

iciptrtia? ity of judgment. 
(1 

F. His treatment of witnesses. 

A judge had to attach much importance to the 

testimony of witnesses, and ought not to interfere during 

a witnesses' appearance to testify. However, some Muslim 

scholars suggested that if a witness were trustworthy but 

for one reason or another could not give a satisfactory 

account of the subject, the judge should step in and help 

him as far as the formula for the binding legal testircny 

is concerned. They all agreed that he should not interfere 

in any way with the actual, content of the testimony. On the 

other hand if a judge suspected a witness or was doubtful of 

his account of a matter, then he was alloyed to , ep a ate 

the witnesses of the case and make a cross examination of 

their testimony, where he could ask questions on the 

circumstantial evidence surrounding the case. If he 

found as a result of the questioning of the witresses 

that they gave an opposing account of the matter he should 

(ý) a1-ITSward , a_cit., p. 76. a1-Rtthay ,OCR.; p Lil: 4ý 
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invalidate their testimony and reject it as being false 

evidence. 
(1) 

F. The consultation of scholars. 

If a judge, in the course of his duty, were 

presented with a case for which he did not find an answer 

either in the ('; ur)an or in the traditions of the Prophet 

or in the agreement of the majority of scholars, and he 

wanted to use his own judgment, he was advised to ask the 

scholars in his town who had a good knowledge of the 

Sharica law to sit with him in the court. When presented 

with a case to which he could find no solution, he was 

permitted to discuss the case with them and consult them 

about the matter. This consultation and exchange of points 

of view was not legally binding but was, rather, to help him 

to make up his mind on the solution of the problem. The 

consultation should be made in private and not in front of 

litigants. A judge could make the consultation either 

in court, asking the scholars to be present, or by going 

to them where they gave lectures to their students in the 

mosque and discussing the case there. 
(2) 

(1) al-Shäfici, op. cit., vol. 6, p. 215. a1= anartäsh , 

op. cit., ff. 143-49 quoting Abü Hanlfa and : ßbä Yüsuf. 
. 

(2) al Rtuhayb ni, op. cit., p. 473. Ibn (ud -na, op. cit., 

p. 610. 
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Chapter :V 

The judge's status. 

This chapter is a study of the juüGe's status 

according- to the 

personality and l 

which might have 

We shall also be 

in so ? arm as the 

theory of Muslim scholars, exaiaining his 

how he should regulate his social activities 

a bearing on his task of dis, ensingr justice. 

looking at his legal position and authorit; r 

Islamic theory is concerned. 

A. His character. 

Muslim scholars described the qualities of an ideal 

judge dividing this description into two aspects: firstly, 

his personality. He had to be of strong character without 

being excessively violent, stron,; " enougz to decide in fa ion r 

of a weal: litigant and against a strong wrongdoer. It was 

equally desirable that he he lenient and cumpassionate 

towards weak litigants who had a legitimate claim. He 

was to help the weak, with 'is compassion, 11o come to 111-fi: 

and present a case without fear. A judge had to be a 

moderate, even-tempered p e. rsc r: who would not easily 'ýý ccn e 
'1 

angry in court, :n order to Give him time to consider 

a case thc: roýý . ýIýýs he had not to rush into any d&cisior_. 

(1) a1-'t: 2malsä. f, 02. Ci't., ff. 21-"22. 
04 
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As to the moral standards of a judge, Muslim 

scholars recommended a rn: i with no desire for word. l. y i*ns, 

who would thereby be less susceptible to bribery. He was o 

have no other consideration than the disreri ins; of justice 

between people. A judge had to be chosen from , one the 

pious, because his fear of God. would prevent him from acting 

against the law by committing a breach of justice in his 

decision. ); 

This is how they saw the ideal ; judge, but it is 

in no way a pre-condition for the acceptability of a c=3. idlato 

for the task of judgeship. It was merely a descwiption of 

2; f 
persona). qualities ccns ithrod desirable for a 

B. 17io financia rosit9. on. 

The judge had the 1_i. -, ht to dem and a. salary from 

public funds to me-. t his expenses to pay court officials and 

provide the court with whatever it needed from day to day. 

k1 though sc: ne Muslim scholars expressed their desire to sf-, e 

judos undertake voluntaxily what they regardled as a 

religious duty the majority of theca aE, ýeed that juc'ges 

should be granted money for their. services to t'; -. c 

(i) al-Tabari, Abü a1-Obbas, or-cit., f. 73. 

(2) al Ruhaybäni, op. cit., P. 473. ca 
1-va7 a1th 3., G . cit., P. 73. 

(3) __ a, 1ý-: hafl"i, c». Ci t., vol. 6, p. 20C. 
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They had no right to ask litigants to pay for the cost of 

a lawsuit unless they had no income from the State. 

However, some scholars suggested that a judge's 

salary should be hi h, so that he would not need to take 

0 on any extra employment. This would render him always 

available to his community and strengthen his resistance to 

the pressure of bribery from any party. 
(') 

C. His authority. 

In theory, a Muslim judge had wide authority. He 

practised law and, sometimes, when using his own personal 

judgment to reach a decision, he created new law where he 

could not find a legal precedent. 
(2) 

He had no loyalty but 

to the Sharilra law. He was not directed either by political 

or executive power. He had direct control over the prison 

which he was required to have and the appointment and 

dismissal of prison officers.. 
(3) 

When a Muslim judge passed a decision or a 

sentence on anyone breaking the law he had to see to it ' 

(i) IýAbd al-l-Aziz, op. cit., ff. 32-33. a1-Shäfi. C. i, op. cit., 

vol. ö, p. 2C8. al-Ruhaybani, oo. c. t., p. t"0. 

(2) Ibn Abi al-Daran, op. cit., ff. 7-8. 

(3) al-Shirbini op. cit., p. 390. al-Simn-. ni, ov. cit., f. 34. 
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personally that this sentence was car ied out. ycco ciinz 

to Abi Iianifa, if c, jucge said to someone that a certain 

man had ýaý ýr Ad been convicted of. : rurd:. and had been . sentercec. 
.. 

to death, and ordere. that person: to kill him, it was 

lawful for the person to dc so, fl char id. al-11a, -an v., as 

more careful; he demanded the good rerutation of a judge 

. and witnesses to testify that the jýzdEe was teilinj tha 

truth. 
(1) 

Muslirn scholars said the difference between a 

mufti, the one who gives legal opinion cn the law, and a 

judge is that the nuf ti cannot enforce his opinion aid the 

judge should enforce his decision. Apart frc.:, that they 

are the same. If litigants went to a rauf ti he was to give 

them the legal decision on their case, öua. t he could not 

enforce it while the judge should do so. 
(2) 

If two people were involved in a dispute 

over a 

debt owed by one of them to the other and they came to 

a judge who, after hearing the evidence, decided that the 

debt should be paid to the creditor, the judge shcuid soy: 

that the creditor did in fact receive. the 

for one reason or another, a deh1: or refused to ray the riý"; ' y 

a judge could imprison him until he paid the debt, or 

until the judge was satisfied that the eleotcr could xoi. 

(1) al-Sian nI,. op cIt., f.. ýý, cPu;, 

Muha nmai b. al-H ati. 
"w 

(2) ai-Gbizzi, c1''a , 
b. ýiJtYuaýir_ (ci. 

0, ', lexanctri a to" librr^.,. =.; Y Q. 

tir Abu iiani fa and 

71:. s:. b al cl 

3665 Vi, 57-j? , 
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afford to pay the debt. According to some scholars, if the 

debtor continued in his refusal to pay but the judLo ý+as 

convinced that he could do so then he was to prolong his 

imprisonment until he agreed to pay the debt. Other scholars 

thought the judge should sell the debtor's property to pay 

the credi tor, and it was the judge alone who had to take 

this action. 
') 

D. His social activity. 

A Muslim judge was restricted by the scholars in 

his social activity in so far as these activities might have 

a bearing on his impartiality in dispensing justice. 

They allowed a judge to visit the sick or those 

in need of a visit. He was also allowed to attend local 

funerals to comfort people in -their grief in as i: iuch as his 

time might allow him. But if he had been invited to a party 

by any member of the commtnity, then he had to consider 

the invitation carefully before accepting or declinin it. 

He had to consider the reasons behind. the invitation6 if 

the party had been arranged specially for hia anI if there 

were no special relationship or friendship between hin. 'd. n3 

the host, then theca was the probability that the host ý. vculd 

be a party in a dispute, or likely to be so in the near 

future. 6 judge could h ve to decline such an invit. -: tion. 

{1ý al Khassäf, op. cit., f. 70. a1-; 'lli l'rbini., o,. cit., r. 390. 

a1- arghinär , op. cit., r=am t 3, p. 76. 
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He could attend a public fun-ation, however, to which 

everybody had been invited. 

A similar case arose over the accepting by a 

judge of presents. He was not to accept them unless he ; ras 

sure that they were from people who were not interested in 

his position as a Judge, like friends and relatives. If 

he accepted every present given to him, Muslim scholars 

regarded this as being tantamount to taking bribes which -aas 

punishable by the Sharica law. But if a judge received a 

present the refusal of which mi; fnt cause embaxassment to 

the giver, then he was permitted to accept it and give 

something in return. If he received a present but had no 

idea where it had come from, he had to put it in the 

public treasury, 

E. His commercial activity. 

According to Muslim scholars a judge could not 

engage in any commercial activity, unless it was necessary- 

for him to earn his living, because he received no salary 

from the State, or because the amount he received . as 

insufficient. The reason riven was that he would. spend so 

much of his tine on i: is commercial tntsiness that he would ne iect 

L 
his legal duties. Lnother reason . -ras that he miGht misuse 

t1ý a! : ". hass l', O7CIý., ff. 25-26. a1^Ilawardi p. 1 ý" 

al-Sesak'nsi, cn. c; t., pp. 81-82. a1^lia. jjävi, o; p. cit., 

pp. 381--82. a! -Shirbini., p. 392. a1-RuhaycänI, 

oP .1 ips a-O-a2. 

4 
(2) al--Shaf. ivi., o cite, 'TöI. 6, p. 196. 
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his position as a judge to obtain special treatment in the 

conu.: ercial Field. Similarly anyone who contacted him in 

business might try to grant him special favcurs in order 

that the judge would return these favours in the event of 

his appearing in court in a dispute. 

The majority of scholars agreed that if the judge 

found it necessary to engage in commercial business, he had 

to do so only through an agent who would run this businEess 

for him, or through a friend or relative (vehom he could not 

unjustly favour, as he was not allowed to judge case-- 

involving such a person). 
(1 

(1) a1--Sirmräni, op. cit., f. 44. op. cit., vol. 6, 

p. 204. al-Tan: artäsiiä, o cit,, f. 144. 

al-ruhay`oäni, op. cit., p. 481. 
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Chap-ter : VI 

The code of procedure and evidence. 

A. The litigants, al-Khusüm. 

Al-4. tuddaci or the plaintiff has been defined by 

the Islamic theory as the party who takes action by claiming 

something from the defendant, a14'uddac a, calavh. 

The establishment of the plaintiff's identity -ras 

very important to the Islamic code of procedure as it was 

the plaintiff who would be required to secure the evidence 

of his claim. The Islamic legal maxim said: "The plaintiff 

must produce the evidence". 
(1) 

If an argument arose 

between two parties, each of whom claimed to be the 

plaintiff, the judge had to examine the object in dispute 

whether it be property or a debt. The party in possession 

of the object was to be regarded as the defendant, and the 

party not in possession of the object would be regarded as 

the plaintiff who claimed to have the right to this object. 
(2) 

In this case the plaintiff had to submit satisfactory 

evidence to the judge to justify his claim. If he could not 

i) al-As. -, u-ti, 1 uharrmmad. b. Ahinad d. 803 A. F:. ) Jarahir al-cUnicl 

ai. -Sunna press, Cairo, 1955, vol. 2, p. 49L;. zal-Simnani, 

Gt). Git., f. 46. al"Shafici, Op cit., vol. O, p. 19g. 

(2) Ib: id., vol. 6, p. 227. 
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do that, then the only right he had was to demand the oath from 

, the defendant against his claim. 

However, if the two parties were in dispute over 

comethin of which they were equally in possession and each 

one. of them claimed the sole right of possession, according, 

to Shäfill, the object belonged to them both until one of 

them produced evidence to the contrary. IfrBither of them 

could do so, then the judge could ask them both to take the 

oath against the claim of the other. If one refused to take 

the oath the judge would regard this refusal nuk l as an 

indirect acknowledgment, and he would return the oath to the 

other party. If he took it the case would be decided in his 

favour. However, if he also refused the status quo would be 

declared legally binding. 
(') 

Abü Hanifa agreed with Shafi"ýi but said that if 

either of the litigants in this case refused to take the oath 

in denial of the other's claim, then the one who refused 

would be imprisoned until he did so. However, Abü Yüsuf 

thought that if either of the parties refused to take the 

oath, the decision should be given against that party on 
( 2) 

the grounds of an indirect acknowledgment. 

Where neither of the parties was in possession 

and each one claimed the right of possession and neither 

(1) al-Sh¬ifici, o. cit., vol.. 6, p. 227. 

(2) Ibid., vol. 6, p. 227, quoting Abi Hanifa and Abi Yüsuf. 
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of them could produce evidence for his claim, the object 

in dispute was to be divided between them after each one of 

them had taken the oath in denial of the claim of the other. 
(1) 

If the defendant was the party in possession of the 

object in dispute while the plaintiff was he who claimed the 

right to possess it, the plaintiff would be asked for the 

proof. However, when neither of the two parties were in 

possession of the object, then they were both equally required 

to produce evidence and whoever proved his claim secured a 

decision in his favour. This is because in Islamic law the 

presumption works in favour of the defendant. `ý:; ýere a party 

was in possession of sorlethin claimed bfr another, Islamic 

law declared that party in possession was not required to 

prove that this object belonged to him but, "rather, that 

the party claiiinG to change this order and establish a new 
ý 

right had to produce the required evidence. 
2ý 

According 

to the Islamic legal maxim: "If we are to accept the 

claim of the plaintiff and demand a proof from the defendant, 

then many people will claims the property of others. 
(3) 

(1) al-RW aybani, Op. cit., pp. 566,576. 

(2) al ä11ä6d1, op-cit., vol. 6, p. 227, al-Ruhavbcrl, 

on..: i t. %" 517. 

(3) Ibn al- a yira, : uhamrad b. Abi. Bars (d. 751 r . H. ) 

I tlär al 'ur, ac c is in ed_. by 2. I. I; I. C bd al Haczid, al-S a. cada 

press Cairo, 
; 

1955, vol. 1, p. 102. 
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I 

B. The lacrsuitý ai-Dacwý. 

The presentation of a claim before a i: uslir 4u(:. -; e 

had to come from a nature person considered le;; aily 

responsible. 
(1) 

Islamic law divided the lawsuit into two categories, 

the first being the d. acviä LI huq q alläh., that is to say 

prosecution against the neglect of religious duties or he 

violation of a religious prohibition. According to some 

Muslim scholars a judge ou&ht not to allow anyone to sue 

another person because of such violation and neglect, lie 

had, rather, to inform the legal authority if he witnessed 

a violation of the religious law, the informations being 

evidence rather than presentation of a claim. 
(`) 

To 

illustrate this here is an example: a man had seen another 

drinking wine, which was forbidden for the Muslim. He could 

not sue this man (who had not done him any wrong personally ,j 
but at the same time he could go to the judge whose duty it 

was to see that the religious law was observed and give hire 

details of what he had seen as a statement of fact leavin 

the matter in the hands of the judge. ? owever, sonne scholars 

said that if he were a &overnrnent official 3 iýtie the P. uh t,: gib, 

he could then sue anyone bre -: in, the reli`ious 1«: 1, as his 

duty demanded. 
( 3) 

(1) a1 Ri: haybäni, op. cit., p. 566. 

(2) al-Ghizzl, or. ci"L-., f. 10. a1_Ru iayb ni, oi., P. 499. 

(3) al--Ea; ja , 0""1 
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The second category of lawsuit was what they 

termed DaCwa fi huquq al-iibad, or a claim concerning private 

rights, be it a civil case like debt or a criminal one like 

homicide or theft. In these matters the acceptance of the 

lawsuit was subject to certain conditions which varied 

according to the nature of the case. Thus, if someone 

presented to the judge a claim that someone had killed his 

father, the judge would expect him to meet certain conditions 

in order to accept his claim legally as a lawsuit. 

Firstly, he had to define his charge, how the 

homicide had occurred, how many people were involved in. he 

crime and if it had been intentional or unintentional. 

Secondly, he had also to specify al"udd. ýcä c-1a rh, 

or the defendant whether this be one person or a ; roue of 

people. But he was never permitted to lay a chaxCe on a 

number of people, saying that one of these people had 

committed the crime, without defining who the criminal was. 

If he did this, the judge had the right to reject his claim 

as illegal. 

Thirdly, his claim had to be consistent. There 

had to be no contradiction in his statement like at first 

saying that someone had committed the crime alone and then 

(1' 
later saying that another had shared in the crime. 

(1) al Ruha;.; bäni, or. cit., pp. 109-10. Ibn , udäza, or. ai+.. 

p. 623. 
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This example shows the conditions vT lch ti 

criminal case had to meet before being accepted as : i. eoa. l. 

In the case of a civil l ar; suit, if somebody ; ̂ isi: ed to 

prosecute another in court, claiming that the defendant 

owed him a debt, before accepting; this claiv-, and deciding: 

that the plaintiff had the right to sue his defendant the 

judge would demand these conditions; 

Firstly, he had to define the debt in every aspect, 

whether it was in property or money, and. the a muht of its 

value, in order that if the debt: could be proven the covst 

could then enforce it repayment. 

Secondly, he had to speciT the due date of the 

debt as a lawsuit had to be concerned with the past and 

the present. A court could not accept any claim regarüz: 

a debt due for repayment at a future date. '1ý 

Thirdly, he would be asked by the court to trove 

the legality of the debt, and a plaintiff's claim to the 

right of something legally prohibited would ne disMissed, 

as would be the case, for instance, if the debt concerned 

the price of wine or us". 
(2) 

The plaintiff had to present his case tc the entr' 

orally a^d the judge would write it down and then decide 

21 .ýi; o , cý-ý, ", (1) aý-3 'r. ýssät, op. cit., If. 

PP, 501-02. al-Ghi zz ,c ý"citTM. s f. 4, 

(2) 
a1-'sy t, 

%, 2Z. t., p. 
496- 

0 
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whether it was going to be accepted or iiot. 
(l) 

Later 

on, however, some authorities said that if the plaintiff 

had presented his claim in written form and said to the 

court, "This is mr claim", the court would acct that. 

C. The 
, Zud; re' .s role in the procedure. 

As we have seen earlier the most important duty 

of a ; 'usiiin judge was to -preside over the court. 
3J The 

complaints and claims presented to the court were tried 

a single judge according to Islamic theory. Musli: 

theorists arGaed that more than one jut e in an individual. 

case might lead to conflicting points of view, cu in order 

to avoid that they decided that these must be one judge on-; r. 

Normally the judge he, - d the cases in court in 

the presence of the plaintiff and the defendant; if, however, 

the plaintiff could not bring the defendant with hin to 

the court, he could ask for. the help of the judge. According 

to Tiulik's school, the judge was not pernitted to interfere 

unless he knew of a commercial transaction between the 

plaintiff and the defendant which was likely to cause a 

dispute between them. 
0 J The majority of : uslim scholars 

a; reed that everyone should appear before the court to 

(1) a1-Tamartashi, op. cit., f. 120. 

(2) al-GhzzzI, op. cit., if. 6-7- 

(3) See above p. 36. 

(4) aZ-i. ̀ä, rar3 , o'p. cit., p. 73. 
(5) al-:: 'n<^. sets Git., f. 55. Luoti: zr, Malik. 

04 
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answer, any charge brought against him in the court. When 

the plaintiff came to the judge for help he had either to 

send him to the defendant asking him to come to court on the 

authority of the judge, or send one of his officials to 

summon his appearance before the court. If he failed to 

secure his appearance in this way he was permitted to use 

. 
force by sending the court police or the local police to 

escort the defendant to the court. 
(') 

If the defendant was not in the same town as the 

judge, the question arose as to what would happen if the 

plaintiff asked for his appearance. The judge would 

ascertain whether the town was near enough the one in which 

the court was to sit not to cause the, defendant great 

inconvenience in coming to answer the charge of the 

plaintiff, and, if this were the case, he would ask him to dc so. 

But if the town where the defendant lived was far away from 

the court, the judge should not ask the defendant to come 

until the plaintiff had satisfied him with his evidence that 

he had an acceptable claim. He would then ask for the 

defendant to be summoned. 
(2) 

If, however, the claim was against an absent 

defendant or a minor, the judge would have to see whether 

(1) alKhassaf, 22. cit,, ff. 67-6(. Ibn Abi al-Darum, 

f. 21. al-Sizinýni, op. cit., ff. 47-4£" al- `'. martashi, 

OD-cit., ff. 161-64. 

(2) al-k`hasa., o . cit., f. 69. Ibn Abi al-Damm, op. cit., 

f. 63. 
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the clai: awas supported by the necessary evidence. If the 

plaintiff could not produce this evidence, the jute ý": _. s not 

required to hear his case, but if the judge found that the 

plaintiff had a reasonable claim, Some sc.. ̂o_ ý--ý". ° arm1<ec chat 

he should appoint an aCent who would act on behalf of the 

absent defendant, in order to -ive the plaintiff the ch=c-2 

to prove his case. 
(1) 

Accordi:. ý to other :; c`, 01, -Xs there , vas 

I 

no need to appoint an agent to act as defendant and the 

judge himself would hear the evidence against the absent 

defendant. 
(2) 

A judge had also to he= a claim against a 

defendant who was livin_- in a district which was under the 

jurisdiction of another judge in order to send written details 

to the other judge with the plaintiff, when he referred the 

case to hiON 

ý'ihen a judge conferred with litigants he would 

normally wait until one of the parties presented a claim. 

If, however, on his enquirin as to the identity of the 

plaintiff an argument arose between the parties, both of 

the litigants claiming to be or not to be the plaintiff, 

the judLe could decide the matter according to t1e principle 

explained earlier. 
(4) 

(1) ibri Abi al-i? -mom, ory cit. , f. 63. 

(2) p. 403. 

(3) a1 Kbassäf, opp. cit., f'. 124. 

^ 3Cr'1 
}sV (4) See 

., -. 5ave DP, r 35ý: 
-c0, al-'ýa;;, ý , uý"ci. -. 

9. 

rr 212. Ibn h}J. L : i! -1)c3Tw , C7). Cvs, " 
21 

. 
1--Sh 

. rb. iii, o,. 
_, . 

ciit., p. 402. 
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When the question of the identity of the plaintiff 

and the defendant had been settled, the judge would ask the 

plaintiff to proceed with his case. At the same time the 

judge would write dcwn, or order his clerk to write down, 

the'claim presented orally by the plaintiff. After the 

plaintiff had finished the judge would consider his claim, 

ask him some questions about it, and then decide whether to 

accept the claim or not. In other words, he would decide 

whether the plaintiff was legally entitled to sue the 

defendant on the grounds presented in the claim. 
(' 

If he accepted the case he would ash the. defendant 

to answer the claim laid by the plaintiff. His reply mi ht 

be an acknowledgement of the veracity of the claim or a 

denial. If it was an acknowledgement then the case was 

easily solved. But if he denied the veracity of the claim 

the judge would turn to the plaintiff and ask him to 

produce his evidence to the court, giving him a reasonable 

period of time to prepare his evidence. 

The most important evidence, according to Islamdc 

law, was that given by a witness, as we shall see later. 

When a plaintiff brought his witnesses, the judge would 

question them on the matter and register their testinon; - in 

the court record, ensue. ný that the necessaL7 condition" for 

(1) al Tarnartash , op. cit., f. 120. 
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the testimony were met before accepting or rejecting it. 

If the testimony was legally acceptable, the judge, accorddn 

to the majority of Muslim scholars, had to investigate the 

characters of the witnesses to establish their credibility 

or otherwise. 
(1) 

However, according to Abü Hanifa, he was 

not to incuire into their characters unless the defendant 

challenged it and said that they were not trustworthy. The 

judge would then have to ask him to prove his allegation, 

meanwhile conducting his own investigation into the 

witnesses' characters. 
(2) 

If a judge accepted the evidence of a witness he 

would demand an explanation from the defendant of his denial 

of the claim. If he asked for time to prepare his defence, 

the judge would grant him a reasonable period for that 

purpose. If he could not produce a satisfactory explanation, 

the judge had to decide against him. 
0} 

However, if the plaintiff was unable to produce 

sufficient evidence to the court, the judge would ask the 

defendant to take the oath in support of his defence and 
(4) 

he would decide accordingly. 

(1) al -l: hassäf, oR. cit., f. 82. quoting AbTi Yüsuf and 1 uha. f, naci 

b. al hasan, al-Tarnaxtashi, c . cit., f. 123. 

(2) al-Khassäf, op. cit., ff. 82,28 quoting Abü Hanifa. 

(3) Ibid., f. 93. 

(4) a1-Sinn nI, op. cit., f. 74. 
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D. The evidence. 

In Islamic procedure the evidence took the form 

of statements by witnesses, the act owledgement of the 

defendant, the oath by the defendant or the refusal to sake 

it, and the documents presented to the court by the litigants. 

Muslim scholars thought that, an acknowledgement apart, the 

most reliable evidence was that given by a witness. It was 

the duty of every individual :. uslim, if called upon, to act 

as witness for his brother, providing that lie came to no 

harm thereby. 
(') 

The various forms of evidence will be discusse as 

follows: 

1. The Witness. 

According to Muslim scholars a witness was a 

person who had seen or heard something of 'which he could give 

an account to the judge, on being requested to do so by 

somebody involved in a dispute. 
(2) 

They laid dcvm certain 

conditions to determine who was qualified to testify before 

a court and be accepted as a legal witness with valid 

testimony. He had to be a mature person of sound Hind and 

jud ;, went and have the ability to express himself and tes tif;; y . 

He had also to be able to remember what had haprened ,; ithout 

(1) tui n, Süra, II, 282-` 3. aJ. -F. u. ýa -bali, op. c ý. , ý" 592-93. 

(2) Ibid., P. 591. 
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forgetting the details or confusing it with something 

else. He had to be a I. 1uslim. Iicn-': uslin �i tne3 es were 

not to be accepted, according to the majority of the Musli: i 

scholars, although the Hanball school accepted a 

witness in the absence of a Muslim . iitne: s; thi. J ý as also 

limited. 
(1 

The last of these conditions was the i: iost 

important, namely al-';: ad. ela, or the credibility of the 

witness, for in every case a court had to be satisfied 

beyond any doubt as to the straight-forward character of 

a witress. 
(2) 

It is very difficult to determine exactly the 

meaning of the term Cadäla. linguistically it has the meaning 

of straight-forward. But legally it is a strange comL"ira- 

tion of moral and religious standards. According to Musiim 

scholars the person regarded as cadl, was he who had never 

corimitted a major offence either by ne lecting its religious 

duty or breakin& the law. It depended also on his 

reputation. If people lciew him to be honest and truthful 

in his transactions with others he would 

(1) al-Simnani, op. cit., ff. 55-56. al--Shirbin , . )n. cit., 

p. 427. quoting a1 : a; xracwi, a]. -iuhaybaani, t., 

pp. 608-ii. 

(2) This is the idea of the majority who do not :, ̀rare with 

Abü HIanrfa his opinion that every ; , Iiusli:. i should be 

regarded as --adl unless it has been proved otlherwise. 
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be regarded as cad There was no clear definition of 

Cadäla; it was left, rather, to the individual assessment 

of the person in auestion. 
f1) 

In order to establish the credibility of a 

witness a judge had to ask his special investigators to 

make an inquiry into the witness's character and ask people 

about his conduct. "iflhen the investigators had finished 

their inquiry they would present their result to the judge. 

He would go through the result of the inquiries and give 

his decision whether to accept or reject the appearance and 

testimony of the witness in court. This was the secret 

confirmation, tazkiya, of the credibility of the witness, 

but there was also another type of confirmation. This was 

held in public in the court room where a person who 

confirmed the credibility of the witness will answer the 

questions of the judge about the character of the witness. 
(2) 

The relationship of a witness to a party who would 

benefit from his testimony was important in deciding his 

acceptance as a legal witness. A son and his descendants 

were not acceptable as witnesses in favour of a father, in the 

same way as a father's and grandfather's testimony would not 

(1 j a7. -Sir_a; anI, op. cit., £. 59. a1-Ruha:: b-ni, on, cit., 

pp. 611-20. 

(2) al-: hassäf, op. cit., ff. ß3-C 
. a'- i:. näni, op. cit., 

.. 
f" 55. al-lama, rtäshi, op. cit., f. 118. 
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be accented in favour of a 'son, on the grounds ti-: at they 

had a mutual interest. Some of the schhoiajs al: io re ected 

the testimony of a husband or wife in favour of the ctiler 

on the same grounds, but other scholars have di-'. _nO,: ished 

between the relationship of son and father which was _a. 

permanent one, and that of husband and wife which could be 

ended at any time. 

The number of witnesses required to dive evidence 

to prove a legal claim differed with the type of case. =oi 

example, to prove adultery there had to be four. - witnesses 

to testify that they had actually seen sexual acts take 

place. In homicide, theft and disputes wising out of 

commercial transactions, as well as cases of disputes within 

a family the legal number of witnesses required to testify 

to was two. 
(2) 

There was a distinction between men and women 

witnesses in establishing the veracity of a claim. Women 

were not accepted as witnesses in criminal cases, and only 

men could testify in these matters. It was, in contrast, 

only women who could testify when disputes involved sornethin 

which was entirely a feminine, such as a dispute cor_cerninc the 

(i) al-ShäfiCI, op. cit., vol. 7, pp. 46-47. Gä° `t. 

J` r, D'. 

op. cit. , . 
ff. 235-? h. aI Rui°ýa;. b ). z, 

ý0.,. ý*L` _ 
? 

_! _. 
- 1 

624-26. 

{2) al Sirmi ni op. cit., f. 55. «u n, S; -=a, IT 282, "XIV y. 
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period or virginity and the like. 
(1) 

If, however, there was only one witness to testify 

to the right of the'plaintiff the judge's course of action 

in this case was the subject of a major axglunent between the 

Shäfici and Hanafi schools. According to Shäfi": i a judge 

had to ask the plaintiff to take the oath to support, his 

witness, and the judge would accept the oath and one witness 

as legal on the grounds that the Prophet has done so, and 

also because the Umayyad judges had followed this precedent. 

But Shafi<i added that it was not in every case that the 

oath and one witness was acceptable. If a dispute. involvej 

a claim which would, if established, entitle the plaintiff 

to material gain. like money or property and so forth, one 

witness with the oath of the plaintiff ;: o, ld be sufficient to 

establish the truth. On the other hand, if accepting the 

one witness and the oath would result in haxrnin}; the 

defendant, in. his execution for instance in the case of an 

intentional unlawful homicide, or the amputation of his hand 

in the case of theft, then there had to be a stronger evidez-c, 

than the testimony of one witness and the oath of the i1aint- 

iff. .( 
2) The H,: nbali school agreed with Shýý. fic i in al' o: -in 

one witness with the oath in financial cases, wn: ". they 

(1) a1--Snafir-i, vol. 7, pp. 47-. 4E a- 

.. ý.,. 
cit", p. 114. al Ruiayhani, Q-, ).. Clfr1 2i. 31- 

(2) 
al-Shafici, 212., it., ýýo1" b, pp. 2 4. 

-5C', vol. 7, 
_ýIý" 

3-12. 
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Justified this by saying that they denandeä the oath from. the 

party with the stronger evidence, and that when the 

plaintiff produced 

dominant evidence 

However, 

both and held that 

one witness, this was clearly the 

, md he should take the oath. 

the Hanafi school disagreed with then 

only two witnesses could decide the case, 

and the oath was to be demanded only from the defendant riot 

from the plaintiff. They rejected the notion that one witness 

and the oath of the plaintiff constituted legal proof. 
2' 

The testimony of a witness would only be accepted 

if, firstly, there were a claim regarding the case, in court, 

and, secondly, the party concerned asked the witness to give 

his testimony. Thirdly, the judge had to be willing to hear 

his evidence and fourthly, he had to start with the legal 

term aslhad, "I testify, " in order that his testimony be 

considered legally proper. 
0) 

The testimony of a witness would be rejected if 

he viere likely to gain an advantage as a result of his 

testimony, like a testimony by an agent in favour of his 

client. 
(4) 

(1) a1-Ruhaybäni, op. cit., pp. 632-33 quoting the opinion 

of Ahmad b. Hanbal. 

(2) al--Si.. mnani, op. cit., ff. 50-51. 

(3) al I; nassaf, oR. cit., f. 20. Ibn Abl al Daznrl, oTJ, Cit., f. 94. 
.0 

(4) al-Simnani, op. cit., f. 64. aZ Thass. f, op. cit., ff. 235-37. 
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However, if two parties had produced mutually 

contradictory evidence with two groups of witnesses, and 

there was no way of finding the right one, there were two 

points of view as to a solution. One was that the two 

testimonies were to be rejected on the grounds of contra- 

diction and the case had to remain in dispute as if no 

witness had been found. The other point of vier; was that 

either the court had to use this contradictory evidence and 

reach an amicable settlement or the object in dispute was to 

be divided between the parties. 
(1) 

If the appearance of a witless before the court 

was not possible, either because of illness er because he was 

far away from where the court sat, then two other witnesses 

could give evidence on the testimony of the ori3ina1 witnesses, 

providing that the original witnesses had asked the two 

witnesses to take their testimony and provided that until the 

end of the hearing the original witnesses continued to be 

unable to appear before the court. The credibility of., all 

the witnesses had also to continue until -the procedure was 

over, if their evidence was to be sdrnissib? e. The ^w;; ority of 

Muslim scholars agreed to this for-_ula, but only in cases 

which involved property and other material thin�c, or in civil 

cases. "Uhere hadd punishment right be involved, that is to 

(1) a1-nhass7. f, op. cit., f. 235. al -. Ili z: i, 2L'-cit., f. l; G. 

Ibn n'o al-Damm, o . cit., ff. 77-7"1`.. a1-Riu}: a; Tb; li, 

Q, QC1t-i p. 584- 

I 



say for a crime against the public or a&ai. n$t rýoiij; i. on, this 

formula was not applied because it piss said that the evidence 

of witnesses on the testimony of other witnesses involve d 

a certain amount of doubt and risk which could not be ý, 11. orred 

in these cases, as a judge could not later reedy any possible 
A 

mistakes made. For example, if, as a result of such testimony, 

the hand of a man convicted of theft had been out off, an he 

was later found to be innocent, it would then be impossible 

to do much about it. 
(1) 

In the event of witnesses ,, c1n8 back on their 

testimony, the scholars agreed that, if they decided to 

discredit their testimony before the jud; e Save his decision, 

then he would disregard such testimony when considerinp- the 

evidence in the case. If, however, they decided to go tack 

on their testimony after the decision had been made, the 

sobolars were divided in their opinions as to what should be 

done. According to the Harafi and H nbali schools, if a case 

concerned property or something which could be replaced and 

refunded, then the decision would remain unchanged and the 

witnesses would be asked to compensate the injured paxty, 

without asking the paxty in whose favour the jud ent YCi 

been passed to give up anything. But if a case involved the 

hadd punishment, the witnesses would also be asked to pay 

(1) al-Shafi x vol.. ! )P. 51-56. al-S iranani 

op. cit, ff. 6e-69. al-Tiuhayti2. `. 11. ý oýi. c]. .ý pp. 
63'T-:; 1. 
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the blood-money of qis. s', but they could not be executed 

because they were not directly responsible for the jud,. ent 

passed on another person as a result of their testimony. 

Althou7h ShafiCi agreed that a jud, ^rnent 

should not be altered by the recanting of the Witness, he 

disagreed with them on what they should do with the witnesses 

after such recanting. Shäficl took into account the 

intention of the witnesses when they save their ýi st] nion;:, '. 

He said that if they had intended to cause scneone' s death, 

then they should be treated as killers and be subject to the 

ordinary procedure in this matter, and if they gave evidence 

with intention of killing the defendant, they would have to 

pay compensation. But if the case concerned property, and. if 

they had intended to give false evidence, they would be 

punished for that. If there had been no such intention 

Shäfici said they should not be punished nor should they be 

obliged to pay compensation for the party who suffered da; aýr: e 

as a result of their evidence. 
(1) 

2. Acknowleý? ne: 7, ent: 

The ac.. nowied ement by a defendant of a plaintiff's 

claim was regarded in Islamic law as final evidence and 

beyond any doubt, providing that the necessary conditions 

were observed. These conditions were; firstly, the person who 

(i) al-Shäfici, 

f. 259. al-ý 

al-Sir. an 
, 

oti. cit., vol. 7, p. 

'. ar`hinýnI, op. cit., 

op. cit., f. Ci. alp 

55, al-Khassäf, o . c. it., 

gart 3, pp. 95-97. 

. °. t: haybä: i.., f, -cit., 
i 

pp. 642-49. 
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gave the acknowledgement should be a mature ne son of 

sound mind and responsible for his action. 
(' 

ecordl; y, he 

had to rune his decision to acknowled e it free from outside 

pressures. A . jud e, when deciding in a case, shculd loot. 

intd this carefully, and an defendant's claim that. he had 

made the acknowledgement under the influence of fea= should 

be accepted providing, that there s: ac indication of that 

such as siEns of beating; or tort=e. 
(2) 

Thirdly, one of the important conditions of the 

acknowledgement is where it was made; and to whom. The 

legal place was in the court to the jud-e, after lie had 

heard the lavrsuit of the plaintiff. However, the 

acknowledgement could be made out of court to a witness 

who would testify to the court about the defendant's, 

ac'. owledEement. Apart from this any ac}nov, leJ ; eýiey t mat i 
(3) 

to anyone else was not regarded as le al. 

Fourthly, a person who ack: owled 'ed a claim 

11) al-Shäfi3 , op. cit., vol. 112. 

(2) al-Sir.: nänI, op. cit., ff. 1sß-ý ai--"w 2i z, o .ci 

Part 3, P. 132. a1-Fiuhay'Cii3n1, op. cit., pt). 656-58. 

(3) al-TýCb.. xI, Abu al-11U%b1bs, OT. citi. 95, cuoi _? J ;: i12 

opinions of early scholars. Ibn 

2j-., 4, 
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had to clarify his acknowledgement by specifying the objet t 

in dispute. For example, if a mar, wclýno; rlelýe i. h: the c �ed 

another a stun of money, the court would only accept that from, 

him, if he gave details of the debt and its azo,, nt. The court 

needed to know that in order to enforce the result of the 

acl; nowledg; ement. However, if a mail refused to be specific, 

the judge would have to imprison him until he decided to 

, give the court the necessary information. He could not Co 

back on his acknowledgement because he had made it to a 

responsible body. i'oreover, a court required"a clear. 

acknowledgement of the matter in question. 

. The oath and the refusal to take it. 

The oath, according to I. fuslim scholars, did no, 

itself constitute evidence, although they agreed that in the 

absence of witnesses for the plaintiff a case should be 

decided by asking the de£enäant to take the oath. If he did 

so, then the case would be decided in his favour. This 

would not deprive the plaintiff of his right to try again if 

he found the necessary supporting, evidence. 
`) 

Disagreement arose over the question of the cases 

in which the oath should be offered to a defendant. ý? cc: rding 

to Ab; Hanifa, the oath should not be offered in cases 

(1) Ibn Qudäma, OP-cit., Pp. 750-53. al-Marc hinäni, on. cy t. , 

part 3, P. 132. al--riajjavri, op. cit., pp. 471-73. 

(2) al--Simnäni, op. cit., ff. 72-74. al-? iaj; jävil, op. cit., o. 453. 
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concerning marriage and criminal cases. 

(1) 
Shäfici disagreed 

with that view and put no limitation whatsoever in regard to 

the type of cases. He said that in any lawsuit where a 

plaintiff could not produce satisfactory evidence, the oath 

should be offered to the defendant, to decide the case. 
(2) 

The Hanball school and Abü Yüsuf took the middle way between 

Shäfici and Abü Hanifa. They said the only time the oath 

should not be offered to a defendant was where the case in 

dispute involved a criminal offence. 
(3) 

However, if a defendant refused to take the oath, 

then what did his refusal nuklzl to tale the oath Drove to the 

court? IWould the judge regard his refusal as an indirect 

acº. ciowledeement and so decide in favour of the plaintiff' s 

claim? The Henafi and Heubali schools agreed that vihen the 

oath had been offered to a defendant three tires and he 

refused to take it, even after he had been warned that if he 

did not take the oath the case would be decided against him, 

the judge should decide in favour of the plaintiff's claim. 

They saw a refusa? to take the oath as either a partial 

concession of ri. ; ht to the plaintiff or an indii--ect 

(1) al äirin,. ii , op. cit., ff. 71-72, quoting Ab F_anifa. , 

(2) al-Shä. fi=i, op. cit., vol. 7, p. 95" 

(3) al-Simiäni, o.;. cit., ff. 71-72, quotin ýbii ': üsus". 

al xajjawi, op. cit., P" 453. al-Futhaybani, op. cit., p. 651. 
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acknowledgement of the plaintiff's claim. In either case 

the judge had to accept that and decide accordin; ly. 1' 

Although Shafidi agreed with offering the oath 

to a defendant, he disagreed as to what to do if the 

defendant refused to take the oath. He did not agree that 

his refusal might mean an indirect aclaiowledGe: sent. He said 

that when a defendant refused to take the oath, it should be 

offered to the plaintiff, and if he took it the case would be 

decided in his favour. But if he did not take it, then the 

matter would rest and the plaintiff could not gain anything 

as a result of the defendant's refusal to take the oath. 
(2) 

9. Written documents. 

The written documents which had authority in the 

legal sense were those issued by the judge, thcuZh these 

only served as a reminder of the subject matter and carried 

no authority on their own. Although. the Qur-ýan had 

suggested to the Muslims that they should put their agreement 

into 
writing(3) 

the Qur'än also called for two witnesses to 

testify in support of the writing. Muslim scholars 

interpreted this to mean that the writing was only to 

(1) a1--Ruhaybwi, ot. cit., p. 651. a1=Sarahs ,o cit. , 

pp. 116-2C. al-Simnm , MCA-, ff. 71--73. 

al-='ar; h. inw , op. cit., part 3, p. 115. 

(2) a1-ShäfiCI, op. cit., vol. 7, pp. 95-96. 

(3) Qiur'=, Eiiira, II, 2E2-83. 
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remind the witnesses of the matter. 
(') 

For example, if a 

plaintiff won a case in court, the judge would dive him a 

decree of his right as proved in the court. But if, some 

years later, the same plaintiff could not secure this ri;: it 

that had been established by the judge's decree. he would 

come to the court with his decree, and demand that the 

judge would enforce his decision on the defendant. M'ccordin;; 

to Shäfic and Abü Lanifa a judge should never enforce that 

decision unless he himself remembered accuratel, r the detaiis 

of the earlier hearing and how he had arrived at his decision. 

He had not to depend on a written account, even hi, s court 

records. 
(21 

Abu Lay1ý and hbü Yüsuf mound this attitude 

impracticable as a result of their in_volver.: ent in the 
. 

administration of justice. A1thou; h they did not disagree 

with Shäfiýi anti nbtiz Ranifa entirely, they modified their 

position and said that a jud,,; e kept records of his decrees 

in court, and these records were under his supervi:: ion and 

he laiovi the people who had access to these records. Thus 

(1) al--Jass3s, Jhnad b. `, fill (d. 370 ts. T 

al-B, ihiiyra press, Cairo, 192£', vol. 1, pp. 572-79" rbn 

bd Allah, d. 5 . r... al-`Arabi, i uharruurtad b. ,( 43 ' r. 
) 

al-Cur' n ed. by M. al-Baca., I. al-Ib; I: ri, and d, 

Shalabi, al Halabi press, Cairo, 1955, vol. 1, pp. 22 7-4 T, 2 '= 
(2) a . l. -Shä. fiei, on. ci t., vol. 7, p. 152. al-Sirnr ni, 

f. F? 6, quoting the opinions of Snu_; c grid hüü Hanx -" 

Ibn Abi al-Damn, op. cit., f. 19. 
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he would be satisfied that nothing had been altered in them, 

and he could enforce the decision 'which correspcnded wit'' the 

court record. But they upheld the opinion that written 

documents on their o;, m did not prove anything, and if, the 

judge had been dismissed, and, after a time, reinstated, he 

should never depend on his previous record unless he 

remembered the case. 
(1) 

The same applied to official correspondence 

between judges, where a judge heard a case against a 

defendant living in another judge's district. A judge 

would check the evidence of a plaintiff and, if he found it 

satisfactory, would write an official letter to the other 

judge submitting the evidence of the plaintiff. The other 

judge who had received the letter was not to accept it as 

an official document unless there were two witnesses to 

testify that this letter had been written by that particular 

judge and they knew the content of the letter and that the 

judge asked them to testify to that effect. 
(2) 

Some final remarks on the -procedure. 

Islamic law did not envisage any form of colicctive 

decision by a jury directed by a judge. On the contrary 

a single judge had to wait until some complaint had been 

brought to him about something. Only rarely would he take 

(1) al Ihassäf, o_p. cit., f. 95. al-Sinnäni, c, ). cit., 

ff. quo tinE Abi: YüÜuf and Abu Lavria. 

(2) or. cit., ff. 124-31. al-Sir^. nil , op. cit.., 

pv ihn Abi al-Darr, 21?. cit., ff. 1i- -i5. ýrý 

j Ud3tca, on, cý_t", pp. 636-37. 
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the initiative in the interest of the cor. u nity. 

There was no form of public prosecution whereby 

the State could prosecute on behalf of the community. A 

case had to be presented by the party concerned, and only 

when there was no party to act would the State interfero. I 

For example if a man had been killed and there was no next 

of kin to take legal action . gains t the killer, the State 

as the representative of the public, would oro:; ecute on 

behalf of the dead man. 

Litigants were under no obligation to come before 

a judge as long as they could settle their disputes out of 

court by arbitration. However, criminal cases could not be 

so settled because the hadd punishment wa , beyond the 

competence of an arbitrator. Moreover, the erbi. cra er. had 

(2) 
adhere to the principles of Islamic Iaw. ý} 

A judge had to try to reach a compromise settlement 

between parties in dispute before deciding the case formally, 

especially if the litigants were relatives. Enforcing a 

decision on them might lead to misunderstanding; between them, 

and this was something which a judge had to avoid of he 

co, z)d. 
(3) 

(1) al RuhaybýnT, o... "cit", P. 4'. 

(2) Ibn AbzL -Damn, op. cit., f. ; 6. al. -: '. ar hin ni, o . awi:., 

part 3, p. 79. 

(3) Ibn Fa ii in, 
. 
°.. ý. cit., p" 30. 
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Chapter : VII 

The judge's decisions 

A. Their sources 

"If any difference arises between you, refer 

it to God and his apostle". 
ýýý 

This verse in the Curran was the basis: of the 

Muslim scholars' doctrine that a jud e ; ras bound to fol.? vi 

the Islamic law, the Shari'a. They saw the judge as the 

one who practised this iaw and the Qur'an as the first 

source which the judge was bound to consult to find arg 

answer to the problems presented to him in the course of his 

task. They also saw that although the ur'T. n gave an sntiwer 

to some legal problems, this could not satisfy the ; rowin, - 

needs of the Muslim co, = unity. There therefore arose the 

second source of the loov, the decisions of the Prophet 

during his life time; the third source was the consensus 

of the scholars on a particular decision. If all ;. here 

sources failed to meet his need, then a judge should use 

his own judgment to find solutions to the problems fe? cin- 

him. He could do that by usin legal analoL; r to find tle 

resemblance between two legal cases in order to ;; ive the 

second the sane decision as the first. ' He could also 

(1) cu. r'än, Sür. a, IV, 59- 

(2) al--Sha£i`i, 2 . ci*t., vol. ö, pt). 199-203. al-Saraklis , 

ap. cit., pp. 67-70. 
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use his otiFm interpretation of the mutter in dispute between 

the scholars and study the ar liment of each of Chem in o:: Ier 

to choose between them. 
" 

He had to consult the scholars 

in his area and consider their points of view and decide 

according to the way he thought right . 
(2) 

He was never to 

rush his judgment, but wait and ,, rive hinself enou h time to 

think about the case, so that when he reached his decision 

he would have no cause to re&ret it afte-n ards. According 

to the Hanafi school local customs and traditions provided 

a judge with additional sources which he could refer to in 

his decision, in the absence of a clear solution of the 

problem from the ordinary sources. 
(3) 

B. Their authority. 

A decision which a judge made in any case was 

regarded by the scholars as a human one, and open to the 

possibility of error. It was therefore not necessary 

that his decisions were always rieht. The scholars had 

two opposing points of view in regard to the effect of a 

judge's decision on the nature of thing and the reality 

of the situation. Did the decision of a judge char:;; e 

something from being illegal to legal? Shaficx and the 

others who agreed with him in his point of view argued 

that if a judge's decision declared in favour of some one 

(1) a1 TTairartäshi., o . cit., f. 110. 

(2) al-Sarakhsi, o . cit., pp. 83-9- 

(3) IcAbä al-c ziz, op. cit., ff. 12-13 a1-'aIfartä hi, 

040_, , 
t., f. 113. 
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who appeared to the judge to be right, whether he was 

rieht or not was a matter between the individual person and 

his conscience. They thought that right and wrong in the 

eyes of God were still the spume and remained unchanged by 

the -decision of a judge. They Gave an example to illustrate 

their point of view. Two litigants in dispute over a 

property came to a judge_ to settle the dispute. The 

plaintiff in one way or another managed to find false 

witnesses and convince the judge that the property was his. 

The judge therefore gave his decision in favour of the 

claim, whilst in reality the property belonged to the 

defendant. According, to Shafici's theory if the plaintiff 

had asked the judge to enforce the decision the judge had 

to do so, but the taking of the property by the plaintiff 

was illegal in the sense that he would be punished for it 

in the life to come. 
(') 

But Abü Han fa held the opinion 

that the plaintiff would be blamed for his false evidence, 

not for accepting the decision of the judge, and every 

decision taken by a judge was in itself a char: ;e in the 

nature of reality of the situation and could make the 

2ý1 
prohibited permissible and vice versa. 

(1) al-:; h: -. fi": I, or. cit., vol. 7, PP" 1 9-200, al- u'nýýýr uni, 

op. cit. p. 533 . al-Zi: ýiani, oy. cit., f'. 7. 

(2) Zbid., f. R7 quoting Abu Hanlfa. wl-: >aý: ý? ýrsJ_, Jný cý. t", 

P- 85" 
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If a case in dispute involved a decision in 

which the schools of law had different points of viev, and 

a judge decided according to one of them, then the litiý-ants 

had to adhere to the judge's decision, whatever their 

conviction and point of view might be. 
(1} 

In the event of a judge making a mistake in 

deciding cases the question arose as to what his liability 

would be. According to al-nnassäf the judge was undertaking 

the task on behalf of all the people in the community, and. 

if a wrong decision emerged as a result of a fault of his, 

then the authorities should see if the decision concerned 

a hadd punishment, like stoning an adulterer, and the 

party could be compensated from public moneys. if the 

case concerned something which could be returned to its 

rightful owner, the judge had to reverse his first decision and 

ask the party in whose favour the decision had been made to 

relinquish what they had gained as a result of this decision. 
(2) 

Litigants were never to be allowed to sue the 

judge for any mistake he made unless they saw any 

intended partiality. Ibn al-Q sin arEued that jnd es, if 

so sued, would either not be able to justify their 

(1) a1-Tamart . shy., op. cit., f. 187. al Ruhaybäni, op. c ., 

p. 534. 

(2) al-Khassäf, op. cit., f. 105. al Ta. iartgshi, op. cit., 

ff. 170-71. 
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decision and be punished accordingly for that, which would 

damage their reputation, or be able to justify their action 

and this would strengthen the hand of partial judges over 

litigants. 
(1 

If a judge after raking a decision thought 

the decision was not the right one, he had to look at his 

reasons for thinking this. If in his decision the judge 

had contradicted an explicit ruling of the urn or an 

authoritative interpretation of a Curýlanic passage or the 

decisions of the Prophet or. if he had cone against the 

consensus of the majority of the scholars, he should revise 

his decision and call upon the parties concerned to do so. 

But if the case was decided by his own judfinent and there 

was no ruling either from the Qurý'in or from the Prophet 

or consensus, he should then not revise his judgment but 

leave it as it was. In any: similar case in the future he 

had to ti-, r to decide according to what he thought was rieht. ` 

A judge had also never to try to revise the 

decisions of the other judges before him unless there were 

sufficient ground to suspect that a particular judge in a 

particular case had decided in contradiction to the letter 

of the law, or had been prejudiced against one of the parties 

involved. He could then revise this decision of the previous 

judge and decide according; to what he thoukht wa: right. 

(1) Ibn Farhm, o aci. t., p. 62. quoting; Ibn a7. -Casim- 

(2) al-SY. fici, oA. cit., vol. 6,204. a! -PiüM=tshi, 

on. cit., f. 170. a1-Sinn ,o "r f" 87" 
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If he chanted the decision of the other judge he had to 

produce his reason. Otherwise his action would not be 

( 
acceptable. ` 

C" The ap,, eal. 

There was no system of appeal in the 1'uslim coýut. 

The decisions of a judge were regarded by the scholars as 

final. 
(2) 

And the mazalirn court which was linked to the 

executive authority was not a court of appeal in the sense 

that when a judge gave a decision in. any case, and either of 

the parties concerned was not satisfied with it, he could 

go to the mazälim court and ask for the case to be heard 

again. That was not so. The raazalim court was concerned 

with looking at cases on which the jud,;, e could. not reach a 

decision for lack of evidence. Also the r: azý lirr court 

concerned itself with the enforcement of a decision where 

the judge could not enforce it, 
(o) 

But there was a system of complaint where the 

dissatisfied party could complain to the authorities, either 

the local governor or the caliph, asking for the decision 

to be revised. 7,7hen any party in a dispute did this, the 

authorities would have to see if the judge who had r, i: -! d e the 

decision : vas known for his owled; -e of the Sharia i rend. 

his impartiality in deciding cases. Then the governor or the 

Ot? ýC: t. " 
(1) a1_Shaf:. C1ý of ciL., vol. 6, I"4 204. dl-ihizzI, 

f. 21. 

{2) aI-Khassäf, ©t_? cit f. F: O. 

l t3) a1--i äwardi: ýs? ý` it., p. 83. 
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caliph had to reject the complaint against his decision. " 

However, if a judge had a bad reputation for jud tient, the 

authorities had to inquire into the natter and could dismiss 

him from office for misconduct if they thou. it fit. 1 

Where an unknovm judge was involved the authorities would 

ask the scholars to meet and examine the case in all its 

aspects, the evidence, and the sources of the lall upon , :, ich 

the judge based his decision. If they found that he had. 

exercised his discretion over a point where there was no 

decision either in the Qur'an or by the Prophet or the 

consensus and that in his decision he had not contradicter'. 

any decision which did exist in these sources, then they 

should uphold the decision of the judge. But if they found 

that there was a mistake in his decision which contradicted 

the principle of the law they could revise the decision, but 

only on the grounds of contradiction or a clear nistake. 
(2) 

If the complaining party were to say they Wanted 

the judgment revised on the grounds of enmity between then 

and the judge, and they could prove this to be true, then 

the judgment had to be rejected because a judore .: ss Perr^itted 

to'give a decision against his enemy. 
(3) 

Similarly, if they blamed a judge for faili. nr, to 

(1) a1-: has if, or�tit., ff. 1O5. Oö. 

(2) Ibn F hün, o . cit., pp. 63-64. 

(3) l'oi! ", p. 64 giotin the opinion of Sahnun an early 

Mä11ki scholar. 
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inquire into the character of a witness, or if they 

brought fresh evidence which he had not heard before, and 

if the inquiry into the character of the witness revealed 

something which discredited the witness's credibility, then 

the'judgznent had to be revised. Also, if the new evidence 

presented gave rise to something that affected the decision, 

it had to be revised. 

If a witness was trustworthy and new evidence 

added nothing new to change the case, or if the party claimed 

that the witnesses had gone back on their testimony, the 

judge's decision stood and the complaint had to be rejected. 

However, if the complaining party said that they were waiting 

for new evidence to come, in that case the decision of the 

judge had also to stand, until new evidence was produced 

and a fresh hearing could be held. 

When a judge was the subject of many complaint 

the authorities had to appoint a committee of scholars to 

sit with him and examine the way in which he decided cases. 

If they found that his decision in most cases was right, 

he should be left in office, but if they found that in most 

cases he was wrons, they were to decide that he should be 

dismissed on the grounds of inability to carry out his duty. ` 

(1} Ibn Farhün, o1n, cit., pp. 63-65. 
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Chapter : VIII 

The court, its place, officials and or anirati: on 

A. The court's Location. 

The Muslim judge should sit in court, but where 

had this court to be? Here we find two schools of thou; h±; 

one said that the judge should cit in the rr dä;; r 'cathedral' 

mosque as this place would be in the centre of a town. This 

theory was supposed to be suprorted by the practice of the 

early generations from the Prophet onwards. 
(On 

the other 

hand we find school insisted that the judge should not sit 

in the mosciue as this had been built for the worship of God, 

and was not suitable to have people worshippin- in one 

corner, with others shouting to prove their cases in the 

other corner. The judge had therefore to find a suitable 

place for the court in the centre of the town. 
( 2) 

The place 

for the court which all Muslim scholars sui~-; es Led was in the 

middle of the town, and they suggested that there should be 

a special place for the judge to sit where he could see all 

the people in the court and be able to listen to their 

arsument when they presented their cases. The yard 

(1) al--Ansari, Ah mad Sires j 

T. 3. Yeni G", ni No. 355, 

a1-Iuhayh. -ni, op. cit., 

(2) a1-tihäfici o . cit. v 

r 

a1-DIn (d. 96 A. 11. ; C, alb 7C, I 

f. 11. al : hassäf, on__ý_. cit., ý. 1c. 

P. 475. al---irrmini, op. cit., f. 22. 

D1.6, p. 198. Ibn Abi al-Dar am, 
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of the court had also to be wide in order to give more roori 

to the litigants. lh& court had to be comfortable in all 

seasons of the year. 
(1 

B. The court officials. 

1. The ju. d re' s denuty. 

According to the theory of Muslim scholars the 

authorities who appointed a judge had to give him the ý"iE; ht- 

to appoint a deputy who would act as ; jud&e whenever he was 

unable to conduct a hearing, as, for instance, when the 

dispute in question involved relatives or, enemie-, of the 

judge, and also to help him judginE; cases for which he had 

insufficient tiýýe. 
(2) 

Hotirever, in the event of the 

authorities not 6-ranting the judge such a right, the 

scholars differed in their viewpoint. Some of them argued 

that it was the central authority which had the right to 

appoint judges, and unless the central authority agreed to 

give this right to the judge he could not do o. Other 

scholars said that if the central authority did not prohibit 

a judge from appointing a deputy and if there were acceptable 

reasons for the j ucl e to delegate his jurisdiction to ý: nothNý: 

person as his depu ter then he could appoint one. 

(1} a1-Sh fiýi, op. cit., Vol* v, p. 19 . al-: 

ff. 22-2 3. 

(2 } al-Sh-afiC , op. cit., vol. 6, p. 216. a. 1-SiPinrr , op. cit., 

ff. 
(3ý 

ca1_Sh 
ificr, op. cit. . 
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If a judge appointed a deputy he had to define 

his function. He could give him the ri; ht to decide cases 

in and around the ton which was under the judge' s 

jurisdiction. 
(') 

The judge might ask his deputy to conduct 

a hearing and listen to the argunent put forward by the two 

parties, leavinü the judge himself to give the final 

decision. 
(2) 

It appears from a report bfr al-Ansari that the 

usual practice was that the judge would his deputy to 

conduct the hearing and give his own judllmcnt in the 

presence of the judge who would not interfere in the 

proceedinVs of the case unless he thot. ht it necessary to 

do so. 
( 3) 

2. The clerk of the court. 

The judge had to appoint a clerk to take care of 

I 

the written work which the court had to undertake. The 

judge would have to choose a suitable person for this puritioue. 

He had to be honest, with a Good knowledge of the law 

relevant to his line of work. He had also to be a tuslim 

and fulfil the conditions that would make him an acceptable 

witness. 
(`) 

(1) al-ShäfiCI, op. cit., vol. 6, p. 216. 

(2) al-Tabarl, nbü a1--cr. bbäs, 22_. cit" , ff. 7P-79. 

(3) al-Ansäri, op. cit., f. 104. 

(4) al-Tattaxi, Abü al-cibbäs, 22. cit" i f. 76. al-Shafic , 

op. cit., vol. 6, p. 210. al-nuhaybäni, 02-cit-9 P. 4, '2. 

j 
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A clerk' s duty ýr to sit beside the ; jud-go and 

write dorm the clain and the re-01Y of both sides in a 

dispute. Vhen the judge had decided the case, he had then 

to write a document to that effect, l, eepin;, a con; in the 

court record and giving the interested party a copy. V! ith 

the judge's permission he could also record in writing the 

transactions between people in order to avoid disputes and 

misunderstandin s. He would also maintain and orcani ;a 

the court record in alphabetical order so that it would 

be easy to produce the necessary document when it was : is. nted. 

. The court police. 

The court should have police to maintain o: dej. 

and to stand behind the jud` e and see that iiti , an ,s 

` observed order and respected the judge. I The police 

could be used to compel some of the defendants who xe. N ed 

to come to the court to appear before the judge as demanded 
(3) 

by the plaintiff. 

A. Confidential investir-ators. 

As it was the duty of a judge to deter-mine the 

character of witnesses to evaluate t hei): tes tii;: oxiy, by 

(1) Ibn Khaldi;. n,, CAbd a1 : iahman b. ; !, uha mad. 

n1""L2tradd. _T"1 Dr a1='J ý. }J press, 1'? '11T, 

Ibn 0Ud na, oz). cit. , U. 61rß 3J"-i1l]}: llýt . 'l 

(2) al-Taiiartashi, op. cit., f. 115- 

(3) Ibn MI al--D t: crw, op. cit., i 15. 

P0° 
... 

i:. ) 

1ß`E: 1, P. 39i. 
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inquiring about them, he had to appoint special inva;; ti: satovs 

for this matter. The ju'J e had. to be careful. in choosin 

these officials as he would rely urcri their assessment of 

the trustworthiness of a witness. He would therefore have 

to choose a responsible person who Mould give hin an accurate 

account of the witness's behaviour, and who would be able 

to -ud ge people' s character and car r; - on his duty 

impartially, not being influenced by his personal motiven. 

The judge had to try to ? teen the names of investigators 

secret in order to prevent people trying to give them false 

(21 information during their inquiry into a witness' character. ' 

5. The appointment officer, al--ha4ib. 

The duty of this officer was to see that everyone 

entered the court when his turn had come. He aas the middle 

man between the judge and the liti ents waitinC outside the 

court for their turn to core. Some scholars objected to the 

appointment of this officer on the Grounds that it would 

deter the people who needed to. see the judge, and also that 

he MiCht prevent poor litigants frort loin; to court. 
(3) 

On the other hand there -were other scholars who said 

(s j al-ýimnäni, of . cit., f. 32. 

(2) 
a1-Khass^wf, op. cit., ff. G2-C. '1. ai S1 flý1ü11. op. cit., f. 32. 

(3) a1-Ruhayb3nI, or-cit., p. 475" Ibn Abi al-Da.: " 1, 

f. 19. quotin4 al-ShZfic . 
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other scholars who said it mi ht be reasonable for a jud, -e, 

in the early period, not to have a hajib as ratters then 

were very simple, but in the event that there were many 

people waiting to , -o to the court and the judge was unable 

to deal with them at the same time, there had to be a 

hajib to organize their entrance to the court. 
(1) 

6. The accountant, al-gass n. 

The court had to have an accountant who would 

deal with the complicated matter of inheritance. He had tu 
, 

be an expert in accounts and have some knowledge of the 

inheritance law. After the judge had decided the percentage 

share of each heir the accountant would calculate these in 

terms of money and property. He was to receive a salary 

from the State, but, if this was not possible, he could. ask 

for a fixed amount from the people who would benefit from 

his work. 
(2) 

7. The prison officer. 

From the theory of ; üusiin scholars it appears a 

judge would have to imprison people from time to time. 

There had therefore tc be a prison officer to look after 

(1) Ibn Abi al-Damn, op. cit., f. 14. al-Sitnnanii, on. ci-t., 

f. 29. a1= arar sni, op. cit., f. 116. 

(2) al-Sh . 1'i' , op. cit., vol. c5, pp. 210,212-13. 

op. cit., ff. 194-95. 
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the prisoners and to be directly responsible for their 

detention. He had to keep the judge informed of their 

behaviour in the prison, and he mould not release an: r ne Of 

theca unless the judge authorised him to do so. He also 

had to keep a record on the prisoners, in . rhich the date of 

their entry and the reason for and len�th of their sentenco 

would be s'rovm. 
' 1 

C. The court records. 

The clerk of a court had to w, -rite 3c":.; ß each c] ir. t, 

the reply to the claim, the evidence of the case and the 

decision of the Jude on these matters. t; e had to keen a 

copy of each document for the ready reference of the court. 

A court would have to show in its records a document of 

agreement between two parties, statements of debts between 

people, as well as records of public and reliCio'is 

endowments. These records had to be in the possession of 

either the judge or clerk of a court, who would classify 

these records week by week or month by month, putting the 

papers for each year in a separate file for the sake of 

easy reference. These records, althoc h they din not in 

themselves constitute legal proof, because of the attitude 

of '. uslim jurists re axlin legal documents, were very 

important as they served to refresh the memory of a; udge, 

(1) al-Sirinän , 02-22-1-1 f. 34. 
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I 

who would normally recoGnize the decision he had made by 

ref erring to the records. These rec6n3, had thou -efore to 

be carefully kept. and, whenever there was a char. e of 

judge, had to be 1: rcx sferred from the cu , tody of the previous 

judge to the new one, with. two people witne;; s: inG t; 'rie 

hand-over. 
(') 

D. Litimants' a ppearance before a 7lllj. ý; e, 

In order to organize the appearance of liti&ants 

before a court, everyone who wished to present his case to 

a judge had to write on paper his name and the name of the 

party against whom he was presenting his case, h<andinr this 

to the appointment officer who, in his turn, would collect 

these papers and give them to the judge on his arrival at 

the court. The judge would then see if he were able to 

deal with all these cases. If he thou-ht co, he would 

summon the litigants, one by. one. But if he thou; ht that 

he could not deal with all these cases in one day, he would 

make appointments for the litigants, some on that day and 

others on the next day, and so on, informing each one of 

the date of his appointment for pre, entin, ý his case to the 

judge. In this way he would not keep people wai tiny; at the 

court door but save their time and ensure that no one 

came before his tern. 
( } 

"T (1) Ibn Abi al. -v: ý.. M, GU. C; 
__t., f. 19. al-:. 'Y, _as : af, f. c3. . 

; 39. al-Si-uMni 

(e r: Lwiýha. ýý, r, -ý. ci+,. f. Q. a1 __ ; n.; aý_ . _., tii, c" . ý: i,., "ý" ; ;- 
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Part : II 

The early practice of the Islamic administration 

of justice up to the end of the Unnayyad period. 

132 A. R. / 750 A. D. 
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This part is a historical study of the practice 

and development of the Islamic administration of justice 

in its creative period from the time of the Prophet up 

to the end of the Umayyad period. 
_ 

Chapter :I 

pro-Islamic Arabia 

This chapter is an attempt to give an outline 

of the existing legal custom, and judiciary system in 

Arabia in the period immediately before Muhammad. This 

will enable us to see the background toýthe Islamic legis- 

lotion and administration of justice. This study is con- 

fined to the Arabian tribes in the middle and north of 

the Arabian peninsula, and no attempt has been made to include 

the civilization of the south Arabian Kingdoms, because this 

civilization had died out long before the time of the 

Prophet. 
(') This chapter is only an outline fora complete 

study of the legal position in Arabia before Islam is 

-beyond the scope of this research. 

A. The nature of authority. 

In Arabia in the period just before Islam there 

was a tribal society. .. Each tribe defended its own members 

(1) Shadid, Irfan pre-Islamic Arabia. Art. Cambridge History 

of Islam ed. by P. M. Holt, A. S. Lambton, B. Lewis, 
Cambridge, 1970, vol. It p. 27. 

i 
I L 

._ . _4 
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and accepted responsibility for their actions. There 

was no organized political authority to control their 

actions, and the individual outside his o-. n tribe had no 

protection at all. 
(') 

If his tribe expelled him, he had 

to look for another tribe to seek their protection as 

a jar (a term which they used to describe those individuals 

who sought the protection of other tribes). If 

someone soufnt protection from an individual in a tribe, 

the individual member could not give this person the 

protection he needed finless his tribe agreed to protect 

his jar, the important thing therefore, being the 

protection of the tribe. That is why I would say the 

protection of the tribe was sought rather than the 

protection of one of its members, because this would 

not be effective. 
(2) 

A tribe had a sort of collective leadership 

whereby the head of each clan in the tribe would take part in 

any discussion or consultation which might affect the life 

of the tribe. They would discuss how they should defend 

their tribe, or, if they wanted to attack another tribe, 

how and when. The final decision was always left to the 

Sheikh of the tribe who would normally go with the will 

(1) Schacht, Joseph. An Introc', uct ön to Islamc Law. 

The Clarendon press, Oxford., 1964, p. 7. 

(2) See below, pp. 117-18. 
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of the majority of the heads of the clans in the tribe. ( 1) 

If a dispute arose between two tribes, this 

would be settled either by arbitration or by going to 

war against each other. When JassFs b. Mürra of B. Bakr 

killed Kulayb b. Raba of B. Taghlib, the tribe of the 

latter demanded that Jasses should be killed for his crime. 

But bis tribe refused, and Kulayb's tribe declared war 

against them which, occording to the early Muslim sources, 

lasted a very long -bime. 
(2) 

Inside a tribe, families had complete lete 

autonomy in their own affairs. The groups of families 

of. which the tribe consisted, only came together under one 

leadership when the life of the whole tribe Was threatened, 

or if they were going to wage war against another tribe. 

Robertson Smith made an observation on the Arabian tribe 

in which he said: "Among the Bedouins, it is only in war, 

or on the march, which is conducted with all the pre- 

cautions of war, that the sheikh of a tribe exercises any 

active authority. In other words the tribe was not organised 

(1) 81-Ba6hdiidi, Muhammad b. Habib (d. 245 A. H. ) al-Mtlnamrnaa 
DE' irat a1--Mac ärif press, Hyderabad, 1964, pp. 57,411. 

(2) a1--Isfahäni, Abü al-Faraj (d. 357 A. H. ) al--Aghäni 
Där a1-Thagäfa publications Beirut, 1955, vol. 5, 
pp. 29-34. 

f 
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except for offence and defence. "(') 

But he went so far as to say: "Except in war 

and in matters ultimately connected with war the licence 

of individual freewill is absolutely uncontrolled. "(2) I 

would argue against this statement, because every family in 

the tribewas responsible to the other families in the tribe 

for any action or crime committed by one of its members. 

For example if a member of a family committed a murder 

against a member from another family in the same tribe, 

it was the responsibility of the murderer's. family to hand 

him to the other family in order that his blood compensate 

the blood of the murdered man. al-Baghdgdi reports that 

in the 'tribe of Ghina a man from B. Hillän killed a man 

from the family of B. c1tri , so the family of B. CItrif 

demanded the killer. His family conceded to this demand, and 

he was handed over to the murdered man's family to be 

executed. In the meantime the killer managed to escape 

with help from his son, and they went to another tribe 

where they had obtained protectione(3) 

If the family refused to accept its obligation 

and responsibility to the tribe for any offence committed 

by one of its members, i the tribe as a whole would interfere 

(1) Robertson Smith, W. Kinship and marriage in early Arabia 
A. and C. Black, London, new ed., 1907, p. 68. 

(2) Ibid., p. 68. 
(3) al-BaghdFdi, op. cit., pp. 292-93" 
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in the matter to ensure that the fiEnting capacity of 

the tribe was not weakened by the internal dispute between 

the families concerned. Hovrever, if one family refused 

the demand of the other fanilies in the tribe, then they 

would exert some pressure on this family to yield to their 

demand or make them leave the tribe completely. Quraysh 

asked B. H shim, the family of ?. luhamnad, to give up their 

protection of Muhammad, who according to Curaysh had 

discredited their religion, and their fathers' wisdom. 

But when B. Häshim refused to concede to this demand a 

document was made by the rest of Quraysh declaring their 

boycott of B. Hasbim in all commercial and social 

transactions. 
(') 

So long as the families in a tribe took on their 

responsibility of keeping peace within the tribe, the tribe 

would continue to be strong and powerful, but as soon as 

any sort of internal strife arose in the tribe, it was 

certain that the tribe would break up into smaller tribes. 

Vhat happened when Jassäs killed Kulayb is an example of 

this. As Kulayb was the leader of the powerful tribe of 

RabICa when Jassäs killed him, Kulayb' s clan broke array 

from Jassas" clan and the two clans beca: ae two tribes. 
(2) 

{ 1) Ibn Hi$hä. ri, «bd ai I, Ialik (d. 213 : i. H. ) al-;; ira al- 

NabavriM, al-Halabx press, Cairo, 1955, vol. 1, 

pp. 265,350-54- 

(2) al-Ails!, i ai- Ud E uakri u1 . &h l-Arab, lýär al-Yi tlb 

press, Cairo, 1923, vol. 2, p. 152. 
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Frone this we conclude that the family controlled 

the action of the individual, but if a member thou; ht 

that his family viere strong enouch and willing, to defy 

the rest of the tribe, then his behaviour ; rould not be 

controlled. al-Baghdadir reported that al-riakara b. Abi 

al 
`ks 

was suspected of stealing the KaKba treasure with 

some other young men. However, the elders cf C. uraysh, who were 

demanding the punishment of all those involved, could 

not do anything about al-Haka: n because of the strong 

position of his family, the B. Umay a, and its willingness 

to protect him. As the matter was not regarded as 
.a 

major issue, which involved the tribe as a whole, it 

(1 
was allowed to rest at that. 

The tribal leadership had the authority to settle 

disputes with the other tribes, and to make decisions like 

when to make a raid on others, whilst inside the tribe the 

individual families ran their own affairs without the 

interference of others, providing that this did not affect 

the life of the tribe. 
(2) 

B. Tribal ]lair. 

The Arabian tribes before : uha n ad had develorr. d 

(1) al-Baghdädr, op. cit.., tip. 54-67- 

(2) E1 Shouzh, 1,1uhammad Ibrahim, The na Ure of 

in Arabia at the advent of Islam. Ph. D. Thesis 

S. O. A. S. London, 19,59, P. 207. 
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certain customary laws from the practice of successive 

generations. There was no organized authority to enforce 

these laws, but the opinion of the tribe was the force behind 

them. 
(') 

Although this may be true in general, in 

some cases this moral support for the law was not enough 

to enforce it. Enforcement was left to the will of 

the individual family. In cases which involved punishment, 

it was rarely that the punishment was inflicted on a member 

of the family, other than those who were in a weaker social 

position such as slaves and the like. 
(2) 

The following 

section outlines these laws on various subjects. 

1. Marriage and divorce. 

The marriage law grew out of what they were accus- 

tomed to, and it became the standard of their behaviour. The 

Arabs of that time preferred to marry inside the tribe, 

as they did not like their women to be the mothers of 

children who might one day become their enemies in the 

future. But this does not mean that they objected to their 

daughters marrying men from another tribe providing that they 

would treat them well. A woman who married outside her 

tribe could rely or. 'the protection of her oý tribe in case 

(1) Jung, L uhainnad Allah b. S. The adrinisfrat_cn of 

justice in Muslim ia" . Alla-habad law joi =al press, 

Allahabad, 11026, p. 7. 

(2) El-Shoush, op. cit., pp. 204-06. 
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of ill-treatment. 
(l) 

There was no limitation as to how many wives a 

husband could have. 
2) There were many kinds of mw: riade 

contract, and vie may take three rinds as examples. Firstly, 

an interested person would ask for the hand of a woman 

from her guardian, who might be her father or her bro Urher, 

and when he agreed to the marriage, the bridegroom would 

pay him something which was regarded as mahr or dov, rry. 

This form of marriage was the most commonly practised in Arabia 

at that period. 
(3) 

The second type of marriage was that 

of limited period, where a ran and a woman could conclude 

a marriage contract for a fixed period, and the marriage 

would be dissolved at the end of this fixed period. This 

marriage was called muten. 
(4) 

The third form of marriage 

in Arabia before Islam was marriage by capture. Although 

they were sensitive on these matters and did not like any- 

one to marry their daughters or sisters by force, they 

would recognise marriages by their own members to . omen 

captured from other tribes. The worst thing that could 

happen to any Arab was that his sister be taken 

(1) Robertson Smith, op. cit., pp. 74-77. 

(2) al-Baghdädi, Muhammad b. Habib, (d. 245 .. H. ) a1-=�uhabbai" 

D Pirat ai . ia' if press, Hyderacad, 191,2, p. 357. 

(3) al-Ai sl, o]2. cit., vol. 2, pp. 3-4. 

(4) Ibid., vol. 2, p. 5. 
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captive by his enemy. it has been reported that the tribe 

of B. Salim took the sister of the Ara Aan kni ht 4Amx b. 

Maedi Yakrib and she was married by capture. 
1 

As regards divorce, it was entirely in the hando 

of the husband who could divorce his wife at will. 

Sometimes a wife would make it a condition that if the 

ma i. age was to be concluded they. she had to have the 

right to divorce her husband if she ever felt that life 

with him was not suitable. 
(2) 

However, if a wife wanted to leave her husband 

and he would not give her a divorce, she could persuade 

him by paying him a fixed amount of property in return for 

her freedom; and this was called khu3ý . 
(3) 

2. Inheritance. 

When a person died and he had property and 

belongings, or was killed and there was blood money, this 

would be divided between the male relatives in the familr. 

The females were excluded from inheri. tance. 
(4) 

There 

are two explanations for this practice. One is the ex-plan- 

atioq offered bfr Robertson Smith when :e says: imilarly 

(1) al-nlüsI, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 167. 

(2) al-; Baghdad , al Luhabbar, p. 39E. robertSan-smith, 

op. cit., p. 80, quoting al-Isfah7nr 

(3) al-4nskari, Abü Hiläl. (d. 395 A. H. ) al_A ti, Dar a 

Anial press, TanGiers, 1960, pp. 5i-59" 

t4) al-Baghdad ., al4;. inabbar, p. 32", 
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in the old law of Medina, women were excluded from inhor- 

itance on the principle that "none can be heirs who do not 

take part in battle, drive booty and protect property. " 
(1) 

The practice of not givi nr; women a share in the inheritance 

seems to survive to modern times among the Bedouin, al- 

- thou&h perhaps with some modification. Kennett, in his ob- 

servation on inheritance among the Bedouin in E Wit, 

had this to say: "The most important of these differences 

is that in Bedouin custom females do not always inherit". 
(2) 

He went on to explain the reason behind that, "It will 

be easily seen that under the tribal system, it ;; ould be 

undesirable for property to pass out of the tribe with 

the marriage of a dead man's daughter to another tribe, 

whereas in the communal life of a town or village such con- 

sideration would not come into the case". 
(3) 

Therefore, in 

order to keep property in the tribe women had to be excluded 

from inheritance. It was, perhaps, also, because women could 

not take part in raids and battle; and could. not, therefore, 

share in the booty, that inheritance followed the same practice. 

Crine and Dunishnient: 

Sexual relationship. 

Sexual relationship between the two sexes without 

(1) Robertson Smith, op. cit., pp. 65-66. 

(2) Kennett, Austin. Bedouin justice, Carzbridge University 

press, Cambridge, 1925, P" 99- 

(3) zbi. d. , p. 99. 
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marriage was a shameful act in the customary laej of the 

tribal society, if it involved. a free woman from a known 

tribe. Hind b. Utba expressed her horror at a ,, u ; , ý., ý; 

ion of this kind when she paid her homsr 
., 
e to =. raphe'U. 

He told her that hot; one of the conditions of accepting 

her homage was that she should never have unlawful sexual. 

intercourse, zinä. She replied with astonishment "Would a 

free woman commit zinä'.: " (l) 
At the same time e1-Boghd ciI 

reports that there were some slave women in the Arabian 

tribes practising prostitution, which was tolerated by 

the tribal society. 
(2) There is no mention in early Muslim 

sources of any pre-Islamic punishment for adultery except 

a single report by al- cAskari who says: "A woman of B. Asaä, 

fell in love with a man and eloped with him. After the tri- 

be had discovered her they brought her before one of their 

leaders'who decided that she should be stoned to death. (-') 

There is, however, no way of confirming this report, as it is 

the only report that I have found concerning the punishment 

of adultery and there is no report of any similar kind of 

(1) al-Tabari, Muhammad b. Jarir (d. 310 A. H. ) T rikh al-- 
Rusul Sea al-I'iulük, ed. by M. A. Ibrähirn, Där al-Mac- rif 
press,, Cairo, 1962, vol. 3, p. 62. 

(2) al-Baghdädi, al-Muhabbar, p. 340, al-Alüsi, op. cit., 
vol. 2, pp. 4-5 . 

(3) al-'Aaskari, o . cit., P. 55. 
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punishment among i the Bedouin of the present time. 

Thefts and highway robbery. 

In early Muslim sources there are some reports 

that the amputation of hands was practised by the Arabians 

as a punishment for thefts before this punishment became 

part cif the Islamic penal law. al-Baghdädi gave a list 

of men's-names and reported that their hands had been cut 

off. as a result of their thefts. One of them was "-Awf b. 

C Ubayd b. <Amr from Quraysh, and the re ort r1.11 eoraft that ft er his 

hand had been cut off he continued to steal. When he 

did not stop they stoned him to death. (') 
al-BaghdUdIL in 

another book and al_CAskeri gave a similar account concern- 

ing thee persons who had stolen the Kasba treasure, when 

some of whom had their hands out off. 
(2) 

It appears from 

all these reports that this practice of punishment was 

found in the sedentary population of the Arabian tribes in 

the commercial villages on the caravan route. These vill- 

ages were bound to have some sort of legal protection. 
(3) 

Indeed al-Thacälibi reports that the first Arab arbitrator 

to prescribe the cutting off of hands as a :. punishment for theft. 

('i) al--Baghdadi, al-Muhabbar, pp. 327-28. 
0 (2) al- , ýAskari, op. -lt., pp. 92-93. a1-Baghd3di, al-Aunt mmag, 

PP. 5k-68. 

(3) 'A13, Jwäd, Tärikh al-cArab Qabl ol-Isl3m, Iraq academy 
press, Baghdad, 1955, vol. 4, p. 207. 
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was al--\'lslld b. al-Maghira from Quraysh, this tribe as we 

know, having settled. in Mecca on the caravan routes. 
(1) 

These 

reports have been accepted by Jung, and he says about. the 

penal law pf the pre-Islamic Arabia "The punishments were 

sever, it was customary to cut off the hands of thieves"., 
(2) 

El-Shoush while accepting these reports tried to explain the 

particular character of this punishment,, saying It 

is more probable that such an ignominious punishment was 

only inflicted on clients or slaves, or those outlawed by 

their tribes for their criminal recordl. 
(3) 

There are some- 

reports which make me inclined to support El-Shoush's point 

of view; for example some of the people involved in the 

Kasba treasure theft refused to be subject to this kind oft 

punishment and their families and allies were prepared to 

defend them. The matter was settled when they showed their, 

readiness to pay fifty camels instead of having their hands 

cut off. 
(4*) 

al-cAskari reports that Abü lahab b. Hishäm 

was one of the people who made the plan to steal the Ka<bs 

treasure, but he escaped the punishment because of his 

(1) al-Thal: ýlibi, IcAbd al-Malik b. Muhammad, (d. 429 A. H. ) 

Lat if al-Mac rif, al-Halsbi press, Cairo, 1960, p. 12. 

(2) Jung, op. cit., p. 11. 
(3) El-Shoush, op. cit., pp. 204-05. 
(4) al-Baghdädi, al-Munammaq, pp. 63-65. 

'ý 

-- 
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position as one of the influential nobility of I, Iecca 

society at that time. 
(1 

Highway robbery was not regarded as a crime by 

the Arabian tribes as they did it all the time whenever they 

saw any chance of making a raid against another tribe. 
(2) 

There was, therefore, no question of punishment for that. 

However, al-waghdädi reports that al--iiu' m, n o. ai. und. hir (the 

amir of al-HIra) ordered a man from B. CAbd i-'anEf to be 

crucified for his crime as a hit-way, - robber. 
(3) 

Again, it 

is only a single report of that kind, and from the relevant 

information we may assume that al ; +u"oman's city-state might 

have had certain rules of behaviour which did not necessaxily 

correspond to the practice ay. ong the Arabian tribes in 

the peninsula. 

Homicide. 

Homicide was a fundamental feature in the life of 

the Arabian tribes. There were long wars betºreen then 

because of it. The social attitude was that it was an 

honourable act to take revenge from others who had killed 

(1) al-flAskari, op. cit., p. 43. 

(2) aI BaghdZdi, al-fuhabbar, pp. 156-57, says that the 

Arabian tribes live on what the., car, et out of making 

raids against each other, and he exni fined that t -s 

was why they changed the time of the Sacred months 

{ 3ý al-B4ghd7-di, al-- : ', uhabbar, pp. 327-21'. 

-- - 
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one's relatives, be they father, brother, or son. 

The most shameful thing among them was to disre'ard re- 

venge and not to seek to take it. Jtirabic poems are full 

of this attitude, the poets expressing their pride in 

the-fact that they have avenged the murdered 

relatives. al-0, äli reports that MElik b. Harim composed 

a poem expressing his satisfaction after he had avenged 

his murdered brother Samm3k. He addressed his room to 

the tribe of B. 
, umayr, who had killed his brother: 

O. B. Qurnayr, I have killed your Sayyid. 

Today there is no redemption and no sorrow 

I have left your Sayyid B. q. umayr, 

with his clothes filled with his blood. 

Today we are even. 

And if I live, the affair would be 

renewed so long as we are alive. 
(') 

With revenge there was another form of punishment, 

the blood money, which was a compensation for the killing. 

We shall try to discover when they took blood-money and when they 

insisted on revenge. 

If an individual was killed by someone and the 

(1} al-. 0.3.1i, Abi 15A1i Isr . 
Ci1 n. a1-(; asirn 

(d. 356 A. H. ) 

al-rr1r, Där al-Kutub press, Cairo, 1926, -vol. 2, 

p. 123. 
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killing was an internal affair in a tribe, the 

murdered person and the murderer being from one tribe, 

the family of the murderer had to hand him to the 

murdered man's family to be killed for his crime. 
(1) 

If 

his'fainily refused to do that, they would be liable to 

suffer the taking of revenge by the relatives of the 

murdered person. 

If it was an individual act, by one person 

against another and they were from two different tribes, 

it was the responsibility of the whole tribe to defend 

its honour and avenge its murdered member. As for the 

murderer, his tribe had to hand him over to the other 

tribe to be killed for his guilt. Otherwise, the 

murdered man's tribe would fight them to clear their 

tribal honour. ; hen a man from B. 'Amr b. "Awf 
called 

Sumayr killed a client of r. tälik b. al- 6Ajlän called KaCb 

al-ThaClabt, . ti iik demanded that the killer be handed 

over to him to be killed for Ka'b. But Sumayr's tribe re- 

fused to give him up to be killed for a client, and instead 

they offered to give Malik blood-money, which he accepted 

in order to avoid bloodshed. Later, however, he rejected the 

blood-money, as they proposed to give him only half the pre- 

scribed amount of blood-money, the murdered man being a 

client. M. Klik would have waged a war against them, but his 

(1j As the example shown on p. 105 indicated. 
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tribe would not support him in his action, and he composed 

a poem protesting strongly to his tribe for letting him 

down. His poem Was an attempt to arise the feeling among 

B. al-Najjär, so that they would defend his honour, and 

at the same time he attacked his own clan of B. ol-Khazra j, I 

alleging that the reason they let him down was because they were, 

too weak and cowardly to) stand against the tribe of Sumayr. 

He says: 

I see that Sumayr's clan stood beside him 

and protected him. 

If the guess is true of B. 
. a1-Najjar, they 

will not accept the shame of my humiliation. 

They will not betray us to anyone, as long 

as we have honour in their midst. 

But my clan either found better judgment than 

mine, or they are too cowardly to stand. 
(') 

The social standing of the person involved in 

a homicide was important in tribal law. If a man of 

importance in the tribe had been killed his tribe had to 

take, in revenge, the life of one equal to him r1 

importance, and it -did : not matter whether this person had 

been involved in the killing or not. When Qays b. al-Khatim 

the sayyid of al-Aws was killed by a party from al-Khazraj, 

as soon as his tribe found out they went, before Qays actually 

dieüt to the sayyid of al-Khazra j, Yazid b. CAwf, and cut his 

(1) al-Isfahgni, op. cit., vol. 3, pp. 20-21. 
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head off and brought it back with them for Qays to see 
ýi) 

before he died. 

But if the killin,; was not an individual act 

by a member of one tribe against another, but was a re- 

suit of war, then the tribe would accept blood-money in these 

circa rnstance. , by arbitration, for the people killed 

in action, as a part of a settlement with their eneny. 

The procedure was that when the battle ended and someone 

tried to settle the dispute by peaceful means he would 

have to count the people killed in the battle from each tribe 

and the tribe Ao had the lesser n mb er had to pay 

blood-money for the persons killed from the other tribe 

which exceeded their own number of casualties. For example, 

if tribe A. and B. were involved in a battle, and cfter the 

fight they counted the casualties and found that four from 

tribe A. had been killed, whilst tribe B. had lost eight, then 

tribe A. would have to pay the blood-money of four. 
(2) 

However, if they had equal numbers of. 

casualties, they would count the wvounds, and each party 

would have to pa; compensation for each ot'her's wounds. 

(1" Harlin, 'hbd a1-S äl in, Navradir al-;, a htü tat, l a. jnat al- 

Ta? lI press, Cairc, 1954, part 7, p. 274. L1-Shoush 

op. cit., pp. 65-66. al-Isfahän , vol. 3, p. 12. 

(2) a1-3a hdadz, al-4,; una: -ma. g, p. 210. 
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a! -Baghdadi reports that in the fight between the tribe 

of B. Layth and turaysh, they courted the people 

killed in the battle, and found that they were equal. 

They, therefore, counted the wounds and, instead of skin 

the two tribes to pay for each other's . pounds, one of those 

were interested in peace paid the compensation from 

his own property. 
(1) 

A tribe also would accept blood-money for one of 

its on members killed by someone from another tribe, if the 

latter tribe was not involved in the matter and did not 

i approve of it. A report by al-Baghdadi suggested something 

of that kind, when a raiding company from B. Juthayma was said. 

to have attacked another company from CQuzvaysh. The tribe of B. 

Juthayma denied any knowledge of the. raid, expressed their con- 

dezlnation of it, and proposed to pay blood-money for the 

people killed in the raid, and compensation for the loss 
(2) 

their property. 
2ý 

The blood-Honey fixed for a tribal free man was 

one hundred camels. There are conflicting- reports about 

the origin of this idea and who made this decision. Some, 

claim that Abü Sayyära a: i-CAd ini, who wax an arbitrator, 

was the first to decide that one hundred Camels was fair comrn- 

pensation for one human life, while others claim that it ras 

Cdbd a1 , utt ali ö the 
, uray sh leader who : ras the first to ive 

(1) al-Baý; hdäd3., al Muiiar r as , pp. 137-3,9 

(2) Tb id., pp.. 163-64. 

A 
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this decision. 
') 

In the system of blood-money they differentiated 

according to social standing: For example, the Jr äof 

a tribe, a client who sought their protection and was not 

from the tribe originally, was entitled to only half of 

what the tribal men could get as blood-coney, as they looked 

upon him as inferior to them. Vie have seen earlier how 

B. 151mr b. ýAwf refused to pay the full blood-money for 

the Jar of 1! lik b. al- 
njlän, (2) 

and when the case was 

presented to the arbitrator he upheld this point of view. 
3) 

It was also the case when a person killed was 

Hain (a term which meant that his mother was not an Arab, 

and mostly used to describe those who had a slave mother. ) (4) 

From this discussion we can see that the cir- 

cumstances of a homicide, the way in which it had 

happened, and the attitude of the murderer's tribe towards 

the matter, played an important part in the deterriination 

of when to take revenge and when to accept blood-money. 

However, it was important that a blood-feud 

should be settled as quickly as possible, because if a 

tribe had a blood-feud with another, and it went on 

(1) Ibn Qutayba, ; ': uha r: ad. b. Muslim (d. 276 A. ri. ) al--.? 
a ärif 

Dgr al-Kutub press, Cairo, 1;, 60, p. 551. 

(2) see above p. 117. 

(3) al-IsfahZr!, o, P cit., "vol. 3, p. 20. 

(4) al-. Q, ä11, o . cit., vol. 1, p. 73. 
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wit, aout solution, the tribe with the feud would 

talk every opportunity which came their way 

to take revenge. al-I3a6hd d reports that a man from 

B. Bakp killed a young boy from Qureysh while he w; as >>ass- 

ing by, just because this, man had a blood-feud with Quraysh, 

something this boy k_lcw nothing about. 
ý1) 

Beside these uunishments for various crimes, 

a tribe also resorted to the ^ rýru7. s ion of their members 

or clients who had i proved themselves to be a criminal 

element, d. is turbin; the peace inside the tribe or outside 

it. A father could expel. his son by renouncing any respon- 

sibility for him or his actions This outhlawti'ing, khulý, 

sometirdes took place in te major tribal men: tint; places like 

ý2) 

This expulsion served sometimes to free the tribe 

from anj responsibility ithad as a result of its expelled 

member's action, 
(3) For example. when R 2± b. Qay so client, 

of B. Sahim, a clan of Quraysh, killed a man from the tribe 

of Hudhayl , B. Sahim in order to avoid any responsibility 

had proclaimed their expulsion of fl fiC b. Qays. So when 

the tribe of Hudheyl approached them about the killing they 

told them that they had expelled him and ! had no responsib- 

ility over his actions. This the tribe of HudhnV 1 accepted. 
ýýý' 

(1) al-Bagbdadi, al-Munammaq, p. 144. 

(2) Hgrün, op. cit., part 6, p. 141. 

(3 ) Ei--Shoutih, o, cit ., PP. 73-74. 
(4) a1-Baghd5di, al-Tiuhabbar, p. 195. 

1 
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C. Judi. ci ari,, System: 

As we have seen earlier., there w, --js no 

autliorit; y to enforce a judiciary System,, Any judiciary system 

therefore that ý existed must have been a voluntary ane , ýi. n. 

which the parties in e dispute agreed to submit their case 

-to o p3rticu). er institution or person who they felt would 

be able to solve their problem. We will discuss in this 

section what sort of people acted as arbitrators and what 

form of arbitration it was and the procedure they used to 

arrive at their judgment. 

1. Arbitration, 

Arbitration was the institution (which the Arabian 

tribes 'used to settle their disputes and. differences, before 

the rise of ! slam. Early Muslim sources have pre served. for 
(2) 

us some information about this institution. Although some 

of this information is possibly not authentic , it 

is possible to assume that arbitration was widely practised 

by the Arabian tribes, judging by the practice of modern 

Bedouin or semi-Bedouin communities. 

According to the material in the Arabic sources, 

each tribe had. its own arbitrator. In the sedentary Arab 

tribe of Quraysh the work in the tribe had been divided 

between the large families of the tribe according to some 

(1) See above p. 103. 

(2) al-Baghdädi, al-Muhabbar, pp. 132-3'7,236,337. 



reports. It i said that B. , Schiur were re , Nonsible for 4he 

arbitration in Quroysh. 
(" Another report suggests that 

each clan hod an orbitra:, tor`(2) al-BaghdädY Cave a number 

of names of men who he sc-id were the arbitrotors in Quraysh. 

Each of these persons represented .a clan But he did not 

say if these arbitrators were for_ the dispute in. the tribe 

as a , whole or only fog, the in their own clans 

However, one of them, al-Wallid b. al-Mughir was reported to 

have been involved, as an arbitrator in a dispute between 

the clan of- B. ý: Abd M7nFf and the clan of B. Lug cy over c 

case of homicide. The report said that he, at the time 

of the dispute, eras the eldest in Quraysh. ) We vwoula 

assume `f'rom the two report-9 that the arbitrators whose 

names al-Bs hdädi mentioned were the arbitrators in Quraysh 

who were known to have been arbitrators in the tribe of 

Quraysh' ai; a different time when each of them was re arded 

as the eldest and wisest in the tribe. 

Besides the local arbitrator in each tribe there 

were those arbitrators who were known generally among the 

Arabian tribes as the arbitrators of the Arabs. Early 

Muslim sources are full of stories of their ability. Some 

are exaggerated or even perhaps invented for various motives. 

(1) Hssan, Hasan Ibrähim, Tärikh al-Isla ol-SiZasi, 
Higzi press, Cairo, 1935, vol. 1, pp. 69-70. 

(2) a1-Baghcd9di, al-Munammaq, p. 245. 
(3) Ibid., p. 245. 
(4) al--Baghdidi, al-Muhabbar, pp. 335-37. 
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At any rate, it is natural to expect to find : among the 

Arabian tribes some persons wbo. for their personal ability 

and knowledge, hod acquired a general recognition and would 

- be called upon to be arbitrators in cases involving inter- 

tribal disputes. 

The arbitrators were chosen because they had 4 

good. knoti. led{; e of the tribal customs -3nr. also the social 

standing of each tribe. They knew the good and the bad in the 

tribes, their history in victory as well as in defeat, and 

their pride and shame. 
(') 

One of the most distinguished arbitrators was 

<1mir b. al--Zarb ei-- <Adwäni. Ibn Hish9m said about Win 

that if the Arabian tribes were to have any difficult dis- 

putes or problems they would submit them to him, and they 

Would accept whatever decision he reached. 

al-Marzügi reports that cjTmi. r was the arbitrator responsible 

for arbitration during the peaceful gathering of the Arabian 

tribes a- <Tkäz(3) 
"s 

One of the functions which these arbitrators per- 

formed ý, aa to take charge over the Arabian market meetings,. 

(1) a1-Ya<qübi, Ahmad b. Abi Yacqub b. Jacfar (d. 292 A. f1. ) 

Tgrikha1-Yo<c itbi, Där al--Fikr press, Beirut, 1955, 

Vol. 3, p. 299. al-A1üsi, op. cit., vol. 1. p. 308. 

(2) Ibn Hi. shäm, op. cit., vol. 1. p. '122. 
(3) al--Marzügi, Ahniad b. Muhammad (d. 453 A. ii. ) al--Azmi. na 

wa al-Ankina, Da ' irat al--Nac rif press, Hydarabod, 1913, 

vol. 2, p. 167. 

_. _ .... ,... _ .. __,. r _., -- 
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These Irieet, in ;s Were held at a particula r time each year 

during the Sac red months, in different p laces. The kept; y 

the peace during this time, and if there was any conflict 

they tried to solve it by mediation. al--Ba hd d, and 

al-Mort. io>> mention some of the names of the people who 

took ehea: c; e of this perticu13. r task. The tribe of. Tamzrn 

were proud of the fact that most of: those people who were 

chosen for this task were from their tribe. 
(" 

Another kind of arbitrator was chosen to settle 

disputes between individuals and also inter-tribal dis- 

pules. These were the soothsay ors kuhhänL and the reason 

for choosing theirs is explained by the belief of the Arabian 

-tribes that they had a supernatural quality. They also had 

spiritual contacts, which gave -them the ability to know 

what would happen in the future, as well : as beim able to 

determine the matter in dispute. throuc; h t; he ýr s ir_ituý L 

cont<, cts. The parties in -disputes in order to establish the 

true character of a: k5hinused to test his ability before 

they would submit their cases by making him divine exactly 

a particular secret. 
(2ý 

This form of arbitration was used 

for the more serious disputes, and when there were no wit- 

nesses or any kind of evidence. When a1-F&i. h b. al-MuGhira 

accused his wife of adultery and there was no way of knowing 

(1) al-harz iqi, o . cit. , pp. 167-68, t1--Bcghdadi, a1-Muh. abbar, 

p. 182. 

(2) Schach;, o . cit., p. 7. 
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the truth about the matter, her father CUtba b. Rabica 

demanded that the matter should be submitted to one of the 

Arabian kähins to prove or disprove the accusation. His 

daughter expressed her fear that the kähin was human and 

might commit a mistake and her father assured her he would 

test the kähin's ability before submitting the case to him. (1) 

The cases which the Arabian soothsayers and 

arbitrators received were of two different natures. One 

was the ordinary disputes involving property and blood-feud. 

The other kind of case was different and unknown 

in any society except the Arabian tribe. This was called 

al-Mufäkharät, : the arbitrator had to decide which of the 

individuals or the tribes concerned were the more generous, 

hospitable and brave,. and who was to be pronounced as better 

than his challenger. 
(2) 

2. Procedure and evidence. 

The procedure used in an arbitration was that 

the two parties in the dispute had to agree on the person who 

they thought would be able to settle their differences, and 

then present their case to him. They had to provide a gift 

(1) a1-Baghdädi,. al-Munammaq, pp. 118-20. 
(2) Ibn al-Athir, Muhammad b. Muhammad (d. 630 A. H. ) 

al-Kämil fl al-Tarikh, al-Muniriyya press, Cairo, 

1930, vol. 2, p. 9. al-Baghdädi, al-Munammaq, pp. 109-11, 

118. 

-ro 
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for the arbitrator for his services. 
(1) 

Usuallyathe 

arbitrator would not accept the task unless the two parties 

assured him that they would carry out whatever decision he 

might reach., 
(2 

The evidence was the testimony of a witness and 

in the absence of any witness to, the matter in dispute, the 

defendants in order to support his denial, had to take the 

oath. in front of his holy idol supported by the oath of 

fifty men from his clan that he was right in his denial. 

When B. cAbd Manäf accused Khaddäsh b. CAbd A115h of killing 

mir b. CAigama and Khaddäsh denied the accusation, they 

agreed to appoint al-Walid b. al-Mughira as an arbitrator 

to settle the. matter. al-Walid after listening to both 

parties decided that Khaddäsh should take the oath that he 

did not kill cXmir backed by fifty from his clan B. Lug ay 

in front of the Kecba, and they did so. 
(3) 

This form of 

evidence was called al- ach soma and Islamic law adopted this 

formula in special cases with some modification. 
(4) 

This 

form of evidence has also survived among the Bedouin up to 

modern time as reported by Kennett in his study on 

Bedouin justice. (5) 

(1) al-A1üsi, 012-cit., vol. 1, p. 291. 
(2) Ibid., vol. 1, p. 288. - 
(3) al-Baghdädi, al-Muhabbar, pp. 335-37.. a1-Isfah9ni, 

Op. c it ., vol. 10, pp. 14-15. 
(4) a1-Shirbini, o . cit., p. 109. 
(5) Kennett, pp. 39-48. 

S 
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The 11. ppori;? I1jý C±rCUl[1St: )flt ial evidence wos ad- 

tr: i-tted and might r-T;, ount to the full proof of the ca: -, e. For 

example n the case of the Kacbs treasure, when Quroysh foil-nd 

some ("f' h treeeure in the house of I, 1agä sb. (rays', :. zee 

said. to each other, 11whot more evidence do we need? This is 

enough evidence to satisfy us that be was one of the people 

who stole the KaCba tree sure. " (1 

t 

(1) al-naghdädi, al--Alunommaq. P. 59. 
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Chapter : A. 

The Prophet's judiciary system 

This chapter is a study of "L-)he proctice during 

the isst ten year_sof the Prophet's ii Lt Will consider the 

political authority during this period and Mubammad's ability 

to enforce the law e We are also Going to look at the Prophet 

closely in his capacity as supreme , judge and how his practice 

differed from the old Arabian practice. We shall examine the. pro- 

cedure which the Prophet used to solve disputes and the evid- 

ence which he relied on. We shall also examine the role of 

the Prophet's representative in sett1in ; disputes. 

A, The nature of outhority: 

We have seen in the lost chapter that in pre-- 

Islamic Arabia there was no political authority to enforce 

the existing legal custom, but the Pr. ophet, before he came to 

Medina, had an assurance from the inhabitants of Medina in re- 

gard to his position. They acknowledged his Propheth. ood and 

pledged to protect him as well as to obey him as a mess en rr 

of God. 
(') 

The people who gave him the pledge might not have been'' 

the majority of the inhabitants, but certainly they were the 

influential leaders of the two tribes al-Aus and al-Kh. tzra j, 

because it is inconceivable that a minority could impose its 

will on the inhabitants unless they were the leaders of the 

tribes. 

(1) Ibn Hishäm, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 95'4-. 

r ý1 



This acceptance by , come of ; 14cß Me 's : i. nhabiraia. s 

of the Prophethood of Muhammad was the basis on wich the 

Prophet built his authority. By accepting that Muhammad +ýlas 

a Prophet, they accepted in consequence the authority invested 

in the office of Prophet, and- the QurN än be{; fin a series 

of addresses to the Med. inese in order to make them reoli ;e what 

it meant to accept Muhammad as messenger of God.. If we look 

"ý at the Qur=än closely we will find that it developed a part 

icular concept of the authority of the Prophet, which it put 

forward to the Muslims. The Qur: 1 n made it absolutely clear 

that in order to be true Muslims they had to obey Muhammad, and. 

explained to the followers of the new religion that obedience 

was an -e`ssential condition which all Prophets before Muhammad 

had demanded. from their followers, Noah said: "Fear God and 

obey me", 
() 

Hüd said: "Fear God and obey me"; 
(2) S151 ih said: 

'Fear God and obey me"; 
(3) Lot said: "Fear God and. obey rr. "; 

(týý 

and Shu<ayh said: "Fear God and obey me". 
(5) 

The Qur? gr, 

explained the necessity of obedience to all the messengers, 

and said: "We sent not ever any messenger, but that he should 

be obeyed, by the leave of Gad" . 
(ý' 

The Qur' än constantly 

(1) Qur. ' än, Süra, XXVI, 108. 

(2) Qur-3 n, Sara, XXVI, 126. 

(3 ) Qur. ) gn, Siira , XXVI, 144. 

(4) Qur-) n, Siära, XXVI, 163. 

(5) Qur) in, Süra, XXVI, 179. 

(6) Quraýn, Süra, IV, 64. Arberry, Arther J., The Koran 

interpreted. G. Allen and Unwin Ltd., London, 1955, 

vol. 1, P. 110. 
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demands from the believers obedience to the Prophet, a. n.. 

linked obedience to Liuhanmad to obedience to Cod:. "0 bel iovere, 

obey God and obey the messenger, and those in authority 

among you. If you should quarrel over azyrthino, refer it to 

God and the messenger". 
(1) 

In another verse the Cur; 'än `, rued 

the believers of the consequences of disobeying the ? rcphet: 

"Obey God, and his messenger, and beware; but if you 

turn your backs, then hour that it is only for our messenger 

to deliver the message manifest". 
(2) 

In another verse, the 

Qur3än said: "Obey God, and his messenger, and do not 

quarrel together, 1, ý:. st you lose heart, ". 
(3) 

The Curd-an in- 

troduced the concept that "'Vi-ho soever obeys the messensGer, 

thereby The urn än kt «ar. nin. men a. a inert obeys God". kept warning men against 
(4) 

disobedience to God and his messenger, and the Crave con- 

sequences and punishment for this: "', 7hosoever disobeys 

God and his messenger has rune astray into manifest error", 
(5) 

"Whosoever disobeys God and his messenger, for him there 

awaits the fire of Gehenna; therein they shall dwell forever". 
(6) 

(1) kur'la_n, Sara, 

(2) Qar? n, SÜrra, 

(3) Quraßi.. '1, Süra, 

(4) Juraar, Siira, 
(5) Ruraän, Süra, 
(6) wuz'är_, Süra, 

IV, 59. cf. Arberry, op. cit., v:, 1.1, P. 109. 
7,02. cf. Ar err , 

vol. 1, : p. 1,4,2. 

VIII, 46. cf. Arberry, o . clt., vol. 1, p. 202. 

. IV, CO. cf. Aroerry, oD. clt., Vol. 1, p. 122 

M III, 36. cf. Arberry, on. cit., vol. 2, r. 125.; 
1:, Y, II, 23. cf. . rberry, vol. 2, U. 307. 



i clear from all t be Our- ä s: 7 c 

verses which we have quoted that the itu: cý Uzi : tý, demanded 

from the followers of the new religion that they z ccept 3 

new form of authority which was un_fornilLer to thrrija By i; hcz c 

verses , collectivelyy the Qur- än established a political nd 

religious authority invested in the office of Prophet; held 

by Muhammad und which the Muslims accepted, thus giving 

him the power to legislate and to enforce his decisions. 

This authority of the Prophet appeared very clearly when he 

tried to introduce some sort of order in Medina which wit- 

nessed the emergence of the city-state. He began by drawing 

up a treaty, known as the (constitution of rledina). (1) 

Although the main contractors were the lau>minin and the 

Nuslimin of Quraysh and Ya bhrib, this did not exclude the 

rest of the inhabitants who were ready to accept the terms 

of the treaty. The most important ; hin in the constitution 

is that it established a community, Umma, distinct from any 

other community in Arabia, because it had religion as the 

basis of its organisation in contrast to the custom in 

Arabia where the bond otherwise was the blood tie. 

The clauses of the constitution contained some legislation. rand 

organisation of the relations between the various groups 

inside the community. The constitution dealt ; with .:, 

violation of the law in criminal offences, and also the 

(1) ihn Iiish3m, op. cit.,, vol. li Pp. 501-04. For t enslceticn 
of this document See Serjeant, R. B. The non 't. -. tution a 
Medina I. Q. , vol. `"1--8, '1963--69, pp. 3-16. 
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relation between the community oncd other tri. bo: l or{; enisxitions. 

The practice in Arabia before Muhammad was that 

the question of security inside a tribe was left to the 

will of the individual family. On the other hand it is 

clear C'rom the constitution that the new Muslim community 

departed from this practice. By examining the Qur-I ni. c 

attitude toward this question we find also that the Quragar?. 

introduced the individual principle 
, so that only the criminal had 

to pay for his crime "No soul laden bears the load. of 

another; and if one--heavy burdened calls for its load to be 

carried, not a thin; of it will be carried, though he be a 

near kinsman". 
(1) 

This attitude corresponded to certain 

terms of the constitution because under it the families were 

obliged not to support any member who had committed an act 

rf violation of the community laws. 

The constitution suggests that there had to be a 

political authority to put the terms of the constitiitäon into 

practice, and, as we have seen earlier, from the QurDsnic 

quotation:, the : Qurýän had established the political authority 

-öf the Prophet, since ; the Muslims wh;. o recognised the auth- 

ority of Muhammad were the dominant group in the community, 

it is quite clear that Muhammad held the political authority 

in the community especially if we take into consideration 

the fact that under the terms of the constitution Muhammad 

had been given the juridical power. 

('I) Qur'15n, Süra; XXXV, i5. cf. Arberry, o fit. ; vo1.2, p. 140. 
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Here we are not concerned with she doting of the 

constitution or how long- it took the Prophet to become the 

undisputed leader of the community, but it would be wrong 

to assume that the Prophet; had Laken the po;. itiCa l leader- 

ship from the d.! 3y arrived at Iir; dina. AJ. thougli there 

were the IHIuslims . who had accepted his Pro;; ý; ý, ý: ; hood in the 

pledge of war at al- cAgabo, (1) 
this did not apply to' others 

who accepted the terms of the constitution but did not accept 

Muhammad as a Prophet, because the terms of the constitution 

stated that the Jews of each clan in the two tribes al. -Aws 

and al-ichazra j were members of the new community, and those Jews 

did not accept Muhammad as a Prophet. Also, there were :!: H ong 

the Muslims those who did not wholeheartedly accept Muhlmmad 

as a Prophet. We have only to look at the QurAnic con- 

dernnotion of the Medina "hypocrites"to see the strong opp- 

osition which the Prophet hid encountered from within the 

Muslim community. The Qur)än says about them "When the 

hypocrites came to thee they say: "We bear witness that thou 

art indeed the messenger of God". And God knows that thou 

art indeed his messenger, and God beers witness that the 

hypocrites are truly liars". (2) "They have taken their oath 

as a covering, then they have barred from the way of God. 

(1) Ibn Hisham, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 454. 
(2) Qur3gn, Süra, LXIII, 1. cf. Arberry, op. cit., vol. 2, 

p. 279" 
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Surel- e. vil are the things they have been doing" lý ýý<<'hey 

are 1 h. e enemy; so beware of then. (2) "They say, if we 

returned to the city, the mightier ß",: i. 1.1 expo t the abase, «..; 

yet glory beton;; unto God, and. unto his messenger aril the 

believFers". 
(>) 

These verses in the Qu: r)än sre: s conc?. E: emnntion 

of the conduct of some of the op pos . tioni which the Prophet 

he to ýicc with inside the Muslim community. those who ; }ý 

accepted the reii : ion formally 
' 

but continued to oppose the 

Prophet. This opposition to the Prophet secs the cheile nt e 

to their , juthori't; and position in the tribe caused by the 

arrival of the Prophet and the growth of his authority in 

riedina. What the Prophet had to struggle against, therefre, was a 

combinoýtiiori of -those who for one reason or another had 

accepted Islam formally but at the same time continued to 

oppose the Prophet and act as a subversive element in the 

new community as well as those who did not accept the 

Prophethood of Muhammad. 

Another obstacle in the way of the Prophet's 

achievement of supreme authority was the fact that some 

Muslims did not think it necessary to obey the Prophet in 

every decision he took. This problem had to be dealt with. 

the Qar'än, which the Muslims believed to' be the wort of. 

(1) Qur= än, Süra, LXIII, 2-3. cf. Arberry, v , ). cit. , vo? .2, p. 2; 79. 
(2) Qur'an, Surn, LXIII, 1+-. cf. Arberry, o.. cir., voi. 2, p. 2%ß?. 
(3) Qur>än, Sure, LYIII, 8. cf. Arberry, 2p. c: it., vol. 2, p, 281. 

.,. _... ._ 
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God as revealed to Muhammad, as we. have seen earlier, 
(') 

in 

order to overcome this obstacle and establish the Prophet's 

authority, continuously commanded the Muslims to obey 

God and his messenger and accept whatever decision he mi. ;: -: t 

take. The QurOän says: "But no, By the Lord they will riot 

believe till they make thee the judge regarding the dis- 

agreement between them, then they shall find in themselves no 

impediment touching thy verdict, but shall surrender in full 

submission". 
(2) 

The Qur' n repeats again and again 

throughout its entire length the order to the believers to 

"obey God and obey the messenger". 
(3) 

This repetition in the 

cuxaänic passages would su gest that some of the :: usii, a did not 

accept the order at the beginning, and that the Cur? an had 

to Co on repeating this demand using persuasion, promises and 

sometimes warnings "And whoso disobeys God and his messenger 

for hint there waits the fire of Geher na" .W This question 

of wa'd and wa'id in this respect is designed to establish 

the Prophet's authority as an absolute authority with 

divine right "Whosoever obeys the messenger thereby obeys 

God". 
(5) 

This certainly must have tal: en some time to achieve. 

(1) See above pp. 131-33. 

(2) Qu=ý n, Süra, IV, 6.. cf. ! trberry, op. cit., vo?. 1,109. 

ý3) usaär. ý Süxa, IVY 59, V, 59, VIII, 46, : CiIV, 51. A1: =o see 

above p. 132. 

(4) Quxaln, Süra, LXXII, 23. cf. Arberry, op. cit., vol. 2, p. : Oi. 

Sara, IV, EC. of. 
Ar ori' 

, op. cit., vol. 1, zp. 112. 
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The Prophet hod to st-ruC le against these odds in 

the community in order to establish his authority, and it 

must have token him some yeare before he could become the 

undisputed leader of the community with the authority that 

would enable him to put, his teaching into practice. His success 

was a combination of many factors, most important of which 

w his military successes against Quraysh and the inability 

of Quraysh to defeat him. By his political skills the 

Prophet also managed to deal with the opposition inside the 

community by exposing the hypocrites and discrediting them, 

as the examples which we quoted earlier from the ý? ur'gn 

indicate. 
(1)- 

In regard to the Prophet's authority in Arabia as 

a whole, this onlybecare evident during; the last two or three 

years of his life-, 
__ 

Whet he sent his agents to the various 

parts of Arabia to collect zakät, toxesýjfrom the inhabitantsc2 

On these grounds we can conclude that the Prophet had est- 

ablished a political authority during the last ten years of 

his life with the ability to maintain peace and order in the 

newly created Muslim State, -. This authority held the legis- 

lative as well as the executive and judicial power. 

B. The Prophet's judicial activi t. 

Under the constitution the chief responsibility of 

(1) See abovepp. 135-36, Qur>Fn Süra, LXIII. Ibn Hishäm, op. cit., 
vol. 1, pp. 443-44, vol. 2, pp. 290-93. 

(2) Zbid., vol. 2, p. Goo. 
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the Prophet was to maintain peace and security and to 

settle disputes inside the community. 
( 

The question 

being ý3sked is whether this position is the same as the 

position of the orbitrator in pre-2s1ýaniic Arobic., or does 

it have any sDeciai authority. Some modern scholars think 

that although the original position of Muhamrnod. under the 

constitution was that of an arbitrctor with greater authority, 

his position in this capacity improved. with the development 

of his power. 
(2) 

My own view is that the Prophet had two 

different functions in so far as his early years in Medina 

are concerned. He was accepted in theory by all the in- 

habitants in Medina to be the arbitrator in any dispute 

which arose out of the agreement between the various groups, 

Jews or Pagans as well as Muslims . Therefore, in this capacity he 

acted like an ordinary arbitrator of the Pre-Islr'mic period. 

On the other hand his function as a Prophet who received 

divine revelation from God to the Muslims in the community 

made him more than an arbitrator. To them ho was a supreme 

judge and his decisions carried divine authority which. had to 

be accepted by the Muslims. (ý) This position of the Prophet 

(1) Ibn Hishäm, op. cit., vol. 1, pp. 501-04. 
(2) Shaban, M. A. Islamic History, Cambridge University press, 

1971, pp. 10-12. Watt, W. Montgomery, Muhammad at Medina, 

Clarendon press, Oxford, 1956, pp. 228-30. 
(3) See abovepp. 131-33, Coulson, t'. J. History of Islamic Law, 

The University press, Edinburgh, '1964, p. 22. 
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had been established by many verses in the Qur'F. n which rake 

clear to the Muslims what they had to do if they had! quarrels 

or disputes. Again the Qur>ýn turned to history and explain- 

ed the reason for sending Prophets to mankind; "The people 

were one nation; then God sent forth the Prophets, good 

tidings to bear and a warning, and he sent down with then 

the book with the truth, that he might judge between the 

people touching their differences". (') 
One of the functions 

of the Prophet was to judge between the people according to 

the book which God had sent. In another verse the Qur'gn 

commanded the believers to submit their disputes to the 

Prophet "If you should quarrel on anything, refer it to God 
(2) 

and the messenger". Also cf. the constitution of Medina 

"If there was anything which would lead to quarrel, then it 

should be referred to God and to Muhammad the messenger of 

God". 
(3) 

The Ours äii says: "Surely we have snt do; "in to thee 

the book with the truth, so that thou mayest judge between 

the people by that God has shown thee" . 
(1ý) 

The Qurý'än made 

strong attacks on those who did not accept God's demand and 

did not submit to his Prophet "Hast thou not regarded those 

who assert that they believe-in what has been sent down to 

thee, and what was sent down before thee, desiring to take 

(1) (fur>5n, Süra, II, 213 ef. Arberry, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 56. 
(2) Chur¢än, Süra, IV, `-9. cf. Arberry, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 109. 
(3) Ibn HishUm,. op. cit., vol. 1, p. 504. 
(4) Qur'än, Süra, IV, 105. cf. Arberry, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 116. 
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their dispute to the Tä hiit, yet they have been commanded 

to disbelieve in him". (l) The Qur'Fn not only asked the 

Muslims to submit their disputes to the Prophet, but also 

to accept his decision without any hesitation or doubt : "But 

no, by the Lord. 1 they will not believe till they nicke thee 

the sole judge regarding the disagreement between them, then 

find in themselves no impediment touching thy verdict, but 

shall surrender in full submission" . 
(2) Ilow had the 

Muslims to react when they were called upon to. submit their 

disputes to the Prophet? "All the believers say, when they 

are called to God and his messenger that he may judge bet- 

ween them, is that they say, "We hear and we obey"; those 

they are the prosperers". 
(3) 

From all these quotations it, 

is certain that the position of the Prophet was for from 

being that of an ordinary arbitrator. He was rather ,a supreme 

judge by the authority invested in him by Heaven, as appears 

very clearly in the Qur'gnic verses. 

The Qur'än, in order to establish the Prophet's 

authority as a supreme judge in enforcing the. law of God, 

had also to discredit the existing judiciary system in Arabia 

at that time. al-Tabari reported that one of the Medina 

hypocrites was involved in a dispute with a Jew, and instead 

of going to the Prophet to settle the dispute which he should. 

(1) Qur>än, Süra, IV, 60. cf. Arberry, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 109. 

(2) Qur'än, Süra, IV, 65, cf. Arberry, op. cit., vol. 1, P-110- 
(3) Qur"3n, Süra, XXIV, 51. cf. Arberry, op. cit., vo1.2, p. 52. 

i 
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have done, he went to an orbitr; 3tor. to settle the matter. 
(') 

The Qurýän as we hove discussed earlier made a bii; ter attack 

on this practice and the verse says: "Host thou not regarded 

those who assert that they believe in what has been sent 

down to thee, and what was sent down before thee desiring 

to take their dispute to the TEShüt;, yet they have been 
7 

ýý 
commanded to disbelieve in him" .( 

The word Tg[; hüt; is most important because I am 

inclined to believe that in order to discredit the arbitrators, 

and the Kuhhans whdsaid that they had :a supernaturol ability 

to decide and settle disputes, the Qur'an gave them the name 

12 hüt, which derives from the verb Tagh5 Which means to 

exceed the limit. These arbitrators and Kuhher, in view of 

the Qu&änic statement were exceeding their limits and 

claiming something, which they did not have. 

On the other hand R. B. Serjeant offers us another 

explanation and says: "T incline therefore to the theory that 

TUghvt before Islam may have included the sense of law and 

custom in just the some way as "Din" means law". 
(3) 

His 

-reasoning is that in South Arabia and Kuwayt during this 

century the people called the tribol low Tgghüt. This would 

(1) al-Tobari, JamiC al-Boyän, vol.. 5, p. 152. 
(2) Qur'än, Sara, IV, 60. cf. Arberry, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 109. 

(3) Serjeant, R. B. Hiram and Howtah the Sacred enclave in 

Arabia Art. Melanges Taha Hussain. Cairo, '96, p. 2. 

... ... .... ... .,... -. r. ý. 1'. ̂ , 



be s sound argument if Serjeant could prove timt the people 

who so describe this form of arbitr. at_i. on are the Bedouin who 

use it, which would imply the survival of the word TH [,, 1171 b 

from the pre-Islamic : eri. od. But Serjeant proved the 

opposite when he : said : "Amongst the Soyyido, and others, 

tribal law is known as Ta(; hüt probably 

disapproval of its not being always in 

Shari I <a . 
(1) It was the Sayyids who 

arbitrotion TEghZit as they objected to 

the Bedouins who uesed it. This would s 

on account of their 

conformity with the 

called this form of 

its validity not 

trengthen our argument 

that the Qur-' n, in order to discredit the legal system of 

pre-Islamic Arabia gave it the name Tgghüt, and it is in this 

sense that it has been used in South Arabia. 

The differences between the character and function 

of the arbitrator in pre-Islamic Arabia and the Prophet's 

judicial activity in my view is that the people before Islam 

were not obliged. to submit their disputes to the arbitrators, 

and even if they did so there was no authority with the 

arbitrators to enforce their decisions, apart from the word 

of the parties concerned which they gave the arbitrator 

when they submitted their dispute to him. By contrast, in the 

case of the Prophet's judicial activity, the Qur)gn and the 

constitution of I"iedina made it absolutely clear that the 

Muslims s-re required and obliged to submit their disputes 

to God and his messenger and accept whatever judgment they 

('i) Serjeant, R. B. Material from South Arabia Art. B. S. O. A. S, 
vol. 13,1949--50. P. 591. 
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might give. j\ we hove seen earlier one of the most inpor_tan i; 

functions of the Qur'Fn was to establish the Prophet's 

authority by demondinr; from the Muslims obedience to his 

orders and decision, as if they fiere from God. 
ý1ý 

The nur) vn 

says: "If you should quarrel on anything, refer it to God 

and the messenger" 
(2) 

"But no, by the Lord they will not 

believe till they make: thee the judge regarding the dis- 

u ; reement between them, then they shall find in themselves 

no impediment touching thy verdict, but shall surrender in 

full submission". 
" 

The difference- between this authority 

which the Qur'sn established and the authority of the arbit- 

rotor is striking, and the contrast very clear. This was 

a fund-mental change which the Prophet had brought about. 

It was no longer possible. to choose the arbitrator; if you 

were a Muslim then you had to submit to the Prophet and accept 

whatever decision he might take. 

Schacht, in his observations on this subject had 

this to say: "Nevertheless, When he acted as a judge in his 

community, Muhammad continued to act in the function of 
"i 

hakam", and he continues to say: "Whenever the fur'än speaks 

of the Prophet's judicial activity (Surn TV, 105) and else- 

where, the verb hakama and its derivatives are used,,. 
(4) 

While Schacht agrees that the Prophet had acquired 

(1) See above pp. 132-33,140-4.1. 
(2) Cour>än, Süra, IV, 59. cf. Arberry, op. cit., vol. l. p. I09. 
(3) Qur) n, Stzra , IV, 65, cf. Arberry, op. cit., Vol-1. p. 110. 
(4) Schacht, op. cit., p. 10. 

.. _..... _ _ _... -M 
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a supreme authority which the ordinary arbitrator of pre- 

Islamic Arabia could not claims 
(1) 

he explains tliis by the 

growth of the Prophet's political authority, 
(0 ̀-) and main- 

ta: i_?, ý ý that in the fur> än ts judicial authority the Prophet 

was the same os i, the pre-Islamic period because the 

Prophet functioned in the some way. It appears to me that 

Schacht differentiates botvieen the verb gadä, and the verb 

hakama, and concludes from this that when the (fur) än used the 

verb hekama referring to the Prophet's judicial activity 

the function was the same as that of the arbitrator in 

pre--Islamic Arabia. 
") 

This is by no means correct, because 

in the Arabic language the verb hakam and each have an 

identical meaning which is (to decide), and one can dist- 

inguish between their derivatives only from the context in 

which they have been used. 
() 1 also disagree with Schacht 

because'the Prophet's judicial authority had been established 

by the QurA n as is evident from the Qur'änic verses which 

we have quoted earlier, 
O> 

and the question of the differences 

between the verb hakam and gadä has no relevance at all in 

(1) Schacht, op. cit., P. 11. 

(2) Ibid., p. 11 

(3) Ibid., p. 10. 
(4) Ibn I"Ianzür, Muhammad b. I"Zukarram (d. 

CArab, n51Gq press, Cairo, 1880, vol. 
vol. 20, pp. 47-48. 

C5) See above pp. 140-411 144. 

/ 
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this contrast. To explain this I would quote some examples 

from the Qur'än; fixst the example quoted by Schacht which 

is concerned with the marital dispute. The c? ur . )'anic verse 

says: "And if you fear a breach between the two, bring 

forth, hekonan-, an arbitrator from his people and from her 

people hakoman, an arbitrator,: if they desire to set things 

"o 
('>) 

The verse right; Got will compose their differences 

clearly shows that this was on arbitration into which neither 

party was obliGcd to enter, nor had they to be, bound by its dec- 

isions, because the Qursän says: "If they desire". But the 

Qur>än is full of the derivatives of the verb hakam which 

cannot be taken to mean arbitration. The second example 

will show what I mean, It $&Y$ : "Sur. ely we have sent down 

to thee the book with the truth, so that thou mayest judge 

tohkuma between the people by that God has shown thee". 
(2) 

It is clear from this verse that the verb tahkuma used in 

this context; had the some meaning as the verb gadä which 

is to decide and not vcluntt.; ary ambitrrtion. The Qur'Un 

used the verb hakama on many occasions in contexts which 

could not be interpreted to be the some as the function of 

the pre-Islamic arbitrator. For example the. Qur'9n says: 

''nut no by the Lord they will not believe till they make 

thee the judge yuhakkimük regarding the disagreement between 
(3) 

them". "Hast thou not regarded those who were given a 

(1) Qur"än, Süra,. SV, 55. cf. Arberry, op. cit., vol. 1, p, 106. 
(2) Qur3gn, Stara, 1V, 105. cf. Arberry, ov. cit., vol. 1, p. 116. 

(3) Qur'an, Stira, IV, 65. cf. Arberry, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 110. 
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portion of the book, being; c, -a1ied to the book of God, that 

it might judge yahkuma between them, and then a party of 

them turned away, swerving aside" . 
(1) "All hie believers 

say, when they are called to God and his messenger, that 

he may judge, yahkuma, bet%%leen them, is that they say, 

"We hear, and we obey"; those they are the prosperers" 
(2) 

' 1hoso judges yahkum not according to what God has sent 

down they are the unbelievers". 
(3) 

In all. these verses of 

the Qur'än, althou h the verb hakama and its derivatives 

were used, it is quite plain from the context that this verb 

wasused to describe a new form of judicial authority which 

was quite different from the practice in pre-Islamic 

Arabia. ' 

The two verbs halama and gadä also occurred in a 

, single verse as Schacht himself observed with some mis- 
(4 

s: ýý 
understanding. The verse aal s: But no, by the Lord 

. they will not believe till they make thee the judge, 

yuhakkimük, regarding the disagreement between them, then 

they shall find in themselves no impediment touching thy 

verdict, godayt, but shall surrender in full submission". 
(5) 

(1) Qur>5n, Süra, III, 236 cf. Arborry, op. cit., vol. l, pp. '75-76..! 
(2) Qur)3n, Stira, XXIV, 51. cf. Arberry, op. cit., vol. 2, p. 53. 
(3) Qur-ý, Fn, Süra, V, 44. of. Arberry, op. cit., vol. I. p. l35. 
(4) Schacht, op. cit., p. 10. 

(5) Arborry, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 110. 
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Schacht trcnsl^ted the word yuh<sklcimülc "tto malre thee an 

arbitrator". 
(') 

This could not possibly be so, because the 

context i the verse makes the decision absolutely binding 

on the parties concerned in the dispute, and if we are to 

accept that it is to make thee an arbitrator, them the 

rest of the verse has no relevance at oil. Schacht explains 

its. relevance and says: "The second emphasizes the author- 

itative character of his decision"o(2) But surely if the 

decisions of the Prophet have -- authority then he could 

not be an arbitratoI because the arbitrctor ha no authority. 

The difference. between hakama and qed is not in the word 

or in the language but in the function defined by the context 

in which they have been used, and both gFdi and häkim have 

the same meaning which is a judge. As we have seen earlier 

in our quotation of the Qur'an, '' the, verse defines the 

meaning' of the verb hakama. The rest of the verse 

makes it clear whether the Qurý'Fnic verse means or- 

-bitration or establishing a judicial aubhor_ity for the 

Prophet's decis 

t3rbibrator, from 

arbitrator" y 
(1vß 

desire" to show 

ions. , Ihen the Qur3 än said : 'thakaman, an 

his people and from her people hc_ikamen, an 

it said.: in the rest of the verse "if they 

that it was on arbitration, but when. the 

(1) Schacht, op. cit., p. 10. 
(2) Ibid., p. 110. 

(3) See above pp. 145_I7. 
(ý3) (Zur-ý, än, Süra, IV9 35. 
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c, urrän insisted that the followers of the new religion would 

not be regarded as believers until they made the Prophet 

their judge yuhakkim k, then it is clear that it was not 

arbitration but a compulsory new system of the ad. ninistrat- 

ion "of justice. 

Schacht regards the verse which emphasizes the 

authoritative character of the Prophet's decision as an 

isolated instance which indicated the emer&ence of a new 

idea of an Islamic administration of justice. 
(') 

;. Ty view 

is that vie cannot take any isolated verse in itself and 

regard it as the beginning of the Islamic administration of 

justice. Cn the contrary, the way it appears to me is that 

the emergence of the Islamic administration of justice was a 

continual process gradually built up by many verses in the 

Q, ur? ä. n. In order to see how the Qur)an developed this idea, we 

must exai^. "ine the verses which deal with the Prophet's judicial 

authority as they present a general picture of the new 

system. The Q, ur? än as we have quoted earlier(2) had est- 

ablished beyond any doubt the religious authority of the 

Prophet by demanding from the Muslims that they obey him 

"obey God and obey the Messenger". 
(3) 

"Whosoever obeys the 

messenger, thereby obeys God". 
(4) 

These verses which dealt 

(1) Schacht, op. cit., p. 10. 

(2) See above pp. 131-33,136-38. 

(3) Qur ä=1, Sara, IV, 59. 

(4) ? gin, Sia, F., E0. cf. Arberry, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 112. 
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with the obedience to the Prophet; establisb. ed one aspect 

of the new system,, that is whenever the 'Y'rop? iet took a 

decision it had tobe accepted as if it were from God. In 

other verse s the Qur> ära. commanded the believers to submit 

their disputes to the Prophet. " If you should quarr°e1 c 

anything refer it to God and the nie:; sen£; er". 
(I ) , "But; no, 

by the Lord they will not believe hill they mnke thee the 

judge reGDrding disagreements between them" . 
(2 ) 

The Qur? Fn. 

also gave an example of how the Muslims had to, 
- react when 

they were called upon to submit their dis putes to God and his 

messen er_: "All that the believers say, when they ore called 

to God and his messenger, that be may judge between them is 

that they say, 'We hear, and we obey' ; "o (3) 
The Qur'Hn also 

attacked the attitude of the other. kinds of people who did not respond 

to this call in the some way as the believers. "When they 

are called to God and his messenger that he. may judge bet- 

ween them, 10, a party of them are swerving aside" . 
(Q 

In 

order to make the picture of this now edminist; rotion complete, 

the Qur-IFn dealt ; in many verses with the sources of the low, 

and the basis upon which the Prophet was required to arrive at 

his decision. The Qurý'än says: "Ile have sent down to thee 

the book with the truth, so that thou mayest judge between 

(1) Qur>än, Süra, IV, 59. 
(2) Qur")ýn, Süra, IV, 65. cf. Arberry, o . cit., vol. 1, p. 110. 
(3) Qur-5n, Süra, XXIV, 5'1. cf. 1? rberry, op. cit., vo1.2, p. 53. 
(4) Qur'än, Süra, XXIV, 48 cf. Arberry, op. cit., vol. 2, p. 52- 

p' 
ýý ý' 
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the people by that God has shown thee". 1'The 
Prophet, therefore; 

had tojudge according to the book of God, the Ou: r. ý�n, 

because one of the reasons for sending the Qur. )5n was that it 

be used for settling the disputes. In another verse the 

Qur_'än : said: "And we have sent down to thee the book with 

the truth, confirming the book that was before it, and. 

assurin it. So judge between there according to what God 

has sent down" . 
(2) The (fur) än also attacked those who did 

not judge according to what God had sent to mankind. 

"Whoso judges not according to what God has sent down they 

ore the unbelievers". The QurýFn also described theca 

as-the 'evildoers' and the 'ungodly'. The Prophet had to 

base hi'e decisions. on the Qur3 nic legislation, but the 

Qur)än. also authorised the Prophet to legislate without the 

need for revelation from God. By demanding that the Muslims 

should. Obey the Prophet without any question, the Qur'Un 

sanctioned: the Prophet's o1"1I1 legislation 

The emergence of the new concept of the administ- 

ration of justice was not solely based on a single verse 

as Schacht seems to think, but on many verses as we have 

seen. Each verse in the Qur'an which had dealt with 

the Prophet's authority had contributed to the emergence 

of the new system while the specific verse only dealt with 

(1) Our-)än, Stiro, IV, 105. cf. Arberry, o . cit., vc1.1, p. 116. 
(2) Qur3 n, Süro, V, 118. cf. Arberry, o . cit., vol. l, pp. 135-36. 

(3) Qur"län, Süra, V, 44. cf. Arberry, op. cit., vol. i, p. 135. 

.. _. _ .. _..... _. _...... T.... ,, ý 
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a specific sspect of this system. ýIhile one verse est-" 

oblished that all' the Muslims should submit their disputes 

to God and his messenger, another verse would stress the 

authoritative nature of the Prophet's decisions. A ; ohLrd 

verse would establish the sources of the law. It was thought 

-these verses collectively thr_rt the new idea of the Islamic 

administration of justice bad_ emerged. 

Another reason why Schacht thought, t)-hat the Prophet rs 

function in this field was li. ]. re that of an arbitrator was, Cs 

he put it, "The insistence of the Qur'än on this point shows 

that the ancient freedom in the choice of a hokarn still 

prevailed; Muhammad too reserved to himself the right of 

the ancient hakam to refuse to act (lira IV, 59; V. k2; X'`xIV. 

48-51".. 
(1) I agree with him what the estsblis)rnent of the 

Prophet's euthority as a supreme judge was not accepted by 

all the' Muslims in Medina at once, and to say otherwise would 

be contrary to the facts evident from the Our' äni. c 

condemnation of some Muslims who did not accept the Prophet's 

authority in this. field and still wantedto choose their hekam 

(Sara IV 59). But I would disagree with Schacht in as fear 

as the Prophet's refusal to act is concerned. The Qur=5n 

reserved the. right of the Prophet to refuse to act, not 

between the Muslims who are obliged to submit their disputes 

to God and his messenger but between the non-Muslims and 

particularly the Jews, with whom the verse which Schacht 

(i) Schacht, op. cit., p. 11. 



quoted from the Zur')Zn wies concerneci.. The verse says.: 

"If they come to thee judge thou between -them, or -turn 

away from them; if thou turnest away fron them they will 

hurt -thee nothing; and if thou judgest, judge justly 

between them; God loves the just. Yet how will they make 

thee their judge seein,,; they hove the torah, wherein is 

God's judgment". 
(') 

These verses - dealt with the Jews 

who were not obliged to submit their disputes to the Prophet, 

and the Zur. )-an gave the Prophet the right to refuse to act 

if he wanted to, if they decided to submit their disputes 

to him. So it is clear that this verse could not be taken 

to mean that the Prophet's function was the same as that of 

the hokam in pre-Islamic Arabia because it was outside the 

Prophet's recognised authority which the Qur'än has est- 
(2) 

ablished as we explained earlier. 

On the basis of this discussion we can with 

reasonable certainty conclude that during the ten years of 

the Prophet's career in Medina he had established his pos- 

ition as a supreme judge and vas recognized by the Muslims 

as such and his decisions were acceptable and enforceable. 

The way in which the Prophet-carried out his. function in 

this field will be discussed later in this chapter. 

c. The sources of the law. 

The sources of the law during this period Were 

the Qur3anic legislation and the Prophet's decisions which 

(1) Arberry, o . ci. t., vol. 1, p. 134. 

. 
(2) See above pp. 136-41. 
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derived v}hc: i. r authority from his iunc; pion as a messenger of 

God, with the ability to deliver, interpret and explain the 

Qur? 7n. Another source of the lwv: as the el. i, >tirnß ler ,: 1 

custom. We are going to discuss there source as foil o1is. 

1. The Ours ni. c le i , ]ation. 

"Surely we have sent down to thee the book with 

the truth, so that thou rn yest judge between the people 

by that God has shown thee". 
(1) 

T hi s verse has c. e, ýst_ 
__.. 

abl_.. a. 
_ 
s, hl ed 

that the judgment of the Prophet was necessarily based on the 

Qur)Fnic legislation as a divine revelation from God. These 

legislations covered a wide range of topics and this study 

does not attempt to cover all aspects of these legislations 

thoroughly, as this is beyond its scope. I am only going 

to present a general picture of these legislations in order 

to understand the transition from tribal law to Islamic ]. air 

. and how' extensive the differences between them were. 

In the field of the family organization the under- 

lying importance had been given to the improvement of 

women's social and legal position. For example in marriage 

the Qur-)Fn stated that the rnahr, dower had to be given to the 

wife herself 
(2) 

and not to her father or brother as was the 1'. 

practice in pre-Islamic Arabia. 
(3) 

This would improve the 

legal position of the wife by making her a party to the 

tra . 
ýý 

contract of marriage instead of being outside this conct 

(1) Arberry, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 161. h 

(2) Qur' än, Süra, IV, 4. 

(3) See above p. 109. 
*(4) Coulson, IIistorz of Islarlic law, p. 11ý. f 
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Women_- could not be inherited as before Mlam where the 

son would inherit the wife of his foijher if she was not 

his Inoth. er. 
(1) 

The Qur3 Fn commanded the believers to treat 

women justly because 1a wife had her rights as well as 

duties toward her husband. 
(2) "i M age had Men re- 

guloted in such a way cs to prohibit the kind of merrieges 

which were unfair to : turnen in pre-Is1. omic Arabia like the 

marriage by capture. 

In divorce, whilst the Qur-, -, -in upheld the practice 

of pre-Islamic Arabic in giving the husband the power of 

divorce it tried to mitigate the affects of this power by 

introducing the <idde, v aitincg period, where the wife would 

weit for three menstrual cycles, or if she was prcgnent then 

until. the delivery of her child. before the divorce could be 

effective. 
ýýý 

: (During, this time she would, therefore, be the 

responsibility of the husband, and he could resume the 

marriage if he wanted to. This v, aiting period w designed 

to strengthen the patriarchal system whereby children belonged 
1) 

to their father, } 
and also to minimize the effects of an 

-immediate separation which was the practice in Arabia before 

Muhammad. f 'his waiting period would give the couple 

(1) al-Tabari, Jämi. < al-Bay3n, vol. 4, p. 305. 
(2) al--Jassäs, OP-Cit., vol. 1, p. 442. 
(3) Ibid., vol. 1, p. 442. 
(4) platt, op. cit., p. 274. 



time fl'or coricili_otion. 
('l7n 

inheritonce ,. it. hough the Qurl n did not give 

a comprehensive nystera, at the sarge time it had dealt with 

inheritr, nce in con ; iderab? e detail, with the intention of 

helping , hose who were in aw; wealcer social position in the 

Arabian society, mainly women and orphans. Under the ancient 

practice, women and childrendid not inherit because of the 

communal principle that none could be heirs who did not take 
(2ý 

The Qu. r)an on the part in the battle or protect property. 

other hand endorsed the individual principle an- 1 
-took the 

view that the family of the I deceased were .E 
the natural heirs. 

The Qur an, therefore, abolished the pre-Islamic practice and introduced 

the principle of ashäb al--furüd, whereby a fixed share 

was given to everyone in the family: the wife, son, doughter 

brother, father, grandfather and so on. 
(3) 

It was only after 

ashäb al-furüd had taken their shares that the nearest male 

relatives ol-cusboh took the rest of the inheritcnce. To ill- 

ustrate thisyhere is an example: when Thäbit b. Qays was kille-c', 

in the battle of Uhud he left two daughters; a wife and an 

uncle. His uncle, according to the practice of pre-Islamic 

Arabia, had taken all the inheritence because women could not 

inherit. Qays' dire complained to the Prophet about what 

happened. The Qur)än gave the solution and the Prophet 

(1) Coulson, History of Islamic law, p. 15. On the question 
liul< seebaloW p. 1640 of the : rife's right of divorce, K 

(2) al-Tabari, J7: ai< a1-3 vol. ! {., p. 262. 
e 

(3) Qur'3n, S5ra, 1V, 7-12. o7. -Jassas, op . ci. t., vol. 2, pp. 90-104. , 
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told the uncle to give the trio dauLshl; er. s t, "; o-tiiir_c1s of Lire 

inheritonce and the wife one eighth , according to the 

The Rrophe decided tha v the 

uncle should keep the rest for himself. 0) 

in the field of criminal ler; islation the Chur) cn 

modified the custom in regard to criminal 

offences. Over--riding:; importance in this field is 

given to the mairitoining of security of ' life and properby. 

In the esse of homicide the Qur'75nic legislation clifferent- 

iates between an intentional killing and an unintentional one. 

where in the first while the Qur'än hpheld the ancient prin- 

ciple of an eye for an eye, it tries to encourage forgiveness 

by the 're]. Lives of the dead person and if they forgive the 

execution will not be carried out. But in the second it 

prescribed the blood-money diya to compensate the relatives 

of the dead person as weil as the freeing of a Muslim slave. 

As the Qur: 'Znic leGis? ations correspond to the 

constitution of Medinaý3ý it will provide us-with the ex- 

planation of the QuMn's attitude towards the relation bet- ' 

ween the individual and his clan in regard to criminal respon- 

sibiiity. It seems that. the QurýFn accepts the responsibility 

(1) al-JassFs, op. cit., vol. 2, p. 96. 

(2) Quraän, Süra, IV992. al-Tabari, J-arnic al-Boyän, 
vol. 5, p. 203. al-Jasses, op. cit., vol.. 2, pp.. 270-78. 

(3) Ibn Hish, m, op. cit., vol. 1, pp. 501-04. 
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of the clan to pay blood-money and also to pay for the 

freeing- of one of its members' captured by the enemy. At 

the same time, nevertheless, crime was regarded as an individual 

act. Only a hiller could be executed for his dime and his 

clan had no responsibility in this respect. His clan were 

prohibited from Gi. vin, him protection or help, as we have 

seen in our earlier discussion. ý This was in contrast to 

the practice of pre-Islamic Arabia where the communal recp- 

onsibility made any member of the killer's clan liable to 

suffer revenge action. 

The (Zu4an also prescribed the cutting off of h2nds 

as a punishment for theft. 
( 2) This appears to be an 

endorsement of the practice among the sedentary tribes in 

pre-Islamic Arabia. Although there is no evidence that 

this punishment was widely used in the tribal system, at 

least it was known to them, though they only enforced it 

on slaves and those who were in a weaker social position in 

the society as is evident from the reports which we uuoted 

in the last chapter. 
0) 

The Qurý4r:, in order to ensure the safety of 

travellers, prescribed. a severe punishment for hi,; n, ray 

robbery whereby the authorities had the ri; ht to execute or 

to cut off the hard and leg of a robber. ' `ý This was an 

(1) Ibn HishRm, o . cit. , vol. 1, p. 503. Also ;; ee a: rove p. 134 

. 
(2) cur? Z-i, Süxa, V, 3C. 

(3) See above pp. 
(4) 

al-t1ass:, s, Ura C. Lta vol. 2, j)7: 
" 

ý. ý'ýý96. 
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innovation in lirabian tribal society, where they had raided 
(1) 

each other often. 

On the whole, the cur) nic criminal legislation 

appears to be a progressive stn ;e in the process of 

transformin- a crime's punishment from being merely a 

private revenge to becoming the responsibility of the 

state. Althou; h the party injured as the result of a crime 

had to act and prosecute the offender, he could not tai_e 

the law into his o'zn hands as had been the practice 

earlier. He had to submit the case to the Prophet who, 

as supreme judge, would give a decision on the matter. 

This is quite evident from our discussion in the last 

section of the C'ur) nic attitude towards the Prophet's 

authority. 
(2) 

Revenge was transformed into punishrnent. 
(3) 

This to me is a very significant step which the Curänic 

legislation put forward to civilize the Arabian people who at 

that time were shattered by wars resulting from blood-feuds 

and individuals taking the law into their own hands. 

In finance, (, ur'? nic -legislation encouraged 

commercial activities, and instructed the uslin: s to put 

down their contracts in written documents in order to secure 

their interests, 
" 

and also to give security, rih . n, in 

(1) See above p. 115. 

(2) See above pp. 136-41. 

(3} , lellhausen, J. The Arab Kir. 7lo: a rxd its fall, : ra. ýslatec 

s, from German by Mari aret Graham Vieir. pres 

Beirut, 1963, P. 14. 
(4) Quf n., S'üra, 11,2F2. 
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order to ensure the payment of debts. The cures Zn also 

prohibited some of the unfair practices which it considered 

morally wrong, like not giving full weight, or the 

taking of interest, rib-a. 
(') 

In its social reform, the Cu) an prohibited 

practices which had existed in Arabia before Islam like 

prostitution. It prescribed one hundred lashes as 

punishment for any entra-marital sexual intercourse in 

order to preserve a high standard of morality. I, loreover 
(2) 

the Quiff änic legislation in this field tried to break the 

accepted standards of behaviour in tribal societ: ', 

and prohibited anything which nii tint have been connected 

with pagan religion like the drinking of wine and 

gambling, and so on. 
(3) 

From this general picture of , u--)miic legis- 

lation we can conclude that the Qur? an had not attempted 

to abolish all the existing legal customs, but had tried 

to modify these legal customs in order to improve the 

prevailing conditions which existed in pre-Islamic Arabia. 

These modifications or new ideas which the Eu: 4 n had 

introduced to the new society had a religious foundation. 

In other words, these laws were deli : ed to meet the goal 

of the new religion, of justice and equality with a high 

standard of morality. 

(1 } al-. 7ae. säs, o . cit. , pol. 1, pp. 551-52. 
(2) Ibý. ci., vol. 

_)f 
2'_? 

" 
314-19. cur n, tit a, 

31 Schacht, op. cit., p. 13. 
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2e The T, rojet's decisions. 

The prophet in his capacity as supreme judge 

and messenger of God would decide any problem brought before 

him in accordance with the Qur) änic legislations as God 

had ordered him to do. But the Qur, änic legislations, es 

we hove seen earlier, did not cover everything in every 

aspect, so the Prophet himself would have to give his 

decisions in these mothers, The Qur7än authorized such 

judgment by saying "obey God and obey his messenger" 
S") 

There were also some problems which arose out of the Qur' Ifni c 

legislation, and the Prophet was the best authority on the 

subject. ' He would have to explain the QurýEn and interpret 

its passages. For example in inheritance although the 

Qurýn introduced the legislation concerning ashab al-furUd, 
""e 

it kept silent about the shares of the heirs, al-cusbah, 

of pre-Islamic-Arabia. The Prophet hod to solve this 

problem, and he dee idedthat after the ash9b al-furüd had taken 

their shares, if there was anything left it would go to 

the cUsbah. 
(2) 

The Prophet's decisions were to supplement the 

Qur. 'gn and in the development of Islamic law the Muslim 

scholars recognized these decisions to be the second source 

of Islamic law. In the course of this development many 

(1) Qur-7 n, Süra, IV, 59. Also see above pp. 156-41. 
(2) al-Jas äs, op. cit., vol. 2, p. 96. See above p. 157. 



traditions were however, ielsoly ascribed to the Prophet.. 

As i1 is beyond the scope of the present research to conduct 

an indepcnd. ont . 
inquiry into the character of the Prophet's 

dcci. sions, their development, how any of them were authentic 

and- how many: false, I shell content myself here with 

1ndica L Ln[ whet modern sch olors have writt(n. Goldz±her 

in his study on this subject es t3biished he various motives 

behind the fabrications of the traditions and the true 

nature of these false traditions. 
(1) 

J. Schacht, continuing 

this process of analysing the motives in the field of 

legal traditions, came to the conclusion that the legal 

traditions as they appear in the third century were the 

result of the living tradition of the Muslims and the 

Uinayy,, )d practice and the opinions of the scholars projected 

back to the Prophet to give the, the final formal authority. 
(` 

My on view is in agreement with the view expressed 

by N. J. Coulson, who while accepting the theory of Schacht 

in its broad essentials, that the vast majority of legal 

traditions was the result of the process of back projection, 

asserted that the Prophet must have been faced with a variety 

of legal problems arising out of the Qur'änic legislation 

which he had to solve. So we cannot generalize on the 

(1) See Goldziher, o . ci-L-., vol. 2, pp. 89-163. 
(2) See Schacht, J. The Origins of Kuhammaden Jurisprudence, 

Clarendon press, Oxford, 1959, pp. 138-89. 
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principle of back projection and regard every tradition 

as. fictitious unless it had been proved otherwise. Every 

tradition must be taken on its own merits and if it were 

likely that a legal problem, which the tradition 'deait with 

might have faced? the Muslim community during the period 

of the Prophet, then it should be accepted as probably 

authentic. If it iss not then it should be rejected, 
(') 

3. The legal customs. 

We have seen in our discussion on the Qur'enic 

legislation that the Qur'än did not abolish all the existing 

legal customs among the Arabian tribes, but modified them 

in order to meet the new underli 

The Qur)Fn also endorsed some of 

Whenever it r is silent on any 

read as approval of the existing 

Prophet when deciding cases not 

Qur)än, would decide these cases 

Islamic society with the help of 

ring religious principle. 

these legal customs. 

legcl issue this may be 

legal customs. The 

covered by the 

on the new principles of 

the existing legal customs. 

Most of the ancient legal customs which had survived in the 

Islamic law came through this way. For example, in the 

absence of any evidence in a case of homicide, the Prophet 

applied the pre-Islamic formula of asäma, where the defendant 

would take the oath fifty times in support of his deniel. (2) 

(1) Coulson, History of Islamic law, pp. 22,64-70. 
(2) Ibn Hishäm, OP-cit., vol. 2, p. 355. 
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The Prophet also deckled in accordance with the 

practice Of pre--I_ýZý3?; ii e Arabiýý n8 Cate where the : ýi. r 

could not continue the marri cage with her husband. It was 

u, uil. ly- the practice in the tribal society that the wife 

should offer her husband something, in return for Iljhi. ch he 

i-mi .d agree to divorce hex,. 
(") 

/hen Hab ba b. Saahil com-- 

plsined to the Prophet, that she could not bear to live with 

her husband Thäbit b. Gays any longer, the Prophet decided 

that Thabit should- take the compensot,: ion and divorce here (2) 

This. was an en. dorcrenL of the practice in pre. -I slamic Araüia 

although with some modification, whereby 

the money given by the wife to her husband was regarded 

as persuasion for him to 
agree to divorce. her, (, ) 

in the case of the Prophet's decision it is evident from 

the report that Thäbit was obliged to take the compensation 

and divorce his wife. 
(4) 

D. Procedure and evidence. 

The procedure which the Prophet used to settle 

disputes was very simple. Any person in dispute would have 

to come to the Prophet and submit his case to him. The 

Prophet always tried to reach a compromise settlement before 

(1) See above p. 110. 
(2) al-D rimi, <Abd Al1äh b. CAbd a1-Rahmän (d. 255 A. H. ) 

Sunan al-Därimi, D 3r al--Nahäsin press, Cairo, 1966, 

vol. 2, p. 85, 
(3) See above p. 110. 
(11. ) al-Darin!, o . cit., vol. 2, p. 85. 
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passi rý a judgment. Here is an example which will help 

to illustrate the position. In the Lie J1ffair, 
(1) Hassan 

b. Th bit the poet ho3d attacked Sofwgn b. al-Mucttal in 

his poem. 
(2) 

Ssfw n in return hit him with the sword. 

They all come before the Prophet and they all presented 

their various of what had happened. The Prophet then 

asked Hassan to forgive Safvtän. He agreed. and the matter 

was settled. 
(>) 

When,, however, the Prophet was not successful in 

securing a compromise settlement acceptable to both parties 

he could decide the case in accordance with the divine 

revelation, 
t 

or according to his own discretion with 

the aid of the legal custom on the basis of the available 

evidence. 
(S) In this procedure the plaintiff had to support 

his claim by evidence. This is evident from the Qur)gnic 

insistence that the Muslims put their contracts in written 

documents, and ask two persons to Vti. tness these contracts 

in order to make the documents legally binding. 
(6) 

. 
(1) al-Tabari, Jämi- al-Pay n, vol. 18, pp. 85-100. 

(2) Ibn Hishem, o:., vol. 2, pp. 304-05- 

(3) al-Tabari, vol. 2, pp. 618-19. Ibn Hishiim op. cit. 

vol. 2, pp. 304-05. For a further example of how the 

Prophet tried to bring about a compromise settlement see 

al-ShawkÜnt, Muhsmmad b. 'Ali (d. 1256 A. H. ) Neyl al-Alat ix 

al-cUthmaniyya press, Cairo, 1937, vol. 8, pp. 277-78. 

286-87- 

(4) See. above pp.. 156-57. 
(5) See above P"163. 
(6) Qur'än, Süra, II, 282. 
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If, however, the plaintiff , ras unable to prove 

his claim, then the only method available to settle the 

dispute was the old method of taking the oath, the 

defendant having to take it in support o his denial. 

The 'Kind of evidence vihich the Prophet relied 

upon in his judgment were the following: 

1. Written docurients. 

"C believers, when you contract a debt cn upon 

another for a stated term, write it down, and let a writer 

write it down between you justly". 
(') 

It is clear from 

this Eura änic command that most transactions between the 

1.11us1ims had to be put in written dccuments. This written 

document would be used as a material proof in case of any 

dispute as a result of a transaction. On the basis 

of this cur)änic command it is definite that the Prophet' o 

procedure regarded a written document as a very reliable 

form of evidence, and the testimony of a witness came second 

to a written doc. ent. aliabarý. argued against the 

scholars who, on the grounds that it had been abrogated, did 

not think that the writing down of contracts was ccýr: ýriý: ZSCr,; ". 

a- abari pointed to the fact that the verse which 

they thought 11 had abrogated the . rritin;; do :n of contY'a. 2 t:, 

was merely an alternative to be used if it was not tossi'-I e 

to write them down. This verse had not abro,; ate-i the iritin, 2' 

down of contracts, and al-Tabar said that the verse in the 

(1) Arberry, 22. ý., vol. 1, p. 70. 
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, ur)an constituted a command from God which had to be obeyed. 
(1 

It is difficult to understand why Muslim scholars 

in the second century care to regard the written document 

in itself as not having any real authority but, rather, only 

became evidence if it had been supported by two witnesses who 
2) 

could remember the contract. . 'tithou-h the C, ur) sui 

coma nded that two people should witness the writing of 

a contract, this in itself did not mean that the written 

document in itself did not constitute legal proof. Indeed 

the verse would su Sest the opposite because it said: 

"And if you are upon a journey, and you do not find a writer, 

then a pledge rihan in hand". 
(3) 

This verse suggests that 

in the absence of any writer to write down the contracts then 

they should take a pledge from each other as a g: guarantee. 

But the verse did not say that the witnesses would be enough 

without'a written document. It was, therefore, to written 

documents that the EurJän attached great importance. The 

verse asks for two people to witness a contract and put 

their names on the document in order to make it 1egal. 
(4) 

(1" al-Tabarl, J-a1--avän, vol. 3, p. 120. 

(2) al : hassaf, Op. cit., f. 235. Ibn tib7 cal-Darn, OT?. C1ý., f. ý9. 

quoting Abü Hanifa, a1-Jassas, op. cit., vol. 1, p. c2C. 

(3) Arberry, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 71. 

(4) See below pp. 295-301 for further discussion on the written 
documents and the attitude of 1: 'us? im scholars towards 

them and how their authority became curtailed. 

1ýý' 

h 

N 
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2. The test; many oý i: i. t gasses� 

The 3econd form of evidence during the Prophet's 

period was the testimony of witnesses. This is evident 

from the Qur'ünic rule which says "And cell in to . -witness 

two witne: =. ses, men, or J. the two be not men then one men 

snd two women". 
(') 

In another verse the Qur'ýän says: "0 

believers the testimony between you .' hen_ any of you is 

visited by death. At the bequest shall be two men of equity 

emong you, or two other::, from another folk, if you are 

journeying in the land". 
(2 

These two verses indicate 

that a transaction between people as well as any matter 

of importance : had to. be safeguarded by two witnesses in 

the absence of a written document or any material proof, 

and,, in matters which could not be, proved except by sýn eye 

witness. This implies that the zwo witnesses would testify 

to that effect if any dispute arose between the parties 

concerned. What would, otherwise, have been the purpose of asking people 

to bear testimony if they were not to be called upon to give 

their testimony in a dispute ? 

From reading; the Chur>-in, it appears that the numbers 

required to prove any claim (depended on the type of case 

in dispute. For example the C? ur> än thought { 

it is enough to prove a claim of debt that two witnesses 

(1) Arberry, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 70. 
(2) Ibid. , vol. 1_. p. 144. 

t" 
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would testify to it; and similarly to prove a bequest. 
ý2ý 

At the same time, however, if the matter was a serious one 

like an accusation of adultery, then two witnesses were not 

enough. The Flur) äri says "lind those who cast it upon 

f women in wedlock, and then brine not four witnesses, 

scourge them eighty stripes and do not accept any testimony 

of theirs ever". 
0 

This meant that a serious accusation like 

adultery could only be proved by four witnesses, othei*rvise 

the accusers would be punished for slander. 

The Qur): n also differentiates between the sexes, 

the testimony of a man being equal to that of two women. 

Although a man was-preferable, where it was not possible 

to find one, two women would suffice instead of each 

man. The Qurlän only mentions the testimony of women 

in connection with civil disputes, so Muslim scholars 

deduced from this that the testimony of women could only 

be admitted in these cases and not in those involving the hadd 
(4) 

punishment. 

The testimony of witnesses could only be accept- 

able if they were trustworthy Guciü!, because the urn said 

"two men of trust among- you". 
(5) 

"here is no information 

which would indicate that either slaves or non-slims 

were acceptable witnesses. 

(1) Qurýän, Sira, II, 282. 
(2) CurJän, Si-Ara, "V, 106. 
(3) Arberry, op. cit., vol. 2, p. ý6. 
(ýj) yr n, Süra, II , 2r 2, al-Tabari 

pp. 116-26. See above p. 72 
" (5) G: l1L"ýFi2iy S ra, 1f, 1()6. 
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ja Security, rihc7ne 

Another form of evidence wasi the takiru of 

security which was provided by one party to the other in 

any contract or debt to ensure the payment of the debt 

in the ob:, -nce of any written document. For examnle a 

pe ýýsonwho wanted to buy. food. frog: anothe , but had no rinn y 

to pay for this food, would .' hove LO oke the food 

on Credit. But if it, was not possible to write down this debt 

for one reason or another, the buyer would have to provide 

the seller with something; of value, which he would keep with 

him as a material proof until the buyer repaid his debt. 

In the event of any dispute arising out of a sale, 

the security, rihTn, would be used. to prove the claim of 

the creditor. This was preferred to by the Qur'Uni, c 

verse "And if you are upon o journey and you do not find 

a writer, then a pledge in hand" . 
(1 ) 

4. The oath. 

In the absence of any written document or witnesses 

pr the material proof on what basis should the dispute be 

settled. al-Bukhgri reported that when al-Ashcath b. Qays was 

involved in a dispute with another man, he prosecuted the 

man before the Prophet. The Prophet asked e1-1, shCath if 

he had any evidence to prove his claim, and as he had no 

such evidence, the Prophet demanded that the defendant take the 

(1) Qur-)än, Süra, ! 1,282, Arberry, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 70. 

a7-JASS e ,`o . cat., Vol. 1, p. 622. 
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oath in support of his denial, and this would decide, the 

case; a 

I would assume that this tradition is probably 

authentic because the legal rule which this tradition had 

established, (the der,, and that the defendant should take 

the oath in the event of the plaintiff being unable to 

produce the necessary evidence), was acceptable to all 

Muslim scholars in all. stages of Islamic development. 

This general agreement among the Muslim scholars would 

make it hiGhly improbable that this tradition was fabricated 

as an argument for some scholars against others who objected 

to this practice. Furthermore, i assume its probable 

authenticity because it corresponds to the practice of pre- 

Islamic Arabia as we have seen in -the last chapter, whereby, 

in the tribal law if there wasno evidence, then the defendant 

would have to take the oath. 
(2) 

So it is poesible that 

the Prophet, faced with 

the Arabian practice to 

ation necessary to suit 

was that the defendant 

This has been abolished 

the name of God. 

the same dilemma, has resorted to 

settle this dispute with the modific- 

the new religion. The practice 

should take the: oath near his idol. 

and the oath is simply taken in 

This is an outline of the Prophet's procedure 

which he used to settle disputes, but the cases which the 

(1) al-I3ukh7c3ri, Muhammad b. Ismä c-i1. (d. 256 A. IH. ) Sahih 

al--Bukhäri, el-Halebi, press, Cairo, 1958, vo1.9p. 90- 

(2) See above p. 128. 

,. 
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Prophet had to deal with were very few. Pr. -obably becouse of. 

his position as a me sen ; er of God... the Huslims usually asked 

hint about; the 1_3W and accepted his reply 4: iblh. out any need 

for formal judgment. 
(1) 

E. The Prophet's n prcnt: _' role in this system. 

The Caren hid established-, as wo have seen eariierc 

the authoritative nature of the Prophet's decision and 

We also' have seen that the Muslim community had recd ; nixed 

this authority of the Prophet. But did any one else practice 

settling the disputes during this period? There are some re- 

ports which surest that there was someone else beside the 

Prophet, but before we Go any further in our discussion of 

these reports we must point out the fact that the Prophot ts 

authority did not come to be accepted. fully in Ptedine until 

a few years after his arrival. And his authority in 
. 
Arabia 

as a whole only became evident in the last two years of his 

life. 
(3 The Prophet in the last two years of his life sent 

agents to the various parts and tribes of Arabia. The prime 

task of these agents was either to collect taxes zakUt from 

the tribes who had accepted Islam, or to preach the word of 

God to other tribes who had 
. not yet accepted the new religion. 

It would be a great mistake, however, to suppose that these agents 

were sent by the Prophet as governors or judges as Mawlawi 

(1) 'Arnus, Mchmüd b. Muhammad, Tärikh al-Qadäý fi al-Isläm, 
r3l--Ahliyya press, Cairo, 1931T pes 

(2) See above pp. 131-33, '136-k`I. 
(3) Watt, op. cit., pp. 235-36. 

'S 
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Husaini suggested vihea he said.: "The Prophet himself 

acted as the chief justice of the State with his seat at 

Medina. The judges of the provinces were either directly 

appointed by him or the governors were the appointed 

persons named by hira". 
(1) 

Although some tribes, on 

seeing the success of the Prophet after the conquest 

of I. '. ecca, had submitted their allegiance to the Prophet 

in the year of deie6-ations, they had no real 

understanding of the new religion and the decision to i 

accept Islam was taken by the tribes' leaders on political 

Grounds. They wanted to protect their position in the tribe. 

It is inconceivable, therefore, that they would agree to gi. e 

up their positions to the Prophet's governors, nor would it 

have been in accordance with the Prophet's usual practice, 

because he always tried to maintain tribal leaders in their 

position provided that they: accepted the Prophet's authority 

and pay hin the za?: 4t. The Prophet's treatment of the 

leaders of al-kws and al-Khazraj in Medina is an example of 

horn he treated the leaders of tribes who accepted his auth- 

ority. He kept all such leaders in the positions they 

occupied before accepting the new relit, -ion, every someone 1iR_e 

'Abd A11zh b. T bayy b. ,. bi alitl who was an active member c: ° 

the opposition to the Frophete s authority in ! e. ina. P.: u'larl^lnr 

who was a. skillful politician, did not even try to remove hire 

I) Iiusaini, Mawlav 1 S. A. Q. Arab ciciminist at! or, . 
Solden & 

Co. press, 'ýdra;, 1949, p. 2C. 
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from his position as one of the leaders in his tribe because 

this might have resulted in alienating; the rest of the tribe. 
(1) 

The agents who the Prophet sent had a particular task to 

perform and that is why they spent only a short time away and 

did not take up permanent residence as if they were governors. 

Only 'Attab b. L'sayd deviated from this general pattern. 
(2) 

In re`ard to the appointment of judgco during 

this period, there we some reports which indicate that 

the Prophet sent judges to some parts of Arabia, but the 

authenticity of these reports is doubtful. There is, for 

example, the tradition of LluLädh b. Jabal which says: "the 

'rophet asked 'l. 'utacih, when he sent him to the Yu: an as a jud o, 

""How will you judge if you are faced with a dispute ... etc". 
(3) 

Apart from the motives behind this tradition, which 

are concerned with law and jurisprudence, I suspect its 

authenticity on the grounds that its information about the 

mission of :, 'uCädh when the Prophet sent him to Yaman is 

faulty. A close examination of the circumstantial 

evidence will show that iauu adh was not sent as a judge but 

for another task. Ibn Hisham mentions a letter which 

the Prophet vrrote to the leaders of 

(1ý Ibn r'ishän, OP-cit., voi. 1, pp. 443-44, vol. 2, rr. 2;, G-93. 
(2) This probably- because he was in 1.: ecca in the tribe of 

the Prophet. 

(3) Ab Däwad, Su1unnin b. a1-Ash6ath 11-Sijjistani. (d. 275 x. H. 
T 

Suna-1 Aör Daw' d, al-: Talabi press, Cairo, 1952, vol. 2, p. 272. 

" ri 
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South Lrcbia. In it he f aked them to accept the basic 

principles of T 1t rn like his Prophe bhood ana the perL orm-- 

ance of the prayer. He also emphasized the import: mcc of 

poyin; the z k5t es e tollen o-,, ' their obedience to God. and 

the messonter. He also told -thee that he Evas sending five 

of 'o. is ap; ent, s under the 1 eedersiiip of ý9u<<c3.11. The letter 

specifies that their duty was to collect. the ze?. Et 

payment after which the prophet stated Uhey should come back 

satisfied. 
ýýý Another report said that the Prophet 

sent IMiucädh to South Arabia to teach the new Muslim comr: - 

unity the Qur) n and they neg. : faith, (2 ý 
These reports 

appear to me to be more acceptable than the tradition which 

sugf; est's the. Nu<ädh was . sent as a judge because the 

people. in South Arabia at that time had no idea what Islam 

meant. Their leader; , as we have seen earlier, 

impressed by the military success of the Prophet, tried to 

reconcile with him, and sent him a delegation saying ti 

that they would accept Islam. It is more probable, therefore, 

that the Prophet in return,, ` sent them some of his 

companions to teach them Islam and to collect their zakät, 

rather than sent judges to settle-their disputes. 

(1) Ibn Hishäm, op. cit., vol. 2, p. 589-90- 
(2) Khayyat, Khalifa b. (d. 214.0 A. H. ) Tgr3 kh Khallfa b. Khayy it, 

al-Ädäb press, al--Najaf, 1967, vol. 1, p. 62. al-Kotbäni, 
cAbd al-Hay b. CAbd al-Kabir aZ Tarätib al-Idäriya, 
al-Wataniyya press, Rabat, 1926, vol. 1, pp. 258-59. 
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During the life time of the Prophc: -i,, he alone 

was re sided as h iv? I7 5 the au hority to settle di ->putes 

because of his position as a messenf er of God. Hassan 

Ibrahim Hassan ssys that there is no evidence 
that 

there 

as no obhcr person who gave jud; ment- oY_Cepti Muhnmrisd, '1 

but at the same time ho does not Give Uni evidence that there 

vrss such a person. There ore some reports that the Prophet 

had entrusted some of his companions with sett]. in ; disputes. 
ýý'ý 

But these reports ore not relisbie even by the : to. ondord 

of Muslim critics , who concerned themselves mainly with the 

isnäd, the transmission of the reports, and regarded these 

reports as having a ; teal, isnUd. (3) 
Moreover the tendency of 

these troditions was' to aphorize the independent reosonin{; 

ijtihäd, , v: hich aas a controversial issue between the early 

Muslim scholars, by reportinE; that the Prophet had approved. 

this kind. of reasoning. This tendency compels us to suspect 

the authenticity of these reports. 

Another report says that the Prophet ', ' sent 

(Ali b. Abi TFlib to Yaman to 
At 

as a judge. (14) 
Again the 

(1) Eiassen, Hassan Ibrahim, Judicial S Ystem from the rise of 
Islam to 562 A. II., Art. I. Q. 1963-614-, vol. 7-8, p. 23. 

(2) al-Bannä, Ahmad cAbd al-Rahmän, al-Path al--Rabbäni 

al-Ikhvi n press, Cairo, 1952, vol.. 15, pp. 206-07 
(3) Ibid., vol. 15, p. 207. 
(4) Ibn i1ä ja, Muhammad b. Yazid (d. 275 A . H. ) Sunan Ibn i1 

al-Halmbi press, Cairo, 1953, vol. 2, p. 774. 
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relevý,; nt circumstances of CA1i's mission I'M Yoman rcveelecd 

that the Prophet seng. C1ý1. i to preoch the new religion to 

the people of Ysiuon and try to convert them. 
('}) 

He 
--7 

vas a. so3)sked to Go to lva jr n on his way to collect the 

za'"cät from the Muslim community there and the taxes from 

al. il al-dhimma. C.. According; to al-rTabarli CIA went to 

Yaman durinf-the month of Itamadän in the year ten, 
(3) 

and Ibn. Hisham says he came back during the pil rimaGe in 

the some year. He was leading an army during this 

journey. To go from North Arabia to the South and come 

back to Mecca must have occupied most of the three months. 

During the rest of this time he had to collect taxes as 

well aä to try to convert some of the tribes to the new 

religion. All these activities leove no room for his 

alleged function as a juäge. Taking all these facts into 

account ý, e can only assume that this tradition is fictitious 

and can not possibly be authentic. 

If the Prophet's agents had played any role in 

the'judiciary system of this period then they were acting 

'in the some way and. function as the pre-Islamic Arabian 

arbitrators, and their decisions had no authority unless 

they had been approved by the Prophet. Wak-< reported 

that during cAll's mission in the Yaman. a dispute arose as 

(1) al-Tabari, Tarikh, vol. 3, p. 132. 
(2) Ibn"Ilish3m, op. cit., vol. 2, p. 600. 
(3) al-Tgbart, Tar 

. kh, vol. 3, p. 132. 

(4) Ibn"IIishärl, oo. ci. t., vol. 2, p. 602. 
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a result of the death of three people during the C therm of 

a crowd around a lions' cage. A11, trying to avert an 

outbreak of fighting between the people concerned, su fierten a 

possible settlement to the dispute, but told them that 

I this decision was subject to their acceptance or refusal. 

But at any rate he ouvGesten that the decision should 

prevent them from any action a; rainst each other until the: 

came to the Prophet. They waited until they arrived at 

Mecca where the Prophet endorsed the decision of "All 0) 

This report may have been fabricated by ß": 1 's oupportero, 

because of the evident sympathy shown towards ýAli, but at 

the sane time it is possible to assume its probability, because 

this dispute could well have happened a. ncng6A11-'s army. As 

he was away from the Prophet he would have had to take action 

to prevent internal strife. The reason why I think it 

happened among6Ali's soldiers is the fact that they came with 

him to the Prophet in ? ecca to decide the matter- It is haxdly 

likely that people fron Yarian would make such a ion jouxney 

merely to settle this dispute. 

To sum up this chapter, I come to the following 

conclusions. 

1. During the last ten years of the Prophet's life 

he established a political authority enab? in him to 

enforce his decisions. 

(1) wal! 6,11uha*inad b. K2: alaf b. '? a-ß-än (d. 306 . H. I 

Akhbar al udat, al-31'.: J Vic ai a press, Cairo, 1; 47, Yoe.. 1, 

pp. 9; --97. 
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L ý_. ý the .- ý_e: L. of Il s Judicial activity te cat1ý, )ElIl. 

e^!; : blýshc r. his oath,, ) t,. y as a supreme juc':. -e and 

recýý. ý: ýred -'Qi luslinL to submit their disputes to 1, }, c 

P: L'onhel; and accept i'1hr: otever decision he rer; Ch a 

3. The Q ur)än d d. not ttc: ai p t, to aba: 1. ish o]. I the lee; - l 

C?? st$o? i73 exi ; ti: Lnfl. in 1)r --I lamic Arabia, '- 
cv) 

tried 

rather Lc> inodz.: L, 7 those larval eust-nrr to meet the goal 

of the now, °; ? Trion of justice and equality. 

tl. The emergence of an Islamic concept of the administration 

of Justice was greducily built up by many verses in the 

Qur' n. All i'lus1. ims had to submit their disputes to 

God and his messenger and accept and obey -their decisions. 

5. Dut'ing this period it was the Prophet and the Prophet 

alone who settled the dispute between the Muslims. 

Any other person who may have settled disputes was acting 

in the some way as the arbitrators in pre-Islamic Arabia. 

4 
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Chapter : III 

The judiciary system under the four Caliphs 

11-40 A. H. / 032-cG2 rý. C. 

In this charter our main discussion will centre 

on the judiciary system after the death of the Prophet, the 

authority his immediate successors had in the political, 

juridical and legislative fields. Did the', delegate this 

authority or part of it to officials? '; re shall also 

discuss the various reports about the aprointment of jud e 

during this period, their authenticity and probability, and 

the manner in which the judiciary system was ort, anized. 

A. The nature of the calirh's authorit: % 

After the death of the Prophet the Muslin 

community at Medina agreed to appoint a successor to 

carry out the work of their leader. As irre saw in the 

last chapter Muhammad had two distinct functions. One 

was his Prophethood. He made it absolutely clear that 

no one could succeed him in this field. 
(') 

The 

successors of the Prophet therefore inherited all his 

authority except that of the Prophet of God. 

(1) Shaban, op. cit., p. 17. 



The political authority of the cH3liph durin 

this period h<ed a religious basis. The 

Muslim communit-. y would obey and respect his authority cs 

long; as he obeyed (od. This meant as long as he continued', 

the policy of he Prophet, and follows his example. 

The Prophet had been the military leader in war, so the 

caliph c ssuI1ed. this responsibility. He hCd l-, o organize 

the army and appoint his (,, enerals. The caliph also 

appointed various officials to run the state. He appointed 

Governors for the provinces and officials with the ability 

to organize the treasury and the collection of taxes. Since 

the caliph 'held; this power of appointment then it was 

natural that ho would expect those officials to respect 

his authority and carry out his orders as they are directly 

responsible to him in the affairs of the state. It is 

true that the caliph during this period was not an absolute 

monarch who ruled ; with . supreme unchallenged 

authority but at the some time he did not function in 

the same way as the tribal leader during the pre-Islamic 

period. The caliph was subject to the teaching of the new 

religion and as long as he preserved the status quo in the 

community which his predecessor had left, he commanded 

the support of the Muslim community. 

The officials of the State in its various parts 

exercised a great freedom of action. This was due to the 

(1) al -Tabari, Tirikh, vol. -9, p. 216. 
0 
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. 
lrjci; that- the communicotion between the caliph in the 

cep: i. bsi and the rest; of the state was so scor r hat ý_ý; 

necessary to gr<ont such Ireodom. Bub this freedom 

did not amount; to an independence from the caliph because: 

any im. port-ýnt; d °cision either in the field of organization 
t1- 'iy 'o ken t or in the, ýýc'7'JLy. 21i7ci1'L c }l i. to be t;., by th 

himself with the help and consultation of his circle in 

Ie line . Iý or. example when t; he rius]. im army captured the 

Sawa d land from the Sosanian er:: pire a dispute arose between 

the Muslims. Some of ahem demanded that; the land shoulei 

be distributed among the army who captured it as was the 

practice during the pre-Islamic period and he 1'r. caphet's 
ý 

period. 
) 

But CUmor who was then the caliph, saw this 

sug; , esU-ion as impractical because it ', would mean the 

enslavement of the whole inhabitants of this land os weil 

as the ruin of the land. 
(2) 

Instead of this sug ; es Lion 

C Uniar decided to leave the ? and in the hands of its 

local inhnbitants to cultivate it and pay taxes to the 

treasury. I iS true v at. he consulted �he various 

groups in the community. Some of them. agreed with his 

point of view and some did not, but in the end he and he 

alone took the decision and it ýýas accepted by all the 

(1) QurJ än, Süra, VIII, 41. Abü Yüsuf, Ya'qüb b. Ibrähim 
(d. 182 A. H. ) a1--Kharcii, al-( a7a. fiyya press, Cairo, 1932. 

pp. 18,35- 

(2) Shaban, op. cit., pp. 46-4-7. 
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r: usl. ims because they kne ! tiiz t it tiras his rin; ii to do sa. 
(1 ) 

The caliph at I-In di. ne kept e can. s-unnt watch 

over his in the ätctc provinces. cUmcx" clurinc; 

his coiinhoÜe used. to collect his information about the 

conduct of these official, ", by askin¬ people who come from, 

the same province when they arrived at I'ledina, presumably 

on the: i_r. , lay to piiGritnaGe, 
(2) 

When the peo jý. 1e of ýi-B sra 

complained to Uniar about; she conduct of their governor, 

he recý3lle3 him for investigation and oppo_;. ntecl another 

governor. The same happened .,; l-ien they comolnined to 

CUthm5n during his period about their Bove nor Abis Iiisä 

He then dismissed him and appointed another* 
(4) 

So it is beyond any doubt that the caliph at 

1'Jedino excercinod a political control over the whole of 

the Muslim State. The governors may have excercised their 

discretion in novel » circumistances in the absence of any 

instruction from the caliph, but it is hardly conceivable 

that they would have disobeyed his instructions because if 

they dial he would be able to replace them with more cooperative 

officials. 

In addition to the political authority the caliph 

during this period had the legislative power, although he 

was bound to observe the QurýIZ7nic 1e islation. At the same 

('i) Abi: i Yüsuf , on. cit. , Pp. 24-27. 
(2) al. -Tübari, Týirikh, vol. 4, p. 226. 
(>) Ibia., vol. 4s PP. 70. -72. 
C4) Ib: L ., vol.. 4. i. 2, c-0. 
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time he had to interpret the Cur n and solve any { 

problems arising out of implementing the Qur)anic rules. 

For example, when a woman died leaving a husband, 

mother, two full brothers and two uterine brothers, 

according to the C. ur? änic rule, the husband was entitled 

to half the inheritance, the mother one sixth and the 

uterine brothers a third. ýL. mar decided accordin, Cly and 

the full brothers were left with nothing, and they complained 

to (Umar that they had the same mother as the deceased and 

were therefore at least as close in their relationship to the 

deceased as the uterine brothers. CUrnar, convinced by the 

logic of their ar nent, decided to revise his decision and 

legislated that all the brothers should share a third of the 

inheritance. 
(1) 

This is a typical example of how the caliphs 

during this period are thought to have viewed their role of 

explaining the Qur)än and supplementing it with their own 

decisions. In very rare cases they deviated from the Qur: )änic 

laws, as, for instance, when Abü Bakr decided, on the advice 

of '(U-mar, to refuse to give al 1.1uýaliafa oulithuhua, those 

whose hearts "'iere to be reconciled, their share from the 

Zakat because he thought that Islam was powerful enou h and 

it did not need their support. 
(2) 

Any legal problem facinE the officials of the 

(1) Ibn al a; ryim, vol. 1, p. 111. Coulson, History of 
Islamic law, p. 25. 

(2) al--Jas:, as, op. cit., val. 3, p. 153. 
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Sii$ii6? was; refer-red to tb(Cili )h ! ')117 jOUIC1_ to : ie"Gt le 

the ptoblem with the help of his leß i advi. ; or. s. As on 

example of this practice a report by al-Tabar? ' says that 

Abü c Thayda b. al --Jarräh was the governor of Syria and 
6 N 

l 

,1a qucstionconce. rrling the drinking of ii. I he was f aced vii 

wine. Some of the people under his jurisdiction argued 

that they drank wine because they thought th,. iU the verse 

in the fur n did not prohibit the drinking of 4ine but 

only recommended that the Muslims should leave it. Ahv 

(Ubayda wrote to Umar to clarify the position. cUmar 

ruled that the verse in the Qur' -an constituted a command 

fron God which must be obeyed and respected. He also 

decided' that if they persisted in their attitude ; 

they should be killed, but if they accepted that it was 

prohibited then they should be punished for committing 

a prohibited act. 
(') It is true that all the Prophet's 

companions during this period. had the right -to interpret 

the Qur-' n and explain it, but their interpretation 

had no official authority'-whereas-the, caliph's decisions had 

this kind of authority. So it is clear that the caliphs jar 

during this period had acted by their various legislations 

and administrative decisions as a supplementary to the 

Chur>cnic decisions, 
(2) just as Muhammad hod done before them. 

(1) al-Tobari, Tärikh, vol. 4,. pp. 96-97. 

(2) Schacht, Introduction, p. 15. 
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On the basis, of this discussion we cnri conclude 

Lh ac the caliph c3uri_n[; thi; 3 period had the. pol: iti_col es 

;el. l_ as the lc, r?; islat titre cu-hority with zeasoziable power 

to enforce his, decisions. 

B The cC1IT)b'S 11cliciOl nO Jer, 

The caliph 'had :i nheri b d. from the Prophet; iii the 

realm jof ; jurisdiction the position of supreme judge of the 

Muslim community. The difference between the Prophet's 

authority as a supreme judge and the authority of the caliph 

in this field appears from the svAi ble evidence to be that 

in the case of the p'rophet's authority the Qur3,, n insisted 

that the Muslims should- submit -their dispute to the Prophet 

and anyone who did not do that 1w. as regarded as mun-5ficl, 

hypocrite. 
(1) But during the rule of the first caliphs, , there 

is no evidence to suggest that the parties to a dispute 

had to submit their case to the caliph to s tale the dispute-&e 

had been the case in regard to the Prophet. Even if we 

interpreted the lost passage in the Qur'5nic verse which 

says: "obey God and obey the messenger and those who are in 

authority among yoLl'tt 
(2) 

as Muslim scholars did , and accepted 

that it meant the caliph then this would', not establish that 

the Muslims should submit their disputes to the caliph. 

It would only establish that when the caliph took any 

decision then the Muslims had toobey and accept his decision. 

(ý) See above pp. 135-41. 

(2) Qur'än, Ora, IV, 60. 
a 

4\ 
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So I would of ume thnnt if the parÜies could settle: the it 

dispute amicably without coming to the caliph they might 

do o, but if they could not solve their dispute or if 

one pmarty wr s not satiofied, then they could come to the 

caliph uha would decide the case, his decision being final. 

It is also the c, -, se if one party would prosecute to the 

caliph then the other perty to the dispute had too �eor bei ore 

the cclieh to a, nsvier. the charge, and be bound by his decision. 

They could argue with him about the decision and o peal to 

him to reconsider his verdict, but. they had tosccept his 

decision, 

Schacht argues that the caliph during this period 

did. not' act as a supreme arbitrator of the community and 

he soys: "There still remained room at a slightly later. p; er- 

iod, for a poet to exhort his audience to choose their orb- 

itratorýfrori the tribe of the Prophet, the Quroysh"e(1) A1- 

though I could not find any reference to this particular in- 

stance in our sources, it appears that this report was connected 

with a quite different matter, the discussion of the political 

leadership, and the motive of this report seems to favour 

Quraysh tribe as candidate for this position. However, Z 

would interprct the meani. nS of this kind of arbitration in 

the k light of ;. an earlier discussion of the differences 

between the Prophet's authority and the caliph's authority 

in this field. If this poet had advised his audience to 

choose their arbitrator, and ill. ' they could do so without 

" (1) Schacht, Introduction, p. 15. 

._ 



dispute b et.; een them t hen it is r erfectl; v 
. 
pos ; ibl e, bu. t' 

this exam ple does not suggest that an arbitrator can decide 

a dispute once one of the par ties had complained to the caliph " 

This example in its elf is no proof that, the caliph 

during th is period had no jud icial authority. it merely 

�tý , c. sts that the p ICI Ti. i. a form of arbitration did not , 
die a sudc en deýýtii, but, it Iiný : ýrcd. on until. it died e 

natura]. dcn-t-h as the people Genic; more mid more to refer 

their disputes to the caliph who had an unquestionable ' 

authority. 
(') 

As the Muslims were cccust, oin(, d to re orr. ink; heir 

disputes to the Prophet during his 111e, they sew it fit to 

cozitinu, e this practice under the early caliph;. As early 

as the year (12 A . H. ) when Abü Bakr, the caliph, was ieadirz 

the pill rimege, al--Tabarl tells us that two youtb. s were 

involved in a fight and one of them was hurt as a result , 

Presumably a dispute arose over the incident, and the .; hole 

matter was referred. to the caliph Abü Bakr who decided the 

case and referred it to cUmar his adviser. to carry out the 

decision. 
(2) 

Another example is -I a case which involved acc- 

usation of adultery . al-Mu 
,; 
hT ra b. Shucba was the governor 

of al-Basra-and one of his opponents Abü Bakra Hufaycb. 

Masrüh with other persons accused him of adultery. cUmar 
" t, 

as the caliph dismissed al-1,1ughira and recalled bim with 

(1) t1ott, W. Montgomery, Isla! -aic political than ht, University 

press, Edinburgh, 1968, p. 4-1. 
(2) 01--TabJrl, Prikh, vol. 3, p. 386. 



his opponents to ilodina where he : juagea.. they care Doma. 
supervised the implementin of his decision. 1} Even the 

tribal community in the desert recoi nixed this powerful auth-- 

ority of the co. l.: i. ph at Iio, J. ine and mode use of it. When 

of al- Qilron b. Yasser o. al--Haritii attc cked the camels 

Shamardal from another tribe, he killed mo. -,, L of the camels 

and the camel-herd and escaped to some remote place in the 

Arabian desert, al--She iiardal went to the caliph <Uthman and 

complained to him about what had happened. CUthrnUn, unable 

to bring the offender to justice, instead. put pressure on 

the tribe of QirFn using the pro-Islamic Arabian method of 

tribal responsibility for its own member. So Qira&s tribe 

was obl'i., ed to pay the blood-money of the camel-herd and 

compensation to ol-Shamardal for the loss of his camels. 
(2) 

These are only a few examples of how the caliph 

during this period had assumed unquestionable authority in 

judicial matters. This appears to be the result of the 

action taken by the people of this period rather than a 

result of the caliph demanding that the disputes should 

be referred to him. The Nuslim community saw the advantages 

gained by submitting their disputes to the Prophet. They 

liked the experiment and continued to use it under the 

caliphate of this period. The. ability of the caliph in 

Medina to enforce his decision was strengthened by Abü Bakr's 

success in the rid. da war and that was one of the reasons 

(1) al-Tabari, T'o rikh, vol. 4, pp. 96-97. 
(2) al-Boc; hdcdi, al--IMiubabbar, pp. 213-17. 
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which mace the people more end more inclined to submit; t; hejr 

disputes to the ccli? ph. The alterrictive they had was the 

urbi Lrct; oil of pr. e-Thi rmic -type which could V eSult in 

urisatisf, ectorýý jud mont and no power to enforce iL. Ani. 

the end the d7. sput; e would be resolved by war. They 1)re-- 

ferred theta the caliph would decide the dispute and enforce: 

hi ýjud raezit rather then to ]veep their old method ' hich v: cc 

inadequate to meet the new circumstn: nccs in the society. 

However, if they could agree on some one to solve their 

differences in an ae, reeable way to both sides, than the 

caliph would. not interfere. 
("') 

Now 1'1e move to the question of the d oief; ation 

of the 'caliph's authority in judicial matters. It appears 

from our sources that during?; the e2r1y years of the period of 

the ý four caliphs . 
the caliph used to deal with the question 

ofdisputes personally but with the developnent of 

the Muslim state and its administration of the conquered 

territory, the caliph became far too busy to deal with 

every judicial matter, and began to delegate his respon- 

sibility in this field to his officials. 
(2) 

This delegation of the caliph's judicial authority 

liess been discussed. by some moc'. ern scholars. M. Hamidulish, 

for example says ontis point: "t'Je have however., cases 

to the effect thot r-l rear end c'ýli authorised some time the 

(1) See above pp. 186-88. 
(2) Ibn Kha1cUn, op. cit., p. 390. 



governors to £ipp01. T1t: j11C: g Os1° Q 1T'"Cý. Cviil'CÄ coo Jurjä ob rv ; 

that, the miner in which, he court ws held v; as 

influenced by the Doman and Persian examples but he adds 

that this in itself does not justify the attribution of 

the origin of the whole system to these influences. (6) 

J. \'e el. ihouce'n says in ai footnote: "There as as yet no 

such official under ýUmor 'Iq Presumably at that time 

there was no dispute at all. We first hoar of a gr)di in 

Küfers at the time of Nuc5wiya or Yazid 1.11(3) On the other 

hand Schacht had this to say on this question: "The first 

caliph. did not appoint raidis and in g; en(: ral did not lay the 

foundation of what later became the Islamic system of acdmina 

istroti: on of justice; this is shown by the contradictions 

and improbabilities inherent in the stories which assert the 

contrary" seems that none of these sbcolars dis- 

cussed the relevant reports which suggested that the c3.1_i-rah 

during this period had delegated. his judicial. power to other 

officials, but I propose to gather. these reports and put them 

together and discuss their authenticity and probabilities. 

The earliest reference to the appointment of 

special judges during the early caliphate in our sources was 

by Abü Yüsuf <d. 182 A. II. ) who said that cUina. r I had 

(1) Iiamidul1ah, M. Administration of justier in early Islini, 
Art. I. C., April., 1937, p. 1x70. 

(2) Jurji, Edward J. Islamic J. ovi in operation; Art. A. J. S. L. 
-19110, vol. 57, P. LI. 4. 

(3) Welihausen, OD-cit., p. 26. 
(4) Schacht, Introduction, p. 16. 
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appointed cAkhd A11 h b. i1tý^ýücl as o judge in addition to 

his task as a treasurer. 
(1 Kbalifa b. lft ryi3t (d. 240 

the second reference, reported that during the time of 

ppointed SulaymIn b. RabiCa al-B hj. l1 =Umar. I, the caliph a- 

After he had been dismissed CUmar appointed 
(2) 

as a jud{ c. 

Shurayh b. al-Ilärith al-Kind. who remained the judge of 

1) 1-Iiüfa until the death of CUthrnän. Khalifo also reported 

that cUmor appointed Abü I-iaryom al-I enafi as a judge in 

al-Basra. After a while he was dismissed and CUmer appointed 

Karb b. Sr. üIle remained until he was killed in the bottle 

of the c mel, except during a limited period in (--Uthin5rils 

caliphate when he ordered Abü Müsä al-Ash<ari to take charge 
(ý} 

of the 'legal matters in al-Basra for a year. 
" 

{, 
c 

Ibn Outayba (d. 276 l1. ß. ) was the third source 

to refer to these appointments. He gave more detail in 

regard to al-Iüfa. He agreed with Khallfa that SulaymUn 

ai'B hiii was the first judge appoint d by CUmar I in Iraq 

but he added that cUmar has sent him with the army, I and` '. 

he took part in the Q'Edisiyya battle. . Men the Muslims 

conquered al-Madz'in1 he was the judge. -He -was dismissed 

and another person called Shurahbil b. Jubayr took over for 

a short period.. After him come Abü Qi ra al-Kind-1 and when 

the military colony of al-Küfa was established he was the 

judge and remained so until the appointment of Shurayh who 

(1) Abü Yüsuf., op. cit., p. 36. 

(2) Kha;: yutop. cit., vol. 1, I pp. 128-29... 

(3) Ibid., vol. 1, pp. 128-29,157-58. 



continued until the Unna, 
, Iad iperiod. 

(1) 
tJaki YT 1ý7 (c3.4306 A. iiw) 

af; reed with Ibn Qu-t, 3; ybe in re ord to al-KTafa although he 

said that after the dismissal of Abü Qux"ra- al-Kindi and 

before the appointment of ýhurayk: t `=Ahü All-5h b. Maslý: üd 

was entrusted with the administration of justice in addition 

to his office a; a treasurer which ol; reed with the report 

by Abi `_'iisuf quoted earlier. VJaki' also gave -,. n. torma lion 

about the appointment of a special judr; e in Syria and soya 

that Abü ai-Derda3 cUwaymir b. lik was appointed as the 

judge of this province from the time of 'Umar I until his 

death in the time of cUthmän. Mu<iwiya the governor of 

the province asked him to recommend some one to fill this 

task and the recommended Fudä13 b. c1lbavrd to be the next 

judge. 
( 

He agreed with Khalifa b. Khayit on the appoint- 

Mont in al-Basra of Abü Naryarn as a judge of al-Basra, 

but from his report it seems that before Abü Maryam toot: 

charge CUmor I asked the governor to settle disputes. Then 

T' YT then took charge of that, but after a period he was 11bä ýlar am - 

dismissed and Kacb b. Sur was appointed in his place. 
(l0 

al-Tabari iai the fifth early source to mention 

the appointment of special judges. He agreed with Wakic 
P 

and Ibn Qutayba on the appointment of Abü Qurra and Shurayh 

(1) Ibn Qutayba, 'cAbd A]. läh b. Muslim (1.276 A. II. ) cUyün al. - 
Akhbär, Dar al-Kutub press, Cairo, 1963, vol. 1, pp. 61-62. 

quoting c. ýmir al_ShaCbi. 
(2) Wakic, oo. cit., vol. 2, pp. 185-88. 
(3) Ibid., vol. 3, p. 199. 

(ll) Ibid., vol. 1, pp. 270,274. 
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as judges in al-Küfa during the time of cUnar. (') 
He did 

not mention the judges before them which the sources 

earlier to him had done. In regard to al-Basra he reported 

that when 'Umar I died the judge in al-Basra was Kerb b. 

Sür, (2) 
which agreed with all the sources before him. 

al-Kinds reported that cUmar I had appointed Qays b. AbI 

al-IAs as a judge in Egypt. 
(3) 

al-Isfahgni mentioned 

the appointment of Shurayh as a judge of al-Küfa by 

CUmar 1. (4 The function.. and the decision8L of these judges 

will be discussed later. 
(S) 

Aa for' contradiction in these reports, 

it appears that there is no such contradiction in so far 

as the appointment of judges is concerned, although some 

'sources! - gave only a few names while others gave a more 

detailed account. For example they all agree that Shuray1. 

was appointed judge of al-Küfa by C Umar I. Khalifa only 

mentioned two names before him while Ibn 0utayba and Wakic 

told of four, al-Täbari''reported a statement which could 

be regarded as contradictory to these reports. He quoted 

-Ibn Shihäb al-Zuhr3 as saying that neither Abü Bakr nor 
(6) Umar had appointed any judges. But this statement of 

(1) al-Tabari, ý'ärikh, vol. 3, p. 623, vol. 4, p. 101. 
(2) bid., vol. 4, p. 241. 
(3) al-Kindi, Muhammad b. Yusuf (d. 350 A. H. ) Wulät Mi? r 

wa Qudätuhä, ed. by R. Guest, al-Yasüliyyin Press, 
Beirut, 1908, p. 300. 

(4) al-Isfahani, op. cit., vol. 17, pp. l45-49. 
(5) See below pp. 197-99. 
(6) al-Tabari, Tär! kh, vol. 4, p. 241. 
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ol-. Zuhri is not complete as it oppecrs in the quo c ti on 

of a7_-Tebar" . 4Jaic ives us the complete sLai;,: n-icnt; when 

he quotes a)... ýuhri as saying: "The Pro hei; and. Abiz 13olcr 

and Umar did not appoint any , judr-; es until the time ,, hen 

said to Yazid 10o Ukizt al-T; imr; "1Ij_ll you take from, 

these srn ll matters. (lie%? ning minor d. ispu. tes)" i ne some of 

This statement can i only be int crp: ieved in t 'o ways, 

one is that it means L -he op )ointment, of judges in general 

did not start until the time of cUmar I which all the 

sources seem to agree upon. The second interpretn-tion of. 

this stater ent which appears to be the more likely one is 

that al-Zuhr"i was talking about the appointment of judges 

in the capital of the fluslim State, v'here the caliph was 

and that during the Prophet's and Atü Bakr's time ond 

the first few years of CUmar's I caliphate no judge had 

been appointed to administer justice in the capital because 

the caliph dealt with the disputes himself. This was until the time, 

when cUmer found it impossible for him to administer the 

State and look at all the disputes. So he asked some of 

his companions to help him by judging. the minor cases. 

So far as these reports are concerned I see 

no reason to doubt their authenticity because all our 

early source: on history agreed upon them and I canot 

find any motive which could justify their fabrication, 

(1) t1akiC, op. cit., vol. 1 p. "105, 
(2) al-Kittun:, OP-cit., vol. 1, pp. 259-60. 

1 



or render t hcom Suspect:. -i ., Schnobt argue: -L-h-t; it is 

improbable that the caliph would have appointed juäes dlzrizýý 

tii. s period, 
(ýý 

but he did not sey why. Iicý: ý ti*er, it 

appears to be possible that; the coliph l would' have assisted the 

ge'. Tlterol. s of the army and the governors of the provinces 

by appointig a capable. Por oon to solve some of the legal 

problems facing; the llý. usl im s in these provinces. The 

sug ostion by our source; -that it las during Umar ls 

ralipba t; e that these off. 1cials were .s en. t seems to be 

the ap; iropriate time, since it .,; os during ýUmar's time 

that the Muslim state; had expanded to a large empire and as 

a result of which a variety of legal pr. oblem ms 

had risen that häd to be dealt with. A. bü Baler and CIJraar 

during. his early period may have depended on the governors 

of the provinces and the Generals of the army to settle 

these legal matters and disputes as has been suggested 

by Wellhausen, 
(2) but during the second half of CUmar's 

period he had to relieve the governors and the generals 

ßf-: some of their responsibilities, in order that they 

would be able to carry out the more important task of 

administering the conquered territory. He, therefore, appointed 

officials to settle disputes, supervise the distribution 

of booty and decide the questions of inheritance, just 

as he appointed officials to take charge of the public 

(1) Schacht, Introduction, p. 15. 
(2) We ihsusen, o-a. cit., p. 16. 

I 
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On the function of tha.: >c 1eTal of. !' cinls or 

judges wo have only meagre nuthetitic mo f; orial . From -Lill_s 

material it appears that their power Waa very much limited 

to the simple cases of civil disputes and the distribution 

of inheritance between the heirs. (2) 
This is evident fron 

; he reports which u, est that cri minol case were, referred I 

to the ce: ). iph. For example when al- 1uý; hi. re wes accused of 

adultery he wes not tried in al-Basra where the local jud. ce 
O 

was, but he and his accusers were sent to the caliph cthnar 

to decide the case. Söme may say that O1-Mughira 

was recalled to Medina because of his official position as 

a ßove3mor, and. if he was an ordinary person what would 

happen, Our second example will show that every criminal 

act was tried by the caliph. t1hen three youths in al-Kiifa 

attacked ol-I? aysamän al-Khuza t and killed him, al--Walicl b. 

<Ugba who was the governor of al-Küfa at that time did. not 

refer the case to the judge of a1--Küfc, but he referred it 

to CUthm5n who after looking into the case decided that the 

three youths were guilty of murder. So he wrote to al-t", alid 

to give the relatives of al-IIaysamän the right to demond the 

(4) execution of the three youths for their crime. 

(1) AS Yüsuf, op. cit., PP. 36-39,113-14. 
(2) Wakic, op. cit., vol. 2, p. 185. 
(3) al-Tabar_i, Terikh, vol. 4-, pp. 70-72. 
(4) Tbid., vol. 4, p. 272. 

4 
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The 
. 
fact that all the criminL1 

by the earl-, v sources were not decided by the ju(Ißo's Would 

indica t. e that; the Caliph duriri this eriod hod reserved 

to hirmsel. f the jud in ; of these cri yes. Abi Y7m, -at: Tenor-';,, 

-lh, -at the caliph cUrnar wrote to the governors in nil the 

ý7Z'Civinces s t; ýin that; 110 execution should be C87"'-A. d out; 

without his approval, This was after he had seen the case of a woman who 

had been roped and the people crowded around her accusin ; 

her of adultery, cUmsr was afraid that this situation 

happen somewhere he could not be consulted, so he issued 

a decree which would enable him to avoid any miscarriage 

of justice. (1) 

Although our sources ag rue that during "Umar s 

caliphate he appointed special judges to solve disputes= 

they fail to provide us with enough materi. nl which would 

enable us to determine more clearly their functions and 

responsibilities. And. the fact that all the criminal 

cores and the religious prohibitions which our sources 

mention were decided by the caliph personally and carried 

but under his instructions compels us to assume that the 

function of these judges was limited to deciding the 

minor disputes. It is al. do possible that their role was 

extended to deciding the distribution of inheritance because 

in this field the Qur"'Fn had introduced some change in 

the Arabian system. It is possible that the caliph in 

Iledina had to send some officials who knew these questions 

'(I) Abü Yüsuf, a . cit., p. 153. 



I99 
of ir. heritonof: 

a 
\Jaktc reporteed. that S-UlOynm-i n b. R. -lbLIo 

weis asked to settle a question of inh. erii : sr: tceg end he 

was one of the judys our sources mention 
N) 

A': 1oth: Z' 

possible function of ti. c e judc; e - was the distribution 

of the booty after the h,, bate. \J'o know the Qur' yin hod 

1. e st ed in. this field and that 4Urtar used to äcti son: eon. e 

from IIw ýäina to the b3 i; tle field to distribute the booty 

sccoidini ; to the Qur- Eric le ; i. s1_-ot ions, sending a fifth 

to the caliph. 
(? ) 

So we may assume that the caliph 

assig=ned this task to a judge instead of scnd. inr. another- 

officini every time a battle took place. 

To summarize this section I would conclude that 
the caliph during this period had. judicial power as well 

as the, political and legislative authority, and that; he 

used to decide disputes personally until t; he expansion 

of the State. He then had to delegate some of his authority 

in judicial matters to other officia. l. s. On the disco ion 

of the xports related to the appointment of judges during 

the period of CUmar it! am inclined to accept these reports 

as probably authentic as there is no reason to justify 

their rejection. The responsibilities and functions of 

these judges during this period appears upon analysis to 

be limited to settling the minor disputer and thedistribution 

of inheritance and booty and very much dependent on the 

(1) Waki. c, 22. ci-t., vol. 2, p. 185. 

(2) al--Dhahabl, Muhammad b. Ahmacl (d. ? 11-8 1!. H, ) TLjx! ithal- 

isläm, al-Quds library press-,, Caixo, 1,, 47, vol. 2, p. k1. 

F1 
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po?. ii; ic nl authorities. It is poScib1_e tO Esc , zrne t; h. at of 

the ber; inning of this period these functions were performed 

by diftf ore j at as U lie question of she distribution 

of booty sbows, and 1_=, tor in the period ssi ri. ed to the 

oflici,. ýl. s . -ho were in charge of settlilnr; the dispute. 

can the-, . c, persons be called judges, gEdls at this sacz 

. 
T. see no reeeson why they should, not be crilled. so. 101.10 Qutr'cn 

u red the verb gadä in connection with juaicici ooL vities. 

So it is conceivable that the early c; -3liphs when they app- 

oiza. teä officials to settle disputes. chose the word gädi 

to describe them as it derives from the verb gadäo 

C. The , iud Les' aua. l if ications. 

As we have seen in the last section the caliph 

appointed some judges to the task of settlinf di putes; 

but what kind of person were these officials? What qunjli-by 

did. the caliph require for ldiis task! A story related to 

the appointment of Shurayh as a judge of al-Küfa quoted by 

K. A. Fariq in his article on Shurayh would serve to iilusf. rete 

the position during (-, his period: " CUmar negotiated. the 

purchase of a horse and in order to test it rode it (or 

made somebody else ride it, according to the version of 

al-Aghäni). 
(') 

During the trial, the horse died and <Umar 

returned it to the seller who refused to take it back. 

Arbitration was decided upon by both, and the seller brou; ht 

('i) aI-Isfah ni, o . cit;., vol. 17, p. 'ý47 



<'o'i . 
ýSý1L1I'flTjý_7 fo ýýi1G' purpose He said : "Comm nd. er ojthe 

faithful, Eý_ýi}1ý'.: ý' tii3'. cC3 y a"SeS; 3ion1 o. the obýjecV you 

intended to buy or return it as you took it. 
p X1(1) 

CUmer w, 
-is pionscd with this sound judgment nnö. recognised 

the ability of Shuroyh and his in4e_Lii ent, capacity to 

deliver an ecceptable decision, so he appointed him judge 

of c, l-Kufa. Another parallel example as reported on 

the appointment of Kocb ba Sur al-A4adi as a judL; c of a 1.. -La s rý. ,.. 
I assiune the possible authenticity of these 

repoets because it does not involve any major issue of 

difference between the scholars which mit ht indicate its 

fabrication to promote a point of view, and at the some 

time it agrees with the general pattern of this period 

which 
. 
sug ; gists the likelihood of this incident being; 

authentic. It is possible that Umar being the caliph 

and involved in this dispute, would agree to arbitration 

as there was no alternative to decide the dispute. 

On the assumption that these reports are authentic 

it appears that the qualification required of i the person 

who would play the role of settli_nC.; disputes had not 

changed; very much from the pre-Islamic period. This was mainly the 

ability to deliver a common sense decision suitable to 

satisfy both parties. It is true that the judge which would 

settle the disputes and supervise the distribution of 

(1) Fariq, K. A. lkn early I'1iuslim judge Shurayh, Art. I. C. 1956, 
vol.. 30, p. "üe 

(2) Ibn Sa<d, op. cit., vol. 7, p. 65. 
0 
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roller'? t nc; c ý. zýci boot; v had to 
,, 3in some y, 

Shureyh is sr id to hssve learnt the Qur'an by he rf; , -) t;: hou'; h 

this was s. ftcr his op. >pointment. 
(1) 

I-i; seems however. ,, i -_. t 

the knout( d.! r of the C`u Wi 
,r on. v, u 

ros not e>zougn in iLst1.. ýf ýý 
yu 

. 
the ', 

condi dote had to. be of recognized inte-1-1irrence with the 

cibil. it, y to sai-i; > afy the tä ro parties concerned. Ctnmr must hove 

known m any companions who knei-. the Cit-'I n by heart, but ho 

was im. aressed by the soundneess of the judgments mode by Shuroyh 

and Kacb not; because they met the Qurý n=i. c io is7. otion but 

because they took sensible decisions which pointed to 

the Possession of intellingent minds. 

In Nahj aJ_ -ßa1. r there is q letter' ascribed to 

CA1i b., Ab: ý Tä1ib, , iie fourth caliph, which he allegedly 

wrote to al-Ashtar o1-1, \Talnah when he sent him co c 

governor of Egypt. In this letter there is o part graph 

concerned with the appointtaent of a judge -to the pr. ovinci , 

in which CAli instructed the governor to choose the best 

frort his subjects to judge between the people . The 

letter mentions some qualifications which the governor 

should look for in the candidate. These quolifico tions 

were a combination of moral standards and personal ability. 

Personally he had to be an able man who would not find it 

difficult to deal with the liti[rants and. who would always 

try to increase his knowledge; he should be patient in his 

search for a solution to the problem facing hira, and when 

he finds the solution he should be determined to enforce it. 

(1) Fariq, op-cit., p. 288. 



iioz' ?_1. y he. had td. be cn honest t e. r_ ̂o;: A Libo tiould. ": l 

nor be tom" )ted. 1)y t tr_ oct±orn. The r e.; st of the pare- 

GraphL an. instr ic: tt: ion 41, 
o i, Iie gove;. 'r: o: v l; o n: l_r, r, e the jud. t e it 

hi Corrr'icience rind. to give, nisi a -cmsitioln in the official 

c1. rcleti so that he would be safe £roin aiieg;; .onsbo hexýý. 
ý1ý 

This document if ;; rovon to be aui, ho ti. C would 

sucri e st that the qu`'.. 11iic it- ions dc1-1. uidecl r01: 1 the c nelida-Ge 

h, 30, clwnßed since the pr'e-11ernic period becJu^d it tried 

to specify rules for the appointment and demanded particular 

conditions from a candidote. But it is difficult to 

d. eternin(; its authenticity or other wise, because on one hand 

we may accept that some ofthe conditions which the document 

spoke cX rni�ht be possible during this period. On the othex- 

hand this document gave to the judge an importance which is 

not conceivable at, this sttaGe of Muslim history. The respon-. 

sibility of the jud e during this period was at the most 
ý Nlý, w" 

settling disputes and supervising the distribution of in- 

heritance and his role was secondary to that of the province 

governor. The importance which this document attaches to 

his appointment is not consistent with the actual position 

Another the judge during this period, r reaýýon is that .>} 

thi s document seems to belong to a more advanced period in 

the development of Islamic institutions, whereas in this 

per iod the things were very simple. There were n o clear 

cut views and. rules regarding the order of things . Arabia 

(1) Ibn Abi al-Hadid, cAbd al-Hamid (d. 656 A. H. ) Sharp iah jar;? 
Ba1. ä , ha, ed. by I. A. Ibrühim, al--Malabi presti 
vol . 18- pP " 58-59- 
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had to adjust itself to the new ideas of Islam though at 

the same time its way of life did not chaYi; e overnight 

but took a long time to adjust. On these : ýroiuids I am 

inclined to think that it is highly u: nli:: ely that this : ccu- ,. N 

ment is authentic, and the only probable explanation Ic ýn 

; dive is that it might have been �ritten during the Umayyad 

period by someone who, not satisfied with the prevailing 

condition of the judges and their position, have his 

view of the ideal judge and his place, and asserted that 

this had been the practice during the early caliphate. 

From this discussion we can conclude that during 

this period the qualification required of those appointed 
!I 

to settle disputes, was, apart from their k-no, r: lef-Ifie of N 

the Qur) nic laws, the ability to deliver a sensible 

judgment which would command the respect of both parties. N,,,, 

D. the sources of the law. : Mftin". 

To settle disputes, during this period, or try ;, k. 

criminal cases or cases of inheritance, they had to depend 

on t're legal material which existed at that time, however 

little. The sources of this material was as follo:, s" . 
f; ltd 
. k1t 

1The C ur'än: 

We have seen in our discussion in the last 

chapter that the C; ur3a had introduced some 1-eCa reform;, 

PI, 



in the Arabian tribal especially in the family orb',, ti 
ý"ý 

", 

and 11111e, _tOnCO -Aji. i(? F ;e during i; Ili!: ' t? C l' I OCý ýlc <)_ to 
1 

. ýený, these lel isle;; i ons and iL is he 

would have ignored the Qur'änic rule especially if he 

were acting in an official . capac .. 
ty. For example whela al- 

14ughira b. Shuc-bo was accused. of nd. ultery; Umar in his off-, 

icia i capacity as caliph hcd to d. eci_de the case and give: a 

decision as to t: hethel. ' 31--! 'lUýýýlira wa guil{y of the Glii`! C' E 

or not. The first thing that <Umar did was to implement the 

Qur) enic legislation in this matter. He . asked for four 

w it nesses 
to test if y that they had mtuaily seen the 

actual intercourse before he could convict nl_j-juCh1ra of the. 

crime, as the Qur): inic rule stipulated. Three witnesses out of 

four were ready to testify to that effect, but the fourth 

one was not sure. The case of adultery turned into a yl 

case of slander by the three witnesses for which the QurýUn 

prescribed eighty lashes as a punishment. CUmar implemented 
I 

There this decision and the three witnesses were flo ; med. 

were many examples on the same pattern which would justify our 

assumption that the Qur: ýFn was regarded as a source of law 

during this period. 

2. The Prophet's decisions. 

In our discussion of the QurA nic legislation 

we pointed out the fact that these lei is1o ions did not 

give a comprehensive system of law, but rather a wide range 

(1) al-TabJri, Tar kh, vol. 4, pp. 70-72. 

,. 
-- t 
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Of --., which ;. id not Cover everything. There were more=, 

over, some lc i proble13,: i dx': LSý.. 7i ow; of these 1o' : i.:. i. (. t? ti7_ons. 

So the Prophet, had to solve thc, sc problems os they arose, 

and le islst; e for the troblenis *olhich the Qui-)Jrn did, not 

deal. with These deC-Isions must; have been knoiin to his 

con: iprinions, and if after his death, the , rime prob J.. cm had 

arise. and the caliph or any of his officials knew of these 

decisions, -they would have implemented them, beceusc they tiecoGnized. 

the Prophet's authority ,, h4. ch had. been established by the 

nur' än as we have seen in the isst chapter o, 
At the 

same time this wos the natural tendency of the Arabs who 

were bound by the precedents set by their leaders. Before Talom 

any decision taken by persons whorl they regarded as wise and 

intelligent ..; ould be followed. After the emergence of 

Islam and its success in overcoming the Arabian opposition, 

and as the old Arabian procedure of precedent which had never 

died out, reasserted itself, and any decision taken by the 

Prophet would now be the precedent which Muslims would 

respect and implement. On this basis we would accept 

the report by al-ShofiCI that cUmar" was faced with a legal 

problem concerning the blood-money of the unborn child, 

where a pregnant woman wcs assaulted by someone and her 

child died as a result of that assault. CUmor asked if 

there was anyone who knew if the Prophet had taken any 

decision in this matter. When- Iiami b. M, lik: b. al-Näbigha 

told him that he knew of a decision taken by the Prophet 

t 
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in a si filar cast,, -Umar thcrz docidcd. accordizli 1yr (1) 

7the cn7. irjn. 'r, J. at; i c_ý: ý aril Ly-,,, 1 cu toi 

Sf a ,: 
it? cl e darin t; his ould tlG i find 

his ariscr in these two sources of the Q urr, --n mid Sunm2, 

then the only Ilo uu til a1týi: 'I1'ýt;: i. ve was the caliph who would 

use his 
. 
Legi. sie üivo power. -t ;o Live ti'le necessary dccicions 

As is evident; from our discussion earlier_ the caliph uý! ed 

this pox-., er quite orten. "-Umar decided that the full 

brothers should share with the uterine brothers in the al- 

Ilusborr_alc, a, case os we mentioned eoriieý,. 
ý2ý 

cIJthm n 

legislated on to do with people who ericoureGed the 

rebels und porticiýpated in political agitation rind he 

decided upon these 1. e islations when he sent Able I)harr 

al-Ghifäri to el-Rabdha in exile. 
(>) 

The caliph's officials in the provinces when 

they were faced with any lc(, ra1 problem which they could. 

not solve would mk the caliph to decide in this regard. 

The officials. would implement whatever decision the caliph 

iuiCht take. 

Another source of the law during this period 

(1) al-Sh3fi4 i, Piuhamniad b. Idrls (d. 204 AJ{. ) al--Ri 3la, ed. 
by Ahmad "I. Sh4kir al-Halabi press, Cairo, 1940. 

pp. 1126-28. 
(2) See above p. lt . 
(3) al-Dhahabi, or2. cit., vol. 4, pp. 96-97. 
(4) al-Tobari, T-Ur . kh, vol. 4, pp. 96-97. 
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was the 1e , al custom was kno,,: n to Ar. abi<an 

societ; y. For ex ample when CU; hrnrin was facc: cl with a crime 

committed by one member of a tribe a ain; ýt; knothe: c tribe 

and the cy. 'im 1_ escaped c IJrhm resort c: z to tue e-- 

Isla iic ct? s tc i of the collective, res ponsibilitiy of the tribe, 

and held the tribe of the off'cn:?. e-i: ' respons. 1.1le for hi. s 

actioia and- they were obii_; ed. to pay for bis crime. 
("') 

In 

another case c Uthmýn in order to determine i; he guilty 

party in a case of homicide applied. al. -gasä? na as it was 

used in the 
. 
pro-Islamic period.. `) 

The judge could alsot utie his personal discretion 

without the need for consultinc; the caliph. Wakz" reported 

that "-Abd Ailäh b. NasCtid vos the treasurer in al-I ü. Ca as 

well as a judge maintaining law and order. A man was found 

with a woman and he w. brought before him, had since they could 

not prove anything more than this, <Abd Allah decided -to 

punish him with forty lashes in public. The relatives of 

the man were offended by this and complained to Umar about 

the incident, but when 'Abd Allgh explained_ the circumstances 

and his point; of view cUmar endorsed his decision, (3) 

The sources of nmteri3l law cluring 

this period which Would be avei1jble to the judges when 

they tried to settle disputes giere, then, the Qür"än Sünnä and the 

(1) c1-Beghd3di, al-Muhebbar, p. 216. 
"- (2) al-Tabnri, TT ri.: L , vol. t-, p. 272. 

(3) l'laki, OD-cit., vol. 2, p. 188. 
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caliph's legislations, with the aid of the existing; legal 

custom. It would be wrong, however, to assume from this that 

during this early period Islamic law had been constructed 

and systematized with established sources of law. It is 

true that any one practising law during this period would 

use the Qur%än, those of the Prophet's decisions as were 

known, and the legislation of the caliph, the. judge used. this 

material not because there was a system of rules which 

compelled him to do so, but because there , was no other 

law known to him except this. There are some reports 

which suggest the /"Umar i sent letters to the judges of 

the provinces setting out to them the way in which they 

had to decide the cases presented to them and the law 

on which they should base their decisions. However, it is 

difficult to accept the authenticity of these reports 

because they contain technical terms and a system of law 

which could not have existed during this early period. For 

example, the letter which it was alleged, CUmar sent to 

Abü I', Usü al-Ash'ari, discussed the method of giyas, legal 

deduction, and explained its application. It iz hard 

accept that it was possible during this period that such an 

advanced legal formula would have been established. We suspect 

the authenticity of this docurient since the d scussior. of 

(1) For a 'further detail and translation of this letter see: 

D. S. 1'argoliouth, (Umar' 
s instructions to the q& i, rt. 

J. R. n. S. 1910, pn. 307-26. 
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yäs as a source of 1u; ß was still a major controversial 

1 issue during the second century between : 'uslin sci. olars. 
t 

If ciyas had been introduced and settled durin; y the 

time of (Umar I, then, surely, by the second centuzy 

there would have been no need for. all these ,. arguments and 

justification of ciyas, the question beine settled by then. 

None of the scholars who took zart in the di2eussion 

on qi, a:;, mentioned this letter and surely if it had existed 

at that time the, r would have quoted it. The earliest 

reference to it was by al-Khassäf (d. 261 n. H. )(2) 

In view of this I am inclined to support Schacht'c 

conclusion that it was the product of the third centuz y. 
3) 

Cur suspicion of the authenticity of this letter 

is not only based on its content, but also on the isnäd, 

transmission. According to Ibn Hazm the first isnad contained 

6Abd al-ä; ialik b. a1=4 alld who was known to be unreliable 

because he used to fabricate traditions, so his account 

was not to be accepted. In the second isn d of this report 

there are four transmitters who were unknown which makes 

this report unacceptable according; to the Muslim scholars' 

rules of isnäd. 
(4) 

Ibn Hazm pointed out that if Ciiraar 

(1) al-Sh fi' i, ai-Rig-7ila, pp. 217-19,47646,598'-ý 600. 
(2) al-1: hassaf. op. cit., ff. 6-7- 

13) 
Schacht, Introduction, p. 16. 

(4) Ibn-Hazen, 'Ali o. iiuharctad (d. 456 A. H. ) al-Ilikäi-n Fl, Usül 

a1. -r, hkarz, al-Iman press, Cairo, undated, vol. 5--F. 

pp. 1002--03. 



C... 1, .I 

had asked AÜU Eis ^ to u- 
_s, I 

then . ahy had he not asked 

Shur_ oy. ''a to use -Lhis t: 1e Lhaü ? Instead he gave him the 

choice of either usirif his n in discrct; ion or coln. su1_i, in ; 

1 the csl. iph in any difficult c, uestiOn that confronted him. 

A close ! nves ti p; pion of Abu 115so' c carccr would reveal 

that he never occupied -L-he office of judge during 

LUma is caliphate, but he acted as < <jud. e of al--Kufo 

for one year during, "U-thm n's caliph. ialu 
(2) 

It is because of circumst; ontiu1 information 

as v"01.1 - its content ý. i, h, -,, I; rye are compelled to 

reject such a document. NUmor 

to his AG A officials advisin; 

dispense justice cud explaining 

these reports are difficult to 

fabricated, because even these 

may have sent instructions 

them on ho: "a they should 

their duties to them, but 

distinguish fir. or the 

reporbs which could be 

accepted as authentic they werei. transmitted in various 

ways and forms and distorted in order to support one or 

another point of view. An example is the report that when 

CUmar sent Shurayh to al-Küi'a as a judge he instructed 

him, according to the version of a1-Tobarl as quoted by 

Ibn ei-Qayyim, to judge according to the Qur? r n and the 

z Prophet's decision and to his own discretion. But 

according to Ibn Ream's version he instructed hirn to 

(1) Ibn iiazm, al-Inkäri, vol. I. 

(2) CArn s, on. ci L., p. 15, 
(3) Ibn al-Qayyiin, op. cit., 

5-8, p. 1004. 

vol. 1, pp. 62-63 quotin a]. -Týýbari 
l 

_..... 
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L. fI 

judý; eý ocoorcl. i. n to the Our)g and. the Prophet c deci: ion 

cnd to whm., t the, ; oo ýý, al-Salihun had decided. , if 

this wns not sf ile he @avý' `ii: the choice of :, it hel"' 

dec7_d1n{.. - üccor in"pa to his discretion or consul LJ_nr, the 

col i. ph ýaxid 'U. nar r_ecom, ricie3 ; he consul_';; 331; _ýon. 
M 

In vi ew of i11 these contrck-',: i_ct, i. on s, it is hardly possible for 

us to (fete . nm: ine any of these reports, n suthoIIt;: tc,. 

10j. "rocedtz:: r(' zTld. ey1. d. E nce; 

It seems i'ro:; l the little in. fo7 motion we hove 

throt the proceduve adopted in the Prophet's period continued 

under the four cati. obs. The main purpose of Ia ; judge 

was to reach a aettlemcnt which is acceptable to both 

parties, it is reported that Umar said: "Try to give a 

comprothise solution bet; leen the litigants especially those 

who are relatives, as giving; a decision. ef; oinst; one party 

might result in animosity between them: ýý2ý However, 

if it was not possible to reach a compromise settlement 

between them, then the party who presented the claim would 

be asked to support that claim by evidence. According, to 

the evidence the case would be decided. If ' the plaintiff 

had no evidence .: 
the case would be resolved by the oath 

which the defendon-; would take in support of his denial. 

As an example Ubayy b. KaCb claimed something from Umar 

(1) Ibn Hazin, al-Ihkäm, p. 1004. 

(2) Abü Yüsuf, op. cit., P. 117. Ibn rarhün, op. cit., p. 30. 
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- 
U? Tlf. ir CTE.. 11c; ( , , c. j C1 b. 

. 
1.1. JbiL 4d c. l Cr C. (. A t ;.. ýý 

the dispute. As iiboyy cdid not hive any 
zsked 'mar to tote the 00th in support or his denial which 

he did. and the case was settled. 
(") Sometimes he 

oath could be offered by the def'endont to the 

for r2 1). C11if-or7 -'eve ti3. -Iiic. ld. c3_ h. D -- 

Asiiod. some Ivor ey on loon. They did not w'ribe any doc-ari ; nt 

ý. 
ý. > >r 

, ihich r. r how indicate how much the maneTr ..,; and iJ 

vtiien l- I 'i n£ýäd returned the sum a dispute crow t? nd Uth: a n ti. 

claimed that the sum of money had been larger. ` l,. OY wer to 

CUmer to settle the dispute. AI-P-iigd<od kn. owin ; -Uhal; there 

teas no evidence said to cumar ": if CUthin n would take the 

oath on ho:,., large the sum was then I would pay his claim. " 

cUinar saw this as a reasonable suggestion and agreed to it, 

but cUthm n could not take the oath as he w7 not sure. 

The .. case was settled in favour of the defendant . 
(2) 

The kinds of evidence which the judge derienc? eci 

upon during this period were as follows: 

First, the written documents we have seen 

earlier in the last; chop er. thot, it is evident from the 

Qur: ), änic insistence that the I; usl. ims , had to put their 

contract into writing and that the Qur'än regarded the 

written document as a legal proof. So we could assume 

that this practice persisted. during this period res it jr, 

highly unlikely that the i, Iuslims would ignore such a ruling 

(1) iýta hl, - 9 0p .cÜ., Vol. 1, pp. 108-09 " 
(2) CAM al-, cAzizs op. cit. , f. 55. 

H 
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oL' tile Cup. ' l e: pec C1iy if' this rule corgi: -esponded to ý; he 

pxýarýticý c' the . 
1Lxýr L. _, in the c c: tar. iurc: i. "1 field. This . äs- 

tz. nýýýian xs t, J_sc u1? port<. d by t; lle \ i. cxe U3e of wr_i. t; Len d. ocu- 

fýieixt; in trhe lcg . i1, and officio], field. 
(') 

All the 

onc1enco, the c; a7_iph in Noll n, a and. his in 

Vývarious parts of -he ; State %.: as Clone in ! drib? 7E;. when tile' 

caliph ylý C. iÜecI to vivo 1,, inc to some people : LCý-V13c- 
y 

the rir ht 

of posses ;: ion had to be put in a , ritten clo; ument. As on 

exi3mp1e rUmar wanted to give this right of possession to 

Jorir b. "-Abd Allüh, so he wrote him e document, c?. F. clc: iinC 

}iis possession. 
(2) The ahme thing happened when cA15 , the 

fourth caliph, wanted to give, the right of possession to 

Suwoyd, b. Ghafala. dictated to him o document, which. 

contained the description of the ]. ond and the r±f_ýlit of 
7 

Sut: ayd to its posses sion. 
(3) 

All these considerations lead 

us to believe e the assumption that the written document was 

an importint evidence during this period. 

Secondly, the testiviony of t: itnesses :s to the 

truth of a claim or otherwise. The establishment of the 

testimony of witnesses as le el evidence has been discussed 

in the last chapter, and there is no need to repeat it again. 

It is evident from our moteriol that the testimony of 

witnesses was regarded as a form of le ;l evidence durinG 

this period. Written " documents might be effective in 

contracts and trcnsactions, but in other cases like homicide, 

(11) al-"Tabvrl, T3riý: }l, vo . 
7j, tý. 589. ý! 

. 
(2) 1: bid., val. 3, p. 589. Abü Yüsuf, ap. cit., pp. 57-62. ;� 
(3) ý1-Týa; era, Tý3ri..: 7ý, val. 39 ýý" 589" 

9 ý_ 
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religious prohibitions the c' s 

could nob be settlecl. ? -1J. thout the : cco,, ul;,,; o eye witI e ;:: es 

to the incident. An e : ample of this is the insistence of 

CUrn3r, when ho was faced with a case of n ultery that 

the accusers should rod. uce four witnesses who would testify 

to prove the alleged czirme. 
i 

cULhni n decided o case of 

homicide on the testimcn. y of two witnesses. 

The third form of evidence wasthe oath, X31 Cho11[ljl 

we cannot Coil it evidence in the real. Sense. It scorns 

from our material. that the oath was used to settle case: 

where itwaa not possible to find an ülternnt; ive. In 

the absence of o written document or witnesses : Umar 

deponded on the ooth as a method of settling; the case 

before. hima 
(>) 

The oath had definitive effect in a case of 

suspicion of murder. The suspect would have to take the 

oath backed by fifty men from his clan to clear him from 

suspicion. If he refused or one of the fifty men backed 

dorn on the oath then the oath would be offered to the 

relatives of the murdered man. If they took the oath the 

suspect would be found guilty by the authorities; and they 

would give the relative of the murdered person the right 

(1) 31--T'abari, Tarildi, vol. 4, p. 72. 
(2) Ibnal-Athir, op. cit., vol. 2, p. 52. 0 

(3) CAbd a1-cAziz, op. cit., f. 55. 
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to execute hiin� This W_, s the Zpr. octi. ce during cUtlur gin' 

cýiiuhoý, as it appears al-Talbai-!, s. rm-, Orf; 

TO <; um Up thi; cho, ptor I come to the i'o)_1owin' 

conclusions 

1. The cal.: i. ýh c?. urin this perioc7 had. in his 

hands the political authority ss well 2: 3 the le ý; i:, lý t; ý. vc 

and judicial. power. 

2. The caliph due to the development of the 

Muslim state and. the e pansion of its territories had to 

delegate some of his power to various officials : governors, 

generals, t m. - collectors and judges. 

3e Although the caliph oppoint:; d ju(I s to settle 

disvpute, s he kepi the criminal as well as the religious 

cases under his own personal jurisdiction. 

4. The result of the caliph's appointment of 

judges durin this period gras the emergence of the beginning 

of the Islamic administration of justice. This is not to 

say that the caliph had established and organised a system 

for the administration of justice, but we are justified in 

claiming; that by this appointment, this period had, given 

birth to that later after its development became the 

Islamic administration of justice. 

(1) al--Tabari, Tarzith, vol. 4, p. 72. 

_ -_-_ý__ _Y=------- _'i 
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Chapter : IV 

The administration of justice under the 

Umayyads. 40-132 A. H. / 662-750 A. D. 

This chapter is a discussion of the development 

of the Islamic administration of justice under the 

Umayyads. It will look at the nature of authority 

during this period and consider the question of whether 

there is any clear distinction between the various functions 

of the', State,. The discussion of the sources of the law 

is important in order to understand what role the judge 

had to play in the creation of Islamic law.. In order to 

understand how the administration worked we must study 

the judge, his appointment, dismissal, function and 

authority. The development of procedure and evidence and 

the court servants and organization will also be discussed. 

A. The nature of authority. 

The Umayyad dynasty began in the year 40 A. H., 

after the death of the fourth caliph CAli, and after CAli's 

son al-Hasan had agreed to recognise Mu'cäwiya as caliph 

of the Muslims with the usual title of Amir al-NIu'minin. 
(1) 

Mucgwiya had inherited the caliphate of Medina in all its 

(1) Ibn Kathir, Abü al-Fide Ismacil b. Umar (d. 74 A. H. ) 

al-Bidäya : Ja al-Nihaya, Beirut, 1966, vol. 8, p. 16. 

al-Tabari, Tärikh, voi: 5,, p "ýjg:. 6ý 

6 
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W! 

responsibilities, and the function of the caliph wvs 

es entia1i; y the some . 
It is di fficult to accept the 

traditional paint of view that the Muslims at that early 

date differentiated between the rule of the four co]_itth 
1w 

and i iL? "Riya 'a rule because it is only after a lone; 
f 

. r, 

discussion in the la ter period that it came about t; hat, 

NuCäwiya was hold to luve been not a caliph but a king (1) ý 

It appears to be more likely that the Muslims of 1; hst t17. rrte 

had accepted i. iurF,, w.. ya in the szj«ie way as they accepted. the 

otber four caliphs. From the historical- evidence which wo 

have it appears that he functioned in the same t>ý=ay as the ';. 

early caliph did. The Uma, yyad caliph hod the right to 

appoint' the governors of the provinces and t, o def . ne their 

responsibilities and he also appointed the yr rious officials 

of the state in the copit41 as well as in the provinces of 

the state. 

The authority of the caliph was not clearly '; ý, 

defined in the early period of the Umayyad rule. In the 

pre-Umayyed period as we have seen, the caliph had all the 

authority without distinction. He held the executive and 

the Ze islarive authority and the judicial power as well.. 

and the Umayyad caliph continued to act in the same way. 

From Mu%wiya's reiGn until the time of I-Abd al--Malik 

(1) Ibn Kathir., Op. cit., vol. 8, pp. 19-20. 

ý li 
1 E`, 

ý; 
ý 

ý! 

ý, ý 
... 

_.. _. 
_ ..... ... .. . -. 

ý 
t',.. ß. 1 
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tIL 

(50--75 A . B. ) prase ýe wo goi_n; on . 
to ccýn-tr<«7_: i. sc the 

political . mthori , y, so -the er; 1iph could e.. erc: _i. see a 

control of the event in tue )rovinceF s 
`1 l As w have seen 

in the last; chapter the local governor had much wider 

polder under the four caliphs, but under the process sto t Od. 

by i uýaw».; ga and core ; letel by Qbd al-Malik the central 

`overnment of the caliph began to exercise the political. 

control over the provinces and the action of the governors. 
(2) 

Ho; wevers leaving the scale Of the go arernors' tower 

aside and looking at the'; sort of authority they exercised, 

it seems from our sources that every governor was regarded. 

as the caliph's lieutenant and that he was acting in a 

way as a semi-caliph in the province: under his jurisdiction 

without any conscious distinction in his functions. He 

was responsible for law and order as he held the power 

of the appointment of the judge and his dismissal. He 

also appointed the chief of police who was directly 

responsible to him. He could. exercise the judicial power 

if he wished. Ziy d, the governor of Iraq, used to reserve 

for himself the right to judge some cases and the judge 

used to sit with him to give 'his advice on legal matters 

(1) Shabon, op. cit., 
(2) Ibid., pp. 111-1 

(ý) Ibn "Abd Rabbih, 

alb, La nat 

p. 19. al-Kindi, 

4 

pp. 
2. 

Ahead b. Muhammad (cd. 327 A. H3. ) al-glad 
al-Ta31if press, Cairo, 1948, vol. 5, 

op. cit., pp. 311-22. 
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not ob1 i ed to 

occe it such adviC 's' i1 
> 

he (iV ý^ lind i 

, It Judicial vu. ithorit, he "ho 

: Lrý isle; 4U^ Holte v o, ücci -)7i .; :Li: i cL in i; C. Yl f. 

the ccli? h's point; of view, then the caliph could over. - 

rule hi: - decision. For exo: ple Marti =n b. al-H. kam as 

Governor of iiedino in the reign of. J'lirc. `J'ii7_ya ('. C: Med to 

inflict the hadd pul-i. J. sihme: -ii, of 

Reshman be S lhDn on sccoun-i; of 
b0 

TluCävdyo heard of the decision 

ordering him to s: l. ; er his deci; 

C: 1. -, lit, "y Qt? 1 CLbd al- 

his, ?; c± ng, drunk « When 

he wro tc to M., r'wF 
. 3. i_ol and he did ; ý. o c 

ý`= 

Mixe wiya had a personal rcn,, -O to contradict Nfar; =^n in 

this deci. si. on. However, the £ cet ttict he was _ ale to do 

so is proof enough of the over--ric. in. authority- of the 

celiph. 

The caliph would interfere in the affairs of 

Ja; province when he saw fit. For example I. 1uC j5vwiya wrote: 

to the judge of Egypt asking him to look into the wounds 

of litigants, al-ji_rcjh and decide their 

Normally Lhis was one of the duties of the governor, but 

the caliph had the right to define his Suthorit, y. The 

caliph could also demand from the loc-:: al governor the 

(1) Ibn cAbd Rabbih, op. cit., vol. 10. 
(2) al-isf ahgni, op. cit., vol. 2, p. 213. 
(3) al-Kindi, o . cib., p" 309. 
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C s, rýil1 i Z3l of one o his offJ cin^l_S for one resson or anon. -r 

(3 the Celiuh I-I: i. sIi rin b. cAba al- ý31ik cii. c, When someone 

coulpim: Lrtcci to him lbouu the conduct of 0 judge in. Egypt. 
1iC3 wrote to the rsovornor dom )nc the dismisscal. of this 

7.. i tic? uior uc C and the, ' j, go arc: r"_lor complied 

The caliph's intericronce in the running: of the 

province became more and more evident during the second 

pert; of the Umayyad rule, and the judges during.; this later 

period used to write to the csliph to ask him what they 

should do in cases where there was no legislation to cover 

them. al-Kind2 reported that CIy d b. "Ubayd A1l5h the 

judge of Egypt wrote to "timer II asking his opinion on come 

legal metters and <Umar gave hire his reply, 
(2) 

We are concerned here with the nature of authµ" 

ority in as far as it affects the enforcement of the law. 

The question which would. arise naturally is v; hether this 

kind oil authority was able to enforce the law in the 

Islamic state. As for as we can gather from our sources 

it seems that there vias the political authority to maintain 

law and order in the society. During the Prophet's and the 

early caliphs periods the Arabian society witnessed 3 

(1) ai -Kindi, an-cit. , p. 31I1. 
(2) Ibid., pp. 336-37. The legal mattete which the letter 

talks about were concerned with a case of inheritance 

and a case of debt, and the legality of a particular 
kind of sale. 
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tr; n. s. for. mo t i_on from the t' ": 5byl autharit to a much more 

centrali"cci authority. This c-ces not, mean that all the 

tribal influence ho diminished, but it means that the `" 

tribal ciitthori. ty h- J been limitod and superseded by 

much s ror1 ; ;r political authority which had the pourer to 

enforce its will on an Mender. Although the prime 

concern of the Umayyad authority was the political mettero 

and the crushing; of their political opponents, they dice 

not fail to realize the importance of aw and order to the 

stability of their regime and that is-why we find reference 

to some ruthless governors like ZiyFd and al--Ha j jig j who 

kept a firm control over their provinces. Z±yid, who 

; res they Bove nor of Iraq, used to impose a cuxfe; a on the 

towns during the nj. ßht and anyone found to be out during; LI) 

the imposod curfew; would be killed on sieht , His police 

force in a1--Küfa eras: four thousand stl. ongr. 
(1) 

We would. 

Dssume what all the governors in the state provinces were 

very much concerned with low end order though not on the 

same scale as Ziyäcl and. al-Ha j js j. 

So on the basis of this discussion we can be 

sure that there was a political authority which had 

judicial power as well as the executive power. It does 

not make a great difference whether the province was 

governed by the wide authority of the local governor as in 

(1) a1-Tabý: rý , To i?: h, vol. 5, p. 222 
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the case of the early t'mayyacd period, or directly 

by the central government of the caliph through its 

instructions to the governors, as in the late Lrnayyad period. 

B. Judges under the Unayya s: 

1. Their anpointment: 

We have discussed in the last chapter the reports 

of the appointment of judges during the four caliphs 

period and we came to the conclusion that such appointment 

was possible, and that there was no reason to doubt the 

authenticity of these reports. iThen the Umayyads carne to 

power, therefore, there were some officials in the various 

provinces who were appointed to settle disputes between 

individuals. As we have seen, there was no distinction between 

the various responsibilities of the State, so the Umayyad 

governors took it to be their responsibility to administer 

justice, and delegated this authority to qualified persons by 

appointing them as judges. Through the whole of the 

Umayyad period most of the judges were appointed by 

local governors. Only in very rare cases did the caliph 

appoint a judge personally. 
(1) 

\Ten a governor wanted to appoint a judge, 

there were sometimes reasons which determined the choice 

of the judge. It could have political importance as in the 

case of finding a judge who was loyal to the governor and 

(1) See al-? <ind , op. cit., pp. 306-54. 



the Umyyy d d. yncn 1y as well. For example 017_02 b. Waold 

C: i : "1ý ,:; : i. ß': 1 of police in hnjpt and r7. ü1`itlg aCCOSVOI-I 

to the caliphate o YcAd. 1 Qbci AIM b. ` Amr, an import- 

ant pcrsonnlil.; y in Egypt, ref sd to give his plaQw to 

Iah( l; iO caliph. 'ibis i): a chic!. of police war'neJ him 

that if he did not Give his piÜd 3': is house would be 

burncd around him. He secured the pledge from Qhd Allot, 

and 1; ss1. amsh b. Nulrz li. d, the governor, ae token of his 

appruciati on of Abis lo,, T ., ]_ L" r appointed hit, as a juc ;; e in 

addition to hi office as chief of police. 
(") 

Another feature of the appointment of judges dux-in. g 

the Umeyyad period. was that whenever a Governor wa 

Cý. 1SIi1: 1. ý. ýý: i(''1 the 3udeö@ was usuall3t Lcd 19 1tti1 him i 

and the new governor vvoul 1 appoint o new judge of his choice 

For ex mole when Narrrän b. al-Iiakom via's dismissed from the 

governorship of iTledina, his jud-c: [ý>; "r 
, ý, hd n11U. 11 b« al--IIäriýh 

was dismissed by the new Governor E acid b. al--cAs, end 
« 

another Judge was appointed. 
(2) When Marv n C3i e back again 

a . fe,,; years later he dismissed SaCid's judge and appointed 

mother. The same was the casein most of the provinces, 

when ever a new governor came aionc; a new judge had to be 

appointed. 
(4) 

(1) 31-Suyüti, rAbd al. -Rahman (d. 911 A. IH. ) Husn al-Muhäzar3, eý,. 
by A. Ibrähirn, a1-Halabi press, Cairo, 1968, vo1. ý', pp. 'ý 
X31-Kindi, op. cit., p. 34. 

(2) al-T2bari, 
_'lärIkh, 

vol.. 5, p. 172. 

( illl O1). Cjt., vol. 1, p. 217. t 

(4) Tbid., vol. It pp. 217,330-31, vol. 2, pp. 387-88. 
4ý 

al. -Linda., o) Rc it ., pp. 06-5ri., 
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Only in a very few cases would the caliph appoint 

the judge himself. That was done during the late Umayyad 

period when the caliph began to exercise a greater control 

over the provinces. al-Kind! reported that Sulaymän b. 

CAbd al-Malik the Umayyad caliph wrote a decree to CIy6d 

b. cUbayd Allah appointing him as a judge in the province 

of 
. 
Egypt. 

(1) 
cUmar II wrote to_ his governor CAd3 b. Arta' a 

in al-Basra asking him to appoint either of these two men: 

Iyäs b. MuCäwiye and al-Qäsim b. Rebica, as a judge and the 

governor did so. 
(2) 

The dismissal of__a judge was obviously the 

right of governors as they held the right of appointment, 

and they usually dismissed them without any particular 

reason. It was accepted as a practice that the governor 

during his term of office would appoint a judge and dismiss 

him and appoint another one and so on. 
(3) However, some- 

times the caliph himself dismissed the judge and that was 

normally done for a good reason. For example Hishäm dismissedo 

the judge of Egypt Yahyä b. Maymün for alleged corruption. 
() 

Now we turn to the question of the refusal to 

accept the office of judge by some people during the Umeyyad 

(1) Khiyygt, op. cit., vol. It P. 333. 
(2) Ibn `Abd Rabbih, op. cit., vol. 1, pp. 19-20. 
(3) Khiyygt, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 343. 

(4) Ibn CAbd Rabbih, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 341. 

H 
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period. We have seen in our discussion of the theory 

that two conflicting points of view evolved in Islamic 

law in regard to the acceptance. We have explained that 

the two points of view originated in the Umayyad period 

because there existed two different groups with two 

different attitudes towards the Umayyad rule. 
(') 

We 

propose here to examine these two different points of 

view and their attitude towards the appointment of judges. 

At the beginning of the Umayyad rule there was no question 

of refusal by anyone who had been offered the appointment. 

They all had accepted it gladly and our sources do not 

mention any person who refused to accept the appointment 

except p report by a1-Kindi that cUmar I offered the office 

of judge in Egypt to KeCb b. Dinna and he refused. 
(2) 

As 

it is the only such report and is out of character with all 

other reports, this fact leads us to assume that it was A 

fabricated in a later period when the discussion on 

the acceptance or refusal of the office began. We only 

begin to hear of the refusal. to accept the office in the 

last decade or two of the first century. Ibn Sai d 

mentions that Abi Qiläba al-Jarmi (d. 105 A. H. ) had refused 

to accept the office of judge; (3) 
al-Qäsim b. Rabicýa also 

refused to accept the office'when cUmar II offered it to 

(1) See above pp. 7-10. 
(2) al-Kindi, op. cit., p. 302. 
C3) Ibn Se'd, op. cit., vol. 7, p. 130. 

_ _M.... _ 
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him through his governor CAdi b. Artaa, and he swore 

by God that Iyäs b. Mucäwiya was more qualified than he 

in this field in order to escape accepting the office. 

GAmir al-ShaCbi tried to avoid accepting the office from 

al-Hajjäj by trying to discredit himself as not worthy 

of the office. And he accepted the office only under 

different circumstances when he was asked by CUmsr II to 

accept the office of judge in al-Küfa. 
(2) 

So from all 

"those reports it seems that the refusal to accept the office 

of judge did not occuri until the last two decades of the 

first century. 

The reason for the. refusal as we have said 

earlier, was that there were two groups: one was working 

with the Umayysds and supporting them, the other against 

their rule. It is possible that the traditions which 

favour the acceptance of the office were the result of the 

activity of the first group. As far as the second group 

r were concerned they saw the Umayyads as unjust rulers. 

When the Umayyads came to power in the fifth decade of. 

the first century there existed a group of individuals 

called al-garrä). It seems from their name that they 

wanted to stress the religious nature of their group, 

rather than the tribal nature. So religion was the basis 

of this group. From those qurrä3 sprang a group who were 

(1) Ibn CAbd Rabbih, op. cit., vol. 1, pp. 19-20. 
(2) W8kic, op. cit., vol. 2, pp. 41.3-14. 

R 
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deeply interested in religion and religous questions. 

They began at an early date, perhaps towards the middle 

of the first century, to discuss all sorts of questions 

through speculations. They discussed the law by studying 

the Qur'an and they looked at the legal precedent of the 

earlier generations. They did not like what they regarded 

as the secular nature of the Umayyed administration, but 

thought of the Umayyads as unjust because, according to 

their opinion, them did not follow the Qurý'än and 

She ri ca law. 
0 

Goldzeher, as we menti oned in examining the 

theory, stressed the political nature of this group and 

suggested that they were in political opposition to the 

Umayyad rule. 
(2) On the other hand J. Schacht took 

different :- point of view when he said: "The pious specialists 

often had. occasion to criticise the acts and regulations 

of the government just as they had to declare undesirable 

many popular practices, but they were not in political 

opposition to the Umayyads and to the established Islamic 

state; on the contrary the whole of the Umayyad period 

was at a certain distance viewed as G 
. 
part of the good 

old times. fº(3) 

It appears that the two points of view expressed 

(1) Ibn SaCd, op. cit., vol. 2, p. 185. 
(2) Goldziher, op. cit., vol. 2, pp. 47-49. Also see above 

PP. 7-8" 
(3)-Schacht, J. Law and Justice., Art., Cambridge Historg 

of Islam, vol. 2, P. 550. 
f 
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by Goldziher and Schacht have a valid argument. This 

is easily explained if we take into account that this 

pious group was also divided into two different 

factions. Although their. movement began in harmony, it 

seems that at a certain stage of their development, perhaps 

towards the middle of the Umayyad period, the discussion 

was centred on their attitude towards the Umayyad rules 

and their policy towards it. Many arguments arose as to 

what they should do or should not do, and as a result of 

this discussion the movement split into two different 

factions. The battle of dayr al-jamajim (82 A. H. ) was 

the natural outcome of these discussions and it also 

marked the split of the movement. One faction consisted 

of the, moderates in the movement who although they did 

not like some of the Umayyad rule and regulations . or $ 

the severe, policy of al-Ha j jä j, at the same time they were not 

prepared to go to the length of fighting the Umayyads and 

bringing about their fall, they criticised the Umayyads 

but they were not in political opposition to them. The 

door between this first faction and the Umayyads was 

left open. al-Hasan al-Basri was a representative of 

this group. He was once asked what he thought of al-Hajjäj 

and his illegal killing of the people and the taking of 

their property. His reply was, «1you should not fight 

al-Hajjgj but wait until God decides the matter", 
(') 

He 

(1) Ibn SaCd, op. cit., vol. 7, P. 119. 
a 
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also used to ask the people not to go and participate 

in any hostilities against al-Hajji5j. 
(1) 

When someone 

asked him about the war between Ibn al-AshCath and the 

Umayyads he said, "do not be a party to either of these 

camps". 
(2 

He was forced by Ibn al Ash'ath r u`= 
to go with him in order that his followers might 

go with him. When al-Hasan saw a chance to run away 

fxom Ibn al-Ash<ath, he threw himself into the river in 

order to escape from the fighting. (3) 
So it is clear 

that although they did not approve of everything the 

Umayyads did, they were not in political opposition to 

them, and it seems that the conduct of this faction is 

what Schacht had in mind when he said that they were 

not the political opponents of the Umayyads. Indeed 

this faction during the late Umayyad period became more 

and more connected with. Umayyad administration. 

On the other hand there was a much. more radical 

faction who saw that the solution to their problems was 

in the overthrow of the Umayyad dynasty to bring about 

a much more acceptable government which would follow the 

correct policy and implement. their concept of the ShariIza 

law and the Islamic principles. The way which they saw 

open to them was to take up arms and fight the Umayyad 

(1) Ibn Sacd, op. cit., vol. 7, p. 
(2) Ibid., vol. 7, p. 119. 
(3) Ibid., vol. 7, p. 119. 

119. 
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rulers. They-did not believe in any compromise with the 

regime and they were not prepared to wait and see as the 

other faction had done. This faction went with Ibn al- 

AshCath to the battle of dayr al-jamäjim (82 A. H. ). (') 

The reason for their action was expressed by their re- 

presentative Sacid b. Jubayr when he said to the people 

in the battle: "you must fight them for their unjust rule, 

jawrihim fi al-hukm, and their neglect of religion and 

their tyranny over the people". 
(2)An 

example of how Sacid regarded 

the Umayyads as unjust rulers was his objection to the fact that they 

used to collect in taxes from the population a tenth 

of their revenue, Muslims and non-Muslims alike. SaCid, 

as a pious scholar who studied the ShariCa, thought that 

this rule was against the Sharica, and when Ibn al-Ashcath 

took al-Küfa he appointed Sadid as the tax collector. As 

Sacid wanted to enforce the rule of the Sharica, he abolished 

the tenth and asked only the zakat from the Muslims and I 

the jizya from the non-Nuslims. 
(3) 

So this faction was 

not contented with voicing their disapproval of the Umayyad 

practice but took action to remove this practice. By 

this action they presented themselves as apolitical opposition 

to the Umayyad rule, and the Umayyads took them seriously. 

The people who were not killed on the battle-field were 

(1) Ibn SeCd, op. cit., vol. 7, p. 183. 
(2) Ibid., vol. 2, p. 185. 
(3) Ibid., vol. 2, p. 183. 
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,_ 

given the choice by al-Hajjäj of either professing that they 

had abandoned their religion, K fir by taking arms against 
1 

the rightful caliph, or the death penalty would be inflicted. O 

It is this group that Goldziher reagrded as the political 

opponent of the Umayyads, especially when he mentioned 

CAmir al-Sha'bi who had taken part in the battle of 

doyr al-jamäjim with the rest of the groups(2) 

The failure of the second faction to achieve 

anything by fighting the Umayyads, strengthened the position 

of the first faction who began to co-operate with the 

Umayyads. At the close of the first century A. H. it seems 

that this faction of pious scholars reached a compromise 

with thb Umayyads especially ' after the end of the severe 

policies of al-Ha jjäj and his like, and the Umayyads seemed 

to be more moderate than before. The first faction began 

to participate in the Umayyad administration, especially 

those which are connected with religion like the office 

of judge. ' we find the 

about the year 99 A. H. (3) 

61-Basri in the year 100 

CAmir"a1-Shacbi who was a 

appointment of Iyäs b. MuCäwiya in 

After him came al-Hasen 

A. H. as--e-judge in a1-Basre. 
(4) 

member of the radical faction 

came to see the situation as the moderate faction saw it 

(1) al-Tabari, Tärzkh, vol. 6, p. 365. 
. 

(2) Ibn Sacd, op. cit., vol'. 2, p. 133. 

(3) Ibn CAbd Rabbih, op. cit., vol. 1, pp. 19-20. 
(4) WaklC, op. cit., vol. 2, p. 7. 

6 
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and accepted the office of judge in al-Küfa in the reign 

of C urrar II. 
(1 ) 

This co-operation with the Umayyads brought a 

reaction from the radical faction and as most of those 

who accepted work with the Umayyads were judges, so the 

reaction centred on the acceptance or refusal of the 

office of judge. And it was at this stage that the two 

conflicting opinions were developed. The radical group 

tried to discredit the office of judge and those who had 

accepted it, while the moderate faction, in co-operation 

with the first group who supported the Umayyads from the 

beginning, tried to justify their position. It appears 

that th'e radicals regarded those who accepted the 

office- as if they were accepting the enforcement of the 

Umeyyad regulations instead of the Sharks law. It is 

at this period, the turn of the cntury, that the traditions 

against the acceptance or the refusal of the office of 

ohs judge originated. For example when Iyäs b. Mucäwiya took 

office as judge in al-Basra he was visited by al-Hasen 

61-Basri. al-Hasan found Iyäs upset, and Whenhe asked him 

why he was upset, Iyäs told him about a tradition which he 

had heard that judges were of three kinds : two in hell 

and one in heaven. al-Hasen told him that he should not 

pay any attention to what these people said. Presumably 

he meant' the radicals, and he said that God had praised 

Solomon and his father, Solomon for his right judgment 

'(1) Wakic, o . cit., vol. 2, p. 413. 
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and his father for trying to find the right decision 

even if he was not successful. 
(1) 

This appears to be 

the way in hich the arf, -ument developed, each group 

trying to justify its point of view. This in the end crested 

two conflicting attitudes towards the office of judge, 

as it appears in the theory. 

2. Their qualifications: 

Le discussed in the last chapter the 

qualifications which were demanded of candidates 

to settle the disputes and act as judges in the time-of 

the early caliphs', and we cafe to the conclusion 

that apart from knowledge of the Qur? n the 

qualification was still the same as it had been during 

the pre-Islamic period, that is to say the ability to 

deliver a sound and sensible judgment, acceptable to 

both parties. During the e&ly Umayyad period this 

seems to have been the case. The candidate had to knotig 

the "än and be able to exercise his ovm judgment. 

There is a report in al-kindi which indicates otherwise, 

because he mentions the appointment of Obis bE aG id as 

a judge in Egypt who according to the report did not Irnow. a 

the cur')an, nor had he the ability to distribute inheritance. 
"' 

But it appears that this judge was the exception rather 

(1) al-Dhahabi, o . ci-t., vol. 5, p. 460 

(2) al-Kindi, o . cit., in. 312. 
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than the rule because there was no other report or 
evidence to suggest a similar case. The appointment of 

this judge was politically motivated as we have explained 

earlier, 
(1) 

as his natural work was as chief of police and 

not the office of judge. Although there were no rules 

regulating the appointment of judges and to whom the app- 

ointment. should go, it seems from the information that we 

have on the early Umayyad judges that they were chosen from 

among people who were known to be of straight forward 

character and who were wise and intelligent enough to ful- 

fil. this role in the administration. The knowledge 

required was essentially the Qur'5n, as it contained im- 
- ;I 

portanb legislations on criminal cases as well as in-the 

family. and civil cases. Salim b. dItr who was appointed by 

Muc wiya, the first Umayyad caliph, to the office of judge 

in Egypt seems to have had this kind of qualification and 

he remained judge until the death of MuCgwiya. (2) 
Shurayh 

the judge of al-Küfa seems also to have been in the same 

category. He knew the Qur'än by heart, as is suggested 

by the report of Ibn SaCd. His decisions also seem to 

have been appreciated by the people of al-Kufa which in- 

dictates that they were acceptable in most cases. 
(3) 

This is as for as the early Umayyad period is 

(1) See above p. 224. 
(2) al-Kindi, op. cit., pp. 307-11. " 
(3) Ibn Sa"d, op Cit., vol. 2t p. 95. 
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concerned, but owing to the development of the study of 

the religious questions by the pious individuals whee 

interested in these questions the qualifications demanded became 

much mor advanced. They acquired a good reputation in the 

community and they were respected by all including _ .. J 

the Umayyad rulers. These specialists, as Schacht calls 

them took it upon themselves to study the Qur'gn and inter- 

pretated it in the light of their social and political 

environment and they began the process of Islamicization j 

by studying the current custom and practice and comparing 

them with the principles underlying the Qur'änic legislations. 

As a result of this study they endorsed parts of these 

practices while at the same time they rejected others. 

As their influence grew, it became necessary 

that anyone wanting to apply the Islamic law should be 

one of these specialists and we see at the turn of the 

century that most of the judges appointed were from among 

these specialists. 
(') The appointment of Iyas b. Mucgwiya 

and al-Hasan al-Basri as judges in al-Basra marked the 

beginning of this trend and nearly all-the judges who 

were appointed after them in-all the provinces were from 

the some group. So the qualifications required of a 
judge in the second part of the Umayyad period were much 

more clear and more advanced than in the early period. 

It was not enough at this stage to know the Qur'ýän and to 

(1). Schacht, Introduction, p. 26. 
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be able to bring about a judSment acceptable to both 

parties; a judge had to be a member of this specialist 

Croup who had studied religious questions. Vi'hen people 

came to Umar II froi-i their provinces he would ask. them 

Bout the conduct of the provincial officials, the governor 

and the judge, and he listed the qualifications demanded 

of a judge as follows: he had to be asj ecialis t 4alim, 

intelligent and possess the ability to consult other 

specialists on anything that he did not Imow. 
(1) 'Umar b. 

Hubayra who was a governor about the beginning of the 

second century A. H. in a1--K; üfa described the qualifications 

required of a candidate for the office of judge and said 

he should be a specialist jurist fach Cali, who resisted 

temptation and was determined to enforce the law. 
(2) 

So much for qualifications regarding ImowledCo; 

personal character and social class were also considerations. 

Khdi b. Artaaa asked Iyas b. L: u(Zwiya to advise him what 

sort of people he should appoint for this task and Iyas told 

him to choose his officials from the noble houses who would do 

everything to protect their narre. 
(31 

lyas, the judge of 

al-Basra, who 

(1) iiiakl , o; o. cit., vol. 1, p. 72. 

(2; 
. 
bid. , *ro1.1, p. 71. 

(3) ibn q% Rabbih, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 20. 
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was himself a specialist in the law and at the same time 

a member of a noble house expressed his opinion as to 

the sort of character required for this appointment, and 

it seems from the history of the Umayyad judges that 

most of them were from the same class; al-Sha'bi in 

al-Ia7afa was an example, as was Sa'd b. Ibrahim in liedina. 
(1) 

By the end of the L'mayyad period the office of 

judge had acquired an important status which was reflected 

by the high qualifications required of a candidate for 

this office. A letter from Mara an b. i. uhammad, the last 

of the Ümayyads caliphs, to his son `Abd Allah, who was 

a governor in one of the provinces, written by GAbd 

al-Hamid b. Yahyä, stresses the importance of the office 

of judge and its difference from any other office. He 

gave his opinion of what a person should be in order 

to be qualified as a judge. He said that a governor should 

choose for the office of judge a person who in addition to 

his knowledge of how to judge cases should have dignity as 

well as a high moral quality which would protect him from 

the temptations which the office would bring. This candidate 

had to be old enough to have learned from experience to 

resist pressure, and be impartial and intelligent. 
(2) 

It seems from the above that the 

(1) Wal: i; oD . cit. , vol. 1, pp. 150-67. 

(2) Safvwat, Jthmad Zaki, Jai h rat Rail il- 1 rab, al-17', dabi 

press, Cairo, 1937, vol. 2, P. 50E. 
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qualifications of the Umayyad judges were closely connected 

with the growth of the study of Islamic lave. Before the 

be -inning of this study it was re arded as permissible for any 

intelli-end; person who knew the Qur) n to work as a jud e. 

In the later period, however, the. qualifications bec une more 

advanced and anyone who would take on the office of judge 

had to establish himself by studying the 5haxiCa law with 

others until he was recognized by a lar_e section of the 

people as an expert in this field. Then, and only then 

would he be admitted to this office. 

3. `heir function: 

The function which judges under the t;, ia; yad 

rule seem to have fulfilled, appears at the start to be 

the same as it was under the early caliphs. A. vie explained 

in the last chapter, this function was limited to minor 

disputes, and, as we will sQe, by the end of the Umayyad 

period, a judge's functions were nearly the same as what 

the Muslim theorists Cave to the judge in the theory. Judges 

acquired these functions through a series of developments. 

We propose to discuss these functions and how the develop- 

ment of the Muslim administration in general increased 

the functions of the judge. 

The first duty of a judge under the Umay ads, 

as it appears from our source, was the settling of disputes. 

The disputes which the judge had to deal with in the 

timayyad period all concerned 

L_ 
. 
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civil cases, like disputes over land. For example, one 

of the family of 4J bd All 1i b. Suraga was involved with 

the son of Marwän b. al Hakam in a dispute over the 

possession of a house. This dispute was brought before 

the -judge, I+awfal b. 1'usahiq, who decided the case. 
(1) 

It could also be a dispute over the share of inheritance, with 

the judge having to distribute the. inheritance among the 

heirs. 
(2) 

A dispute could also be about family law like 

the question of a gift from a husband to his divorced 

wife which CAbd al-Rahmaa b. Hujayra, the judge of Egypt, 

had to decide. 
(3) 

There is no evidence to suggest that judges under 

the early caliphs were involved in criminal cases, but 

during the Umayyad period they became more and more so 

involved. As it was the Umayyad rulers who determined the 

judges' duties naturally it was they who began to increase 

those duties. It began when ituC äwiya wrote to Salim b. 

'Itr, the judge of Egypt, asking him to take charge 

of the wounds which resulted from physical assault, 

al-iirä . According to al--Kindi, Slim was the first juc. ý:, e 

to look into this type of case, and if anyone was wounded 

he could take his evidence and go to the judge who would 

(1) WAY o. o t., vol. 1, p. 127. For further exanpleo see 

al-Tabari, Tirlkh, vol. 6, pr. 574-75. Ibn IN Rabbih 

p cit., vol. 5, P. 10. 
(2) al-'r. inai, op. cit., pp, 310-14- 
(3) Ibid., p. 317. 

L. ý. ý_--- 
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decide how much his injury was worth. 
(') 

As far as cases of theft were concerned it appears 

that the judge was given the responsibility of looking 

into these cases at an early date in this, period. Fudsla 

b. CUbayd who was the judge of the capital during the 

reign of Mucäwiya according to Wakic is reported to have 

decided a case of theft. 
(2) 

cUbayd Allgh b. Abi Bakra, 

who was the judge. of al-Basra during the seventh decade 

of the first century A. H., is reported to have cut off 

the hand of a burglar who entered the house of c-Amir b. 

Abi. Sayera al-Muzani during the night. 
(3) 

However, it appears that the judge's function 

was not'extended to cases of himicide. The homicide 'cases 

were solved by the governor who would investigate the 

crime and decide the punishment. In all the cases which 

concerned homicide reported to us in the Umayyad period, 

the governor played the important role and there is no 

: 4. mention of the judge. For example when Hudbah b. Khe'shram 

killed Ziyäd b.. Zeyd, he gave himself up to SecId b. al-cAs 

the governor of Medina who imprisoned him. and as it was a 

simple case of murder Secid tried to persuade the relatives 

of Ziyäd to take the blood money. When they refused, the 

(1) al-Kindi, o . cit., p. 309. 
(2) Waki', op. cit., vol, 3, p. 201. 
(3) al-Balädhri, Yahyä b. Jäbir (d. 279 A. H. ) Ansäb al-Ashrgf, 

vol. 1, ed. by A. Hamidullah, Där al-Ma"cärif press, 
Cairo, 1959, p. L. 97. 
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governor supervised the execution of Hudbah by the 

relatives of Ziyäd, and the judge did not take any part. 
(') 

Another function which the Umayyad judges came 

to acquire was the supervision of c the well-being of minors 

and the management of their wealth and affairs. This function:. 

came about by the initiative taken in Egypt by the judge 

CAbd al-Rahmen b. Mucäwiya b. Hudayj in the year 88 A. H., 

probably with the consent of the governor of Egypt. This 

judge after looking into the minors' status decided to 

make every clan leader, carif a trustee over the property of the 

minors , of his clan and those carifs were directly responsible 
"Y 

to the judge for their conduct concerning this responsiblityc2 

And this step which the judge took became part of the judge's 

duties. as ý appearsi from a later accont, which justifies our 

claim that all the judges after this time became responsible 

for this task. 
(3) f.. 

Gurdianship over people who were irresponsible 

sufý or unable to manage their own affairs seems to have fallen 

within the scope of a judge's function under the Umayyads. 

There was no standard policy to deal with these cases and 
xR it was left to each, judge to decide what measures he should 

take to protect the interests of all parties involved. For 

example cAbd al-Rahmän b. Hujayra the judge of Egypt(69-83 

A. H. )thought that it was enough inthecase of an irresponsible 

(1) Hiirün, op. cit., vol. 5-8, pp. 258-61. 
(2) al-Kindt, op. cit., p. 325. 

(3) T"p. 341. 

iý ---- 
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character to make his conduct known to the people and 

warn them from any transaction with him, and at the same 

time leave him in charge of his own wealth. 
11) 

On 

the other hand there were judges who were not in favour 

of this approach but seemed to be more concerned. They did 

not think anything short of a full take-over of his 

property and management of his business would be sufficient. 
2)' 

The supervision of endowments , wa of , was not 

regarded as part of a judge's function during the first 

century because there is no evidence to suggest otherwise. 4 

Indeed our material indicates that at the end-of the first 

. century this function was still far from being assigned to 

the judge. Sa=d b. Ibrghim al-Zuhri who was the judge at 

Medina (104-105 A. H. ) did not regard this institution as' 

part of his responsibility, 
(3) 

although he 

would look into the matter if anyone,., complained about 

the administration of an endowment, and he did so 

in the case of the endowment of ýAbd A11äh b. Mutig. He 

demanded from the person in charge of its administration 

the. right to look into his account of the endowment, When 

he refused to give him the books the judge punished him 

by. flogging until he agreed to hand them oven. 
(4ý 

However, 

this in itself did not make the judge responsible for the 

(1) al-Kindi, op. cit., p.. 319, 
(2) Ibid., p. 347. 
(3) Wakic, op. cit., vol. i, p. 155. 
(4) Ibid., vol. 1, p. 155. 
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endowment because he only acted after someone made pro secut- 

ion against someone else. It became a simple case of 

dispute which the judge had to decide. 

The endowment became one of the judge's functions in 

the year (118 A. H. ) when the judge of Egypt Tawba b. Nimr 

decided to take charge of al-ahbäs, and his action started a 

new function for the judge, according to al-Kindi. The prac- 

tice before Tawbe took his action was that the endowment was 

administered by the relatives of the person who first est- 

ablished it, and sometimes the property,: of the endowment came 

to be inherited with the rest of the property owned by the 

person who was in charge of its administration. Tawba saw 

this d. aliger and stepped in to administer this institution 

for charitable purposes and to make sure that endowments 

were. spent in the right way and benfited those in 

need. 
(') We would assume that by this action of Tawba it 

became a standard practice that the judge should be respon- 

sible for the administration of the endowment because as it 

seems from 81-Kind-i's report, by the time of Tawbe's death 

(120 A. H. ) the affairs of the endowments became a very large 

department attached to the office of judge. (2) We have seen 

that in the theory Muslim scholars had given the judge the 

responsibility of administering the awgäf the term they used 

to describe the endowments. So it appears that Muslim 

(1) al-Kind!, op. cit., p. 346. 

(2) Ibid., p. 346. 

(3) See above pp. 37-38. 
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scholars did not have any objection to the practice which 

they found and accepted the fact that the judge should be 

responsible for the administration of the endowments. 

According to the theory the judge had tot supervise 

and implement the hadd punishment. 
(') We have discussed 

. 

earlier the question of criminal cases and we propose here 

to look into the question of breaking the religious 

prohibitions which have a prescribed punishment hadd, 

like drinking wine or unlawful sexual intercourse. The 

theory makes it the responsibility of the judge to look 

into these cases and implement the hadd. However in 

practice as far as the early Umayyad period is concerned, 

the jud'ges during that period did not play any role in the 

enforcement of the religious punishment, hadd, and it was 
" 

the responsibility of the local governor. It is apparent 

from a recent study of the Umayyad social history that 

during the early period the consolidation of their rule 

was much more important than the enforcement of the hadd 

punishment. 
(2) However, when they enforced the hadd their 

enforcement was motivated by political or personal enmity. 

An example of this is the enforcement of the. hadd for 
. 

drinking wine on 4Abd al-Rahmän b. Sihän the poet by Maniän 

b. al-Hakam, the governor of Medina. Marwän enforced this 
0 

(1) See above p. 40. 
(2) Akel, IT. Studies of the social history of the Umayyad 

period as revealed in Kitnb al-agh5nT, Ph. D. thesis, 

S. O. A. S. 1960, pp. 271-72. 
4 
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hadd only because he was annoyed by the conduct of this 

poet and his preference for the company of Sacid b. el-cAs, 

Marwän's rival for the governorship of Medina. (') 6 

Sometimes the generals of the army would enforce the hadd 

punishment as appears in an account of al-Balädhri's 

Ansäb al-Ashräf: one of el-Hajjäj's generals scourged a 

man to death because he had forced a woman to have sexual 

relations with him. 
(2) 

The two cases are only examples 

of the standard practice, and all-the information we have 

indicates that the judge up to the end of the first century 

did not play any role in the enforcement of the hadd punish- 0 

ment. Wakic reported a story which asserted the contrary. 

In it 1e said that Abü Hurayra as a judge in Medina did 

inflict the qadhf hadd on Salams b. al-Ma jnün. (3) However, 

the authenticity of this story is doubtful because the 

appointment of Abü Hurayra as -'a judge cannot be authentic. 

Wakic is the only one who reported it, and at the same 

time he contradicted ; himself by agreeing with other historians 

that the first judge to be appointed at Medina was, according 

to al-Tabari, ýAbd Alläh b. a1-Härith b. Nawfal in the year . 

41 A. H. 
(4) 

The only possible explanation of this report 

(1) al-Isfahäni, op cit., vol. 2, p. 213. 
(2) Akel, op. cit., p. 250 quoting Ansäb al-Ashrgf, of 

al-Balädhri. 
(3) Wakic, op. cit., vol. 1,. p. 111. 
(4) al-Tabari, Tärikh, vol. 5, p. 172. 
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is either that Abü Hurayru inflicted this hadd while he 

was acting as a governor during the reign of the fourth 

caliph CAl% or it could be a fabrication which was 

projected back to the Prophet's companion in order to 

justify the authority of the judge to implement the hadd 

punishment. Our material suggests that any attempt by 

the judge during the first century to implement the hadd 

punishment was extremely resisted by the Umayyad authorities. 

al-Kindi reported that dImrgn b. cAbd Aligh the judge of 

Egypt during the year 89 A. H. tried to implement the hadd 

for drinking wine on the governor's clerk, but was ý.., 

not allowed to do so by the governor; in fact he was 

dismissed. 
(') 

I am inclined to assume that he was prevented, 

not because the offender was an official of the state but 

because the Umayyad authority saw the judge as exceeding 

his authority -a matter which they could not accept. 

Judges began to participate in the enforcement 

of the hadd punishment during the first decade of the second 

century. This was due to the fact that by this time the 

pious group had grown and specialists in Islamic law 

became known in all-parts of the Umayyad empire. Their 

attitude towards the religious questions and the moral 

standards which they were seeking to improve began to 

influence public opinion to the degree that the Umayyed 

authorities had to accommodate this growing of feeling among 

the people and the religious circles by attempting seriously 

"(1) al-Kindi, OZ-cit., P. 318. 
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to implement the hadd punishments. The obvious choice 

for carrying out this task was the judge, especially if 

we take into consideration the fact that by this time 

the appointment to the office of judge went to the 

group of specialists, who had studied the religious 

questions and acquired a degree of popular respectability 

as we have explained earlier in our discussion of the 

judge's qualifications. 
(') 

The first instance recorded 

in our sources of a judge P1ementing ! the hadd punish- 

ment as part of his duties was a report by Wakic according 

to which Sacd b. Ibrähim, who was the judge of Medina 

during the reign of al-Walid b. Yazd in the first decade 

of the second century A. H., inflicted the hadd on a person 

whom he found drunk by flogging him as a punishment for 
"j 

drinking. 
12) Another instance which involved this judge 

in the implementing of the hadd was recorded by Waki< in 

a report whose authenticity I have no reason to doubt. 

It becomes very clear that the force of public opinion 

at that time was great, and it also shows how strong was 

the position of the pious group was among the community. 

Secd b. Ibrahim was recalled to the capital by the caliph 

al-Walid. During Sacd's stay in the capital and while he 

was in the Mosque he found a youth, a relative of the 

caliph, drunk. He took him and flogged him eighty lashes, 

as the hadd, in the Mosque. When he was asked by the 

(1) See above PP. 23G-37. 
(2) Waki , op. cit., vol. 1, p. 165. 
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caliph to explain his action since the capital was not 

under his jurisdiction, SaCd's reply was that he saw 

s drunk in the Mosque with so many people around who came 

from different parts of the Empire, They might go 

back under the impression that the caliph was neglecting 

the enforcement of the hadd punishment. As he did not 

want this to happen he punished him. This explanation 

Thenceforth, met the caliph's approval. 
(') 

it appears that the enforcement of the hadd punishment 

became one of the judge's functions under the later 

Umayyads. An account in al-Taberi supports this claim. 

He reported that Macqal b. CUrwa had slandered, ag dhaf 

I 

al-Harshi, one of his kin, and al-Harshi complained to 

the governor of Iraq Khelid al-Qasri, who, I would assume 

had referred it to the judge and carried out his decision. 

This assumption is supported by the fact that the judge 

was present to gupei$Q the execution of the hadd and when 

Macgal slandered al-Harsh! again while he was receiving 

the penalty, the governor thought that he should be 

punished again. -. -,.: ; The last word, however, was left to the judge, 

who decided that one penalty was enough. 
(2) 

These are the duties which our sources mention 

as parts of the judge's function under the Umayyads, and 
it is worth noting how these duties became the responsibility 

of the judge and how the administration's practicability 

(1) Wakic, o . cit., vol. 1, p. 162. 

. (2) al-Tabari, Tarikh, vol. 7, p- 1i7. 
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had played .a part in the development of the judge's 

function. The social, political and religious developments 

all influenced the grouth of the judge's function. So 

the judges acquired these functions in a series of 

historical cdevelopments'ý, 

4. Their authority: 

When the early caliphs in Medina took the first 

step in appointing some officials to look into the minor 

cases, the authority of these officials was very limited 

and very much dependent on the local authority who had 

the political power. To suggest that in that early 

period the judge had established an independent position 

and authority is to challenge all the historical 

evidence. M. Husaini says: "The position and the quality 

of the gädis under the Umayyads were not so good as they 

were under the pious caliphs. Much of their independence 

and dignity had to be sacrificed to suit the whim of the 

tyrants". 
(ýý 

This claim is neither supported by any 

:i 

'4 

:,; 

, 71 

material evidence nor is it natural to assume this because 

it does not correspond to the natural development of p t'; 

human societies and institutions. No institution could 

be developed from nothing and the Islamic administration 

of justice is no exception. ::. °. If judges had 

reached this kind of position under the early caliphs, then 

(1) Husaini, op. cit., p. 107. 
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it would have been impossible for the Umayyads to curtail their 

authority for the simple reason that the Umayyad authority 

had succeeded the caliphs of Medina in all the authority 

they had. They treated judges in the same way as 

the early caliphs had done, andr, more credit to 

the Umayyads ;, they developed his function and widened 

his duties to a scale unknown during the early caliphate 

period as we have seen earlier. 

'') 

The Umayyad judges were regarded by the governors 

as their legal secretaries. Governors had all 

the power of the caliph delegated to them by the Umayyad 

caliphs. A governor delegated his judicial authority 

to a subordinate official who was a fudge. 
(2) The 

governor saw the authority of the judge as solving the 

legal questions which arose out of the disputes between . '` 

the people, and he saw the advantages of having the 

judge to deal with the litigants instead of bothering 

himself with these activities. The usual practice was 

that litigants would go to a; judge directly or they 

were sent to him by the governor. When a case concerning 

the legality of a marriage contract was submitted to the 

governor of Medina Khälid b. '-Abd al-Malik he naturally 

referred it to his judge CUbayd Allah b. Safwän who 

(1) Schacht, Introduction, p. 25. 

(2) Coulson, Doctrine and practice, p. 214. 
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decided the case. 
0) 

However, the. governor might reserve 
for himself the right -' to decide some cases and keep the 

judge with him for legal advice when he asked 

for it. (2) Ziyed, the governor of Iraq. used sometimes to sit 

person to hear cases and give his own judgment 

in the-presence of his judge Shurayh. 
(3) 

The question which arises here is: in cases 

of conflict in the legal opinions `, . -, of a '- judge and 

1a governor whose authority would-override the other. 

Some modern writers have tried to answer this question, and 

N. J. Coulson had this to say: "It was, accordingly, the 

political authority which defined the scope and nature 

of the gädi's jurisdiction, and naturally the decisions 

given and actions taken by the gädi were subject to the 

approval or otherwise of the governor. "(4) H. Mahmüd 

agrees with Coulson's point of view and says that if we 

were to look into the relation between the judge and the 

governor we would find that the judge was dependent on 'U 
"i 

the governor who had the right to choose the judge and 

enforce his decisions and sometimes annul the judge's 

decisions. (S) On the other hand CAl Mansur sees the 
ti 

(1) Wakic, op. cit., vol. 1, pp. 172-74. 
(2) Schacht, Introduction, p. 25. 

Ibn cAbd Rabbih, op. cit., (3) vol. 5, p. 10. 
(4) Coulson, Doctrine and practice, p. 214. 
(5) Mahmüd, Hasen Ahmad, al-K_indi al-Mu'arrikh, Där Misr 

press, Cairo, undated, pp. 182-84. 
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Umayyad judges'as achieving a great degree of independence 

and that their authority is overriding the authority of 

the , State officials. 
(') 

H. Hassan agreeing with Mansür's 

conclusion says: "His authority was unlimited and the 

governors of the provinces, the revenue collectors and 

even the caliph had to submit to his judgment" . 
(2 

Before 

we go on in our discussion on this point I want to recall 

the fact which I have shown in our study of the appointment 

of the judge during this period. The appointment of the 

judge was in the hands of; the local governor and the 

dismissal was also his responsibility. This to me is a 

very fundamental factor in the determination of the judge's 

authority in relation to that of the governor. Our material 

contains no example of a judge whose decision was not 

subject to the governor's approval, orl who could over-ride 

the governor's authority in case; .ý of difference:. So I 

am inclined to disagree with the view expressed by Hassan 

and Mansur in favour of the much more realistic view of 

Mahmüd and Coulson because I could not find any positive 

proof that the-judge was as independent as the former described 

him to be. At the same time our sources give us a 

clear indication of the judge's position. The judge and 

the governor were not constantly in disagreement with one an-ý 

other as the judges knew what was their position wasp :: ', 

(1) Mansur, A. 'rAli, Nuzum al-Hakm we al-Idgra, Mukheymar t 
press, Cairo, 196 , pp. 

(2) Hassan, Judiciary system, p,. 26. 
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when they disagreed the governor had the upper hand. To 

illustrate the usual practice here is an example. Ziyäd 

the governor of Iraq was sitting to hear cases and he 

decided in one case in a way which compelled his judge 

, Shurayh to object because he thought that the judgment 

should be different, but Ziyäd did not give in to the 

judge's point of view and insisted that the decision he 

had taken was the right one and should be implemented. () 

If the judge insisted on his decision and point of view 

the governor could easily remove him and appoint a 

new one who respected the authority of the governor as 

CAbd Allgh b. cAbd al-Malik, the governor of Egypt, 

did when the judge <Imrgn b. cAbd Allgh insisted on 

implementing the hadd punishment on one of the provinces 

officials. . 
CAbd Alläh dismissed him and appointed a new 

judge in his place. 
(2) So the enforcement of the judge's 

decision was very much dependent on the political authority 

which was represented by the governor.,, He had the power 

to enforce the decision of the judge or neglect it. 

The provincial prison was under his jurisdiction and the 

local police were his direct responsibility. . How in these 

circumstances would the judge be able to enforce his 

decisions without the full approval of the local governor. 

The judges of this period knew this. fact and recognized 

(1) Ibn cAbd Rabbih, op. cit., vol. 5, P. 10. 
(2) al Kindi, op. cit., p. 328. 
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the authority of the governor to over-rule their decisions. 

When Shurayh b. al-Harith imprisoned someone and Bishr b. 

Marwän, the governor, sent for him to let the man out, 

Shurayh's answer was an example of how he regarded his 

position. He told his messenger that the prison was under 

the governor's supervision and the prison officer was 

the governor's official and if he wanted this man to be 

out he had only to order his release. 
(') Abü Bakr b. 

Hazm, the judge of Medina used to task the governor's 

permission before he did anything or went anywhere in order 
2 

to keep 
-- --on 

good terms with him. 

However, this does not mean that the judge under 

the Umdyyads was merely a puppet of the governor and tried 

to suit his whim, This was simply because the Umayyads did not 

want him to be that way as they were looking for an efficient 

administration. When Marwän b. a1-Hakam appointed CAbd 

Alläh b. Nawfal as a judge, the first decision of this 

judge was against-one of the relatives of Marwän. Marwgn 

did not mind the decision, but on the contrary he expressed 

dis approval and encouragement. 
(3) In the late Umayyad 

period the authorities were trying to improve the position 

of the judge. During his short reign <Umar II went to the 

extreme in order to improve the judge's quality as 

Wellheusen observed in his remark on the position of the 

(1) al-Balgdhri, Ansäb al-AshrFf, vol. 5, ed. by S. D. F. Goitiej; 
University press, Jerusalem, 1938, p. 172. 

(2) Wakic, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 141. 
(3) Ibid., vol. 1, p. 114. 
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gedi under CUmar II. (1) 
He granted Maym n b. Muhrän 

freedom of action in his office as judge of al-Jezira. 
ý2ý 

But cUmar II was the exception rather than the rule. The 

caliphs after <Umar II continued the process of developing 

the judge's position, but not as for as GUrnar II was 

prepared to go. For example Hishäm b. CAbd al--Malik the 

Umayyad caliph submitted his dispute with Ibrghim b. Talha 

to his judge and accepted his decision although it was 

against him. 
(3) 

He also condemned his son and punished 

his slave for attacking another person who assaulted one 

of his son's servants, because he wanted them to use the 

proper channels of the judiciary system. 
(4) 

ppear 

the report. 
(4 

When the governor of al-Hijäz, Khälid al- 

Qasri tried to interfere with the judgment of the judge 
0 

of Mecca Talha b. Harim for personal 

took the risk of being dismissed and 

caliph Hishäm about the governor's i: 

approved of the judge's decision. (5) 

Hishäm also reserved for himself the 

reasons, this judge 

complained to the 

nterference, Hishäm 

At the same time 

right to over-rule 

the decisions of the judges and he did so in the case of 

the dispute over the marriage of Ayüb b. Salama to Fätima 

b. al-Husain when her relatives objected to the marriage 

(1) Wellhausen, op. cit., p. 270. 
(2) Safwat, op. cit., 
(3) Ibn cAbd Rabbih, 

(4) al-Tabari, Tärik 
" 

(5) IbncAbd Rabbih 

vol. 2, p. 324. 

op. cit.., vol. 1, pp. 29-30. 
h, vol. 7, p. 202. 

o . cit., vol. 4, p. 428. 
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and referred the case to the judge of Medina, 'Ubafd Allah 

b. Safwan, who decided to dissolve the marriage. Ayy b 

was not satisfied with the decision of the judge, and, as 

he was a relative of the caliph, he complained to him 

about this decision. iiishärn over-ruled the judge's decision 

and decided that Fätima should be consulted and if she 

agreed to the marriage, then the marriage was legal and 

should be resumed. 
(1 

Despite, therefore the authorities' efforts to 

strengthen the position of judres darin; the late Umayyad 

period, an examination of the period as a whole, and the 

General practice, compels us to conclude that the position 

of a judge during this period was very much dependent on 

the governor and his political authority. The governor held 

all the power and the judge was merely his delegate. 

This position of the judge contrasted sharply 

with the Muslim scholars' version of his power. As we 

have discussed in the theory, they gave him very wide 

authority, 
(2) 

but it did not correspond to the actual 

practice, at least as fax as the early period is 

concerned. This may be due to the fact that the 

scholars who began formulating the theory were in 

opposition to U mayyad practice. By formulating their 

theory, they wanted to change the practice in regard to the 

(1) ? Jakiý, op. cit., vol. 1, PP. 172-74. 

(2) See above pp. 53-55" 
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judge's position. How far they were successful in their 

attempt is a subjectfor further research into the situation 

pertaining after the fall of the Umayyads. 

0. The development of the administration of justice during 

the Umayyad period: 

Under the Umayyads the Islamic administration 

of justice acquired its essential features by various 

Umayyad administrative and legislative actions. When the 

Umayyads came to power the administration of justice was 

at its elementary beginning, although the early caliphs 

had taken the first step in appointing some officials to 

settle disputes. They were, however, flar from organizing 

a comprehensive system of administration as is evident 

from our discussion in the last chapter. The judge under 

the early caliphs was merely a part-time official who 

would help the governor in settling disputes or distributing 

the inheritance, but under the Umayyads his Os 

function grew very steadily as we have seen in the last 

section. 

The Umayyads improved the social position of the 

judge and he became second only to the governor in the 

government hierarchy as appears from -a letter written 

by CUmar II who named the pillar of government as--the. 

governor with the judge in second place, 
(') 

His salary 

also increased. al-Kind! reported that CAbd al-Rahmän 

(1) Wellhausen, OP-cit., p. 270. 
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b. Hujayra received 200 dinar a year as a salary for 

his office as a judge of Egypt (69-83 A. H. 

The organization of the court was also :..:;.,., 

developed during this period: 

First; the court police, who maintained 

law and order in the court began in the early Umayyad 

period when one policeman was enough to maintain 

order. Shurayh the early Umayyad judge used to sit with 

one policeman standing behind him. 
(2) 

During the late 

Umayyad period it appears that one policeman was no 

longer adequate to deal with all the matters of order in 

the court and it became necessary to strengthen the court 

police. ` When any judge sat to hear cases there had to 

be a few policemen with him at all times even if there 

is no one appeared before him. Wakic reported that Abü Bakr 

b. Hezm, the judge of Medina in the last decade of the 

first century used to sit in the Mosque where he judged 

between the people'with the court policemen surrounding 

him with sticks in their. hands even if there were no 

litigents. 
(3) 

This police it seems were under the super- 

vision of the judge, and they saw to it that-no one dis- 

regarded or insulted the judge and the court. If anyone 

did, the judge would order the court. police to punish him 

(1) al-Kindi, OP-cit., p. 317. 
(2) cAbd al-`Aziz, op. cit., f. 31. 
(3) Wakillý, 22-cit., vol. 1, p. 145. 
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This is shown by the example reported by WakiI, when a 

litigant insulted the judge of t: edina Eli öayd A2l3. h b. Safw n, 

and he ordered his police to flog him as a punishL1ent. 
(1) 

Secondly; the establishment of a court record 

also belonged to this period. In this record a judge 

registered his judin)ent, in order to avoid any subsequent 

contradiction of his decisions, the liti vents receiving a 

copy of the decision. This practice beEan, according to 

al-Kindl, during Salim b. CItr's term of office as judge of 

Egypt (40-50 A. H. ). This judge gave a decision in a dispute 

over the distribution of an inheritance. After a period 

of time, they cane back to him in dispute about his 

judgment. Sa1Ym then cave a new decision in the matter 

and put it doAm on record where anyone interested 

could find it. 
(2) 

This action was the beginning of what 

later carne to be known as the court record. This was not 

only for recording a judge's decisions, but for other 

different purposes as well. `Abd al-Rahm-an b. Hujayra, the 

judge of Egypt, used to keep in his records the name of the 

trustee of a minor and the value of the minor's property. 
3) 

.1 

e 

Thirdly; an important office of the ccurt 

evolved during this period. That of the clerk of the court, 

Kätib. Although we have no information on the beginning 

(1) Wakic, o . cit., vol. 1, p. 173. 

(2) al-I: indi, cn. cit., p, . 300-10. 

(3) Ibid., p. 325. 
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of this office, I would assume that when judges started 

to make eon records ; for various purposes and 

issued j court documents, this could have taken up time 

they needed to deal with the administration of the 

court. So the need arose for someone beside the judge 

to i..: write these documents and organize them and take 

this responsibility away from the judge so that he could 

devote all his time to - hearing litigants' cases. Schacht 

thinks that the Umayyads adopted this official from the 

Sassanian administration. 
(') Although we do not have 

any positive proof of this adoption, if such 

an official c existed in the Sassanien administ- 

ration possible to assume that the Umayyads 

thought it useful to have the same official in their 

administration of justice, especially when they saw the 

need for his services after the establishment of the 

court record. However, it seems that the clerk of the 

court had been developed by the Umayyads and became during 

their late period the head of a judge's office, 

With other clerks helping him in his duties. The first 

reference to a clerk of the court in our sources is 

indirect. For example al-Kindl reported that Yahyä b. 

Maymün who was the judge of Egypt 105-119 A. H. was the 

r 

1 
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first judge whose clerks' conduct was suspicious and the 

(1) Schacht, J., Pre-Islamic backEround and early development 

of jurisprudance, Art., Law in the Middle East, ed. by 
M. Khadduri and H. J. Liebesmy, William Byrd press, 
Virginia, 1956, vol. 1, P. 38. 
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people used to complain to him of their behaviour. The 

clerks of this particular judge used to ask for bribes 

before they would write the necessary documents for 

litigants. 
(') From this report it seems that it W&s; no 

longer at that period a simple administration where a 

judge and his clerk would be sufficient to run the court, 

but it had grown to a much more elaborate system of 

bureaucracy with many officials in court. 

Towards the close of the Umayyad period it seems that the clerk's 

position improved :: n-, :.:. very fast and I judges chose ; :. 

their clerksfrom among: learned jurists who might become 

judges themselves. Wak! c reported that the clerk of 

Tawba b'. Nimr was Khayr b. Nucaym. (2 This Khayr was one 

of the. most learned persons in Egypt, as al-Kinds claimed. 

and was later judge of Egypt (120-127 A. H. 
S3) 

He was made 

a judge on the recommendation Of his predecessor Tawba 

as Wakzc reported. Tawba was asked to recommend someone 

for the office of judge after him and he recommended Khayr 

for the office and he was 'appointed by the governor. 
(4) 

" fourthly; the Umayyads had established a secular 

court which was called al-Mazälim or the court of complaints 

attached to the highest authority in the administration. 

",; Only the caliph personally or his delegate would 

(1) al-Kindi, op. cit., P. 340. 
(2). Waki<:, o. cit., vol. 3, p. 231. 
(3) al--Kindi, op. cit., p. 348. 
(4) Waki<', op. cit., vol. 3, P. 231. 

-- .,.... 
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sit and decide case in it which ordinary judges could 

not solve for. one reason or another. 
(') 

The most important 

function of this court was to look into complaints which 

involved the influential, and members of the ruling dynasty. 

Judges would not have been able to this. t r- 

ckbd al-Malik b. Marwän 

the UmaJYad caliph who established 

to sit in the caliph's court with 

to help him and advise him on___ 

The procedure used in this court 

is said to have been 

., r this court. He used 

the judge of the capital 

legal matters. 
(2) 

was that anyone who had 

a complaint of unjust treatment Zulm by an influential 
" 

person would complain to this court and the caliph would 

decide the matter with the help of his judge. (3) The 

attention given to this court after its establishment by 

CAbd al-Malik differed from one caliph to another. S Our 

sources do not mention any function of this court after. 

that period until the time of : CUmar II. Then we find more 

information than before about the working of this court. 

The other caliphs between cAbd al-Malik and cUmar II may 

not have neglected this court, but their activities were 

not recorded. This may be due to the fact that the Umayyad 

history was written under the hostile regime of the 

Abbasids and as the authors of-this period did not think 

(1) al-Mäwardi, op. cit., p. 78. 

(2) Ibn al-cArabl, op. cit., vol. 4, p. 1631. 

(3) a1--Farr5, op. cit., p. 59. 
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highly of the Umayyad rulers, except "Umar ii, they omitted 

some of the information which gave credit to the Lniay. -acis 

other than "Umar H. It could on the other hand be 

explained by 6Umar II's action, for, mainly concerned with 

returning the mazälim of the Uriayyad dynasty, he would return 

any property expropriated. 1)y an I"mayyad. His action m aide 

him popular with the people, and that is why they began to 

transmit the stories of his activities in this field. It is 

astonishing to find that the theorists adopted the secular 

court which was established by an ti mayyad caliph. This shows 

how strong the influence was of LTmayyad practice on Muslim 

scholars when they began to formulate their theory. blthou h 

they tried to give a justification for this by quoting trad- 

itions from the Prophet which suggest that the Prophet 

himself established the same procedure, clearly this was no 

more than a justification for accepting the mayyad ad- 

ministrative practice-. 

This was the main feature of the administration 

of justice which had been developed under ULa yad 

rule. The extent to which this development was 

influenced by the Roman and Sassanian administration of 

justice is difficult to determine. It is true that the 

Arab conquerors left the administration of their predecessors 

untouched and they granted the population of the cot)cuered 

territories the right to settle their disputes in. their 

(1) Ibn a! -- 'Arabi, an. cii;., p. isý31. 
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own courts. 
(') 

In consequence, this contact might have influenced 

their otim court. The suggestion that the whole administration resulted 

from that influence, which Demombynes snakes when he says: "The post of 

gsdi was created by the Umayyad caliphs together with other judicial 

appointments, probably as a result of Syro-Byzantine influence , is 

unacceptable, because Demombynes does not give any satisfactory proof 

that the office of judge was created only under this influence. As we 

have discussed in the last chapter, it is more reasonable to accept the 

reports of the Arab historians that it was the early caliphs who took 

the first stop in appointig judges, and in consequence created the 

Muslim judge. 

However, the similarity which existed between the Byzantine 

a&Linstration and the Umayyad administration of justice could not 

justify referring the vole system to this similarity as E. Jurji 

observed. 
(3) 

If it is a question of similarities, then it is 

beyond any doubt that the Muslim judge bears a very strong resemblance 

to the old Arabian arbitrator. The only difference between them 

is that the judge had the political auttorit behind 

him to enforce his decision, as the delegate of the 

(1) Kremer, Von, The Orient Under the Gal i rihs, translated by 

S. Xhuda, The University press, Calcutta, 1920, pp. 445-46. 

(2) Demombynes, op. cit., p. 148. 

(3) Jurji, or. oit., p. 44. 
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governor. Otherwisehe. inherited all the functions of the 

arbitrator. by means of! natural development. (') This 

natural course of development would suggest that the 

Muslim judge was modelled on r. the Arabian arbitrator. 

Schacht gave an opinion on. the nature of the judge during 

the Umayyad period which seems to be much more consistent 

with available information about the administration of 

justice of; that period. He said: "The office of ged3 

itself was an Islamic institution typical of the Umayyad 

period. "(2) However, it is possible to assume that contact 

between the two administrations may have resulted in some 

sort of influence on the Umayyad administration of justice 

and that the Umeyyads adopted some of the features which 

they thought useful to them, like the clerk of the court 

or the establishment of the court record, but this is 

certainly does not amount to saying that the whole administ- 

ration was created by that influence. 

``: `' D. The , judges' role in the creation of Islamic law in this 

eP riod: 

At the beginning of the Umayyad period the legal 

material available to the judges was not enough to meet 

all their needs, and the development of the society in 

general which created new problems made it necessary for 

(1) Schacht, Introduction, p. 24. 
(2) Ibid., p. 26. 
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the judges during this period to use their own discretion 

and create new decisions which the available sources did 

not-have. Although the judges of this period had to 

act in accordance wiW'r C Qur')änic regulation, in cases 

where there were no such Qur anic rules 

a judge had to give a proper decision. As is evident 

from our study of the Qur'änic legislation, this did not; 

cover all legalprobablities. The decisions which the Umayyed 

judges had to give were so numerous that it amounted 

to giving them the right of the creation and legislation 

of the law. cAbd al-Wahhäb Khalläf sees the early judges 

as having the legislative power. 
(') 

Tabliyya argues against 

this po'int of view by saying that the early Muslim judges 

did not have the right to legislate because, as he puts 

1 ,I 

ýI 

1 

it, they have the sources of the law in the form of the 

Qur'änic legislation:: and the Prophet's decisions. He goes on to 

say:: that the role of the judge was the same as the role of 

the judge in modern times, mainly to apply the law and 

use his discretion where there no law existed. ' This point 

of view would be acceptable if the Qur')änic legislation: ' 

with the Prophet's decisions gave a comprehensive system 

(1) Khalläf, cAbd al-Wehhäb, al-Siy sa al-Sharciyya, H 
al-Salafiyya press, Cairo, 1930, p. 47. 

(2) Tabliyya, al-Qutb Muhammad, al-cAmal al-Qadä'i Fi al- 

oe-nün al-MuqFarin, Där'al-Fikr press, Cairo, 1965, 

pp. 7n-79. 
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of law and the judge would only be required to use his decision in 
very limited cases. In regard to the Qur>änic legis- 

lations we have pointed out their nature and range, 

As far as the Prophet's decisions are concerned 

it is possible that some decisions taken by the Prophet 

and transmitted by his companions were known to the judges 

of ; this period, but we must point out that the decisions 

of the Prophet which were known to the judges at that time 

were very few as we shall explain in our discussion of 

the sources of the law during this period. The reason 

for supposing,., -, that the judges were creating the legal 

decisions is that they had to do it often and in con- 

sequencb they helped greatly in the process of creating 

the Islamic law. Schacht in his observation on this 

subject had this to say: "The earliest Islamic gädis 

officials of the Umayyad administration by their decisions 

laid the basic foundation of what was to become Islamic 

law", 
(') Although I would agree that. the judges of 

the Umayyad period played an important part in the creation 

of Islamic law, at the game time it is going too far to 

ascribe to them that they '.:. established the law them- 

selves or that they :..:. ̀. laid the foundation of the law, 

because this assumption ignores completely the legislation 

which 1existed in the Qur"än and even Schacht agrees that 

it contains a wide range of legal material. 
(2) 

Although 

(1) Schacht, Introduction, p. 25. 

(2) Ibid., pp. 10-14. 
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Coulson said that only eighty verses deal with law 
' 

proper 1 in the cur)-an, these were nevertheless rules 

which had to be applied. It is 
. obvious tha, "U, a Jud e 

of this period would naturally take notice of this 4' 

legislation and, indeed, as Schacht observed, they based 

many of their decisions upon the Qur) lic leCi : lati_on. 
(2) 

The foundation of Islamic lay existed therefore, before the 

L'maYyad judges; it merely required to be interpreted. 

They certainly extended the frontiers of Islamic law, and by 

their own discretion, rä° , they created many decisions. 

ievertheless all this cannot possibly justify Schacht's 

assumption that they laid the foundation of Islamic law. 

Our sources are full of law material 

ascribed to judges of the early Uinayyad period. 

However, the difficulty which faces any attempt to 

give examples of how the Umayyad judges helped in the 

development of Islamic law is that so many decisions were 

falsely ascribed to Umayyad judges, at one stage in the 

history of Islamic law, in order to Live these paxticuler 

decisions some sort of authority. 
(3) 

Nevertheless, I arum 

inclined to accept Schacht' s point of view when he suggests 

that ever, decision which is irregular by later standards 

could be accepted as an authentic reference to 

the practice during the Uraayyad 

(1) Coulson, History or Isl.: 7ic: 1; v. vt p. 12. 
(2) Schacht, Introduction, .,. 18. 
(3} ichaci_4, Ori4ý, i. ns, pp. 100-42. 
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period, because there is no reason to suppose that it 

was a later ascription. For example the question which 

concerned the gift from a husband r, ; to his divorced 

wife: the Qur). änic verse concerned with this gift was not clear 

whether it was obligatory or merely recommended. 
ý1ý 

During. 

the Umayyäd period it appears that 'the question was not 

settled and it was left to the individual judge to 

interpret the Qur'gnic verse. IýAbd al-Rahmän b. Hujayra 

the judge of Egypt, as appears from al-Kindi's report, 

seemed to think that the Qur3enic verse constituted an 

order and consequently he regarded the gift as obligatory 

and so he used to Cdeductt from the pension of the husband 

three dinärs and ask the pay roll officer to take it 

out in order to give it to the divorced wife . 
(2 

Tawba 

b. Nimr also a judge in Egypt regarded the Qur3gnic verse 

as a recommendation from God which every Muslim should 

take, but he did not think that this recommendation was 

enforceable by the law. When he was confronted with 

this situation he asked the husband to give his divorced 

wife a gift. But the husband refused this demand and 

the judge did not see fit to enforce it upon him. 
But this judge i felt i very strongly that it was a moral 

obligation on the husband to give this gift, and when the 

(1) Qur'än, Süra, II, 237. 
(2) al-Kindi, op. cit., p. 317. 
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husband came to Tawba as a 
. 
witness in another case Tawba 

refused to accept his testimony on the ground that he h 

refused to accept the Qur)änic recommendation. 

Shurayh the judge of al-Küfa was also of the same opinion. 

as appears from a statement quoted by WakIC. (2) 
Khayr 

b. Nucaym was of the same opinion as CAbd al-Rahmän b. 

Hujayra. He regarded this gift as obligatory and so he 
" 

imposed it on the husband. (3) 
From this example we 

can assume that the judges-during the Umayyad period 

regarded the use of their discretion as a valid rule and 

they decided according to their own opinions. In this 

particular decision the original decision was there, in the 

Qur)gn, 'but the difference is on how it should be interpreted. 

This again supports our argument that at least the found- 

ation'of the law was there before the Umayyad judges. 

Judges under the Umayyads continued the 

process begun by the Prophet and the early caliphs in, 

regard to the establishment of. a comprehensive system of 

inheritance. We know that the Qur) n contains the basic 

legislation in this field and that the Prophet for various 

reasons had added to it, (4) 
and the early caliphs had 

also contributed as we have discussed in the last chapter. 
(S) 

(1) al-Kindi, op. cit., p. 344. 
(2) Wakic, op. cit., vol. 2, p. 327- 
(3) al-Kindi, op. cit., p. 350. 
(4) See above pp. 156-57. 
(5) See above p. 184. 
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The Umayyad judges followed this example. J -! '. - a 
Any 

question arising out of -any previous legislation would 

be answered by a decision from the judge and as he 

added more and more, it became possible to talk of a 

comprehensive system of inheritance. An example of how 

the judges helped in regard to inheritance is reported by 

Wakic :a dispute arose over whether -a captive in the 

enemy hand had any right to inheritance. Shurayh as a 

judge of al-Küfa decided that he should be granted his 

share of inheritance, as this might help him to free 

himself from the enemy. 
(1)< 

Shurayh also decided a case 

regarding ia_ bequest, when a person bequeathed to his 

grandson more than a third of the inheritance. His 
ry 

sons agreed while he was alive, but after his death they 

refused to comply with the bequest saying that they had only agreed out of 

respect for their father as they did not want to anger 

him. Shurayh decided that it was for them to agree or =.. 

r disagree. 
(2) Iyäs b. Mucäwiya.. the. judge of al-Basra 

decided a case of inheritance, when the deceased was 

freedman who left two daughters. One of them had bought her 

father's freedom and as any one who freed someone was 

entitled to inherit from him, a dispute arose as to the 

share of the two daughters. The case was brought before 

Iy77s and he decided that the two daughters should shre two 

(1) W'akiII: , op. cit., vol. 2, p. 245. 
(2) Ibid., vol. 2, p. 263. 

... aý-ý_ rte, _ _, . __ ý. _.. _. -. __............. _ý___ 
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thirds of inheritance- according to the Qurýli9nic legislation 

the other third belonging to the daughter who had bought 

her father's freedom as a right of walP. 
(1) 

The Umayyad authority seemed to encourage the 

use of discretion in deciding cases and some of the caliphs 

explicitly told judges to exercise 

their own judgment on how to solve particular. problems. For 

example when dyad b. cUbayd Allah wrote to cUmar II asking 

him what to do in a case where a boy had assaulted a girl, 

both as appeared from the report were under the age of 

responsibility. CUmar II told him in his reply that he 

had not heard of any precedent concerning this type of 

case and that he wanted the judge to use his own judgment 

in deciding the case. <Iyad took the decision of imposing 

on the boy a fine of fifty dinärs. 
(2) 

There are also some legal maxims which are 

reported to be the sayings of some of the Umayyad judges. 

These maxims appeared in the classical collections of 

tradition as sayings of the Prophet. Although we cannot 

be sure as to the nature of these legal maxims or who 

originated them in this complex situation, nevertheless 

it is possible to assume that they' ihre the sayings of 

the Umayyad judges because if they were not, there would be 
- -------- 

4t 

no reason to ascribe them to those judges. The fact is 

(1) Wak3 op. cit., vol. 1, p. 33840 
(2) al-Kind!, op. cit., p. 334. 
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that this sort of material continued to exist even after 

these maxims became : recognised'. Th tradition of the Prophet. 

Wakic reported these maxims (d. 306 A. H. ) as the sayings 

of Shurayh the Umayyad judge who died 79 A. H. The 

natural thing to do with a report ascribing the tradition 

of the Prophet to the Umayyad judges would be to suppress 

them, but the fact that they were not suppressed age$te 

a strong possibility that they only became traditions from 

the Prophet in a relatively late period, possibly the 

second century. Some of these maxims are well known 

traditions 1though Wald` reported them to be the sayings 
v of Shurayh. 

He reports Shur ayh as saying: "The parties 

to a sale have the right of option as long as they have 

not separated". 
(') 

This maxim, however, appeared as a 

tradition from the Prophet for the first time in mälik's 

Muwattä3 in the late second century. 
(2) 

Schacht thinks 

that this maxim was put into circulation after the time 

of CAtä. ), 
(3) 

but I am inclined to think that it 

may have existed before this time as the personal opinion 

of Shurayh and :., -; I since it does not have the authority 

t. 
s 
r 

which a tradition from the Prophet would have, it is possible 

that this legal maxim of Shurayh. was transformed after the 

time of cAtä> into a tradition from the Prophet to give 

it the-necessary authority to override any opposition. 

(1) Waki:, op. cit., vol. 2, p. 246. 
(2) Schacht, Origins, p. 64. 
(3) Ibid., p. 184. 
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Wakic reported many maxims which he ascribed to the 

Umayyad judges, this being only one example of them. (') 

From our discussion and examples it appears 

r 

that it was accepted at this period in the history of 

Islamic law that, a judge would use his personal opinion 

and decide accordinglyyand his judgment would be regarded 

as authoritative by the Umayyad authorities. Gonsquently 

these activities of the judges :. ' created a considerable 

body oflegal material which the specialists in Islamic law 

at the turn of the first century began to analyse and 

construct into a comprehensive system of Islamic law. 

The question is raised by Schacht of the authority and 

recognition of the role played by the early Muslim judges. 

He says: "It will become apparent from' the subsequent 

development of Islamic law that the part played by the 

early gedis in laying its foundations did not achieve 

recognition in the doctrine of legal theory which finally 

prevailed, and that the concept of judicial precedent, 

the authority of a previous judicial decision, did not 

develop. "(2ý As far as the judges role in creating the 

foundation of Islamic law is concerned I think that the 

discussion earlier will be sufficient to give our opinion. 

But why, when the Muslim scholars formulated the theory on 

the sources of the law, did they not include the judicial 

(1) For more examples see Wakic, op. cit., vol. 2, pp. 256, 

259,274,332,337. 
(2) Schacht, Introduction, p. 26. 
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precedents as an authoritative source. It appears that 

Muslim scholars viewed the activities of the early judges 

as a form of Ijtihed. This form of i tihäd was recognised 

by the theory of Muslim scholars. It is true that the 

activities of the early judges under the Umayyad were not 

restricted as the ijtihäd was by the ptandard of Muslim 

scholars. However, they were essentially mujtahids using 

their minds to arrive at a decision by reasoning in a wider 

sense. The subsequent development of Islamic law led to 

criticism by Muslim scholars from -a , theoretical point of 

view, of the Umayyad judges' decisions, but they did not 

rule out the i'tý ih3d principle altogether. It is possible 

in theory, in fact the theory insisted that -a judge be 

a mujtahid and 'the decision which he reached using this 

method would be recognised as authoritative. This recog- 

nition by the Muslim scholars of the ijtihäd principle is 

similar to the recognition of the judicial preqedent. The 

difference between the two institutions, is that the 

jjtihäd of Muslim judges ' Wa8? very much limited because 

of the fact that Islamic law, after the early period, was not 

developed inside the court but rather. outside it, among the 

circle of jurists and scholars and not just 

"Morig 
judges as with European law which Schacht had 

in mind when he made this observation. The Muslim scholars' 

theory did not recognise the judicial precedent, because 

during and after the construction period of Islamic law, 

the law was not created by the judges in the court but by 
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the F, uquhMuslim scholars. This would furnish the 

reason why after the creative period, had elapsed when the: 

four school were founded there was no serious development 

in the law, which made the legal system rigid and inflexible.. - 

E. The sources of the law: 

This section is a discussion of the sources 

which provided the judges during this period with legal 

material. According to the available information from 

our sources we can define four sources which a iudae 

could use to decide the legal question : facing him. -. _.:. 

These sources're as follows: 

1. The Qur'änic legislation: 

We have established that during the periods of 

the Prophet and the early caliphs the Qur'an was regarded 

as a source of law and it is the natural thing that the 

Qur) n would continue to be regarded as the prime source 

of the law during the Umayyad period, As far as one 

can gather from the available information in the sources 

this seemste have been the case. Knowledge of . the (fur' 8n 

was regarded as essential for anyone who would take the 

office of judge. 'Abd al-CAziz b. Marwän expressed his 

astonishment at a judge who did not possess the knowledge 

of the Qur'an. How could he judge cases. 
(') 

This Judge 

(1) a1-Kindi, op. cit., p. 312. 
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was appointed for political reasons and so he was the 

exception rather than the rule. 
(') 

When CUmar b. Hubayra, 

a governor wanted to appoint Iyäs b. Mucäwiya the first 

thing he asked him was about his knowledge of the Qur'9n. 
(2) 

If it was not normal practice ll- to apply the Qur' änic 

legislation, then why the insistence on the knowledge 

of the Qurýlän by the candidate. It appears from our sources 

that the Umayyad judges applied the Qurý'änic rules in any 

clear decision, a decision which could not be misunder- 

stood, and when they were confronted with is Qur'änic 

rule which was ambiguous they tried to interpret the 

Qur'änic verse according to their own opinion of what it 

meant. ' Naturally 7 they differed in their interpretation 

of the. Qur)änic verses as we have seen earlier in the 

example concerning the gift to the divorced wife. 
(3) 

Schacht, while accepting that most of the law of inherit- 

ance and family law was drawn from the Qur'än, seems to 

suggest that little attention was given to the Qur'än 

during this period and that on occasions they even went so 

for as to contradict -an explicit rule in the Qur)gn. I 

would like to take up one of Schacht's points, where he says: 

"On the other hand, any but the most perfunctory attention 

given to the Qur'änic norms, and any but the most elementary 

conclusions drawn from them belong almost invariably to 

(1) See above p. 224. 
(2) Ibn CAbd Rabbih, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 21. 
(3) See above pp. 270-71 

F .. _. __ 
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a secondary stage in the development of doctrine". (') 

Although I agree that the serious studies of the Qur-)anic 

norms only began when the specialist group emerged in 

the middle of the Umayyad period, this in itself does not 

justify us in claiming that the Umayyad judges did not 

paY: any attention to the Qur)gnic norms. If their con- 

clusions were elementary as suggested by Schacht this is 

not because they did not take the Qur'änic norms seriously, 

but was due to the fact that this is how they understood 

the Qur'9nic norms. To compare their views of the Qur'änic 

norms with the view evolved during and after the growth 

of specialists is to over-look the influence of development. 

During he early period if judges did not find 

a " legal solution in the Qur'än they saw no objection 
to creating -a legal solution. That is why they did not 

engage themselves in an endless argument about the verses 

in the Qur'än and their possible meaning. However during 

the second stage when the specialists insisted that legal 

solutions must be based on either a Qur)gnic rule or a 

tradition from the Prophet, we find the excessive use of 

the Qur: än in every conceivable and inconceivable way in 

order to base a decision on the Qur'gn. This was probably 

a reaction against what they thought to be a neglect of 
the Qur'än by the Umayyad authorities. We see too many 

interpretations of the Qur)gn, all in order to support 

(1) Schacht, Introduction, p. 18. 

. 
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a particular point of view. Schacht also had a part- 

icular reference, a Qur'enic decision which was ignored 

by the Umayyad judges. lie says: -"That the thief should 

have been punished not by having his hand cut off as the 

Qur'än prescribes (Sara V. 38. ) and Islamic law maintains, 

but by flogging as attested'by St. John of Damascus (floruit 

between A. D. 700 and 750) merely shows the difficulty of 

enforcing a penalty which was unknown to the ancient 

Arabs". 
( I) Although I do not know :] °f 

.__ 
the incident 

which. John of Damascus referred to, I would agree with 

Schacht about the difficulty involved in implementing this 

punishment in the early period of Islam. The cutting off of 

hands was known to the Arabs before Islam as we have 

discussed in a previous chapter, 
(2) 

but it was implemented 

on those who Thad been outlawed by their tribes. Quraysh 

expressed their astonishment at the Prophet's decision to 

t 

cut off the hand of a woman thief from the clan of B. 

Makhzüm,. 
(3) 

and from the time of the Prophet onwards the 

process began of making this kind of law applicable to all 

classes in the Muslim community. However, some early judges 

during the Umayyad period whenever they were faced with 

this kind of punishment tried to look for something 

which would prevent the hadd being implemented like 

(1) Schacht, Introduction, p. 18. 
(2) See above pp. 113-15. 
(3) a1-Bukhäri, op. cit., vol. 8, p. 199, 

, uLý 
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uncertainty surrounding the case, and if they found 

this sort of reason they would not inflict the cutting off of the 

hand, but prescribe flogging instead. Fudäla b. CITbayd, the judge 

of Damascus during MuCäwiya's reign used to avert implementing 

. 
the cutting off of the hand in a case of suspicion. 

(') 

This I would assume 
_migh'explain 

the report by John of 

Damascus, and we could interpret it in this light. Other- 

wise the alternative explanation is that the Umayyad judges 

were ignoring the Qur'änic legislation. This cannot be 

accepted because of the lack of. sufficient evidence to 

justify this claim. At the same time there is some in- 

formation in our sources which indicates that the cutting off. 

of hand's was a general practice during the Umayyad period. 

These reports seem, to be acceptable because they agreed 

with the Qur'änic legislation and there is, therefore, no 

reason to doubt their authenticity. The only exception 

to this general rule seems to have been slaves who had 

stolen. This I would assume was a result of the growth 

of slavery during this period. Slaves were regarded as 

valuable property, but at the same time it appears that 

they were not regarded as responsible for their actions. 

The owners of slaves, therefore, objected to the implementing 

of hadd on slaves who had stolen because this would 

drastically reduce their value. 
2 

Judges during this 

-period were divided on whether to impose the theft hadd 

(1) Waki , 92-cit., vol. 3, p. 201. 

, 
(2) Ibid., vol. It p. 329. 
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on slaves or not. Shurayh, when a slave acknowledged his 

crime of stealing did not impose the hadd on him. (') 

Iyäs b. Mul: äwiya the judge of al-Basra, on being brought 

a slave who had been found stealing in the market, 

was ready to impose the hadd on him by cutting his hand 

off and the only thing which prevented him from doing 

so was the fact that they found the slave to be a minor, who 

had not reached the age of responsibility. Iyäs decided 

to flog him in spite of the owner's objection. 
(2) 

However, 

there were people during this period whose hands had been 

out off as punishment for stealing as appears from WakiC's 

reports. 
(3) Another example is the report by al-Balädhr! 

where he described how a burglar entered the house of 

cAmir al-CAdwäni. cAmir clashed with the burglar and 

apprehended him and he was brought before the judge of 

al-Basra during cAbd al-Malik's reign, who after hearing 

the case decided to impose the hadd and he ordered his 

hand to be cut off. 
ýý 

This is a discussion of the evidence which 

Schacht cited in his discussion of the Qur'än during the 

early period. 
(5) On the basis of this discussion we 

(1) Waki , op. cit., vol. 2, p. 273. 
(2) Ibid., vol. 1, p. 329. 

(3) Ibid., vol. 1, PP"288,395. 
(4) e1-Bal9dhri, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 597. 
(5) Schahct cited the. restriction of the written documents as 

a legal proof as an example of how they contradicted the 
Qur'15n, this will be discussed later, when we discuss the 
evidence during this period. See below pp. 295-301. 
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are justified in our claim that the Qur'an was regarded as 

the prime source of the law during this period, even if 

this does appear not to be so. 

2. The Sunna: 

On the basis of our earlier assumption, the 

Prophet must have been faced with some legal problems 

and his solution to these problems must have been trans- 

mitted by his companions. 
(') As we have seen in the last 

chapter the early caliphs of Medina held the 

legislative power and through this they initiated some 

legal decisions. These legislations of the Prophet and 

his early successors had survived into the Umayyad period 

through normal daily life or by an oral transmission 

of the* actual saying or -action. This was the Sunna in 

general as it was practised %: _, Jin- the early period, and 

the judges would judge according to this Sunna as a 

second source of the law. To those judges in the first 

half of the Umayyad period, the sayings of the Prophet 

had an equal authority with the sayings of <Umar I. They 

all represented the Sunna of the noble and respected men 

and the practice of the earlier generation. There was 

as yet no clear distinction between the Sunna of the Prophet 

and the Sunna of the Prophet's companions. They were all 

regarded as having the same authority. This is shown by 

the fact that there was no mention of the Prophet's Sunna 

as distinct from any other Sunna and when they talkedof 

i1) See above pp. 161- 63,205-07- 
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the Sunna they Igave it a general term, like the Sunna of 

the rightly-guided imäms, al-a-)imat al-hudät. However, 

during the last part of the Umayyad period, as a result 

of the emergence of the pious group who took it upon 

themselves to develop the Islamic law, the term Sunna 

was no longer applied in general terms as it had been. 

From this period onwards the idea of-the Sunna of the 

Prophet began to emerge as an authoritative source of 

the law and became separated from the general term of Sunna. 

<Umar II wrote to his governor EAdi b. Artaa pointing 

out to him that the judgment should be made according to 

the Qur-Iän and then to the Sunna of the Prophet of God, 

and then to the Sunna of the rightly guided Imäms. (1) 

This emergence of the Prophet's Sunna coincided with a 

wide growth of sayings attributed to the Prophet for 

various reasons, political and legal which became part 

of 'the Prophet's Sunna +. This seems. to have created a sort 

of division within the community, and also among the 

religious groups. Some people who saw the tendency for 

fabrication seemed to think that only the Qur'an, could be 

regarded as the final authority. This reaction angered 

the traditionists in the pious group. This anger was 

expressed by the. statement of Abü Qiläba, who was an 

active member of the pious group and a traditionist who 

transmitted traditions from the Prophet. He isaid: "When 

you talk to someone about the Swine and he says forget 

, 
(1) kiaki", op. cit., vol. It p. 77. 

.... 
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the Sunna and talk about the Qur'än, then you know that 

he is not rightly guided but dä1111. 
(1) 

The judg of the 

Umayyad period also seemed not to have appreciated the 

growth of the Prophet's Sunna and to have preferred 

to conceive of the Sunna as the existing practice. which 

; went; further back to the Prophet's period. Muhammad b. 

Abi Bakr, ' who was the judge of Medina during the reign 

of Hishäm used to judge as far as the Sunna was concerned 

according to the known practice of his town. His brother 

who had'heard a tradition asserting something contrary 

to the practice asked this judge "why do you not judge 

according to these traditions. Muhammad's reply was, how 
. 

about the practice*, 
(2) 

which suggests that he believed 

that the current practice had developed dut of the practice 

of earlier generations and. was more authentic of the 

Prophet's Sunna than the tradition. Therefore we can 

assume with reasonable justification that the Sunna in 

general which represented the Prophet's decisions as well 

as the decisions taken by the authoritative successors of 

the Prophet was recognised during the Umayyad period as 

an authoritative source of the law. How much material 

this source provided the Umayyad judges is difficult to 

determine, but Iat the same time our information indicates 

that the material concerning the Sunna of the Prophet was 

not then on the same scale as during the late second 

(1) Ibn Sacd, op. cit., vol. 7, p. 13k. 
(2) Wakic, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 176. 

L 
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century. It is evident from the example which we 

have cited that even under the Umayyads the tendency to 

fabricate traditions was realised and the judges during- 

this period were not prepared to accept any tradition which 

did not correspond to the practice which had existed in their 

communities since earlier generations. 

3. ' :: Umayyad administrative 3 regulations: 

The third source of the law during this period 

was the (decisions taken by the Umayyad authorities who 

; j'held3 the legislative power. This legislation by the 

Umayyad authority was introduced for purely legal reasons 

or _ possibly ; for administrative practicability. MuCäwiya, - 

the first Umayyad caliph is said to have been the first to 

decide. that the fractions due for wounds inflicted on 

a person by another should be deducted from his pension 

in the pay roll, and he wrote to the judge of Egypt 

Salim bo cItr to use this procedure, (') 
The caliph would 

legislate against any practice which he thought un- 

suitable. c Umar II wrote to the judge of Egypt cIygd b. 

cUbayd Allgh prohibiting the general practice there of 

granting, a neighbour the right of pre-emption and he 

legislated that it was the right of the Shark only. 
(2) 

(Umar II also wrote to some of his governors defining 

(1) al-Kindi, Op. cit., P. -309- . 
Schacht, Origins, p. 207. 

(2) al-Kindi, op. cit., Pp. 334-35. 

._ ýý- 
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manumission or the right of wall) and he divided al-mawl 

into three categories pointing out those who inherited from 

their mawlä and were inherited and those who did not. 
(') 

It was not always that the caliph ttook; the 

initiative, and sometimes the judge or the governor would 

ask the caliph to give a decision on a particular point 

or to solve a legal problem. Sometimes the caliph gave 

his decision and the governor or the judge would apply 

it as a binding rule. al-Kindi reported that the judge of 

Egypt CIyäd b. CUbayd Allah received a letter from the 

Umayyad caliph <Umar II in which cUmar was answering some 

legal problems which dyad had written to.. him about. But 

sometitdes the caliph would decide that the matter in 

question should be settled by the discretion of the 

judge or the governor concerned. When the judge CIyäd 

wrote to cUmar II asking for his legal advice, Umar said 

that he had not heard of anything concerning this part- 

icular case and that he should decide according to his 

own opinion. 
(3) 

" However, these legislative activities by the 

Umayyad authority ' did not always meet with -the approval of 

the group of specialists particularly during the late 

Umayyad period after the growth of this movement. This 

group looked upon such; legislation, as having no legal 

(1) Ibn I'Abd Rabbih, op. cit., vol. 4, p. 437 

(2) al-Kindi, op. cit., pp. 336-37. 

(3) Ibid., p. 339. 
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authority unless it conformed with , ur) nic legislation, 

even where there Evas no relevant (urn , is legislation. 

fl-ien al-Hasen al-Basrl was called on by Ibn Hubayra, 

the governor of al-Basra, for legal advice on some 

regilatibns sent to him by the Umayyad caliph, Yazid II, 

al-üasan's reply was that the governor should see 

whether these regulations conformed with the (ur)an or not; 

if they did then he was free to implement them, if not then 

he should not implement them, fear of God being more 

important than fear of the caliph. 
(') 

However, this attitude 

was never accepted by the Umayyad officials, judges or 

governors, who always implemented what the central govern- 

ment of the caliph wanted. Islamic theory did-not 

recognize the a priori authority of a caliph to formulate a 

legal rule. However, he could initiate a legal rule 

providing that he was qualified to do so as a mujtahid, 

and his I: itihäd conformed with the rules. As far as the 

Umayiad authorities were concerned it would be difficult if 

not impossible to assume that their legislation was in :. 

accordance with the rules of Iitihad, which only came into 

existence after their period. Whatever the Muslim scholars 

who formulated the theory may have thought of Umayyad 

legislation and whatever their attitude towards the ability 

of the Uma;, ryad authorities to leý; islate, it is quite 

evident that the 

(1) Ibn AM abbih, vol. 1 p). 5c 
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legislatians of the Umayyad authority had found its way 

into the Islamic law. The acceptance by the scholars 

of the secular court al-Mazälim 
(1) 

which the Umayyads 

had established is an example of how the Uma yad regulat- 

ions and institutions became an integral part of the Islamic 

law. 

4. A judge's discretion: 

If ta judge could not find la legal solution 

from these three sources: the Qur'än, the Sunna, and the 

Umayyad authoritiest legislation, then the only way open 

, to him was i to use his discretion and give a common- 

sense decision. We have discussed earlier the role played 

by the judges during the Umayyad period in providing the 

Islamic law with a considerable body of positive legal material 

and we have quoted some examples to show the extent of their 

activities in this field which would be enough to establish 

our claim. 
(2) However, the question to which we should turn our it 

attention to is what sort of influence would have affected the 

judge's mind when he considered giving a personal opinion 

in the matter in dispute. The obvious influence would be 

the custom practised by the community or the custom of 

the judge's own district. For example when Abü Bakr b. 

Hazm, the judge of Medina was asked by someone what should 

he do if he were faced with a matter of dispute between the 

(1) See above -p. 90. 
(2) See above Pp. 266-77. 

0 - 'ý 
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religious groups, Abi Barr replied that if he found the 

people of : edina agreeing on something then it was 

unquestionably right. 
(1) 

When the vendors of slaves, 

al-nakhkha in, wanted a judge to give them the ri'ht to 

return the slaves to their ori6-inal owners on the grounds 

of their having defects, Tawba b. Nimr, the judge of Egypt 

told them that the common custom was that the vendors did 

not allow anyone to return slaves to them on these grounds 

and they should therefore behave in the same way. 
(2) 

Some modern writers have suggested that Islamic law 

contains some foreign legal rules which, as Schacht says, 

cannot be a mere coincidence. 
(3) 

Although this subject 

needs further careful research, and I cannot claim to have 

done that, I have, nevertheless, a suggestion to make in 

connection with it and with our present discussion. This 

suggestion is that if there were foreign elements in Islamic 

law, then a possible assumption is that these foreign elements 

came into Islamic law through being part of the local 

customs which survived in the conquered lands. As a 

judge, when deciding in any case with his discretion, was 

liable to be influenced by the local customs, so he might 

(1) Wakiy , op. cit. , vol. 1, pp. 143-44. 
(2) al-Kind-1, op. cit., p. 345" 
(3) Schacht, J. Foreii elements in ancient Islamic la. v, ;,. rt. 

J. C. L.: 1950, Pp. 9-17, Also Goldziher, I. The principles 
of Islamic law, The Historian Histcr-r of the '. larld, 

vol. t', pp. 294-304. 

:.. __ - 
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in some cases have decided in accordance with the customs which- 

survived from the foreign legal rules and in this way these rules 

came to be part of the Islamic law during the construction 

period. Another factor which strengthens this possibility 

is that some of the Umayyad judges like al-Hasan al-Basri 

were of foreign descent,, and it is possible that their 

background and upbringing may have. influenced their thinking. 

These are the sources which the judges during 

the Umayyad period were using as a. basis for their decisions, 

and it was these sources which provided them with the 

materials. 

F. Procedure and evidence: 

The procedure. 

The procedures which the Muslim judges followed 

under the Umayyads were very much similar to the 'those 3 

used under the Prophet and the early caliphs which, as we 

have explained in the preceeding chapters were very close 

to those of the arbitration system used by the Arab tribes 

used in pre-Islamic Arabia. A judge would only interfere 

in a matter of dispute if one of the parties to that. 

dispute : i. '. " took,,, action and brought a claim to hihi 

The judge then would be obliged 

to ask the other party to come to his court in order to 

answer the claim which the plaintiff laid against him. 

th The Umayyad judges saw it as their duty to do that, so_ 

when someone took legal action against one member of the 

,ý 
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but if the plaintiff could not produce evidence which would 

be satisfactory to the judge, then the only solution which 

(1) Wald', op. cit., vol. 1, p. 127. 
(2) See above PP. 245-49. 

, 
(3) Ibn CAbd Rabbih, 

-opp. 
cit., vol. 1, p. 90. 

family of Marwän b. al-Hakam, the governor of Medina, the 
. 

judge there, Nawfal b. Musähiq, asked this person either 

to give the plaintiff his right or to appear before the 

court where the matter could be settled. 
(') 

However, 

the judge might interfere in cases where there are no 

disputes involved. He interfered on behalf of the comm- 

unity to impose the hadd punishment only in order to 

strengthen the public morality. This practice became appa- 

rent as we have seen earlier only during the late. Umayyad 

period and only as far as the breaking of the religious 

prohibition was concerned. (2) 

When the two litigants arrived at the court 

they we're seated together on the same platform. Shurayh 

used to object to anyone however close in his relation 

with him, sitting beside him while this person was involved 

in the hearing. 
(3) 

When they were seated in front of the 

judge, the plaintiff would tell the judge. the nature of 

his claim. After he had finished the judge would ask the 

defendant about the claim and if he denied it, the plaintiff 

would have to support his claim with evidence. The judge would 

ask for this evidence. If the evidence was satisfactory 

i 

to the judge then he would decide in favour Of the plaintiff, 

but if the plaintiff could not produce evidence which would 

be satisfactory to the judge, then the only solution which 

(1) Waki', op. cit., vol. 1, p. 127. 

._.. ___, ..... .... ,,,. r - "-" -r, 
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was open to them was to demand the oath from the defendant 

which would resolve the dispute for the time being. This ' 

is evident from the statement made by Shurayh concerning 

this matter when he s said that the plaintiff ;; had to produce 

the evidence and the defendant should take the oath in denial 

in the absence of evidence. 
(') However, the oath was not re- 

garded by the Umayyad judges as a final solution. If the 

plaintiff. were to find evidence which could support his case 

after the judgment of the judge, he could then ý- apply for 

another hearing where his fresh evidence could be presented to 

the court, The judge could ignore the oath taken by the 

defendant in the previous hearing and act upon the new 

evidencle. Wakil: reported that Shurayh used to accept the 

evidence after the oath of denial had been taken. 
(2) 

Shurayh was also reported to have said that: "To refuse a 

false oath is more 3 righteous than to refuse . just evidence" 
ý3) 

If the defendant could not appear before the 

court for one reason or another he could appoint an agent 

who would come to the court and answer his client's case 

provided that he produced , evidence of his right of i.; 

representation. satisfactory to the judge. This is shown 

by the report mentioned in al-CIgd al-Farid that the judge 

of the capital during the reign of Hishgm used to ask for 

evidence before accepting the appointed agents. 
(4) 

(1) Waki(, op. cit. , vol. 2, p. 355. 
(2) Ibid., vol. 2, p. 261. 
(3) CAbd al- cAziz, op. cit., f. 51. 
(4) Ibn ": Abd Rabbih, vol. 1, pp. 29-30" 
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As far as the presentation of a claim to 

la judge was concerned it appears that this was done 

either orally or that the prosecuting party would write 

-the claim on a paper and give it to the judge. Ibn 

SaCd reported that a litigant gave Shurayh the judge of 

of al-Küfa a paper which contained his claim, but Shurayh 

refused to accept this form of presentation and insisted 

on an oral one. 
(') 

This report suggests that some of 

the Umayyad judges would accept only an oral presentation. 

whilst others accepted the written ones it is 

hardly possible that this litigant would have written out his 

case and presented it to the judge unless this procedure 

was widely practised in other parts of the State. It t. 

is not. necessary that Shurayh would have taken the same view. 

This was the essential feature of the procedure 

used by the Umayyad judges. It is noticeable that they 

differed in some of the details, but as far as the general 

pattern was concerned it is evident from our information 

that this was the usual practice. 

" Another thing which is note-worthy is the 

fact that this procedure was accepted by the Muslim 

scholars when they formulated their theory. They developed 

this procedure and sometimes they tended to lose touch 
i 

with the practical reality by idealizing some of its 

features. An example of this is as we have seen in our 

discussion of the theory was how they regulated the seating 

"(1) Ibn Sand, o p. cit., vol. 6, p. 92. 
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of the litigants and how they prevented the judge from 
(1) inviting one of the litigants without the other. 

This idealizing was unfortunate because it led to creating 

a gap between the theory and the practice in this field. 

However the procedure which Muslim scholars developed 

was essentially the result of the historical development 

of the actual practice. 

The evidence. 

The kinds of evidences subjectory to 

Umayyad judges in the establishment of truth of a 

particular statement or a case were as follows: 

Written documents: r 

In our discussion on the admissible evidence 

during the Prophet's period we have shown that the written 

document was an explicit rule of the Qur'än and how it 

was accepted as evidence. However, in the theory of 

Muslim scholars, a written document became admissible 

only if it was accompanied by two witnesses to testify 

to its authenticity. In his discussion of the üse of 

the Qurýlgn during the first century Schacht says: "But 

there are several cases in which the early doctrine of 

Islamic law diverged from the clear and explicit wording 

of the Qur3 n. One important example which has remained 

typical of Islamic law. is the 'restriction of legal proof 

(1) See above pp. 45-46. 

4 
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to the evidence of witnesses and the denial of validity 

to written documents. This contradicts an explicit ruling 

of the Qur'än (Süra II, 282; of. XXIV, 33) which endorsed 

the current practice of putting contracts into writing, 

and this practice did persist during the first century 

and later, and had to be reconciled with legal theory. 

The same John of Damascus mentions the insistence on witnesses,. 

and on witnesses only as a typical custom of the Saracens, 

and this too was probably established sometimes about the 

middle of the first century of Islam. 1) Although. I agree 

with Schacht that the Qur'en attaches great importance to 

the written documents by, the emphasis which the Qur3in 

placed on them in demanding from the Muslims that they safeguard 

their contracts and debts by means of putting them into 

writing, at the same time I cannot accept Schacht's view 

that the Muslim theory is contradicting the Qurý'än by not 

allowing the written document to become legal evidence on 

its own. if we look at the verse which deals with 

this question we will find that it asks the Muslims to put 

their contracts into writing but it says nothing whatsoever 

to imply that these written documents are admissible legal 

evidence, except perhaps the importance which the Qur'än 

attaches to them. My view is that it was a question of 

the interpretation of this Qur'änic verse-tafsir. It 

seems to me that during the early period of Islam this verse 

was interpreted to mean that the writing of the documents wes 

,, 
(I) Schacht, Introduction, pp. 18-19. 
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compulsory. This interpretation I would assume would 

regard the written documents as admissible evidence. 

Qatäda, an ealy interpreter of the Qur'än, mufassir re- 

garded the writing down of contracts as an obligatory comm- 

and from God and he also seemed to think that the written 

documents were admissible legal evidence as appears from 

al-Tabari's report. 
(') 

So I am inclined to disagree with 

Schacht's assumption that the written document was restricted 

during the Umayyad period in the middle of the first century, 

because Schacht himself agrees that the writing of documents, 

was a practice current among the Arabs before Islam, and 

that this persisted during the first century. There is no 

reason to suppose that the Umayyad judges would oppose this 

practice especially when it was endorsed l by the Qur'än, and 

when some of the early interpreters of the Qur'än regarded 

the document as an obligatory rule and consequently valid 

legal proof. We have seen that during the period of the 

Prophet and the early caliphs the written document was 
(2) 

regarded as legal proof. Again there is no reason to 

assume that this was not the case under the Umayyads. All 

these indications would justify the assumption that the 

written documents were regarded as e valid legal proof, if 

not in the whole of the Umayyad period, then at least the 

greater part of this period. - The question which would arise 

here is how then it came about in the legal theory that the 

(1) a1--Tabari, -Jämic a1-Beyya-n, vol. 3, p. 126. 
(2) See above pp. 166-67,213-14. 
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written document was not an admissible evidence on its 

own. The answer to this question lies in the nature of 

the relation between the early practice and the legal 

theory of Islamic law. It is true that the activities of 

the specialists who began the formulation of Islamic law, 

began with the legal materials and practices available during 

the late Umayyad period. But they were, as Schacht says, 

in opposition to some parts of the practice. The specia- 

lists looked with critical eyes upon the Umayyad practice. 

1 ý" 

iFl 
1 

wýý 

.I 

. rtl 

They modified, endorsed or rejected any particular question. ; 

Therefore it is not necessary that all aspects of the Muslim 

scholars' theory would be true of the practice in the 

Umayya&. period. We have seen earlier that some judges in 

the Umayyad period did not impose on slaves the cutting of 

hands as punishment for theft. 
0) 

Muslim scholars did not 

accept that practice and `.: ' were i of the opinion that the 

hadd should be implemented on slaves. 
(2 

The difference 

between the authority of the judge in practice and his 

authority in the legal theory of Muslim scholars is a 

striking example of how the theory sometimes ' diverged from 

the early practice. 
(3) As far as the written document is 

concerned there is no evidence that it was ignored by the 

judges in practice in any period of Islam in spite of the 

,ý 

All 

jý 
, 

(1) See above Pp. 281-82. 
(2) al-ShäfiC i al-Umm, vol. 6, pp. 149-50. 
(3) See above PP- 53-55,250-58. 
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theory of Muslim scholars. In fact some of the Muslim 

scholars (eg. Abü Yüsuf)(1) who acted as judges had to 

modify their opinions. on this point as a result of their 

involvement with the administration of justice and the 

practical reality. So I would assume that it would be 

more probable that it was those specialists who restricted 

the legal validity of written documents r after 

they had seen the practice of the Umayyads. There 

were some exegetical scholars who thought that the writing 

down of contracts was not obligatory as is reported by 

al-Tabari. 
(2) It is possible too that they interpreted the 

verse which deals with the writing of contracts to-mean 

that it was necessary in order to accept "_a written. docu- 

ment that there should be two witnesses to testify to its 

authenticity. Another reason which made me inclined to 

i" F 
" ý. 

accept this assumption is the fact that Muslim scholars 

seemed to think that the written document could-be fabricated 

and consequently they were over-cautious, demanding that 

there had tobe two witnesses to establish the authenticity 

of the written document. Shäfici who insisted on this 

demand explained it by saying that he .ý was once sitting 

with a judge when he accepted a written document without 

asking for witnesses to establish its authenticity, 

Afters a while the authentic document was brought before 

the judge and it appeared that he had accepted a false 

(1) See above pp 82-83. 
(2) al-Tabari, Jämic al-Bayin, vol. 3, pp. 118-20. 
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document, Shäfilci said that, therefore, no judge 

should accept any written document without witnesses 

who could testify to its authenticity and as a safeguard 

against accepting a false document. 
(I) 

al-Khassäf explained 

the fact that it Was possible to fabricate a written docu-- 

document-: by, forging the hand. writing, and he said 
(2) 

there witnesses to establish the authenticity. 
ý 

This fear of fabrication led Muslim scholars to interpret 

the demand in the verse, which deals with the written 

document, (that the writing of the document should be wit- 

nessed by two persons)to mean that without the two witnesses 

present in court, a document had no legal validity. 

Consequently they curtailed the authority of the written 

document on its own. The first time that a judge asked 

for two witnesses before a accepting a written document 

as legal proof was during the very late Umayyad period or 

the early Abbasid period according to Wakic'. He reported 

that Ibn Ab! Lay1ä was the first judge to ask for this kind 

of. evidence. He was the judge of al-Küfa during the late 

Umayyad and early Abbasid period. 
(3) 

Taking all these facts into consideration we are 

justified in assuming that the restriction of the validity 

of written documents as legal proor was the work Of Muslim 

scholars in the second century partly in opposition to the 

(1) a17 Sh5fidi, al-Umm, vol. 6,,. p. 211. 
(2) al-Khassäf, op. cit., f. 235. 

(3) Wakir, o . cit., vol. 2, p. 67. 
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Umayyad judges' practice which accepted the written docu- 

ments as valid legal proof, and partly in fulfilment of 

what they understood to be the meaning of the Qur3gnic 

verse (Q. II, 282). 

2. The testimony of witnesses. 

Another form of evidence during this period 

was the testimony of witnesses to a particular scene or 

about the truth of a statement made by anyone involved in 

the dispute. We have discussed earlier in the last two 

chapters the number required in order to establish the 

truth. in any type of case and as the practice in this 

period was a continuation of the practice of the early 

period, so we are going to mention only the special feat- 

ure which developed during. the Umayyad period. During the 

early period the situation was not complicated as is evid- 

ent from Ibn Sa__d's report. It was enough to find a 

person who was reliable and had witnessed a contract or 

a scene, who could come and tell the judge what he had 

seen or heard. However owing to the development of 

Muslim. society and its administration, the testimony of the 

witness was subject to a new development. For example 

the Qur-19nic verse which describes the character of the 

witnesses says:: "Two men of trust among you". 
(2 ý 

During 

the early period this was interpreted to mean that every 

(1) Ibn Sacd, op. cit., vol. 6, p. 91. 
(2) Qur) n, SUra, V, 106. 
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Muslim would be an acceptable witness. But during the 

Umayyad period the judge had imposed a certain precaution 

to avoid accepting false evidence, and it was no longer 

accepted that every Muslim was cadl. al-Hasan al-Basri 

who would accepted the testimony of every Muslim objected 

to the action taken by Iyäs b. Mucgwiya when he refused 

to accept the testimony of certain witnesses. al-Hasen 

argued that every Muslim should be accepted, but Iyäs 

did not accept this argument and he interpreted the Qur'änic 

verse to mean that only the acceptable witness 
_gave , 

valid 

testimony. (') It-was also during this period that they 

started to investigate the character of the witnesses 

secretly and Shurayh the early Umayyad judge is said to have 

been the first to have investigated taý witness. When 

someone objected to this practice saying that he had 

invented something new which the early generations had 

not done, Shurayh : saic1 that the people had invented new 

methods which gave rise to false testimony, and this new 

situation had to be (2ý 
This report suggests that 

there were some people who were prepared to give false 

evidence for one reason or another and this investigation 

was designed to expose those people and prevent the accept- 

ing of false evidence, This investigation could be attributed 

(1) Ibn CAbd Rabbih, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 89. 

(2) Ibn Saud ,o . cit., vol. 6, p. 91. 

........ .... ..,,,.,,..,. y,., zen ... ý.,,. 
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to the rise of the parties and sects in this period and 
A judge had to deal with these problems, so as to ensure 

that he would not accept a false testimony. When they 

found out about a person who gave false evidence they 

would bring him to the judge who would decide what sort 

of punishment he would inflict upon him. Sometimes 

Shurayh used to flog the false witness twenty lashes and 

sometimes he put him on public display and told the 

people that the testimony of this person was no longer 

acceptable. 
(') 

If . a_ judge was not satisfied with the 

character of a witness - 
butt at the same time did not 

find out anything which could affect the legality of his 

testimöny he would require him to swear the oath before 

he accepted his evidence. 
(2ý The testimony of the witness 

would be acceptable only if he testified about something 

he had seen or heard concerning the matter in question 

and his evidence could not be acceptable if he testified on 

the authority of what others Yhad said about the matter, 
(3) 

The acceptance of the testimony of one witness 

with the oath of the plaintiff appears to have been 

originated in this period out of judicial necessity. The 

first we hear of this procedure being applied was towards 

the end of the first century when Iyäs b. Mucäwiya the 

judge of al-Basra (99-100 A. H. ) accepted the testimony 

of one witness with the oath of the plaintiff. This brought 

(1) Wakic, op. cit., vol. 2, pp. 288,309. 

. {2) Ibid., vol. 2, p. 377" 
(3) Sacd, op. cit., vol. 6, p. 91. 
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a surprising reaction from among the judicial circles to 

this new formula. Iyäs, trying to justify his action Said 

that the witness was of a high character. 
(') After this 

the use of this formula was generally accepted and al- 

Kindi reported that Tawba b. Nimr the judge of Egypt (115- 

120 A. H. ) used this formula in minor cases of dispute. (2) 

However, in the theory of Muslim scholars this new formula 

developed into a major argument between the Shäfiri on 

one hand and Mä1ik and Abu Hanifa on the other. While 

Shäfici accepted it and justified its application the 

Hanafi and Mäliki schools rejected it as we have discussed 

in our study of the theory. 
(3) It appears that these two 

points. of view were originated in this period. When-the 

judges during the late Umayyad period began to use this 

formula the religious specialists were divided over its 

acceptance. Some may have thought that for 

judicial necessity they were prepared to accept it in 

limited cases mainly the civil cases. This was the attitude 

of Iyäs and Tawba who themselves were judges and members 

of the specialist group. 
(4) 

But on the other hand there 

were some of the specialists who would not accept this 

formula on the ground that it contradicted the Qur anic 

(1) Wakic , op. cit., vol. 1, P. 331. 
(2) al-Kind!, op. cit., pp. 344-45. 
(3) See above pp. 73-744P 
(4. ) taakic, o . cit., vol. 1, p. 331. al-Kind!, op. cit., 

PP. 344-45- 

4 
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requirements of a minimum of two witnesses in any civil 

case. This seems to have been the opinion. of scholars like Ibn 

Shihäb al-Zuhri and 'cAtä: ). 
(') 

However in the late second 

century the scholars were still divided on its application 

as we have explained earlier, although the argument of 

those who accepted it was strengthened, after the introduction 

of this formula, by the traditions which were circulated 

ascribing it to the Prophet. The authenticity of these 

traditions is doubtful, for then Iy¬is's action 

would hardly have surprised'iyc'-" the religious and judicial 

circles and Iyas could have used it to justify his decision. 

These considerations strengthen the possibility that these 

traditions came into existence only after the time of Iyäs. 

Indeed, the scholars who opposed this formula challenged the 

authority of these traditions even though they based their 

challenge on the isnäd as is evident from their argument with 

Shafi'i who accepted this formula. (2) 

The testimony of minors was accepted only in 

cases of wounds inflicted by minors on minors. This is 

evident from the report in al-Kindi which says that Khayr 

b. Nucaym used to accept the-minors' evidence in as far 

as the wounds were inflicted by. one minor on another. 
(3) 

Shurayh also seems to have accepted the minors' evidence 

(1) al-Shäfi'3, al-Umm, vol. ?, p. 10. 
(2) Ibid., vol. 7, P. ?. 

r C3) a1-Kindi, P. 351. 
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in the same way as Khayr did, as appears in WakiC's 

report. 
(') 

However, the majority of the scholars appear 

to have rejected this practice during the construction 

period of Islamic law. (2) 

3. Acknowledgement, Igrär: 

The acknowledgement by a_. defendant of the 

plaintiff's claim was regarded in this period as legal 

proof. The plaintiff did not need any more evidence to 

establish his claim providing that the acknowledgement 

met certain conditions which will be discussed as follows: 

First 4 an acknowledgement had to be made with V 

the full freedom of the person from any pressure. An 

acknowledgement made under the influence of fear was not 

acceptable. Yazd b. Häni had beaten a person who was 

working for him until he acknowledged that he had stolen 

from him. When the case came before the judge he did not 

accept the acknowledgement of this person as he was subject 

to pressure from Yezid, and demanded that the plaintiff 

should produce other evidence to substantiate the allegationc3 

Second tan, acknowledgement made out of court 

was not accepted. Only when an acknowledgement 

(1) Wakic, op. cit., vol. 2, p. 208. 
(2) Ibn al-Qayyim, Muhammad b. Abi Bakr (d. 751 A. H. ) al-Turuq 

al-Hukmiyya, al-Sunna press, Cairo, 1953, pp. 170-72. 

(3) Waki"-, OP-ii., vol. 2, p. 276. 

_... 
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was made to a judge would it be regarded as valid. If it 

were made out of court, a judge would disregard it 

and would ask the defendant if he wished to make a mother 

acknowledgement. He could do so in court. When a man charged 

with assaulting and injuring; another was brought before 

Shurayh, the judge of al-1: fa, and they brought evidence 

of his acknowledgement, Sh'uraý'h said that this .v. the time 

for acknowledgement, if he wished to make one, and he refused 

to accept the evidence of his aakaýo�led;; emen made out of 

court. 
týý 

Thirdly, the acknowledgement by a person who 

was dying of a debt owing to one of the heirs was not 

acceptable without additional legal proof. This, it appears, 

was made as a safeguard against giving one of the heirs 

unfair advantage over the others. Lma3yad judges used to 

refuse this kind of acknowledgement, as it appears from 

'Vaki''s report. 
(2) 

A. The oath. 

The oath appears to have been used in this period 

as a last resort when a Plaintiff was unable to produce 

sufficient evidence to supror. t; his claim and the defendant 

was persistent in his denial of it. If the plaint! ff 

demanded it, the judge would ask the defendant to take the 

oath in support of his denial. If he did, the case a; ai. nc t 

him would be dismi;.; sed temporarily. However, as we 

(1; Fý'altiý, or i tw vol . 2, 
_341-42. (2) Ibd., vol. 1, pp. 3-6, vol'. 2, p. 378. 
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. have. explained earlier this was not regarded by the Umayyad 

judges as final legal proof and in the light of new 

evidence brought by the plaintiff the defendant had to 

return to the court, regardles, of his oath. If the plaintiff 

proved his claim this time the oath taken by the defendant 

in the previous hearing would be disregarded and a new 

decision would be made in favour of the plaintiff. 
(') 

The oath would also be demanded from the plaintiff 

if there was only one witness as 

Sometimes a judge would ask a 

oath, even if L. he had brought the 

he suspected, the character of the 

To sum up this chapter 

we have explained earlier. 

plaintiff to take the 

:i necessary- evidence if 

witnesses. 
(2) 

I come to the following 

conclusions: 

1. The Unayyad caliph held; the executive and the legislative' 

power as well as the judicial authority. The caliph delegated' 

these functions to his governors without distinction. The 

governors in turn delegated these functions to subordinate tS., 

officials, and the judge was one of these officials and 

his responsibility was over judicial matters. 

2. The Umayyads had developed the office of. judge and 

gave the Islamic administration of justice its essential 

features upon which the scholars in the second and third 

centuries A. H. had built their theory. Although the 

Umayyads had taken important steps to strengthen the 

(1) Ibn Said, op. cit., vol. 6, p. 97. 
(2) Ibid., vol . 6, p. 93. 
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position of the judge, he was in this period still merely 

an official of the state and subject to its regulations. 

3. The qualifications required : of a candidate were 

very simple at the beginning of the period, but owing to 

the development of the study of the religious questions, 

these qualification rose 3 -ý: and by the end of the Umeyyed 

period any candidate to the office of judge had to be from 

the group of specialists who had studied religious law. 

4. Judges during this period had played an important 

role in the creation of Islamic law by their various legal 

decisions and their interfretations of the Qur)gnic 1egis- 

istion. 

5. 'Comparing the general practice of the Umayyad administration 

of justice in comparison with the theory of Muslim scholars 

during the construction period of Islamic law, it would 

become apparent that although the scholars' movement started 

in opposition to the Umayyad practice, thelOg&lmateria]. 

which those scholars had to work with consisted of, in 

addition to the Qur)änic legislation and the Sunne"of the 

4iuslims in general, a wide range of legal material which 

was the result of the Umayyad practice. The scholars were, there- 

fore, far from formulating their theory uni. fluenced y'; 

by this- practice. They did not accept the practice as it was. 

but at the same time it is very clear that there was a strong 

resemblance between the theory and the early practice. They 

accepted the function of the judge as it was under the late 

Umayyads. They had accepted the creation of 8 secular 
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court like al-Mazglim court which was established by the 

Umayyads. What Muslim scholars did with the practice 

was that they took the practice of the period before the 

systematization and idealized its features. This could 

be seen in their concept i of the judges' qualifications 

and the judges' authority and also-the procedure which 

the Muslim court followed in administering the law. 

F. 
Hý 

f` 
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